Silent AC Power
Anywhere, Anytime

SM

And we mean anywhere. Heart Interface offers
an integrated system that includes an inverter/charger delivering reliable and dependable back-up
power. Complete your electrical system with a
Heart Interface Remote Control or LINK Battery
Monitor that lets you know how much time you
have left in your batteries. Call today or visit our
website for a dealer near you.

Heart Interface / 21440 68th Ave. S. / Kent, WA 98032
Tel: 253-872-7225 / FAX: 253-872-3412

www.heartinterface.com
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USA:
American Energy Technologies, Ltd. - Florida
Toll Free: 800-874-2190
Phone: 904-781-7000
E-Mail: Solardell@aol.com
Dankoff Solar Products - New Mexico
Toll Free: 888-396-6611
Phone: 505-473-3800
E-mail: pumps@danksolar.com

Effective Solar Products - Louisiana
Toll Free: 888-824-0090
Phone: 504-537-0090
E-mail: esp@effectivesolar.com
Internet: www.effectivesolar.com

Intermountain Solar Technologies - Utah
Toll Free: 800-671-0169
Phone: 801-501-9353
E-mail: utahsolar@aol.com
Internet: www.intermountainsolar.com

Alternative Solar Products - California
Toll Free: 800-229-7652
Phone: 909-308-2366
E-mail: mark@alternativesolar.com
Internet: www.alternativesolar.com

Talmage Solar Engineering - Maine
Toll Free: 888-967-5945
Phone: 207-967-5945
E-mail: tse@talmagesolar.com
Internet: www.talmagesolar.com

CANADA:
Powersource Energy Systems British Columbia
Toll Free: 888-544-2115
Phone: 250-544-2115
E-mail: powersource@vvv.com
Internet: www.powersourceenergy.com
Solar Solutions - Manitoba
Toll Free: 800-285-7652
Phone: 204-632-5554
E-mail: solar@solarsolutions.ca
Internet: www.solarsolutions.ca

Powersource Energy Systems - Alberta
Toll Free: 888-544-2115
Phone: 403-291-9039
E-mail: info@powersourceenergy.com
Internet: www.powersourceenergy.com
Trans-Canada Energie - Quebec
Toll Free: 800-661-3330
Phone: 450-348-2370
E-mail: rozonbatteries@yahoo.com
Internet: www.worldbatteries.com

Powersource Energy Systems - Ontario
Toll Free: 888-544-2115
E-mail: info@powersourceenergy.com
Internet: www.powersourceenergy.com
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Kids Promote Renewables
In January, the Iowa Department of Natural Resources chose Muscatine Power and
Water (MP&W) to be part of a community-wide energy efficiency initiative. To kick off
this event, MP&W, Iowa’s largest municipal utility, had a poster contest. It was
modeled after Iowa Energy Center’s statewide contest, which focused on energy
conservation and efficiency, and replacing fossil fuels with renewables.
MP&W’s energy services advisor, John Root (John_Root/MPW%MPW@mpw.org)
was the sparkplug behind the MP&W poster contest. He figured that with two
contests, “local 4th and 5th grade students would have a double chance of winning.”
As the posters began rolling in, John realized that something truly amazing was
happening. There were 403 posters! “We filled a room 20 by 30 feet three times
while judging the amazing display of energy saving slogans, wind turbines, hydro
plants, and solar collectors. It was an incredible experience to see this wonderful,
creative, and inspiring artwork,” John stated.
We’re reprinting Maegen Sides’ first place poster, “Keeps the Land Happy,” to share
with our readers. You can find a downloadable screen saver of the twelve winning
posters at www.mpw.org.
—The Home Power crew
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“Think about it…”
All humanity is divided
into three classes:
those who are immovable,
those who are movable,
and those who move!
-Benjamin Franklin
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Power Now
NOMAD 300
Portable Solar Power
System Built in AC and DC
outlets provide power for
lights, stereos, cell phones,
TV/VCRs, blenders, electric
fans, power drills, laptops
and more-anywhere on the
property!
Four Easy Ways to
Recharge Use the NOMAD
solar panel to recharge
from the sun, or recharge
from utility power, your
vehicle or generator.
A Great Introduction to
Solar Power Everything
you need to start producing
electricity from the sun is
included.
Reliable Complete
electronic protection
features and easy to
understand indicator lights.
Accessories Included
Vehicle jump-start cables,
wall charger, 12 volt car
charging adapter and
more!

Visit our website or call us toll free for information about
great new products from SolarSense.com, including solar
battery charging kits and DC to AC inverter systems.
1-877-797-6527
604-656-2131

Toll Free
Local

www.solarsense.com

The Power of the Sun Within Reach

Steve Bell
©2000 Steve Bell

Steve and Jan Bell’s home with 2,100 watts of roof-mounted PV, 880 watts of tracked PV, and 3,600 watts of wind power.

lmost twenty years ago, my wife
Jan and I decided we wanted to
take more control and responsibility for our lives. We wanted to live in
greater harmony with ourselves and
nature. We wanted to live lives that lifted
our spirits. We were seeking a place
that would help us live in a better, more
uplifting way. In the mid 1980s, we
uprooted our lives, and moved to the
tiny village of Stelle, Illinois. Since then,
we have been learning what it means to
be more responsible, spiritual beings.
Passive Solar Home
In 1986, we built our passive solar, super-insulated
home. The 2,250 square foot (209 m 2) house was
originally all-electric, with central air conditioning and
heat. It has R-28 walls, R-50 ceilings, and R-15 rigid
foam insulation on the outside of the concrete
basement walls.

8
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Our normal heating is accomplished with a wood
burning stove (with catalytic converter). We use two to
three cords of wood per year for heating. This is not
very much for a house of this size in this location. We
only use the electric furnace to keep the house from
freezing when we are out of town for several days or
more.
The insulation on the outside of the basement walls
makes the concrete walls (75+ tons) into a large
thermal mass that significantly reduces temperature
fluctuations. Most of the windows are on the south and
east sides of the building. This allows for good solar
gain during the morning and through mid-afternoon. By
aiming the long south axis of the house about 20
degrees east of due south, the south wall is
perpendicular to the sun at about 11 AM rather than at
12 noon. This helps with a quick morning warm-up of
the house (when it is needed), and helps reduce late
afternoon overheating.
The windows in all of the rooms are configured to allow
good cross-ventilation. All the windows have low-E
coatings to reflect infrared radiation (heat). This keeps
the heat in during the winter and out during the
summer. Normally, we only use the air conditioning for
four to six days per summer, during hot spells when the

Systems

humidity is high and it only cools off to 85°F (29°C) at
night. For the rest of the time, ceiling fans are enough.
MREA Provides RE Inspiration
When we designed and built the house, we thought that
renewable energy (RE) was too expensive to
realistically consider. Enter the Midwest Renewable
Energy Association (MREA). In the early 1990s, we
started attending the annual MREA Energy Fair in
Amherst, Wisconsin. We became much more educated
about the realities of RE. In 1994, we started our RE
system by ordering a 4 KW remanufactured direct-drive
Jacobs wind turbine and a 115 foot (35 m) custom-built,
tilt-up tower kit. We purchased a Trace SW4048
inverter and sixteen Trojan L-16 batteries.
By the summer of 1996, the tower and wind turbine
were installed. We normally have a good wind resource
from October through mid-June; during the summer, the
winds are light and variable. This provided enough
power in the winter months for much of our 120 VAC
loads, but was very lacking in the summer months.
We decided to make our home mostly energy
independent by adding PV to our RE system, and by
eliminating most of the 240 VAC loads. In September of
1997, we installed sixteen Siemens SM55J modules
(880 watts) on a dual-axis Wattsun tracker. In 1998, we
replaced the ten year old 22 cubic foot (0.62 m 3 )
refrigerator/freezer with a new high efficiency 22 cubic
foot Amana refrigerator/freezer (Model BR22S6) that
uses 1.4 KWH per day.

always produced more power than we’ve needed. Our
electric bills are now quite low, and should drop to little
more than the basic service charge when the AquaStar
goes on line. Water heating is our major utility load—
abundant hot water is one of our luxuries.
In 1994, our daily electric utility consumption was 43.6
KWH per day. Since the system upgrade last summer,
our daily consumption is down to 17.1 KWH per day.
Out of that total, I estimate that about 15 KWH is
consumed by the water heaters. The figure is high
because we are presently heating the hot water with
electricity. We hope to use surplus RE energy and LP
gas in the future, and four large flat-plate solar hot
water panels that I plan to install someday.
Wind Turbine
The wind turbine generates a nominal 48 VDC, and is
adjusted to govern at about 3,600 watts. This Jacobs
“long case” wind turbine (circa 1940) has a 14 foot (4.3
m) diameter, 3 blade rotor. It’s mounted on a custombuilt 115 foot (35 m) tilt-up tower. The tower kit was
designed by Mick Sagrillo, and assembled on the site.
I think it is the largest (heaviest) tilt-up tower that Mick
has designed. It consists of four sections of 8 inch
The ’40s era Jacobs wind generator (right) on its
115 foot tilt-up tower. The 10 KW Bergey Excel (left)
helps power the community water treatment plant.

Then we started planning our conversion from 240 VAC
to LP gas. First, we replaced the electric cooktop with
an LP unit. We are in the final stages of installing an
AquaStar 125BS on-demand propane water heater. We
will be using the old electric water heaters as pre-heat
tanks with 48 VDC elements for dump loads. The only
240 VAC loads we will retain are the central air
conditioning and a Kitchen Aid double oven. Both these
loads are rarely used, but are nice to have available.
Grant Provides Incentive
In early 1999, Illinois announced its grant and rebate
program. The program pays up to 60 percent of the
cost of a PV system. We decided to request a grant for
an additional twenty-eight roof-mounted Siemens SP75
modules (2,100 watts), along with an SW5548 inverter,
two MPPT controllers, an E-Meter, a DeSulfator, and
twenty-four Concorde PVX-12255 batteries. The grant
was approved, but they would not cover the cost of the
batteries. The program managers decided that they
would not pay for a wear item that the end-user could
ruin in a short number of years.
During the summer of 1999, we installed the additions,
including the larger battery bank. Since then we have

9
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subarray has a blocking diode on its
output. The four 48 volt subarrays
are wired to an individually fused
combiner box (with lightning
arrestor) mounted on the tracker
pole. We fed the array output
underground to a 20 amp DC
breaker at the battery bank using
about 120 feet (37 m) of #4 (21
mm2) USE cable.
There are twenty-eight SP-75
modules on our roof. Seven
subarrays feed into an individually
fused combiner box (with lightning
arrestors). The seven outputs are
Five sets of guy wires attach to each anchor of the huge tilt-up tower.
combined into two main 48 volt
schedule 40 steel pipe, with large, welded flange plates
subarrays—one of 900 watts and the other of 1,200
and a 7 foot (2.1 m) stub tower. There are five sets of
watts. The 1,200 watt subarray uses 70 feet (21 m) of
guy wires, 16 cubic yards of concrete in the anchors
#4 (21 mm2) cable to connect to a Solar Converters
and piers, and a custom made block and tackle
MPPT controller (#PT48-20M) via a 60 amp DC
assembly that could serve for a small crane.
breaker. The 900 watt subarray uses 70 feet of #6 (13
mm2) cable to connect to its MPPT controller (same
The Jake is one of Mick’s remanufactured units. Its
model) via another 60 amp DC breaker.
output is fed underground through a pair of #2/0 (67
2
Charge Controllers
mm ) USE copper cables to the battery bank. The total
one-way wire run is almost 450 feet (137 m). There is a
Both the outputs of the Jacobs and the 880 watt tracked
fused disconnect, with a lightning arrestor, at the base
PV array are connected, via blocking diodes, directly to
of the tower. A 150 amp, 250 volt diode at the battery
the DC bus bars. The output of the 2,100 watts of roofend keeps the DC generator from becoming a DC
mounted PV is connected to the Solar Converters
motor. There is a 100 amp/50 millivolt shunt with a 100
MPPT charge controllers, which connect to the DC bus
amp analog ammeter to measure delivered power.
bars. There are DC breakers or fused disconnects on
all three charging systems.
PV Arrays
Two MPPT charge controllers prevent overcharging by
We mounted sixteen Siemens SM-55J modules (four
the two roof-mounted PV arrays.
subarrays) on a Wattsun dual-axis tracker. Each
The winch, with block and tackle, at the gin pole.

10
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A pair of C-40s (acting as diversion controllers)
regulates the battery bank voltage. They dump excess
power into a pair of home-built, heavy-duty, resistive
hot-air heaters. The C-40s are connected to the battery
bank via a 110 amp class-T fuse with parallel #2 (33
mm2) cable from the fuse to the dump load.
Basically, I regulate my batteries with a load rather than
regulating my charging source. I dump all the wind
power (and the power from the PV array) directly into
my batteries and then add loads to control voltage.
Battery state of charge is tracked via an E-Meter, with
the shunt installed between the batteries and the
negative bus bar. I installed a DS-1000 battery
DeSulfator (a sweep-pulsing desulfating device for
larger battery banks) to help protect against sulfation.
Grounding
If your PVs are roof-mounted, or operate above 50
VDC, the NEC requires that the negative DC conductor
be grounded. I have my doubts about this. If both the
positive and the negative wires are allowed to “float”
(are not grounded), then the only thing that they are
“hot” to (read “dangerous”) is each other. You could put
one wire in your mouth and stand in a puddle and not
be shocked. The only danger is if you are touching both
wires at the same time.
The NEC requires you to ground the negative leg, thus
making the whole world electrically common with the
negative leg. Then if you touch anything while touching
the positive leg, you can get shocked. The NEC says
this is safer.

Twenty-four Concorde SunXtender sealed absorbed glass
mat batteries provide 1,800 amp-hours at 48 VDC.

all the way to the top stub tower. This means that there
is very low resistance from the tower top to earth
ground, avoiding increased resistance where the
painted tower flanges bolt together.
The PV frames, tracker rack, and pole are very well
earth grounded. The roof racks and module frames are
bonded and tied to the house lightning protection
system, which is a very good ground. I have both Delta
lightning arrestors and surge capacitors on the AC utility
lines, and an arrestor on the home side of the AC
(inverter AC output).

The code requires you to ground the negative leg on
roof-mounted PV arrays, and to add a ground-fault
interrupter (read “extra expense”). This is to insure that
the grounded negative leg does not cause a house fire
should there be a failure of the
L–R: Dump load, two Trace C-40 shunt regulators, utility grid breaker, AC
grounded negative leg. With a
subpanel, grid/RE transfer switch, Trace 4048 and 5548 inverters with DC 250.
“floating” (non-grounded) DC
system, this type of fire cannot
happen. I do believe in very good
equipment grounding for lightning
protection and safety. And very good
AC grounding is important because
the U.S. grid is grounded, and
because many AC appliances are
designed with that grounding in
mind.
All the electrical equipment chassis
are grounded to the AC ground. The
windmill tower has ground rods on
all four guy anchors and at the tower
base. A #4 (21 mm2) bare copper
wire runs up the inside of the tower
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Photovoltaic Array:
Sixteen Siemens SM-55J modules
on Wattsun dual-axis tracker,
880 watts at 48 volts DC
Wind Generator:
Jacobs Long Case (circa 1940s)
on 115 foot tilt-up tower,
3,600 watts at 48 volts DC

Wind Disconnect:
100 amp fused disconnect,
lightning arrestor
PV Combiner Box:
Four blocking diodes,
four 10 amp fuses,
lightning arrestor
PV Combiner Box:
Seven 10 amp fuses,
two lightning arrestors
To main buses

From wind generator

To main buses

Photovoltaic Array:
Twenty-eight roof-mounted Siemens SP-75 modules, 2,100 watts at 48 volts DC

From tracked array

To 110 amp fuse
Charge Controllers:
Two Solar Converters
maximum power point
trackers
Breakers:
Two 60
amp

To DC 250
E-Meter
F

E

14.25
V

A

Ah

SEL

Positive Bus:
Two 300 amp Class-T fuses
and 150 amp, 250 VDC diode
Batteries:
Twenty-four Concorde PVX-12255
Sealed absorbed glass mat,
300 amp-hours each, for 1,800 amp-hours total 48 VDC
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Negative Buss:
500 amp,
50 mV shunt

t

SET

Amp-Hour Meter:
Cruising Equipment
E-Meter
To DC 250

Battery Maintainer:
DeSulfator DS-1000

Systems

Batteries
The battery bank was originally
sixteen L-16s with Hydrocaps. Now
it is twenty four absorbed glass mat
(AGM) Concorde SunXtender PVX12255 batteries. Each sealed
battery is 12 VDC, 300 AH at the
100 hour rate, and weighs 162 lbs.
They are wired in series with #2/0
(67 mm2) cable, and are paralleled
with #4/0 (107 mm2) cable.
Because of physical layout
considerations, the batteries are
configured in two groups of twelve.
These are both wired in parallel to
the same solid copper positive and
negative bus bars. Each twelvebattery grouping is configured as
three parallel 48 VDC battery
strings. The two sub-banks are tied
to the bus bar through a pair of 300
amp class-T fuses. The batteries in
each sub-bank are cross-tied with #4 (21 mm2) cable to
help balance charging. The E-Meter tracks all the
power in and out of the battery bank. The DS-1000
DeSulfator should help control battery sulfation.

Who are all these solar bozos?

pure 60 Hz, 120 VAC sine wave electricity (3–5% THD).
These inverters are really power conversion centers.
They not only convert battery voltage into sine wave
household voltage, but are also capable of recharging
the batteries from a backup generator or from utility
power. They can also sell excess power back to the
utility.

Inverters
The two inverters, which are not stacked, power all the
120 VAC loads in our home. Each inverter generates

Main Panel:
240 VAC with center tap

Controllers:
Two Trace C-40s

From main
buses

Dump Load:
Two-element hot air

Fuse:
110 amp Class-T

Inverter
Breakers:
Four 60 amp

From main
buses

Trace 4.0 Kilowatt
Subpanel:
To 120 VAC loads
Inverters:
Trace SW4048, 4,000 watts at 120 volts AC
Trace SW5548, 5,500 watts at 120 volts AC
Inverter
Disconnects:
From main Trace DC250,
Two 250 amp
buses
breakers

Transfer
Switch:
Grid or
inverters

Trace 5.5 Kilowatt

Home Power #77 • June / July 2000
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Bell System Costs
Wind System
Item

Cost (US$)

Jacobs wind turbine*
Tower kit, including 7 foot stub tower*
Sandblasting and painting*
1,000 feet #2/0 USE cable
Concrete
Welding*
8,000 pound 48 VDC winch
108 feet of 8 inch schedule 40 steel pipe
Trenching and backhoe*
Two C-40 diversion controllers
Miscellaneous hardware
Fused disconnect box
Heavy duty dump load, home-built

$6,500
6,088
1,160
1,126
1,120
1,000
1,000
800
525
280
200
120
0

Tracker PV System

16 Siemens SM-55J solar modules
Wattsun dual-axis tracker
Concrete
Wiring and conduit
Fused combiner box
20 feet of 6 inch schedule 40 steel pipe

$5,040
1,660
280
250
120
100

Roof PV System

28 Siemens SP-75 solar modules
$10,136
Module mounting racks
964
2 Solar Converters MPPT charge controllers
616
Fused combiner box
270
Wiring and conduit
250
Battery Storage System

24 Concorde PVX-12255 batteries
Battery box materials
Battery cables
E-Meter with pre-scaler
DeSulfator, DS-1000
Safety fusing
Miscellaneous cable and conduit

$8,585
470
450
270
113
90
70

Inverters & AC System

Trace SW5548 with conduit box
Trace SW4048 with conduit box
Dual DC250 with additional breakers
Manual AC transfer switch
Miscellaneous wiring and conduit
AC subpanel

$2,885
2,460
442
150
125
40

Illinois sales tax ($40,482 total taxable)

$2,530

Total System Cost

$58,285

* 6.25% sales tax does not apply to these items.
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Illinois State
Incentive Money for RE
The Department of Commerce and Community Affairs
(DCCA) of the State of Illinois has begun one of the
most RE-friendly incentive programs in the country.
The DCCA administers the Renewable Energy
Resources Program (RERP) in order to foster
investment in and development of renewable energy
resources within the state of Illinois. The RERP will
fund projects focused on increasing the utilization of
renewable energy technologies in Illinois (estimated
at US$5 million per year for five years pending
legislative changes). RERP will include wind, solar,
thermal energy, photovoltaic systems, dedicated
crops grown for energy production, organic waste
biomass, and hydropower that does not involve new
construction or significant expansion of hydropower
dams.
There are two components to the program—grants
and rebates. To apply for a grant or rebate, a potential
recipient must be within the service territory of an
investor-owned electric or gas utility, a municipal gas
or electric utility, or an electric cooperative that
imposes the Renewable Energy Resources and Coal
Technology Development Assistance Charge (as
defined in Public Act 90-561).
Grant funding categories are as follows:
• Wind—50 percent, with a maximum grant of
US$300,000
• Solar Thermal—50 percent, with a maximum of
US$150,000
• PV—60 percent, up to US$6 per watt with a
maximum of US$300,000
• Crops—50 percent, with a maximum of
US$150,000
• Organic Waste Biomass—50 percent, with a
maximum of US$550,000
• Hydropower—50 percent, with a maximum of
US$1,000,000
Rebates are funded as follows:
• Solar Thermal—50 percent, with a maximum rebate
of US$5,000
• PV—60 percent, up to a maximum of US$6 per
watt, with a maximum rebate of US$5,000
Note: Steve Bell was the first grant recipient in the
state. Mark Wilkerson, whose related article is on
page 20, was the first rebate recipient. Much hurdle
clearing has been done for anyone else in the state
interested in this very generous incentive to “go
solar.”
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The inverters get their DC input via two 250 amp DC
breakers connected to the positive bus bar with #4/0
(107 mm 2) cable. The two inverters (SW4048 and
SW5548) are not stacked, although they can be if I
have the need. Each inverter powers one side of the AC
subpanel (There are no 220 VAC loads on the system).
With a minor wiring adjustment, either inverter is
capable of powering the entire household should one of
them fail.
Each inverter has access to grid power via its own 60
amp breaker in the utility breaker panel. The AC output
of the inverters is fed into a manual transfer switch,
which then feeds the sub-panel. A separate pair of 60
amp breakers in the main (utility) panel also feeds
power to the manual transfer switch. That allows easy
transfer of the subpanel (house loads) back onto grid
power should the RE act up.

Access
Author: Steve Bell, SunWize Technical Support
Specialist, 141 Tamarind Ct. Stelle, IL 60919
815-256-2222 • Fax: 815-256-2221 • sebpv@stelle.net
www.sunwize.com
Midwest Renewable Energy Association, 7558 Deer
Rd., Custer, WI 54423 • 715-592-6595
Fax: 715-592-6596 • mreainfo@wi-net.com
www.the-mrea.org
Rex Buhrmester, Illinois Department of Commerce and
Community Affairs (DCCA) Renewable Energy
Resources Program (RERP), 325 W. Adams,
Springfield, IL 62704 • 217-557-1925
Fax: 217-785-2618 • rbuhrmes@commerce.state.il.us
www.commerce.state.il.us

Loads
This system provides power for all the 120 VAC loads in
our home. These loads include two freezers, a 22 cubic
foot (0.62 m3) refrigerator/freezer, 1/3 hp sump pump,
32 inch (81 cm) color TV, 150 watt stereo, microwave,
all the lighting loads, and anything else we plug into the
wall.
The battery storage bank can supply the
household needs for six to eight days of
no wind or PV power before it requires
recharging from an outside source. The
AC power supplied from the inverter is
cleaner than the power supplied from the
utility; there are no brownouts, surges,
spikes, or power outages.
Stewards
Over the years, many people have asked
why we chose to go with RE—what is the
payback? I explain that economic
payback was not a significant
consideration when making this choice.
Our choice was based on the desire to
be better stewards of the planet, and to
increase our sense of self-empowerment
(taking more direct responsibility for our
lives).
We in the RE community are the “wayshowers” of a new way of being and
living. We are willing to accept the added
economic cost of using RE in order to
demonstrate in our lives that RE is a
practical choice and a livable reality. We
are the future!

Reliable People,
Reliable Products,
Reliable Power
SunWize Dealers are skilled
technicians who provide a wide
variety of reliable solar solutions
for your power requirements. The
SunWize Dealer Advantage is:
• Competitive Pricing
• Professional Design
• Expert Installation
• Reliable After-Sales Service
Let an authorized SunWize Dealer
assist you in choosing the right
system or components for your
power needs. Call 800-817-6527
today for a Dealer nearest you.

Authorized SunWize Dealer Independent Power Systems,
located in Sparks, NV, with satisfied customer in front of
900 Watt off-grid residential system.

www.sunwize.com

SunWize
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providing power to
B ya remote
canyon in
northern New Mexico,
Siemens is helping an
ancient order of
Benedictine monks thrive
in the modern world. The
Monastery of Christ in the
Desert sought safe,
reliable, affordable energy
to build and run new
facilities and pursue a
high-tech livelihood—
designing sites for the
World Wide Web.
Connecting to the nearest
electric grid would have
cost more than $1 million,
but Siemens turned on the
lights for a fraction of that.
Mounted on trackers that
follow the sun throughout
the day, eight solar arrays
produce enough energy to
run everything from
computers to kitchen
appliances.

Let there be light.

The monastery’s building
program—designed to
use cost-efficient,
environmentally friendly
materials—has attracted
global attention from
those seeking to renew
rather than waste the
world’s resources.
Powered by Siemens
technology, this religious
community is a model of
spiritual devotion and
sustainable living.

Siemens Solar Industries
4650 Adohr Lane, P.O. Box 6032
Camarillo, CA 93011
(800) 947-6527 FAX (805) 388-6395
www.siemenssolar.com

AstroPower = clean power.
AstroPower is the world’s leading independent
PV company. We are supported by shareholders
who believe in the future of solar power,
not by fossil fuel or nuclear power interests.
All of our products are made from silicon –
abundant and non-toxic. Our unique process of
recycling silicon wafers from the computer chip industry
enables us to manufacture high quality solar cells
while using up to ten times less energy.
When selecting a PV supplier, consider not only the
products, but also the company behind the products.

Make your choice count.
Choose AstroPower.

I n d e p e n d e n t. C l e a n. F o c u s e d.
w w w . a s t r o p o w e r. c o m

The Solar Capital
of the
Midwest
Mark W. Wilkerson
©2000 Mark W. Wilkerson

The Stelle community phone system (foreground) utilizes 2,900 watts of PV.

S

telle, Illinois may well have
become the solar capital of North
America, if not the world. Over a
third of the homes in Stelle have some
or all of their electricity provided by
photovoltaics (PV). The town water,
phone, and internet service is powered
by renewable energy (RE). In total,
twenty RE systems on forty acres of
land in rural Illinois must qualify Stelle
as a most unique hub of RE technology.

Stelle (rhymes with bell) was first recognized as a
centerpiece of solar activity in 1996. This small
unincorporated village of 110 people is located among
thousands of acres of cornfields about an hour and a
half south of Chicago. In the last four years, it has
manifested even more evidence of an unspoken
philosophy of living which seems to be shared by most
residents here.
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Solar Phone Company
First let’s look at the town’s infrastructure. North
America’s first off-grid solar-powered phone company is
celebrating five years of 100 percent system reliability.
Each resident of Stelle owns a share of the Stelle
Telephone Company, a rural mutual cooperative. Every
phone call made from Stelle is in fact a solar-powered
phone call.
The decision to go solar was made because of power
quality and availability problems with the electric utility
serving the community. The electricity supply to rural
locations is more susceptible to lightning strikes, ice
storms, and other natural phenomena. The 200-line
digital phone switch would be severely impacted every
time a glitch occurred, and no phone calls could be
made or received.
That problem has been solved with a 2 KW peak array
of Solarex MSX-64 solar modules, and a large bank of
sealed absorbed glass mat batteries (1,400 amp-hours
at 48 VDC) in conjunction with a backup propane
generator. The generator was designed to run
approximately 150 hours per year (one oil
change/maintenance interval), and it has fallen within 5
percent of the designed run time.

Community

Perhaps the owners of Stelle Telephone have not seen
a direct economic payback, per se. However, can you
put a price on having a reliable phone system when you
need to make a call? The system has been a definite
winner.
Internet Connection
Another challenge to a remote community and a rural
phone company is access to the Internet. Any phone
call made from Stelle to any location outside of Stelle is
a long distance call. This little fact of life posed a great
challenge to many community members and homebased businesses wanting to use the Internet as an
information and communication source. In the summer
of 1998, Stelle Telephone became the world’s first offgrid solar-powered Internet service provider (ISP).
Residents now have extremely reliable Internet
connection via two-way satellite TCP/IP connectivity.
The system is supported by a 24 hours per day, 7 days
a week network operation center hosting our Internet
servers, with data warehousing and backup facilities
near San Francisco, California. An additional 900 watts
of Siemens solar modules on a Wattsun dual-axis
tracker were added to the Stelle Phone Company’s
central office system. This offsets the additional
electrical loads of the on-site equipment, which includes
a Cisco server, sixteen 56K modems, and a desktop
computer.
These two solar applications have made it possible for
many home-based businesses to thrive in Stelle. They
have also opened the door for a regional office of the
New York based SunWize Technologies to use Stelle as
a base of worldwide business development activities.
SunWize employs three residents of this small town,
and supplies a Stelle-based dealer, Tim Wilhelm of
Wilhelm Engineering, with his wholesale solar needs.
Tim also runs Stelle Telephone, and teaches electronics
and NEC courses at a local community college in his
spare time.
Central Water Plant
Most rural residents live with an individual well and
pump. Stelle has a central water plant, instead of 44
individual wells and pumps. (There are 44 living units in
Stelle, a mixture of single family, duplex, and
quadplexes.) The water plant is owned and run by the
Stelle Community Association (SCA). A typical water bill
is US$40–60 per month.
Not only is the efficiency of water delivery from one 300
foot (91 m) deep well improved, but the pumps for
operation of the plant are all powered by a 10 KW
Bergey wind turbine. The wind system was originally
set up as a grid-intertied system, so excess power
would be sold back to the utility. But since Illinois has

A 10 KW Bergey Excel powers the town water supply.

yet to enact a net metering law, the cost and hassle of
selling back to the electric company did not make the
exercise worthwhile. With a grid-tied system, the load
goes down when the grid goes down, so the town has
decided to take the water plant totally off-grid.
The association just completed the installation of a
battery bank along with a stacked pair of Trace
SW5548s and all the hardware in between. With the
new incentives (grants and rebates from the state’s
Department of Commerce and Community Affairs) to
use PV in Illinois, a solar-electric system is being
considered to add to the reliability of the power supply.
Commonwealth Edison, the state’s largest utility, has
committed to a net metering policy with hopes of having
it enacted by Spring, 2000. The new people in the
utility’s renewables division are hardworking individuals
committed to facilitating a sustainable solar business
throughout their service territory. Stelle has been
mentioned by one of ComEd’s T&D managers as a
probable site for using renewables for end-of-grid
support. These folks deserve a hand for energizing the
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Systems Large & Small
The smallest residential PV systems
in Stelle have small arrays of fifteen
year old Arco Solar 16-2000s. These
panels were recycled thanks to the
sharp eye of Steve Bell, a town
resident as well as technical support
specialist with SunWize.

Linea Bara’s home sports eight Arco Solar 16-2000 PV panels.

giant utility (one of the nation’s largest nuclear utilities)
to adopt new ways of thinking about energy.
Individual Commitment
The community of Stelle, as a whole, is obviously
committed to a solar lifestyle, but what about individual
residents? In this town of forty-four living units, there
are fourteen homes that have all or part of their
electricity supplied by PVs. Another six homes have
passive solar features, which offset a good part of the
winter heating requirement. More than half of the
homes use wood as all or part of their heating fuel. And
more PV and passive solar systems are planned.

The small systems feature eight 162000s (35 watts original rating), a
Trace UX1112 SB, four Concorde
PVX12210 AGM batteries, and a
ProStar 30 charge controller with
meter. The fifteen year old modules
still generate over 90 percent of their
nameplate rating.

The largest system in town is Steve’s personal wind/PV
hybrid system (see page 8). His system includes 2,980
watts of Siemens modules—880 watts on a Wattsun
tracker and 2,100 watts on the roof—and a 4 KW
Jacobs wind turbine. These supply 48 VDC power to a
battery bank of twenty-four PVX-1225s (almost 100
KWH of storage at 48 VDC), along with two Trace
inverters (a 4048 and a 5548).
Steve actually has reached a point where excess
electricity is available year-round. Since there is no
incentive to pump this excess back to the grid, Steve
actually heats his basement in the winter by channeling
the excess wind generated energy into a set of homemade resistant air heating elements. When it’s sunny
and windy, Steve can also pre-heat his domestic hot
water. Talk about tweaking out the efficiency of a

Another recent trend is the use of propane as the
primary fuel for previously electric loads. Having on-site
storage allows for an extra measure of autonomy during
extended power outages. To be able
to use expensive photovoltaic
Steve and Jan Bell’s system has 2,980 watts of PV and a 3.6 KW wind
generator. See the article on page 8 for a complete description of the system.
technology appropriately, the use of
propane makes sense as a starting
point. Most RE system owners
cannot afford to burn solargenerated electricity for cooking or
heating hot water.
I view propane as a “solar enabler,”
since it allows us to make steps
toward a full solar lifestyle. As
appliances improve, fuel cells come
on the market, and other
technologies emerge, propane can
be phased out. The total pollution or
negative impact on the planet per
KWH of fossil fuel or nuclear
generated energy is much greater
than a similar quantity of energy
used from propane at the point of
use.
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system! Steve is also pushing the
envelope by experimenting with
maximum power point tracking
controllers and battery desulfation.
Straw Bale Neighbor
This unique strain of solar mania is
not all contained within the borders
of Stelle’s 200 acres. The nearby
Haeme family completed their straw
bale home several years ago. It was
Illinois’ first bale building, and since
then, Jon Haeme has built another
home of straw for a resident of
nearby Kankakee County.

Russ Hardtke has eight Arco Solar 16-2000 PVs and solar hot air collectors.

After I’d lived for only six months in
Stelle, there was not one neighbor
who I would have hesitated to ask
for help. In Stelle, you confront your
issues—there is no place to hide.
You know your neighbors and they
know you. That may be perceived as
good or bad. I think there should be
a premium charged for being able to
experience this kind of quality of life.

Unique to Jon’s home, the solarelectric system supplied all the
energy for the construction of the
building. Many residents of Stelle
helped with the “wall raising” on a
very hot August day about four
years ago. This beautiful home on a
five acre farmette recently became
fully operational using solar power,
even though the grid is available. A
total of 840 watts of PV, a Trace
SW4024, and eight Concorde PVX12210s power the entire house,
including the Sun Frost refrigerator.
Simple technical descriptions of
these earth-friendly power supplies
hardly do justice to the way of life
created in Stelle. A common
observation of visitors is that we
have a very special community.
Indeed, it is a feeling of true
community which is often lost in the
urban sprawl.

The author’s home with twelve
Siemens SP-75 modules.

Renie Emery and Kermit Wagoner
have sixteen Arco Solar 16-2000
PV panels.

A Community Perspective
Stelle was founded in 1973 in a rural
setting about sixty miles (97 km)
southwest of Chicago. The Stelle
Group, a philosophical organization
chartered as an Illinois not-for-profit
corporation, created Stelle. The
Stelle Group set out to create a
supportive environment in which
individual human development
would be top priority.
During the early years of building
Stelle, when it was a private

Community

Today, Stelle is an open community
where people from diverse
backgrounds make their home. The
values mentioned previously seem
to serve as an unspoken beacon,
which tends to attract new residents
and maintain the ties with those who
move away. Individual initiative and
creativity are welcomed, and no
single organization oversees all
aspects of community life. Instead,
different groups play various roles in
the community.
Cooperation
Stelle is self-governing, and an
elected board of directors of the
Stelle Community Association
Mark and Vicki Matthews have twenty-eight Siemens SP-75s.
(SCA, a homeowners association)
community, residents stressed values such as personal
administers community affairs. The SCA operates on
responsibility, lifelong education, positive attitude,
democratic principles and encourages all members of
cooperation, and democracy. These values continue to
the community to become involved. Today, Stelle is a
influence the way of life in Stelle. As elements of its rich
small and peaceful village of roughly 110 people.
and unique heritage, they remain a vital part of the
Unlike many intentional or alternative communities,
community’s identity.
Stelle is based on cooperative, rather than communal
Richard Kieninger was the founder of Stelle, and author
principles. Residents live in the type of housing they
of the book The Ultimate Frontier. As he grew
prefer and can afford, and work at their own jobs or
philosophically distant from the community he had
businesses according to their individual talents.
founded, he moved a core group of followers down to
Some residents commute over an hour to downtown
Texas in the early ‘80s. Those who remained were
Chicago, while many operate businesses out of their
more mainstream idealists. They re-created Stelle
homes. It is this background of diversity and strong
without forgetting the foundations of self reliance, and
individualism that supports the other activities that
the goals of sustainablility. This re-creation was a
Stelle residents enjoy. Hobbies that include Tai Chi,
natural step in the evolution of the community.
canning, gardening, herbology,
quilting, etc. seem to emerge from
Dianne Obernuefermann has eight SP-75 and four SP-36 PV modules.
an underlying mutual respect for
nature and the environment.
One demonstration of this respect is
that Stelle is the smallest community
to receive the Tree City Award from
the National Arbor Day Foundation.
We have just been chosen again for
the year 2000, which makes fifteen
years of receiving this honor. Tree
City USA promotes tree planting and
care programs, and calls public
attention to the economic, health,
and aesthetic benefits trees offer.
The program encourages participation in community forestation
and beautification efforts.
Combine the rural location of Stelle
and the associated challenges of
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Paul and Karen Wagoner have eight roof-mounted Siemens SR-100s and twenty-four SM-55s on a tracker.

being thirty miles (48 km) from the nearest supermarket
with the earth consciousness of most Stelle residents.
This gives you a community that is embracing self
reliance. A winter storm can keep residents cut off for
over a week at a time. Power has gone down for
several days at a time regularly over the years. This
aspect of rural life combined with new Illinois solar
incentive money—and a new solar-friendly perspective
by Commonwealth Edison—has caused a new wave of
solar activity in this tried and true community.

technologies in a real end-of-grid support scenario,
which will offer an added dimension to college-level
classroom learning.
Visit Stelle
You are encouraged to visit Stelle. The residents open
their doors every spring to celebrate Earth Day, and
every fall to participate in the National Tour of Solar
Homes. If these dates aren’t convenient, someone is
always available for a personal tour of the town.
Tuesdays and Fridays are best, and a call ahead of
time is most appreciated.

Share the Dream
On the drawing board is something tentatively named
For more information, or to see the town in person, call
“The Midwest Center for Sustainable Living.” The Stelle
the special line SunWize has set up for Stelle visitor
Area Chamber of Commerce hopes to facilitate a more
inquiries (815-256-2224). We will be happy to fax
formal and productive way for Stelle to share its
directions, and we strongly advise you not venture on
sustainable attributes with a broader audience by
your own without a map. Visitors come from all over the
construction of this center. Several universities and
world to see solar technology at work in Stelle.
other key groups are involved in the
initial phase of this effort, which
Tim and Susan Wilhelm have twelve Siemens SM55s.
includes obtaining a grant from the
newly established Clean Energy
Trust Fund.
A business plan is being developed
to make the center self-supporting
with corporate eco-retreats,
personal growth seminars, holistic
health seminars, sustainability think
tanks, and, of course, wind and PV
technical training, etc. Incidentally,
Stelle has served as home to
Midwest Renewable Energy
Association (MREA) wind/PV hybrid
workshops, and hopes to further this
effort. The goal will be to
demonstrate
new
energy

Community

Access
Author: Mark Wilkerson, Stelle Chamber of Commerce,
SunWize VP of Business Development, Sun St., Stelle,
IL 60919 • 815-256-2274 • Fax: 815-256-2221
mwwpv@stelle.net • www.sunwize.com
Steve Bell, SunWize Technical Support Specialist,
141 Tamarind Ct., Stelle, IL 60919 • 815-256-2222
Fax: 815-256-2221 • sebpv@stelle.net
www.sunwize.com
Rebecca Wilson, Stelle Community Association (SCA),
127 W Sun St., Stelle, IL 60919 • 815-256-2214
Fax: 815-256-2220 • wbwilson@stelle.net
Tim Wilhelm, Stelle Telephone Company GM, Sun St.,
Stelle, IL 60919 • 815-256-2284 • Fax: 815-256-2285
tjwilhelm@stelle.net • www.stelle.net
Gabriela Martin, Commonwealth Edison, Renewable
Projects Manager, 130 S. Jefferson, Chicago, IL 60661
312-394-4434 • Fax: 312-394-2921
gabriela.martin2@ucm.com • www.ucm.com
Rex Buhrmester, Illinois Department of Commerce and
Community Affairs (DCCA) Renewable Energy
Resources Program (RERP) • 217-557-1925
Fax: 217-785-2618 • rbuhrmes@commerce.state.il.us
www.commerce.state.il.us
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Bergey
1000 Watt Home Wind Turbine

➧ 5-Year Warranty (Industry’s Longest)
➧ Maintenance Free Design
➧ Excellent Low Wind Performance
➧ Nearly Silent Operation
➧ Three High-Strength PowerFlex
Fiberglass Blades, SH 3045 Airfoil*
➧ Neodymium Super-Magnet Alternator
➧ AutoFurl “No Worry” Storm Protection
➧ Fail-Safe Design, No Dump Load
Required for Structural Safety
➧ PowerCenter Multi-function Controller
➧ OptiCharge Regulation for Extended
Battery Life
➧ Easy Installation with BWC Tilt-up
Towers

24 VDC
Battery Charging

*Patent Pending

The all new Bergey XL.1 is the most technically
advanced small wind turbine ever. It combines
excellent low wind performance and the
legendary Bergey ruggedness, at costs well
below the lightweights. It comes from the
world’s leading supplier of small wind turbines
and is backed by the longest warranty in the
business. The XL.1 delivers on value.
Compare features, performance, price,
reputation, and warranties. The new Bergey
XL.1 is the clear choice for your home energy
system.

4 Times More Energy Than the Air 4031
1– Air is a registered trademark of Southwest Windpower, Inc.
2– Whisper is a registered trademark of World Power Technologies, Inc.

$1,495
BERGEY•DIRECT
www.bergey.com
Or, Call Toll Free:
1-888-669-6178
Complete AC “Plug
& Play” Systems
from $2,995

PowerCenter Controller
• 60A Wind Regulator
• 30A Solar Regulator
• 30A Optional Dump Load
• 24 VDC DC Bus
• Battery Status LEDs

1.5 Times More Energy Than the Whisper 9002
11.2 mph (5 m/s) Average Wind Speed at Hub Height, Rayliegh Distribution.
Based on manufacturer’s published power curves.

2001 Priestley Ave.
Norman, OK 73069
T: 405–364–4212
F: 405–364–2078

WindPower

SIMPLICITY•RELIABILITY•PERFORMANCE

SALES@BERGEY.COM

WWW.BERGEY.COM
© 1999 Bergey Windpower

www.usbattery.com


P
RECYCLED POWER

At U.S. Battery, we’re committed to doing our part in keeping the
environment clean and green for future generations, as well as
providing you with premium deep cycle products guaranteed to
deliver your power requirements when you need them.

Don’t settle
for anything less
than U.S. Battery
products!

1675 Sampson Ave. Corona, CA 91719 (800) 695-0945 / 653 Industrial Park Dr., Evans, GA 30809 (800) 522-0945

Get More
for Less
Thinking about an environmentally friendly
solar electric system for your home?
Consider this—Solarex’s new Millennia™ modules generate
enough electricity in their first year of operation to offset the
energy used to produce them.
While Millennia is generous in delivering electricity, it’s a miser
when using scarce resources. In fact, Millennia needs less than
1% of the silicon required to make equal-output crystalline
modules. Also, Millennia modules don’t contain potentially
toxic or scarce materials.

In just one year, these
Solarex Millennia modules
will have generated an
amount of electricity equal
to the energy used in their
production. Note: Actual
photograph of Millennia
modules with patented
Integra™ frame.

Millennia by Solarex, the leader in solar electric technology for
more than 25 years, offers an attractive appearance, greater
efficiency, better stability than previous generations of thin
film, as well as a choice of framing options for easy installation.
Millennia delivers all of this at a lower cost to the environment,
and what’s even better, a lower cost to you.
Millennia: Proving you can get more for less.
Contact Solarex today for more information.
It could take five to ten years for
comparably rated monocrystalline modules to generate the
electricity equal to that used in
their production. Note: Computer
simulation showing comparably
rated monocrystalline system
and its frame.

The Natural Source for Electricity™

630 Solarex Court
Frederick, MD 21703
Phone: 301-698-4200
Fax: 301-698-4201
http://www.solarex.com
Info@solarex.com

Home Power’s
24 Volt System
Richard Perez and Joe Schwartz

©2000 Richard Perez and Joe Schwartz

Every renewable energy system seems to grow
over time. With our system, the growth was steady
over the years. As we continually added more
computer equipment to produce Home Power, our
electrical energy needs grew. So we’d just add more
modules to the system to supply the additional
electricity we needed. Well, eventually Ohm’s Law
caught up with us.
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The Way It Was—
Home Power’s 12 Volt System
A corollary of Ohm’s Law states that
power is equal to voltage times
current. For any given amount of
power, twice the current is required
at 12 volts compared to 24 volts. We
were already moving tremendous
amounts of current at 12 volts to
supply our needs.
I remember glancing at the ammeter
that measures PV current input to
the system and seeing 242 amperes
due to edge-of-cloud effect one
morning. Our arrays would
Sub-array #1: Sixteen BP-590 PV panels on a dual-axis Wattsun tracker
commonly deliver a steady 160+
provide 1,140 rated watts at 24 VDC.
amperes into the system. There was
just no way we could expand this system further without
most systems use. Also, the more series elements in a
replacing the six pairs of #1/0 (53 mm2) copper cable
battery bank, the more vulnerable it is to a single cell
connecting the PVs (76 modules in all, divided into six
failure.
arrays) to the power room. The time had come to
Making Changes—Choices, Choices, Choices
upgrade our system to a higher voltage, and reduce the
We already had a huge amount of RE equipment. Our
amount of current we were moving.
job was to design the 24 volt system so that much of
Before making this upgrade, we were the largest 12 volt
the equipment already in our 12 volt system could be
system we have ever heard of. We were cycling
reused. We began with a survey of our PV modules. To
between 10 and 13 KWH daily at 12 volts. About 75
produce 24 volts, two 12 volt modules need to be
percent of this energy was consumed by the computer
connected in series. For maximum output, it is essential
that these two series-connected modules be identical—
equipment in our office, and 25 percent by our home
appliances. A daily use of 10 KWH is far beyond what a
the same make, model, and age.
12 volt system should cycle. The
In the power room, the battery box provides a raised floor for equipment access.
general rule of thumb is that
systems cycling more than 2 to 3
kilowatt-hours daily should move to
a base system voltage of 24 VDC or
higher.
Please realize that this is the story
of a system that supplies both a
home and a business. The system
is also used for testing RE
equipment. As a business system,
some energy conservation choices
open to homes are not available.
We cannot defer chores until the
sun comes out. We need consistent
and high quality power, so the
system is overbuilt compared even
to a typical large home system.
Many all-AC RE homes of this size
might move up to 48 volts. We didn’t
do this because 24 VDC is a very
common RE system voltage, and
we want to be able to test the gear
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this. We decided to move the power room to another
location. These projects have a way of snowballing…
New Power Room
We built the new power room off the east end of HP’s
straw bale bathhouse (see HP63 & 64). The power
room currently houses the 24 VDC system, and the 12
VDC system will soon live there as well. The location is
central to both the editorial office/residence and the
power production sources. With the exception of the
wind genny, all system loads and power sources—
including the PVs and the engine generator—are within
100 feet (30 m) of the new power room.
Because of the sloping grade of the building site, the
east wall of the bathhouse is 14 feet (4.3 m) high from
ground level to the eaves. We used this height to our
advantage and laid the power room out in two levels. A
built-in battery box provides the base for the upper
level, which is at the same height as the bathhouse
floor. Here there’s access to all power processing
hardware: inverters, power centers, and charge
controllers. Four steps take you down to ground level
where the electronics workbench, testing equipment,
and a Windoze computer for data logging are located.
(Analog to digital conversion hardware for the
Macintosh is expensive, and rare as hen’s teeth.)
Sub-array #2: Eight Kyocera J51 PV panels on a
Zomeworks tracker provide 408 watts rated.

Our arrays had many individual modules that had no
identical partner. So it was apparent to us from the very
beginning of this upgrade that we would also need our
12 volt system if we wanted to use these “odd man out”
PVs. Keeping our 12 volt system meant that we could
directly supply our 12 VDC appliances, and apportion
our loads between the 12 volt and 24 volt systems.
It also allows us to continue to test 12 VDC RE gear.
The 12 VDC system was fully operational during the
upgrade. The 24 VDC system went on line in
September 1999. The PVs are apportioned about 60
percent 24 volt and about 40 percent 12 volt, but we will
probably move some more over to the 24 volt system in
the future.
We also needed more energy storage, so we decided
to buy a new battery bank for the 24 volt system. We
could reuse our PV controls, but since inverters are
voltage specific, we needed new inverters. A
combination of the new battery and new inverters ran
us out of our existing power room—there just wasn’t
space for all this new gear. Our old power room was
located in a three by ten foot room scabbed onto the
side of our house. Many folks have bigger closets than
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The building is south-facing and well insulated, with R19 insulation in the walls and R-30 in the floor and
ceiling. Without any supplementary space heating, the
indoor temperature rarely drops below 50°F (10°C). The
building is conventional stick frame. The floor is beefed
up with 6 by 8 inch beams (15 x 20 cm) to support the
weight of the batteries. There is a door directly into the
bathhouse from the upper level, and an exterior door
down below.
Sub-array #3: Eight more Kyocera J-51 PV panels,
ground mounted.

Systems

The 24 Volt System—The Nickel Tour
The 24 VDC system currently powers approximately 75
percent of Home Power’s total electrical load. All loads
are AC (except the Wattsun tracker controller and the
Power Vent, which run battery-direct). All of HP’s
computers and office equipment are powered by the 24
VDC system. In addition, lighting and appliances in the
bathhouse, circulation pumps for the solar thermal
system, and the cabin of Mix Master Dave (ace HP
stucco mixer and DJ) are all powered by this system.

PV output is run through a power center where fused
disconnects are provided for each of the three 24 VDC
sub-arrays. Two charge controllers regulate the PV
output. A 24 VDC 1,750 ampere-hour battery bank
serves as storage for the system. The DC energy
stored in the batteries is inverted to 120 VAC by two
inverters, and then distributed to the office and
household loads. With this basic layout in mind, let’s
take a look at the specifics of each leg of the system.
Energy Sources—the Good, the Bad…
The 24 VDC PV array consists of 32 modules and is
configured into three sub-arrays. The rated output of
the total array is 1,840 watts. If we derate this figure by
15 percent, it better reflects real-world PV operating
temperatures and outputs. The actual output of the PV
array is about 1,560 watts, or 65 amps at 24 VDC. We
regularly see 65 amps on the PV output meter. Each

A “1” in the “Priority” column in the load table means
that the load is assumed to either be operational or that
it can automatically activate itself (for example, a
refrigerator). This field is used for inverter sizing. Adding
up the priority wattages allows us to size the inverter so
that it is never overloaded. Overloading the inverter will
cause it to shut off, thereby blacking-out the system.
Home Power's 24 VDC System—Energy Consumption
Qty.

1
2
1
1
1
2
1
1
4
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Inverter-Powered Appliances

Sony 24 inch color monitor
Grundfos solar DHW pumps
Radius 20 inch color monitor
PowerComputing computer
Macintosh G3 computer
APS 2 GB hard drives
HP Laserjet 4M laser printer
APS 18 GB hard drive
Compact fluorescent lights
8 GB FWB RAID
Taco hydronic circulating pump
Sony CD player and Yamaha amp
Mitsubishi 19 inch television
HP Laserjet 4M printer, standby
Macintosh PowerBook G3
Hitachi video cassette recorder
Casio cordless telephone
Panasonic fax, standby
Staber washing machine
Riccar vacuum cleaner
Maxoptix 5.2 GB magneto optical drive
UMAX color flatbed scanner
3Com EtherNet LAN hub
Panasonic fax, operating
Miscellaneous power tools
APS 640 MB magneto optical drive
Polaroid 35 mm slide scanner

P

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
1
1
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
1
0

Run
Watts

150
75
80
60
60
30
780
35
15
35
30
30
60
80
25
40
5
5
160
1350
80
120
125
150
750
25
50

Start
Watts

300
75
200
120
120
50
1000
70
15
80
30
30
300
80
25
40
5
5
500
2700
160
250
125
150
1500
50
100

Hours
/Day

9.00
8.00
8.00
9.00
8.00
8.00
0.50
9.00
5.00
8.00
8.00
7.00
3.00
2.00
8.00
3.00
24.00
24.00
1.25
0.50
1.00
4.00
0.50
0.50
0.20
1.00
1.00

Days
/Week

W-hrs/day

7.00
7.00
7.00
7.00
7.00
7.00
7.00
7.00
7.00
7.00
7.00
7.00
7.00
7.00
5.00
7.00
7.00
7.00
4.00
1.00
7.00
1.00
7.00
5.00
2.00
7.00
0.50
Total
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1350.0
1200.0
640.0
540.0
480.0
480.0
390.0
315.0
300.0
280.0
240.0
210.0
180.0
160.0
142.9
120.0
120.0
120.0
114.3
96.4
80.0
68.6
62.5
53.6
42.9
25.0
3.6

%

17.28%
15.36%
8.19%
6.91%
6.14%
6.14%
4.99%
4.03%
3.84%
3.58%
3.07%
2.69%
2.30%
2.05%
1.83%
1.54%
1.54%
1.54%
1.46%
1.23%
1.02%
0.88%
0.80%
0.69%
0.55%
0.32%
0.05%

7814.6
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A Zomeworks tracker, installed in 1992, tracks 24 VDC
sub-array #2. The Zomeworks holds eight Kyocera J-51
modules. The output of this array is 12 A at 24 VDC.
Two four-module ground mounts hold an additional
eight Kyocera J-51 modules and make up 24 VDC subarray #3. The output of this array is also 12 A at 24
VDC. The ground mounts are adjusted for the sun’s
angle seasonally.

On the north side of the power room, the Honda
generator provides 6,500 watts of backup power.

sub-array is wired directly to the power center on
discrete conductors. This allows us to use dedicated
100 mV/100 A shunts to monitor the output of each
individual sub-array.

A 6.5 KW Honda ES6500 gas generator serves as a
backup charging source during very cloudy weather.
We’ve logged a total of 54.6 hours on the generator’s
elapsed time meter since the 24 VDC system came on
line last September. This system is designed to operate
the generator less than 200 hours yearly. One of the
generator’s 120 VAC legs, hot L1, is run through a
Trace SW4024 to charge the 24 VDC battery bank. The
generator’s second 120 VAC leg, hot L2, is run through
a Statpower PROsine 2.5 KW inverter to charge the 12
VDC battery bank.
This configuration keeps the generator balanced and
allows for efficient charging while it is running. If the 12
VDC battery is full, L2 can be easily configured to
provide AC power to two 75 amp Todd chargers. The
Todds are wired in series for 24 VDC output, and
provide an additional 60 amps to the 24 VDC battery
when the battery voltage is low. L1 or L2 can also be
used to run the 1/3 hp, 120 VAC well pump that keeps
our two 1,350 gallon (5,110 l) storage tanks full of tasty
mountain water.

The heavy producer, 24 VDC sub-array #1, is the
sixteen panel dual-axis Wattsun tracker we installed in
September of 1998. We ran this array at 12 VDC before
converting it to 24 VDC for the new system. The
Wattsun is powered directly from the
The Nerve Center: Two charge controllers (RV Power Products and Heliotrope),
24 VDC battery bank. Compared to
a double-wide Ananda Power Center, two Todd chargers, two 4,000 watt
array-direct
operation,
this
inverters (Exeltech and Trace), and plug-and-play AC distribution.
configuration is ideal. The tracker
orients toward the east after
nightfall, eliminating morning wakeup problems.
The tracker holds sixteen BP-590
modules rated at 90 W peak power
each. These laser-grooved BP
modules have a maximum power
point of 4.86 A at 18.5 VDC. The
high voltage of the modules is
beneficial in locations with high
ambient temperatures, because PV
voltage
drops
as
module
temperature increases. High voltage
PVs are also optimal when the PV
output is run through a controller
with maximum power point tracking
(MPPT) capabilities, or through a
linear current booster (LCB) in
array-direct
water
pumping
applications.
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The custom Ananda power panel allows for multiple combinations of PV, wind, hydro, and generator power sources;
controllers; inverters and DC loads; shunts for discrete metering; and future expansion too.

Controls—Keeping It Under…
We are currently using two charge controllers in the 24
VDC system to regulate PV output. An RV Power
Products Solar Boost 50 amp maximum power point
tracking (MPPT) controller conditions and regulates the
output of 24 VDC sub-array #1. The high voltage of the
BP-590 modules, and the maximum power point
tracking capability of the Solar Boost 50 (Things that
Work! page 70) has proven to be an awesome
combination.
We often see an 11.5 to 29.5 percent increase in
controller output current compared to PV current into
the controller. Since Home Power’s system is cycled
daily, we defeated the float mode of the Solar Boost 50,
and set the bulk charge voltage at 29.6 VDC. With
these settings, the 24 VDC battery receives overcharge
amp-hours and micro-equalizations on a daily basis.
Float mode makes sense in systems that are not cycled
regularly. It also reduces battery gassing and watering.
The 24 VDC system gets cycled to about 10 percent
depth of discharge (DOD) each night. We still do
routine, full-blown equalizing charges with the PV
arrays at C/20 for five to seven hours every three
months or every five deep cycles (to 50% DOD or
greater), whichever comes first. This is super easy
since both controllers have an equalize setting, and the
Exeltech will operate at the elevated voltages that occur
during equalizing charges.

When we re-configured the sixteen Kyocera modules
from 12 to 24 VDC, a Heliotrope CC-120 (Things that
Work! HP48, page 36) was pulled from the 12 VDC
system and incorporated into the 24 VDC system. The
CC-120 is a long-proven performer and regulates 24
VDC sub-arrays #2 and #3. The controller has plenty of
headroom for additional modules.
The Power Center
An Ananda Power Center serves as the DC wiring and
fusing hub for HP’s current 12 VDC system. While the
power center seemed roomy at first, its input and output
channels quickly became occupied. The power center
was filled to the point where it was hard to get the cover
closed! As a result, external terminals, fuse blocks, and
breakers have been added over the years.
The space inside a power center is high-end real
estate. Richard had this in mind when he designed a
custom 24 VDC, double-wide power center for the folks
at Ananda to build up. This is truly one sick piece of
hardware. The left-hand panel of the new power center
has twelve 24 VDC input channels. Included are source
channels for six PV sub-arrays, one hydro turbine, two
wind generators, two battery chargers, and a blank
channel that’s sure to be filled sooner rather than later.
Three fused DC load channels are also provided. The
right-hand panel has terminal blocks and Class-T fuses
for three 24 VDC inverters, one 5 KW wind generator,
and a shunt load output.
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Home Power’s 24 Volt System
PV Sub-Array #1:
Sixteen BP-590s wired for 1,440 watts at 24 VDC, on a Wattsun dual-axis tracker

To Wattsun tracker control head
PV Sub-Array #2:
Eight Kyocera J-51s
wired for 400 watts
at 24 VDC,
on a Zomeworks
tracker

PV Sub-Array #3:
Eight Kyocera J-51s
wired for 400 watts
at 24 VDC,
ground mounted

Batteries:
Twenty Trojan L-16 flooded lead-acid batteries,
wired for 1,750 amp-hours at 24 volts

Main House
Distribution:
To select inverters
or generator legs

Exeltech

Trace

Not used Not used Generator

Internal Combustion Generator:
Honda ES6500
6,500 watts at 230 VAC,
gasoline-powered
Generator Fused Disconnect:
Two 30 amp pull-out fuses
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28.4
SOLAR BOOST 50

PWM Taper Charge

Charge Controller 1:
RV Power Products Solar Boost 50
on sixteen panel BP array

Meter 1:
RV Power Products
SB50 Remote Display
(in office)

SB50

28.40
To Solar Boost 50

Charge Controller 2:
Heliotrope General CC-120
on sixteen panel Kyocera arrays

RV Power Products

Meter 2:
Heart Interface Link 2000
volts, amps, amp-hours,
PV volts, PV amps,
PV amp-hours

28.4
Power Panels:
Double-wide Ananda Power Center, custom configured
PV Shunt:
Total 24 VDC PV input

heart interface

28.40

Input Breakers:
Twelve for 24 VDC
inputs

Main Fusing:
Six Class-T fuses / pull-out disconnects

Load Breakers:
Three for 24 VDC
loads
Input Shunts:
Eleven for 24 VDC
inputs

Load Shunts:
Three for 24 VDC
loads

Battery
Shunt

Battery Chargers:
Two Todd 75 Amp chargers
on leg 2 of generator output,
wired in series for 24 VDC

Main
Positive
Bus

Main Negative
Bus

E-Meter
F

E

28.40
V

A
SEL

Ah

SET

t

Inverter
Shunts:
Two

Meter 3:
Cruising Equipment E-Meter
volts, amps, amp-hours
(in office)

Battery Vent:
Zephyr Power Vent
wired to Trace
inverter’s relay

Note: DC equipment grounds not shown
AC Breaker Panel:
To 120 VAC loads
Generator hour
counter
60 amp

50

To bathhouse loads
(Exeltech)

Inverter 1:
Exeltech MX, 4 KW sine wave inverter

20 amp
To bathhouse loads
(Trace)

Breaker:
60 A

Trace 4.0 Kilowatt

Inverter 2:
Trace SW4024, 4 KW sine wave inverter
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are controlled by either a control card or a master
inverter module.
HP’s MX uses two control cards to provide control
signals to the individual modules and to synchronize
their AC outputs. The two-card system offers
redundancy. If one card fails, automatic transfer to the
second card occurs. An additional alarm card has both
an LED display and an audible alarm to signal that a
control card has failed. The alarm card also displays
DC on, AC on, load presence, module failure, AC
breaker open, over temperature, and low input voltage.
For large systems that demand uninterruptable, high
quality power, the AC output characteristics of the
Exeltech MX series are hard to beat.
We wanted to totally eliminate the possibility of
dumping HP’s computers during production due to
motor load surge. (OK, call us paranoid, but after you
lose one Quark or Freehand file that represents hours
of labor by our editing, graphics, and layout crews,
paranoia looks like a much better idea…) So we keep
the office and computer loads separate from large
inductive loads.
Inverters: An Exeltech MX 4 KW (top)
and a Trace SW4024 4 KW (bottom).

The power center is loaded with twenty-two shunts.
Each DC input, output, and inverter channel has a
dedicated shunt for data acquisition. Additional shunts
allow for measuring a variety of total input and output
currents. The layout of the power center gives us the
ability to combine or separate individual source
channels to test controllers over a wide range of
ampacity ratings. The double-wide also allows ample
room for rewiring as components undergoing testing
are rotated through the system.
Inverters
An Exeltech MX-series inverter and a Trace SW4024
(Things that Work! HP48, page 26) provide 120 VAC
power from the 24 VDC battery. The Exeltech powers
all of Home Power’s office and computer equipment.
We chose the MX based on Exeltech’s reputation for
building extremely durable inverters with exceptional
AC power quality characteristics.
The MX series uses a rack-mount approach for modular
inverter configuration. Home Power’s MX utilizes a 19
inch (48 cm) cage to hold four individual 1,000 watt
inverter power modules. Each individual module has a
surge rating of 2,200 W, a peak efficiency of 89 percent,
maximum total harmonic distortion (THD) of 2 percent,
and produces true sine wave power. The power
modules do not function as stand-alone inverters, but
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A Trace SW4024 is the workhorse inverter in HP’s 24
VDC system. Trace’s SW-series inverters are also the
backbone of most residential RE systems worldwide.
Twenty Trojan L-16s provide 1,750 amp-hours at 24 VDC.

Systems

Batteries
HP’s present 12 VDC battery bank is made up of four
820 ampere-hour Surrette 6-CS-25PS batteries, for a
total of 1,640 AH at 12 VDC. We decided to run Trojan
L-16 batteries in the 24 VDC system so we could
compare the performance of the two battery makes side
by side. Since both batteries are at the same
temperature and receive about the same discharge and
charge cycles, we will be able to assess battery
efficiency and longevity. In the 24 VDC battery bank,
twenty Trojan L-16s are wired into five series strings of
350 AH at 24 VDC each. These series strings are wired
in parallel for a total battery capacity of 1,750 AH at 24
VDC.
We used #2/0 (67 mm2) ExCELENE welding cable for
the battery interconnect cables because of its flexibility
and +105°C, 600 V insulation rating. The cables are
fitted with heavy-duty lugs that are crimped, soldered,
and sealed with shrink tubing. Custom making the
cables only took a couple of hours. The result? The lug
to cable connections are high quality (we know ‘cause
we built ‘em!), and the overall cable length is 50 percent
of factory-made cables.
Inside the AC distribution center are lugs for multiple
AC sources. The 3-pole generator lug is at lower right.

The AC distribution center provides test plugs for
seven possible 120 VAC power sources.

The Trace SW4024 has a surge rating of 9,200 W, a
peak efficiency of 94 percent, and maximum THD of 5
percent.
We use the Trace to power up large motor loads like
the well pump, washing machine, and power tools. It
has performed flawlessly. Unlike the MX series, the
Trace SW4024 inverter does have an onboard AC
battery charger. When PV output is low and the
batteries require recharging from the engine generator,
the SW4024’s three-stage, 120 amp DC charger is just
the ticket.
Home Power #77 • June / July 2000
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We took care to make all the battery series and parallel
amp-hour discharge. An LCD display on the Solar
cables exactly the same length. This means that the
Boost 50 gives us battery voltage, and 24 VDC subparallel electrical paths within the battery bank have
array #1 input and output current figures. During
equal resistance. A battery is a series/parallel array of
product testing, a Fluke 43 and several Fluke 87 digital
electrochemical cells. Each cell has very low
multimeters are used to gather system data.
resistance, around 0.003 ohms. If the cables
Radio frequency (RF) interference from inverters,
connecting the cells into a battery are dissimilar, it
charge controllers, and loads can affect the accuracy of
introduces more resistance in some of the elements of
meter data. We ran twisted pair, shielded cable for all
the battery than in others. Even small amounts of
the meter wiring. Inside the power room, the meter
resistance are important here because the cells
wiring is also routed through EMT conduit. This further
themselves have such a low resistance. Resistance
differences in the cables can work
The battery box is super insulated and solar-hydronically heated.
some of the cells harder than
others. It can also recharge some of
the cells harder than others. The
battery is more efficient and longer
lived if all the cells share equally in
the charge and discharge
processes.
We replaced the factory L-16 battery
caps with Water Miser battery caps.
These caps have a flip top and allow
watering of the batteries without
removing the caps. The caps
include a pellet medium for
additional surface area inside of the
cap. As the batteries gas, the pellets
increase recombination, which in
turn reduces battery watering. The
caps are sturdy, well built, and
designed to withstand high gas
levels during equalization charges.
System Metering—
The Eyes & Ears
Good metering is an essential
element in any battery-based RE
system. For the nerds up at HP,
hardly an hour goes by when we
don’t give the system meters a once
over. And when the wind’s blowing
hard, or we’re getting good edge-ofcloud effect on the PVs, it’s a lot
more frequent than that.
The 24 VDC system has meters in
two locations. A Cruising Equipment
Link 2000 provides system status
information in the power room.
Battery and 24 VDC sub-array #1
voltage, total PV current, net battery
current, and battery amp-hour
figures can all be accessed from this
meter. The meter also displays
historical data such as maximum
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reduces the potential for RF
interference.
Remote metering for the 24 VDC
system is located in the office. Here
a Cruising Equipment E-Meter and a
Solar Boost 50 remote display give
us system data. The 12 VDC
system currently employs three
amp-hour meters. Two TriMetric
meters provide information on the
stand-alone radio telephone power
system. We’re looking forward to
getting one of the TriMetrics
installed in the 24 VDC system
soon. When there’s one amp-hour
meter in the system, it’s god. When
there are two meters, occasional
discrepancies make you wonder.
With three meters, measurements
or inaccuracies can usually be
verified without busting out the
Flukes or data logging.

Insulated battery box lids lift out for battery watering and maintenance access.
Replaced, they act as a floor for access to power components on the walls.

Hydronically-Heated Battery Box
The NEC requires a 36 inch (91 cm) working clearance
in front of all hardware and disconnects. In most cases,
this means that batteries can not be located directly
under the inverter. As a result, long inverter/battery
cables are a common compromise with large battery
banks.
The box that houses HP’s 24 VDC battery bank also
serves as the floor for the upper level of the power
room. This layout allows the batteries to be located
directly under the power center and inverters, while
maintaining spacious working clearance in front of the
hardware. The multi-level setup has the advantage of
keeping the batteries in close proximity to the inverters.
This reduces battery to inverter cable lengths and the
potential for voltage drop when the inverter is heavily
loaded.
The battery box is an L-configuration and is framed with
2 by 4 inch studs and sheathed with 1 1/8 inch (2.9 cm)
plywood. The top is plywood, with five panels fitted with
recessed handles. On the 12 V side of the box, there
are two 2 by 4 1/2 foot (61 x 137 cm) lids, and on the 24
V side, there are three 2 by 3 foot (61 x 92 cm) lids. By
removing individual panels, all of the batteries can be
conveniently accessed from above for watering and
maintenance. Rubber mats keep dirt from finding its
way between the access panels.
The top, sides, and bottom of the box are insulated with
2 inch, R-14.4 Mylar-backed rigid foam board. Two
intake vents are located on the ground floor level. A

Zephyr Industries Power Vent (Things that Work! page
76) is located in the upper rear corner of the box. The
fan actively vents hydrogen gas to the outside when the
batteries are charging and battery voltage rises above
27 VDC. The exhaust fan is controlled by one of the
auxiliary relays in the Trace SW4024.
The new power room has no active space heating. This
meant that, except for the building and battery box
insulation, the batteries would live in an unconditioned
space. Because lead-acid battery performance is
directly proportional to battery temperature, this setup
seemed less than ideal to us. While discussing this
problem, Richard flashed on the idea of hydronically
heating the battery box.
Home Power’s domestic hot water is provided by two
solar thermal collectors feeding two 50 gallon (189 l)
tanks and a backup 35 gallon (132 l) propane-fired
water heater. On most days, the 20 tube Thermomax
and 10 by 4 foot (3 x 1.2 m) SunEarth flat plate
collectors produce more hot water than we can use. We
needed another load on the hot water system to help
keep the collector temperatures reasonable. Because
of its proximity to the hot water system, the battery box
was the perfect candidate.
The battery box wall studs were drilled out, and 96 feet
(29 m) of 1/2 inch (1.3 cm) diameter PEX tubing was
snaked through them. The tubing was then plumbed
into the DHW system. In some systems, this setup
wouldn’t be very practical, but in ours it makes perfect
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Our first design criteria was to keep the system as
modular as possible. This modular approach is present
from start to finish. The PV sub-arrays are grouped in
varying output increments with individual home runs.
This allows us to test charge controllers of varying
ampacity ratings.
All power processing components are mounted on 1.5
inch (3.8 cm) steel angle that we call “rack,” since we
use it to make mounting racks for PVs. The power
processing equipment can be easily installed or
removed. The rack leaves 1.5 inches (3.8 cm) of
clearance from the wall, which increases the air
circulation around the hardware, resulting in lower
operating temperatures. All of the raceways and conduit
used in the installation are oversized for ease of wiring,
since system modifications take place on a regular
basis.
We put together a custom 120 VAC distribution center
to distribute power to the loads. This setup consists of
six 600 V combiner blocks. Each inverter has a
dedicated two-pole block for coupling inverter output
with various loads or power distribution cables. A threepole block distributes hot L1, hot L2, and neutral from
the generator to the inverters, stand-alone AC chargers,
or the well pump. A sixth combiner block is available for
future modifications.

1/2 inch PEX tubing carries the hot water through the
battery space. Intake for the Power Vent is visible above.

sense. Except during the summer months, the hydronic
loop in the battery box balances the hot water load and
production almost perfectly. The propane-fired water
heater rarely comes out of pilot.
A 0.5 amp, 120 VAC Taco pump circulates the water
through the hydronic loop. We installed a Brand
20-1850 KWH meter on the pump, and were pleased to
find that the pump only consumes an average of 64.7
watt-hours daily during the winter months. Good
insulation—and the 2,500 pounds (1,134 kg) of thermal
mass provided by the battery—are key factors in the
hydronic system’s success. With very little additional
energy input, we’ve been able to control battery
temperature within a range of 68 to 72°F (20–22°C),
which is just about optimal for lead-acid batteries.
Putting It All Together
Home Power’s RE system is not a typical residential
system by any stretch of the imagination. In addition to
supplying the power to produce the magazine and run
the household loads, the system is used extensively for
long-term testing of RE hardware.
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Bonded ground blocks are provided for conductor and
equipment grounding. Dedicated single-gang
receptacles installed on each combiner block are used
to apply incremental loads to a given inverter during
testing. A breaker panel located above the distribution
box serves as overcurrent protection for each inverter,
and for branch circuits within the power room and
bathhouse.
Six pairs of #1/0 (53 mm 2 ) aluminum USE wire
distribute AC power from the inverters and generator to
the office and house. The conductors were sized to
keep voltage drop below 3 percent, even under the full
surge capacity of our largest inverter, the Trace
SW4024. The output of each inverter has discrete
conductors for flexibility and testing inductive loads in
the office and house. Additional sub-panels provide
overcurrent protection for office and house branch
circuits.
Plug and Play—System Flexibility
For years, we had reveled in the convenience of the
“power closet” attached to our home/office. We could
plug virtually any circuit in the house or office into any
one of three inverters. Since the largest inverter we had
at that time was only 2.5 KW, it took managing the
power to make sure we didn’t overload any particular
inverter.
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We decided to keep this convenience even though the
inverters would be located 100 feet (30 m) away in
another building. All that was necessary was six pairs of
wires from the new power house to the old power
closet. Easy to say, but it was hard, and expensive, to
install these #1/0 (53 mm2) USE aluminium conductors.
We used up the better part of two 1,000 foot spools of
the stuff.
We installed five, four-gang receptacle boxes on these
wires. We can now choose any one of four inverter
channels or either leg of the generator to power various
house, office, or other circuits. This comes in really
handy for big jobs such as pumping water and running
power tools. We can select either the 12 or 24 volt
system depending on which system is energy rich at
the time.
We can further select one of two inverters within that
system depending on which is least occupied at the
time. This degree of flexibility makes using both
systems more efficient, and really comes in handy for
testing new inverters. This setup is not necessarily
suitable for most residential systems because it is
arguably not code compliant.
Are We Done Yet?
By the time this issue of Home Power goes to the
printer, the 12 VDC system will have joined the 24 VDC
system in the new power room. All of the AC distribution
for the 12 VDC system, as well as wire runs for remote,
office-based system monitoring, are already in place.
The layout of the 12 VDC system follows the same
design parameters used in the 24 VDC system.
Modularity again comes first and foremost. Also on the
top of the power system “to-do list” is a new, PC-based
data logging system.
The Journey Is the Destination
We know better than to say we’ve arrived at the final
RE system setup for Home Power. Experience shows
us that this probably isn’t true. But at least this time
we’ve built in modularity, and the ability to easily change
components. And we’ve moved the system into palatial
operating quarters, getting it out of that cramped closet.
We have no illusions that we won’t continue to grow the
systems and make changes.
Joe thoroughly enjoyed wrenching this system, saying,
“It was devious enough to be fun as hell.” Look for an
article detailing HP’s 12 VDC system in our next issue,
HP78. Many of you will find our design techniques and
system implementation useful in your own systems. We
are happy to communicate any further details of this
system to HP readers. Just send us email, and we’ll let
you know what we know. Richard did the design, and
Joe did the wrenching.

Home Power’s 24 volt system is an overtime system
designed to cope with regular watt-guzzling magazine
deadlines. It is difficult for us to say exactly how much it
would cost to replicate this system. Many of the
components were purchased years ago. We estimate
that you would have to spend around US$30,000 to
make a comparable system. Not cheap, but when large
amounts of power have to be pure and uninterruptable,
and the nearest utility power is six miles away…
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Array Technolgies, Inc., 3312 Stanford NE,
Albuquerque, NM 87107 • 505-881-7567
Fax: 505-881-7572 • sales@wattsun.com
www.wattsun.com • Wattsun PV tracker
Bogart Engineering, 19020 Two Bar Rd., Boulder
Creek, CA 95006 • 831-338-0616
bogart@bogartengineering.com
www.bogartengineering.com • TriMetric AH meter
BP Solar, Inc., 2300 N. Watney Way, Fairfield, CA
94533 • 888-274-7652 or 707-428-7800
Fax: 707-428-7878 • solarusa@bp.com
www.bpsolarex.com • PV modules
Brand Electronics, 421 Hilton Rd., Whitefield, ME
04353 • 888-433-6600 or 207-549-3401
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www.brandelectronics.com • 120 VAC KWH meter
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www.ecs-solar.com • Water Miser battery caps
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76118 • 800-886-4683 or 817-595-4969
Fax: 817-595-1290 • info@exeltech.com
www.exeltech.com • Inverter
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Fluke, PO Box 9090, Everett, WA 98206
800-443-5853 or 425-356-5500 • Fax: 425-356-5116
fluke-info@tc.fluke.com • www.fluke.com • DMMs
Heliotrope PV, PO Box 1053, Fall Creek, OR 97438
541-937-9812 • Fax: 541-937-9813
rvsolar@continet.com • PV controller
Kyocera Solar Inc, 7812 East Acoma Dr., Scottsdale,
AZ 85260 • 800-544-6466 or 480-948-8003
Fax: 480-4831-6431 • info@kyocerasolar.com
www.kyocerasolar.com • PV modules

Zephyr Industries, Inc., PO Box 52, Salida, CO 81201
719-530-0718 • Fax: 719-539-7052
mail@zephyrvent.com • www.zephyrvent.com
Battery box vent
Zomeworks Corp., 1011 Sawmill Rd. NW, Albuquerque,
NM 87104 • 800-279-6342 or 505-242-5354
Fax: 505-243-5187 • zomework@zomeworks.com
www.zomeworks.com • PV tracker

Pulse Energy Systems (formerly Ananda Power
Technologies), 870-E Gold Flat Rd., Nevada City, CA
95959 • 530-265-9771 • Fax: 530-265-9756
info@pulseenergy.com • www.pulseenergy.com
Power center
RV Power Products, 1058 Monterey Vista Way,
Encinitas, CA 92024 • 800-493-7877 or 760-944-8882
Fax: 760-944-8882 • info@rvpowerproducts.com
www.rvpowerproducts.com • Solar Boost™ 50 charge
controller
SunEarth, Inc., 4315 Santa Ana St., Ontario, CA 91761
909-605-5610 • Fax: 909-605-5613
info@sunearthinc.com • www.sunearthinc.com
Solar DHW collector
Surrette Battery Company Limited, PO Box 2020,
Springhill, NS B0M 1X0 Canada • 800-681-9914 or
902-597-3767 • Fax: 902-597-8447
sales@surrette.com • www.surrette.com • Batteries
Taco Inc., 1160 Cranston St., Cranston, RI 02920
401-942-8000 • Fax: 401-942-2360
dongra@taco-hvac.com • www.taco-hvac.com
Hydronic circulating pump
Thermomax, 5560 Sterrett Pl., Columbia, MD 21044
800-7SOLAR7 or 410-997-0778 • Fax: 410-997-0779
info@thermomax.com • www.thermomax.com
Solar DHW collector
Todd Engineering, 28706 Holiday Pl., Elkhart, IN 46514
800-439-8633 or 219-293-8633 • Fax: 219-295-8527
dwilson@toddengineering.com
www.toddengineering.com • Battery chargers
Trace Engineering, 5916 195th St. NE, Arlington, WA
98223 • 360-435-8826 • Fax: 360-435-2229
inverters@traceengineering.com
www.traceengineering.com • Inverter
Trojan Battery Company, 12380 Clark St., Santa Fe
Springs, CA 90670 • 800-423-6569 or 562-946-8381
Fax: 562-906-4033 • applications@trojanbattery.com
www.trojanbattery.com • Batteries
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Abundant Technologies...
Kyocera.

At Kyocera, we’re committed to improving
society — and the environment —
through innovative technologies.
As one example, we’re the first company in America to massproduce ceramic engine parts, which help reduce pollution from
diesel trucks. Other Kyocera innovations include our microchip
packages; electronic components; high-efficiency solar cells,
Ceramic Engine Parts
which convert sunlight into electricity ; digital cameras that never
need film or processing; laser printers that require no disposable cartridges;
and even the world’s first wireless, handheld video telephone!

Microchip Packages

Electronic Components

High-Efficiency Solar Cells

Contax & Yashica Cameras

Ecosys Laser Printers

Innovative Wireless Phones

...and Limitless
It’s one of our brightest
ideas so far. For the
record, Kyocera is not an
oil company dabbling in renewable energy.
We began developing solar technologies in
1975. Last year, we became the world’s #1
producer of solar electric modules. We have
more than 1,000 solar product dealers
worldwide — and capacity to produce 36
megawatts of solar cells per year. As a result ,
we’re helping people to use the sun’s energy
in applications ranging from lighting systems
to wireless telecommunications networks...
remote home electrification... industrial
power systems... even Utility Grid Support.

Solar.

Energy!
They never tire of
playing in the sun!
Do they realize that
it will one day power their world? In many
applications, it already does. Solar energy.
When we at Kyocera imagine the next
millennium, we see a bountiful future for all
mankind. With abundant technologies.
And limitless energy. Energy so clean and
pure, a child can see that it’s good.
Isn’t that a bright idea?

Children.

Leading the World in Solar Energy
KYOCERA SOLAR, INC.
7812 E. Acoma, Scottsdale, AZ 85260
Tel: 480/948-8003 Fax: 480/483-6431

Rooftop Photovoltaic Solar System

Monitoring Solar Home Systems
in Bonaire, Netherlands Antilles
Mini Kroon and Margo Guda

©2000 Mini Kroon and Margo Guda

onaire is a 112 square mile
island in the Netherlands
Antilles, 60 miles off the coast
of Venezuela. It has about 13,000
inhabitants, of which 3,000 are retired
Europeans and Americans. About
twenty-five percent of the residents are
rural and relatively poor—most of them
farmers who hold other jobs as well.
Twelve percent of the population is not
served by the utility grid.

Basic System
The systems were designed to provide enough
electricity for five lights (one of which could stay on all
night), use of either TV or radio for about three hours
daily, and one pump to provide running water from an
above-ground cistern close to the house.

In close cooperation with Kriabon (a Bonaire farmers
cooperative) and SEDE Antia (a development project
granting organization), we have started a project with
the aim of providing basic electricity needs for farmers
in remote rural areas without grid connection. In all, this
project involved fifty-five solar home systems. Twentyfive of them were installed in 1994. An additional thirty
systems were installed in 1997, following the evaluation
of the first twenty-five, which were considered to be a
big success.

Florida
(USA)

The basic home system consists of two 60 Wp Solarex
MSX-60 photovoltaic modules, a charge controller, one
165 AH lead-acid battery, a 48 watt DC pump, and a
250 watt Statpower Prowatt inverter so that standard
TV and radio equipment could be used. The system
also includes all DC cabling and module mounts. All
systems were installed on the roofs, facing south. The
final price of US$2,870 included design and installation.
The Caribbean
The Bahamas

Jamaica
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Virgin Islands

Puerto
Rico

Haiti

Guadeloupe
Barbados

Aruba

South America
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Dominican
Republic

Cuba

Bonaire

Greneda
Trinidad
& Tobago

International

Solarex USA supplied all the
modules. The charge regulator,
batteries, lights, and other materials
were from GITT Holland BV. Kroon
Procurement & Trading NV installed
the systems. The owners, who had
to be members of Kriabon, paid 25
percent of the system cost. The
other 75 percent was funded by a
grant from SEDE Antia.
Monitoring the Systems
Initial experience with the first
twenty-five systems indicated a
need for closely monitoring their
use. Of special interest was the way
people incorporated the new
technology into their lives. Also, it
Because of Bonaire’s tropical latitude, the Solarex MSX-60 PVs
was important to verify that the
are mounted at a 15° angle from horizontal.
insolation estimates on which the
system design was based—and the assumptions about
We stress these questions because many projects in
the use of produced electricity—were essentially sound.
other countries have run into problems with users
overdischarging the batteries. The users of the system
The monitoring project was partially sponsored by
are usually unaware of the way the systems are
NOVEM, the Dutch government agency for energy and
designed, and once they get used to the convenience
the environment. System owners maintained lists of
of the electric lights, radio, and especially television,
hourly usage of the appliances and lights powered by
they want the additional amenities they see on their
the PV system. These lists were collected from the
television sets. If the limitations of the system are not
owners on a weekly basis. This weekly visit also served
made clear from the outset, disappointment is certain to
as a general maintenance and troubleshooting
enter into the equation at some point.
opportunity.
How the Energy Is Used
One important part of the monitoring project was an
The table shows how different system owners used the
interview at the start of the monitoring period. In this
energy from their systems. Overall, the biggest load
interview, we asked users to help make an inventory of
was TV or radio. Lighting was the second largest load.
all equipment powered by their solar home system. We
Mrs. Beukeboom tests her new power system.
asked them to describe any additional equipment that
they might have installed to supply extra power. We
wanted to know how they felt about the new system,
how it worked in their day-to-day lives, and whether
they felt the energy the system yielded was sufficient for
their needs.
Avoiding Disappointment
Most systems had already been used for over six
months at this point. The interview therefore provided
valuable information about questions and problems the
owners had encountered. An introductory meeting, held
before the systems were installed, had dealt extensively
with the new technology and the way it is used. But
many owners still had practical questions after six
months of owning their system. Many were afraid to use
the systems for the calculated hours. Other questions
dealt with whether the energy would be sufficient to
power additional equipment, such as kitchen
appliances.
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represented. Two owners did not
want to cooperate, and others
bought the systems for future use.
While the system provides for the
“basic needs” of electricity, each
household clearly defines its basic
needs very differently. One family
may use most of its electrical energy
to watch TV, while another family
uses virtually the same amount to
run a fan. It is important to decide on
priorities!
Keeping the system small helps
reduce the capital costs of the
system, and provides energy
Mrs. Mini Kroon installs one of the larger PV systems, with 6 Solarex MSX-60s.
services at a relatively low cost. In
Water pumping did not account for very much of the
this way, PV is financially more attractive than grid
electrical energy use because water is a very expensive
connection for these rural households. The modular
commodity in Bonaire, and people use it sparingly.
character of the home system makes increasing its size
relatively trouble-free.
While exact insolation data was of course not obtained
by this method, it was still possible to make a rough
Checkup
estimate. This was done based on the data for energy
Monitoring the use of the systems provided verification,
use combined with data for the time the battery would
in most cases, of the initial energy demand estimate. It
take to recharge. Battery recharging was usually
also clarified, for most users, some important practical
complete sometime between 11 AM
and 1 PM, after normal use the Kriabon Project Usage Monitoring
previous day and into the evening.
Average Monthly WH (Feb–Jun 1996)
Distribution
These results suggest a yield higher
Name
Lights Radio/TV Pump Other
Total
Lights Radio/TV
than the design figure (5.5 hours at
24,990
3,940 6,563
0 35,493
70%
11%
1,000 W/m2) for the annual average. P. de Meier
H.
Rotteveel
6,876
11,728
0
0
18,604
37%
63%
However, the monitoring period did
not include the rainy season, so the E. de Palm
901 15,796
0
0 16,697
5%
95%
actual annual average will be lower.
R. Strauss
3,287
0 1,828 8,880 13,995
23%
0%
3,328
7,728
670
0 11,726
28%
66%
There was a wide range of total J. de Palm
energy used by different owners of E. Emerenciana
822
9,528
0
0 10,350
8%
92%
home systems. It varied from a low M. Boezem
1,644
6,415
0
0 8,059 20%
80%
of 151 WH per month for a home R.Emerenciana
5,357
2,646
0
0 8,003 67%
33%
that is used part-time, to a high of
E. Beukeboom
769
5,936
739
0 7,444 10%
80%
35,820 WH per month for a home
C.
Winklaar
4,927
0
0
0
4,927
100%
0%
that is not only permanently
4,577
13
0
0 4,590 100%
0%
inhabited but where the owners J. Clarinda
work in the home. The homes with M. George
1,008
1,648
434
0 3,090 33%
53%
the highest energy consumption E. L. Silié
586
187
0
0
773 76%
24%
have additional PV modules J. Frans
250
69
131
13
463 54%
15%
installed on their systems. The basic
E. Manuela
357
55
0
0
412 87%
13%
solar home system does not provide
E.
Paula
377
0
0
0
377
100%
0%
enough energy for this relatively
J. Emerenciana
163
163
43
0
369 44%
44%
large demand.
I. Coffi
208
0
0
0
208 100%
0%
Keep It Simple
N. Oleana
151
0
0
0
151 100%
0%
The table lets you compare the
Average
3,188
3,466
548
468
7,670 42%
45%
energy end-use of various
households in the program. Out of
Average distribution of end use
56%
35%
the 25 original systems, 19 are
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issues regarding the use of their energy systems.
These included the importance of providing good waste
heat disposal for the battery, and the value of a good
battery maintenance.
We had to explain how a battery works within the
system, and explain that the total energy available is
determined by the modules, not the batteries. Many of
the system owners thought that they could install more
batteries and then have more energy to use. They
didn’t realize that the installed modules cannot supply
more energy than 7 amps in full sun, or about 38.5
amp-hours per day.
Monitoring also provided an opportunity to fine-tune
maintenance and troubleshooting. It provided
verification of the maintenance schedule necessary for
the system. This primarily concerns the standard
flooded lead-acid batteries, which have generally been
maintenance-free during the six months of the
monitoring program. Only four batteries (out of a total of
25) needed water added. Just as a solar-electric
system performance is site specific, the necessary
maintenance routines are too.
Dust & Salt
The issue of dust and saline deposits proved, in some
cases, to be much worse than expected. Bonaire is a
small arid island with high relative humidity. The
presence of dust and salt spray in the air is virtually
universal. Because of this, we installed the panels low
on the roofs, but still out of easy reach of thieves.
While specific conditions will of course differ from island
to island, there are nearby islands with similar
conditions, such as Aruba and Curaçao in the south
Caribbean, and Antigua in the north. On these islands,
PV modules will probably need more intensive
maintenance than on islands with more rainfall and a
less arid character.
Of course this is very site specific, depending on such
items as traffic (most roads in the area are dirt),
topography influencing wind flow patterns, soil
conditions immediately upwind, and proximity to the
ocean and salt spray. This could cause large
differences between modules situated as little as 100
meters apart.

Charge controller from GITT BV in Holland.

Know the Limitations
Instructing the users (most often the owners) of the
solar-electric system about its limitations and
maintenance is crucial. It will take time, and the users
will have the opportunity to become familiar with their
systems. Careful, well-instructed users will get optimal
energy services for the estimated lifetime of the
systems.
Care should be taken to instruct these people well,
preferably in their own language, and in such a way that
the knowledge has a chance to become assimilated.
Knowledge of basic electricity laws, maintenance
guidelines, and safety precautions should never be
assumed. Only by ascertaining that the technology is
really transferred to its recipients can solar energy—
and indeed renewable energy in general—be
successful. It appears that one evening of information
with slides and a question and answer session is
insufficient for answering all the practical questions
about this new technology.
A Delco, 165 amp-hour, 12 volt lead-acid battery.

A good maintenance schedule for a solar home system
in these conditions will call for cleaning dust and saline
deposits from the PV modules every two to three
months. On most other islands, and even at sites on
these islands with less ambient salt spray, natural
cleaning by wind or rain will probably make this effort
unnecessary.
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Follow-up at later stages is necessary. Most people
involved do not understand how a PV system works, or
have even a minimal knowledge of the principles of
electricity involved. They may have some practical
experience with batteries because they have
occasionally used car batteries for lighting in the home.
But the components of even a basic PV system are
completely unfamiliar to them. This would suggest more
of a “black box” packaged-system approach. But due to
cost, we did not have this option.
The system owners did not have much experience with
RE systems. In addition to this barrier, language was a
problem. At the outset of the project, the supplier spoke
Dutch, while most of the clients had very little Dutch
and no English. They speak the Antilles national
language, Papiamentu. All technical informational
materials were offered in English only, providing a triple
barrier. The monitoring project, which involved one
Papiamentu speaker in several question and answer
sessions with the system owners, provided an effective
way of overcoming these barriers.
Simple Solar Works in the Caribbean
The simple solar-electric rural home system provides a
good way to implement solar energy for off-grid
applications in the Caribbean. User education is critical
to make these systems work. Because the annual
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average peak sun hours per day is high, the yield of
even a small system can be comparatively high.
Combined with energy efficient equipment, small
photovoltaic systems can easily meet the electricity
demand of an average rural family in Bonaire.
Access
Mini Kroon, Kroon Procurement & Trading NV, PO Box
180, Bonaire, Netherlands Antilles
Phone/Fax: +599-7-177-359 • kroon@infobonaire.com
Margo Guda, Fundashon Antiyano Pa Energia (FAPE),
PO Box 115, Curaçao, Netherlands Antilles
Phone/Fax +599-9-461-6970 • mhguda@attglobal.net
Sponsors and Suppliers:
Kriabon, Kaminda Jato Baco, Bonaire, Netherlands
Antilles • +599-7-174-587 • Fax: +599-7-174-589
SEDE Antia, PO Box 3825, Curaçao, Netherlands
Antilles • +599-9-767-6400 • Fax: +599-9-767-6540
BP Solarex, 630 Solarex Ct., Frederick, MD 21703
800-521-7652 or 301-698-4200 • Fax: 301-698-4201
info@solarex.com • www.bpsolarex.com
GITT Holland, PO Box 301, 5171 ZR Kaatsheuvel, The
Netherlands • 31-41-628-1994 • Fax: 31-41-628-4609
gitt@xs4all.nl
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www.asepv.com
The Solar Power
Companion

ASE AMERICAS,
maker of the
WORLD’S MOST
POWERFUL PV MODULES,
now brings you
THE EARTH’S
FRIENDLIEST GENERATOR:

The Solar Power
Companion PRO

the patent pending

• Plug and Play
• Rolls Anywhere
• Adjustable Tilt Angle
• Folds up for storage
• 12 VDC RV, Auto &
110 AC outlets
ASE Just Knows How to
Make Great PV Products!

Visit
www.solarpowercompanion.com
or call now at 1-877-JASMIN1
Dealer Inquiries welcome.
E-Mail: spc2000@asepv.com
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Energy Engineering, Solar Electric Specialties, Ascension Technologies). We offer:
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Little House on the Internet
Accessing Today’s Technology from a Remote Location
Alan Gross & Jane Townsend
©2000 Alan Gross & Jane Townsend

Covered water pipes (left) lead to the island house
from the Southeast.

W

hen we moved from the island
of Manhattan to the small
Caribbean island of Bonaire (pop.
15,000), we thought we were going
about as far as possible from the hectic
life we knew in New York City. But after
a couple of years in a pleasant
residential neighborhood overlooking
the sea, we realized that we had just
traded urban America for suburban
Caribbean, and that was not quite
enough. Thus began our project to
combine our love for our new island and
its people with our desire to get further
away from it all and “back to nature.”
But could two former city dwellers really make the
necessary changes for living off the grid? We were
realistic enough to know that we were not willing to give
up the luxuries that we had worked so hard to achieve.
Could we do it without creating too much work for
ourselves during our retirement years? Our electrical
and plumbing experience before this project amounted
to flipping switches and turning on faucets.
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Authors with the completed array on the carport roof.

Finding Our Own Sunspot
The first step was to find the perfect location for a
remote home—good wind, views, and privacy. Wind
would be very important because it is the ideal air
conditioner for this environment. While the temperature
is a fairly constant 85°F (29°C) with high humidity, the
strong trade winds keep it comfortable most of the time.
Our land search turned into a two year adventure. In
the end, several old and new friends formed an
association to purchase 305 hectares (750 acres) of
remote, rolling land on the windy and uninhabited east
side of the island. The group agreed that the prime goal
of the development was to preserve forever the natural
beauty of the land.

International

We spent a long time drafting the
40-some restrictions that ultimately
became a permanent part of the
deeds. The two dozen lots are large,
about 12 hectares or 30 acres each,
but each owner can actually use
only 1/3 of the land. No major trees
or cactus can be destroyed, and no
clear-cutting is allowed. Lots can
never be subdivided, and only two
houses can be built on each 30 acre
lot. About 50 acres is held in
common as parklands and roads.
In addition to struggling with Dutch
law (Bonaire is part of the
Netherlands Antilles), we had to
learn about dirt-road building, aerial
and land surveying, and land
development. In the process, we
The “butterfly” roof collects water in the center,
discovered how to protect and
and drains it down the end columns for storage until needed.
preserve the land, and how to
no desire to be constantly painting and repairing, and
prevent run-off and erosion. We also learned about
we are not what you would call do-it-yourselfers. We
siting a home to capitalize on the natural advantages of
would rather curl up with a good book than work out
the location without destroying it.
with a hammer and paint brush. So we had a lot of
So Far, So Good
learning to do.
Once we had the site, we had to determine how anyone
Speeding the Learning Curve
could possibly live there, since it is several miles from
A borrowed copy of the Real Goods Solar Living
the local utilities. Water was the primary consideration.
Sourcebook got us going, and we found more
Bonaire is a desert island with far more evaporation
education in several helpful texts. We even attended a
than the 22 inch (56 cm) average annual rainfall. It has
short course at the Solar Living Center in Hopland,
little potable ground water, and no running streams.
California. This two-day course went far toward
Could two people with four large dogs, a cat, and
eliminating our innate fears about energy self-reliance.
frequent visitors survive on six cubic meters (1,600
gallons) of water trucked in every
Shade/rain drop-down louvers, decks, and facia are recycled plastic lumber
two weeks, or was there a way to
chosen for resistance to climate and insects.
capture enough of the limited
rainfall?
Tying in to the power grid would be
impractical and, frankly, not even
desirable. The island system is a
hodgepodge of more-or-less
250/127-volt, 50 cycle electricity that
will regularly fry sensitive electronic
equipment. Other issues included
the harsh elements: salt air, high
winds off the sea, and intense UV
exposure, since Bonaire is only 12.5
degrees off the equator. We needed
to find materials and equipment that
would withstand the elements with
minimal effort from us.
Minimal effort was a key point since
we were, after all, retired. We had
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books we bought focused on solar design for cold
climates. Fortunately, the architect we found in
Curaçao, Dito Abbad, of PLAN’D2, knew the climate
well and how to work with it. As a result, the house is a
big wind-control machine that can find cool breezes no
matter where they come from, and can also slow down
the 30 to 40 mph (13–18 m/s) gusts that often blow
through.
The house features a wide center hall clerestory to vent
heat up and out, lots of louvered doors, windows, and
walls to adjust to the conditions, and a butterfly-shaped
roof for water collection without gutters. We extended
the overhangs, and built shading structures to reduce
the need for air conditioning (called “erko” here on the
island—phonetic for the Papiamentu “airco”). With our
house design settled, we went to work on the energy
systems.
Powerful Decisions
Solar, wind, or a combo? We knew we could not live
with the constant noise of a generator. The decision not
to use wind was made after helping a friend lower and
raise his wind generator a couple of times for
maintenance. Not for us, we said. The maintenance
required in our salty environment was a lot more than
we were ready to commit to.

Sub-arrays were assembled in the shade,
then hoisted to the roof.

We then subscribed to Solar Today and Home Power.
With this preparation, it was possible to start making
some plans.

We started by cruising the obvious Web sites, but
quickly found ourselves unable to make rational
choices. The technical descriptions were puzzling for
beginners. We got good advice from several sources,
but found it hard to choose among them.
What we really needed was a “referee.” Enter Johnny
Weiss of Solar Energy International (SEI). We had
purchased Johnny’s videotape on solar energy, along
with several others on a variety of subjects. We were

The information breakthrough came when the island got
its own Internet provider. This gave us access to a
world of information on every
Twenty-four Siemens SP-75 PVs provide 1,800 watts.
possible topic. We would no longer
be limited to the one or two poorly
stocked local stores for materials
and supplies. With the Internet, we
could shop the entire world to find
what we needed. All of a sudden,
the project seemed doable.
An Active Approach
to Passive Cooling
Before designing the electrical
system, however, we needed a
house design. The primary criteria
were energy efficiency, preserving
the existing environment, lots of
outdoor living, and the ability to
collect rainwater without gutters that
could clog up. Unfortunately, most
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impressed with his down-to-earth approach, so we
contacted him at SEI via email. Not only did he get back
to us quickly (which, by the way, several others did not),
he was instantly helpful, providing guidance and
answers to some of our basic (sometimes stupid)
questions.
After a couple of months of email correspondence, we
set up a consulting relationship, and even arranged for
Johnny to be on hand for the installation. This last part
wasn’t too difficult, since he is a scuba diver, and
Bonaire is one of the premier dive spots in the world.
Our connection with Johnny and SEI has proven to be
one of the best decisions of our entire process. His
advice was always balanced. He offered choices
instead of answers and, more importantly, had a
rationale for his position. Even now, he’s just an email
away when we encounter problems.
Shedding Some Light
First off, we reviewed our electric bills for the past four
years and were shocked to see how much electricity we
consumed—an average of about 50 KWH per day! Was
this possible? We double-checked and, yes, it was real.
Of course we used electricity for cooking, and we had a
swimming pool pump running every day of the year.
Next, using one of the worksheets we came across, we
developed a spreadsheet divided into specific areas
(kitchen, office, lighting, laundry, swimming pool, etc.).
We approached each section with the goal of
minimizing usage without depriving ourselves of
essentials. These essentials included individual night
reading locations, computer work, lap pool for exercise,
full cooking capabilities, and a laundry facility with a
dryer for the rainy season. We kept reminding
ourselves that we had worked too hard before
retirement, and did not want to struggle at this phase of
our lives.
Among the easy choices early on were to switch from
electric cooking to propane, change from halogen and
incandescent lamps to compact fluorescents (CFLs) for
lighting, eliminate the laser printer in favor of an ink-jet,
use a portable music system, and trade in the electric
ice cream maker for an in-freezer type. It turned out that
all of these changes improved our lifestyle instead of
hindering it. But we still came up with a figure of 12
KWH per day.
Easing the Load
Next, we seriously analyzed our lighting needs, and
found that we were using multiple fixtures or bulbs
when single lights could do the job. So we decided to
have as many fixtures as we wanted, but to have each
one individually switched. Instead of doing without, we
would just have to remember to turn each light off when

Two huge Yuasa HUP 2 volt lead-acid cells are lifted to the
power room. Total battery capacity is 1,275 AH at 48 VDC.

not in use. We put glass blocks in key areas for light
penetration (without heat), and insisted on a switch for
the TV and microwave to cut out phantom loads.
We then dug deeper into the specific use of various
appliances and office tools, and worked out a better
estimate of just how many hours per week they were
really needed. This was progress, but it was still a
heavy energy overhead. We decided to retire our two
PowerMacs in favor of new PowerBook laptops for less
energy consumption and more computing power. It not
only helped the usage chart, but also freed us from the
office.
By changing the 24 volt swimming pool pump and
septic tank aerator to solar-direct, there was even more
savings. These would do fine with about six hours of
strong sun year-round. The swimming pool pump only
needs to run about eight hours a day, and uses two 85
watt BP modules. We use one of those floating
sanitizers (Floatron) to boost the chlorine power. The
septic tank aerator will do the job running during the
day only, on a 120 watt Kyocera PV panel. Our invisible
dog-containment “fence” uses two 25 watt Unisolar
modules.
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breakdown. Our advice is to get the manual for each
appliance, and read it yourself before you purchase.
We’ve decided to live with the glow-plugs for now.
Fortunately, we use the stovetop much more than the
oven, broiler, or griddle. The top burners do have spark
igniters. So far the stove has not been a major drain,
and it looks as if we will be okay.
Finally, A System Plan
With the painless changes to our load profile, we had a
more realistic energy budget of 4 to 5 KWH per day,
instead of the wasteful 50 we had started with. The
system would still need to be a large one, because we
did not want to be constantly upgrading in the future,
with all the attendant shipping and importing hassles.
The result was a 1.8 KW solar-electric system with a 15
KW Kohler diesel generator backup. These are married
to a Yuasa battery bank of twenty-four 2 volt tubular
cells. The 1,275 AH capacity should provide five to
seven days reserve in the rainy season. So far, we
have had no problem living within these limits. Just a
year ago it would have been unthinkable that we could
have reduced our usage so much.
In fact, our current usage averages about 5.5 KWH per
day (110 amp-hours at 48 V)—right on target. We have
lived here for over six months, including all of our rainy
season. On most days, our batteries have been
completely topped up by the sun. This year was one of
the wettest and cloudiest years in recent history. We
really needed the generator only one time, but we use it
weekly to exercise it.
Dual Trace SW5548 inverters make mounting the power
panel a group effort.

Then came the realization that, if we were to use a
diesel generator as a backup power source, we could
tie certain tasks to the genny and drop their loads from
the plan. So we bought a water-saving Asko washer
and dryer (both 240 VAC). The plan is to use them once
a week on the generator and top off the batteries at the
same time. We will also be able to use the generator for
power tools, or for future 240 VAC air conditioning if we
need it for the two low-wind months of September and
October.
We also went looking for a gas stove that required little
electricity—no clock, and no glow plug, which uses a
great deal of electricity to ignite the gas. After
exhaustive searches for a stove with spark ignition, we
thought we had found one. On the word of a
salesperson, we made our purchase and were happy.
When the stove arrived, we found that it had not one
but three glow plugs. This was a major communication
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Once the type and size of the system was decided, it
was time to work on the specific system components.
Again, Johnny really proved his value. We were lost in
a maze of controllers, inverters, circuit breakers, cables,
and connectors ad nauseum. We jumped from one
Web site to the next trying to make sense of all the
elements. With Johnny’s guidance, we were able to
map out the proper components and ancillary parts so
that when installation day arrived, everything was on
hand.
The Y2K Bug Bites
After four months of planning, it was time to place the
orders. We started in December of 1998 with a planned
shipping date of mid-May 1999. This would allow us to
ship our container—which also carried our appliances,
fixtures and lots of building materials—before the start
of the hurricane season. Six months lead time should
give us a nice cushion, right? Wrong!
We were among the few real victims of the Y2K
problem, as orders for renewable energy components
soared, and manufacturers went on back order. Lead
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Alan Gross & Jane Townsend’s PV System

Photovoltaic Modules:
Twenty-four Siemens SP-75s
75 watts each for 1,800 watts at 48 VDC

Array Combiner Boxes:
Two with 15 amp breakers

Charge Controllers:
Two Trace C-40s (one operational, one backup)
Internal Combustion
Generator:
12.5 KW, diesel-fueled

Note: DC and equipment
grounds not shown.

Ground

Lightning
Protection
Generator
Disconnect:
70 amp breaker

Controller Disconnects:
Two 60 amp breakers
(one normally open,
one normally closed)

DC Load Distribution:
10 amp breakers
(ceiling fans
& refrigeration)

System Meter:
Bogart TriMetric
DC Breaker Box: Trace DC-250

57.5
Main
breaker
250 amp

Trace SW5548

32 amp
breaker

Trace SW5548
DC to DC Conversion:
Four 48 to 24 volt
Inverters:
Two Trace SW5548 sine wave,
5,500 watts each

Shunt

Batteries:
Twenty-four Yuasa HUP 2 volt lead acid cells
wired in series for 1,275 amp-hours at 48 volts

Two 2 amp
fuses
Ground
rod

To 120 VAC loads
AC Mains Panel
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Gross / Townsend System Loads
Office
Qty.

2
1
1
1
1
1

Watts

PowerBook computers
Epson printer
Tape drive
Hitachi monitor
Umax scanner
Polaroid scanner

Kitchen
1 Vestfrost freezer
1 Microwave
1 Asko dishwasher
1 Food processor
1 Blender
1 Mixer

45
86
75
135
300
75

Hrs
/ Day

2.0
2.0
0.5
2.0
0.1
0.1

Household
1 UV purifier
1 Security, kitchen
5 Security, windows
2 Tool chargers

20
13
11
30
22
13
20
13
22
22
22
13
22

Av. WH
/ Day

3.0
3.0
1.0
0.1
0.1
0.1

77.1
74.1
5.4
3.9
0.4
0.1

Office Total

161.0

45 12.0
1,700
0.2
600
1.0
400
0.1
350
0.1
120
0.3

Lighting
2 Bedroom
12 Assorted others
8 Kitchen
3 Laundry and workshop
1 Bathroom ceiling
5 Hall and patio
1 Kitchen (halogen)
1 Office
1 Pantry
1 Bedroom ceiling
2 Carport
1 Den
2 Storage room

Days
/ Wk

7.0
4.0
2.0
0.5
1.0
0.5

540.0
194.3
171.4
2.9
2.5
2.1

Kitchen Total

913.2

2.0
0.5
0.3
1.0
0.8
0.2
0.5
2.0
0.3
0.2
0.1
0.2
0.2

7.0
7.0
7.0
2.0
7.0
7.0
7.0
2.0
7.0
7.0
5.0
5.0
1.0

80.0
78.0
26.4
25.7
16.5
10.8
10.0
7.4
5.5
4.4
3.1
1.9
1.3

Lighting Total

271.0

7.0
7.0
2.0
2.0

102.9
42.0
30.0
20.0

Household Total
Entertainment & Communications
1 Cell phone base
25 24.0
7.0
1 Fax
120
1.0
7.0
1 TV
375
2.0
0.5
2 Radio chargers
40
1.5
2.0
1 Stereo
55
2.0
1.0
2 VCR and DVD
30
2.0
0.5

194.9

Entertainment/Communications Total

832.1

Total AC Watt-Hours Per Day

2,372.2

DC Device
1 Sun Frost RF16 24 V
1 Sun Frost R19 24 V
7 Ceiling fans 24 V
1 Solar Force 48 V pump

30 24.0
420
0.1
420
0.1
35
1.0

120
63
20
15

6.3
9.1
1.0
3.0

7.0
7.0
3.0
7.0

600.0
120.0
53.6
34.3
15.7
8.6

750.0
574.6
60.0
45.0

Total DC Watt-Hours Per Day 1,429.6
Total AC and DC Watt-Hours Per Day

62

3,801.8
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times were running through the summer at best. We
had to make changes. How about a Vestfrost freezer
instead of the Sun Frost we had planned on? Better
decide today—there is only one left in stock. Panel
prices seemed to change by the hour. What was the
best buy per watt? Let’s go with the SP-75s. Our Trace
meter became a Bogart TriMetric.
On and on it went. Then we struck one of the reefs on
the Internet Sea. Our appliance supplier, who we found
on the Internet—and who had been paid fully in
February for April shipment—suddenly disappeared. No
more Web site, no answer via phone (“this mailbox is
full”) or email, and faxes wouldn’t go through. They
were bankrupt. Our stuff was gone. Fortunately,
American Express covered the entire loss with their
insurance program. We scrambled around and were
able to replace all the missing items on very short
notice—thanks to Abot Mills, a great appliance
company in Miami.
Shipping dates slipped by two months, but finally the
container arrived in early July. And there it sat for the
next two months, with twelve expensive, pre-filled
monster batteries all the way at the back. Would they
be okay sitting in a solar-baked container for another
two months until the house got closer to completion?
“Nothing to do but wait and see,” counseled Johnny via
email.
Johnny arrived to supervise in mid-September with
Steve Sloan, a contractor and diving buddy who came
along to help. The house was not as far along as
originally planned. The roofer, who was not found over
the Internet but on a neighboring island, failed to show
up. So we had to rush back to the computer to find a
material that could be used for potable water, and could
be applied by the existing work crew. Just two days
before Johnny arrived, the roof surface was ready for
mounting the panels.
Unwelcome Insolation
What was planned as a supervisory role for Johnny and
Steve quickly changed to sweaty hands-on installation,
since the work crew was busy trying to finish the house
before the start of the rainy season. While Bonaire is
out of the hurricane belt, the Atlantic hurricanes do steal
our trade winds during September and October. The
entire installation was done under extremely
uncomfortable conditions: 90-plus degrees with 85
percent humidity and little or no wind. Half a day in the
intense equatorial sun left us all beat. How the builders
worked for eight hours each day is a mystery.
Our paralleled Trace SW5548 inverters came preinstalled in the Power Panel System, which was good.
But it was big and heavy, and had to be muscled up
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several temporary steps to the battery room and then
onto the wall. Twelve 250 pound (113 kg) two-cell
battery modules had to make the same trip. Fortunately,
the true character of the Bonaireans came to the fore
as the house crew gladly provided the necessary
muscle.
Craig Carni and the crew at Two Seas built a beautiful
battery box that will keep the local lizards off the cables
and keep the system clean. They also built custom
aluminum roof racks, designed to stand up to the strong
winds and salty air. They are in a fixed, low-slant
position since Bonaire is so near the equator. With
email, faxes, and cellular calls from the roof of the
house (which was the only place the cellular phone
would get a signal), we were able to have day-to-day
installation discussions with Craig.
Staying Connected
Johnny and Steve had to leave before the installation
was complete, but at least we had DC refrigeration, and
the electrician knew the plan. However, we also had an
unexplained voltage drop whenever a load was applied
to the AC side. Emails flew among Johnny, Trace, and
us until we got a clear reading on the problem. The
manual, which was downloaded from the net to be sure
it was the latest version, failed to make it clear that the
pre-installed computer cable has to be removed before
the parallel master-slave cable is installed. The Trace
engineers explained this point, and the inverters were
working properly within minutes.
The first week in the house delivered three terrifying
electrical storms. These sent us back to the Internet
once again, to learn about lightning protection. At one
site, visitors could give specifics on their location and
receive a risk assessment. After scoring 9.5 out of a
possible 10 as high risk, we quickly tracked down some
suppliers of the necessary equipment. Again it was
responsiveness that led to our purchase decision.
Roger Harney of Harger Lightning Protection provided
so much information and help so quickly that we never
even considered the other sources.
Drinking, Bathing, & Swimming
A well was not a realistic choice, since most
groundwater here is brackish. So we opted for a water
supply system consisting of collected rainwater and
truck-delivered drinking water. The water purification
system (filtration plus UV) was designed and built by
Offshore Marine Laboratories of Fort Lauderdale,
communicating via email and fax.
Windy Dankoff and his crew quickly solved pumping
and pressure problems. The 48 volt Solar Force pump
provides sufficient water for domestic use. The system
gives us the ability to safely shift back and forth

The muscle (and brains) behind the completed
photovoltaic installation.

between truck water and the rain collection if
necessary. We have been using about 1.75 cubic
meters (470 gallons) of water per week. We had it
trucked in until our rainwater tank started overflowing,
and then switched to rainwater, which is all we have
used since December.
But where to store all that rainwater? A big tank was
necessary because almost all of Bonaire’s rain falls in a
two or three month season. A glass-lined tank would be
preferred, but to bring a fifty ton capacity tank to the
island was outrageously expensive. Back to the
Internet. Lots of choices, but all of them had serious
drawbacks, except a glass-impregnated modular tank
system made in Japan by Bridgestone. Since it shipped
flat and in sections, the cost was about the same as a
locally constructed tank, but without the leaching,
cracking, and pH problems of concrete.
Swimming pools are relatively new on Bonaire, and the
local technique for building them is to make concrete
block walls and plaster them inside. They usually leak.
We wanted a poured concrete structure, but needed
advice on the best way to seal the walls to assure easy
maintenance. Our lap pool will use a Dankoff Solar 24
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Gross / Townsend System Costs
Description

Cost (US$)

Kohler generator, ROY 15
24 Siemens SP-75 modules
Trace Power Panel (dual)
24 Yuasa tubular batteries, 2 V cells
Two Seas custom battery enclosure
Two Seas UNI-GR-12 roof rack
Miscellaneous cables, conduit, hardware
4 DC/DC voltage converters, 48/24
240/120 VAC transformer
PolyPhaser DC 48 V lightning protector
2 Trace #4/0 inverter cables
Trace parallel stacking interface
Bogart TriMetric meter
3 Delta AC lightning arrestors, LA 302R
2 R/T DC load center
4 Square D DC breakers

11,000
9,576
8,950
7,660
1,900
1,300
1,000
636
350
319
318
292
230
138
108
36

Total

$43,813

VDC centrifugal pump. This pool pump is wired for solar
direct, or it can be connected to the battery bank in
case of extended cloud cover. So far, this has not been
installed, since the swimming pool hasn’t been finished
yet. It has been too wet this year to allow the concrete
to dry sufficiently to seal and paint.
On the Web, we found Victor deFontenay, who provided
excellent suggestions for our pool. We thought he must
have stayed up nights thinking about our problem, since
his replies were always available first thing in the
morning. Then we found out that Vic is located in
Australia! We also found Conrad Nelson at a company
called EnduroSeal. We wanted to be able to seal the
concrete of the pool and house foundation. Conrad was
also very responsive via email with advice, instructions,
and speedy shipping.
Getting Rid of Wastewater
After considering a composting toilet, and deciding that
we weren’t ready for that, we planned a fourchambered septic tank. But this meant putting the
effluent back into the ground. What little groundwater
that exists here is precious, and we didn’t want to
pollute it with wastewater. To make the outflow a lot
safer and to control odors, we decided to aerate the
waste before returning it to the soil. This proved to be
one of the most difficult research problems to solve.
We first started looking at “sewage systems” with the
search engines. This didn’t go very far since most of the
pre-packaged systems are highly energy dependent
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and designed for larger needs. Next we looked at
aquarium, pond, and aquaculture systems, but still
without success.
Finally, Windy Dankoff put us in contact with Jim Keeton
of Keeton Aqua. Jim’s company specializes in
aquaculture, but he has been playing with the idea of
getting into the sewage aeration business. This concept
was so new that we never even saw a plan until the
finished product arrived in Johnny’s luggage. It’s a
solar-direct air compressor forcing air through a large
diffusing stone. The diffusing stone (which creates
billions of bubbles of air) sits in the third chamber of the
septic system. The air pump is mounted in a plastic box
on the outside of the septic tank. To insulate it, we built
a small pump house around the plastic box. This seems
to limit the noise, and still allows for enough cooling of
the pump.
Lumber & Non-Lumber
Remembering that our goal for living with nature during
our retirement years was to keep everything simple and
not labor-intensive, we decided to use recycled plastic
lumber for much of the decking and non-concrete
needs. On the Net, we found U.S. Plastic Lumber, and
Phoenix Recycled Plastic Lumber. Unfortunately, all the
plans for our house were in metric scale and designed
for standard timber. First we had to convert metric to
English scale. Then we had to recalculate the lumber
needs to allow for more supports, since the plastic
lumber is more flexible than real lumber, and needs 12
inch centers instead of 16 inch.
After hours of agonizing conversions, we finally were
able to place the order. Recycled plastic lumber is ideal,
not only for its lack of maintenance in a salty, humid
environment, but also because we are living on land
originally owned by termites. Surprisingly, it looks very
“natural” in this environment.
For the windows and doors, we needed a termiteresistant hardwood that was responsibly harvested. Via
the Web, we could research wood properties, colors,
and suppliers. We downloaded hundreds of pages of
exotic information, and finally made a decision. The
lumber we chose (Iroko) was purchased from a “green”
source in Holland. And it is exactly what we expected it
to be from the photos and descriptions on the Net. We
also found a wood sealant via the Internet (Sealodeck),
which met the specifications of low labor with high
protection from UV, water, and salty air.
So we wouldn’t have to keep painting our cement block
construction every year (perhaps we are just lazy), we
decided to use an acrylic stucco finish (Duroplex from
Triarch Industries). This is a color-impregnated material
that goes on like plaster but has the strength of light
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steel. It should provide years of low-maintenance wear
in this rugged environment.
Instead of traditional gypsum board ceilings, we found
HardiSoffit which is a pressed cement-fiber product.
This should hold up better against rain, high humidity,
and insects. It was discovered while surfing the net for
cement sealants. Who knew the product even existed?
It certainly was not available on this small island, so we
had to find a supplier (again, via the Internet) who could
ship it down.
We bought stainless steel screws from Swan Secure
via the net, some stainless steel legs to support the
kitchen cabinets from a kitchen fabricator (Bellama) in
California, stainless steel sink faucets from Grohe in
Europe, a special, commercial aluminum shelving
system from Italmacelli in Italy, and a retractable glass
and aluminum “wall” from Henderson in England. All
metal items had to be either stainless steel or aluminum
because of the salty environment. Most of the hardware
(hinges, door handles, etc.) came from Holland, since
Bonaire has regular shipments from there.
We also learned how to build an electrified farm fence
to keep local livestock away from our trees. We bought
an electric fencing system via email from Kencove
Fencing. It uses a Parmak fence charger, which is
powered by a small built-in PV panel. Light fixtures from
California and New York, and special small CFL bulbs
from Springlamp in Ohio were all available to us, thanks
to the World Wide Web.
The telephone/fax/Internet access problem has not yet
been solved. We have been trying a Motorola fx 2500
(TDMA) which was designed for offshore locations.
Unfortunately, the signal is not clean enough for digital
transmission, and we can neither fax nor log on to the
Net. So for now we make our Net connections when we
are in town. If you have ideas or suggestions about
remote telecommunications, we’d love to hear from
you.
The Internet is Energy Efficient
As we sit on our patio watching the ocean pound
Bonaire’s windward shore, we wonder why a project
that appeared so daunting at first seems so simple now.
The answer is the Internet. We were able to find the
information, people, and products we needed. And once
we overcame the initial fear, we even had the nerve to
try a number of innovative building techniques and
products. Most have worked out well. We’re glad we
are living in an energy-efficient, environment-sparing
home which is not labor intensive and does not require
great sacrifices.
Even in this remote part of the world, it is possible to
access the best technologies and some of the most

helpful people who deal with these technologies. It
seems that the same qualities we appreciate in making
face-to-face purchases also can be accessed on the
Internet—personal attention, responsiveness, honesty,
and reliability.
Unfortunately, the same potential problems exist on the
Internet as well—inflated promises, lack of followthrough, bad products, and rude treatment. Strangely
enough, it seems no harder to choose good suppliers
electronically than in person. In fact, since everything
has to be reduced to writing, a lot of the hype falls by
the wayside, or is more easily spotted.
Of course, the project was more than we bargained for.
But we have learned a lot about the technology, and
about the people who make it work. Given a choice,
we’d do it again in just about the same way. And it was
today’s technology that made it possible for us to “get
back to nature.”
Access
Alan Gross & Jane Townsend, Kaminda Guarati 13,
PO Box 190, Bonaire, Netherlands Antilles
sunspots@bonairelive.com
Dito Abbad, PLAN’D2 Institute for Planning,
Development & Design, Nieuwe Pareraweg 10,
Curaçao, Dutch Caribbean • +599 9 461-2828
Fax: +599 9 461 8282 • pd2cur@attglobal.net
Architect
Johnny Weiss, Solar Energy International, PO Box 715,
Carbondale, CO 81623 • 970-963-8855
Fax: 970-963-8866 • sei@solarenergy.org
www.solarenergy.org • Solar consultant
Alternative Energy Engineering, PO Box 339, Redway,
CA 95560 • 800-777-6609 or 707-923-2277
Fax: 800-777-6648 or 707-923-3009
energy@alt-energy.com
www.alt-energy.com • Solar products
Steve Rogers, Real Goods, 200 Clara Ave., Ukiah, CA
95482 • 800-762-7325 or 707-468-9292
Fax: 707-462-4807 • techs@realgoods.com
www.realgoods.com • Solar products
Alex Caballero, Abot Mills, 6188 NW 74 Ave., Miami, FL
33166 • 305-593-2322 • Fax: 305-470-9828
sales@abotmills.com • www.abotmills.com • Appliances
Craig Carni, Two Seas Metalworks, 291 Shell Ln.,
Willits, CA 95490 • 800-227-9523 or 707-459-9523
Fax: 707-459-1833 • sales @2seas.com
www.2seas.com • Battery box and panel rack
Technical Consumer Products Inc., 300 Lena Dr.,
Aurora, OH 44202 • 800-342-1496 or 330-995-6111
Fax: 330-995-6188 • sales@springlamp.com
www.springlamp.com • Compact fluorescents
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International

RCH Fanworks, 2173 Rocky Creek Rd., Colville, WA
99114 • 800-529-6306 or 509-685-0535
Fax: 509-684-5199 • info@fanworks.com
www.fanworks.com • DC fans
Charles Kendall, Kencove Farm Fence, 344 Kendall
Rd., Blairsville, PA 15717 • 800-KENCOVE or
724-459-8991 • Fax: 724-459-9148
electricfence@kencove.com • www.kencove.com
Electric fencing
Kyocera Solar, Inc., 7812 East Acoma, Scottsdale, AZ
85260 • 800-544-6466 or 480-948-8003
Fax: 480-483-6431 • info@kyocerasolar.com
www.kyocerasolar.com • Vestfrost freezer
Kohler Power Systems, Kohler, WI 53044
800-544-2444 or 920-565-3381 • Fax: 920-459-1646
www.kohlergenerators.com • Generator
Trace Engineering, 5916 195th NE, Arlington, WA
98223 • 360-435-8826 • Fax: 360-435-2229
inverters@traceengineering.com
www.traceengineering.com • Inverters
Roger Harney, Harger Lightning Protection, 301 Ziegler
Dr., Grayslake, IL 60030 • 800-842-7437 or
847-548-8700 • Fax: 847-548-2292
sales@harger.com • www.harger.com • Lightning
protection

The

Sun Frost, PO Box 1101, Arcata, CA 95518-1101
707-822-9095 • Fax: 707-822-6213
info@sunfrost.com • www.sunfrost.com • Refrigerators
Rob Kauffmann, Sealoflex, 2516 Oscar Johnson Dr.,
Charleston, SC 29405 • 800-770-6466 or 843-554-6466
Fax: 843-554-6458 • sealoflexrk@mindspring.com
www.sealoflex.com • Roofing material
Jim Keeton, Keeton Industries, Inc., 300 Lincoln Ct.,
Suite H, Fort Collins, CO 80524 • 970-493-4831
Fax: 970-493-4921 • keeton@keetonaqua.com
www.keetonaqua.com • Septic tank aerator
Victory deFontenay, deFontenay Pool & Fountain
Design Consultancy • vic@pool-information.com
www.pool-information.com • Pool information &
consulting
Windy Dankoff, Dankoff Solar Products, 2810 Industrial
Road, Sante Fe, NM 87505 • 505-473-3800
Fax: 505-473-3830 • pumps@danksolar.com
www.danksolar.com • Water pumps
Andre Kramer, Offshore Marine Labs, 2200 S. Federal
Hwy, Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33316 • 877-MAKE-H20 or
954-524-5433 • Fax: 954-524-8909
makeh2o@aol.com • www.offshore-marine.com
Water purification

Southern Star in Solar

SERVING THE SOUTHERN UNITED STATES & CARRIBEAN

MEMBER

SOLAR CONTRACTING SINCE 1977
4,000 REFERENCES AVAILABLE

FULL SERVICE DESIGN & INSTALLATION
SITE SURVEYS / LOAD ANALYSIS / ON-SITE TECHNICAL SUPERVISION

Tropical Solar Experts
Tom & Shirley Lane...ECS Owners

(352) 377-8866

6120 SW 13th Street • Gainesville, Florida 32608 • USA • www.ecs-solar.com
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“When Hurricane Georges
hit Puerto Rico, Two Seas’
mount saved our PV
system from disaster.”
- Capt. Denis Martinez, U.S. National Guard

{

98% shipped in 24 hours

}

Mounts that exceed toughest U.S. hurricane codes,*
backed by our 20-Year warranty.

Mounts, battery enclosures, and racks available in a wide selection of models to meet any requirement.

Two Seas Metalworks
Willits, CA 95490 USA

877 952 9523
www.2seas.com
*SBC-1606 (110 mph winds). Two Seas mounts rated for 125 mph winds.

AWARDED
BP Solar’s
Largest
US Distributor
for
1998 & 1999

A proud partner with:

BP SOLAR
• We are currently welcoming applications
for our BP Solar Dealer Network
• Complete dealer support: engineering,
marketing, sales leads, knowledgable staff
• Single line solar distribution - Offering the
world’s most efficient solar modules by BP Solar
• Join the fastest growing team of successful
renewable energy dealers in the world
• Pre-engineered Utility Interactive Systems

1-800-229-7652
Fax 909-308-2388
27420 Jefferson #104B
Temecula, CA 92590
E-mail: mark@alternativesolar.com
Visit our website:
www.alternativesolar.com

Huge inventory
supplies!
Specialty Concepts
Pulse

Heart Interface
BP Solar

Tr a c e E n g i n e e r i n g

S o u t h We s t
Wi n d p o w e r

A 10 kW Bergey Excel
wind turbine system
can reduce your utility
bills by up to 90%.

But, will it work
for me?
Get answers, 24 hours a day,
at WWW.BERGEY.COM or call
toll free 1-888-669-6178,
8 am – 6 pm, CST

For nearly twenty years Bergey WindPower has
been America’s leading supplier of wind energy
systems for rural homes*, farms, and small
businesses. This year we are introducing our
exclusive 5-year warranty and our advanced
UL-certified GridTek 10 inverter.
Whether you want a total installation from a
certified Bergey dealer or you want to save
money by installing it yourself, Bergey
WindPower can help you to power your
dream with the power of the wind.
*Property size of at least one acre is recommended.

2001 Priestley Ave.
Norman, OK 73069
T: 405–364–4212
F: 405–364–2078

WindPower

SALES@BERGEY.COM

SIMPLICITY•RELIABILITY•PERFORMANCE

WWW.BERGEY.COM
© 1999 Bergey Windpower

Things that Work!

Both voltages are well below a PV’s maximum power
point.

Tested by Home Power

The net effect is that PV modules spend most of their
lifetime not operating at their maximum power point.
There is more power to be had from the module, but we
can’t get at it because battery voltage, and thereby
system voltage, is different from the voltage at which
the PV module gives its maximum power.

RV Power Products’
Solar Boost™ 50
MPPT PV Charge
Controller

The MPPT solves this problem by allowing the PV
module, or PV array, to operate at its maximum power
point regardless of battery voltage or module
temperature. This little bit of electronic wizardry can
enable a PV array to produce between 10 and 30
percent more power than it does without the MPPT. Day
after day, this adds up to more energy for the system.

Tested by Richard Perez & Joe Schwartz

Documentation & Shipping
Lately we’ve received a heap of poorly packaged
products damaged in shipping. We’re happy to report
that the Solar Boost 50 (SB50) was well packaged and
arrived in fine shape. The manual is detailed, complete,
and relatively easy to follow. It is eighteen pages long
and contains wiring diagrams, tables, and more than
enough illustrations.

©2000 Richard Perez and Joe Schwartz

ow would you like to get 10 to 30
percent more energy out of your
PV modules? This maximum
power point tracking (MPPT) charge
controller will do just that!

H

What Is Maximum Power Point Tracking?
A maximum power point tracker is similar to the
transmission in an automobile. They both couple a
power source to a load more effectively and efficiently.
What a car’s transmission does mechanically, MPPT
does electrically.
All PV modules have what is known as a maximum
power point. The maximum power point is where
module voltage times output current equals maximum
power. A PV’s maximum power point is constantly
changing with module temperature and solar insolation.
The MPPT controller tracks that power point as it
changes.
In most PVs, the maximum power point at 25°C (77°F)
is at 16.5 VDC or higher, while a typical battery bank is
in the 12 to 15 V range. This overhead voltage or
“voltage overkill” is built into PV modules by their
manufacturers to compensate for voltage loss when the
modules are hot. Heating a module can cause voltage
depression of over 2.5 VDC just from a 25 to 50°C
(77–122°F) temperature change. Batteries also change
in voltage. A fully depleted 12 volt battery will have a
voltage of about 12.5 VDC while under charge. A fully
recharged battery will be about 15 VDC while under
charge. (These figures assume a C/20 to C/10 rate of
charge. Battery temperature and age are also factors).
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Solar Boost 50 Features & Programming
The Solar Boost 50 model we tested, which includes a
digital display, retails at US$469 and has a 36 month
warranty. A model without a digital display is also
available, and retails at US$389. The controller is field
selectable for either 12 or 24 VDC operation. A 48 VDC
model is in the works, but not yet available. The SB50
has a rated output of 50 amps at either 12 or 24 VDC.

Things that Work!

An optional remote LCD display is available for
US$109. This display is the SB50’s best advertisement.
It shows battery voltage, PV current into the controller,
and current out of the controller. We often switch
between the two current settings and walk away
thinking, “man, it’s like having another two modules!”
Battery temperature sensors are also available for
US$28.

protected and features an automatic current limit of 50
amps. This eliminates the nuisance tripping of breakers
due to current spikes caused by edge-of-cloud effect on
PV arrays.
The overall dimensions of the Solar Boost 50 are 10 by
9 by 3.5 inches (25 x 23 x 9 cm). A heat sink runs the
entire height of the controller. Even at maximum output,
you can comfortably keep your hand on the controller’s
heat sink. This is a simple indicator that the controller is
running efficiently and is well designed thermally.

While the Solar Boost 50’s maximum power point
tracking capabilities are awesome, it’s also a well
designed three-stage, pulse width modulated (PWM)
charge controller. The Solar Boost 50 uses MOSFET
transistors for efficient PWM regulation. Bulk,
acceptance, and float mode set points are
potentiometer based, and are fully adjustable for
regulation up to 32 VDC.

Installing the Solar Boost 50
Home Power’s Solar Boost 50 regulates the output of
sixteen BP-590 PV modules mounted on a Wattsun
dual-axis tracker. BP-590s have a high peak voltage of
18.5 VDC, and are an excellent module for power point
tracking. The array’s 40 amp output consistently pushed
the SB50’s output up to its rated 50 amps.

For systems that are cycled on a daily basis, the float
mode can be disabled, making overcharge amp-hours
available to the battery. A manually initiated equalization
mode is also provided. The controller is reverse-polarity

Transmission line loss should be kept to a minimum
because the SB50 uses overhead voltage to increase
power into the batteries. The output of our BP array is

Solar Boost 50 Data Sheet
Outside
Solar
Temp Insolation

46.8
55.7
52.6
61.3
52.8
61.7
42.5
54.6
47.3
52.3
46.3
42.7
43.2
46.9
39.9
48.7
47.2
55.0
51.9
58.9
54.0
50.7

0.27
0.24
0.22
1.05
0.48
1.01
0.75
0.96
1.17
0.80
0.03
0.82
0.88
1.08
0.89
0.86
1.10
1.11
0.97
1.04
1.02
0.71

PV
Voltage

34.40
33.25
34.10
32.60
34.10
32.55
33.35
31.10
35.95
32.45
32.95
32.10
32.05
32.15
31.95
32.05
30.75
30.80
30.95
30.10
30.20
32.55

Battery
Voltage

25.65
25.30
25.75
25.45
26.95
25.40
27.65
25.60
29.60
27.75
28.15
27.05
27.50
27.70
27.60
29.00
27.40
27.90
28.15
27.15
27.60
29.55

Input
Current

12.2
8.4
8.0
39.6
17.9
40.0
28.4
36.2
31.0
13.6
23.1
29.7
33.7
40.4
33.5
31.4
41.7
42.3
36.8
39.5
38.5
26.2

Output
Current

Amps
Boost

Watts
Boost

% Amps
Boost

Watts
In

Watts
Out

Eff
%

15.8
10.8
9.9
49.0
21.9
48.0
33.6
42.7
36.2
15.8
26.8
34.3
38.2
45.6
37.8
34.2
45.4
45.8
39.8
42.7
41.2
28.0

3.6
2.4
1.9
9.4
4.0
8.0
5.2
6.5
5.2
2.2
3.7
4.6
4.5
5.2
4.3
2.8
3.7
3.5
3.0
3.2
2.7
1.8

92.3
60.7
48.9
239.2
107.8
203.2
143.8
166.4
153.9
61.1
104.2
124.4
123.8
144.0
118.7
81.2
101.4
97.7
84.5
86.9
74.5
53.2

29.5%
28.6%
23.8%
23.7%
22.3%
20.0%
18.3%
18.0%
16.8%
16.2%
16.0%
15.5%
13.4%
12.9%
12.8%
8.9%
8.9%
8.3%
8.2%
8.1%
7.0%
6.9%

419.7
279.3
272.8
1291.0
610.4
1302.0
947.1
1125.8
1114.5
441.3
761.1
953.4
1080.1
1298.9
1070.3
1006.4
1282.3
1302.8
1139.0
1189.0
1162.7
852.8

405.3
273.2
254.9
1247.1
590.2
1219.2
929.0
1093.1
1071.5
438.5
754.4
927.8
1050.5
1263.1
1043.3
991.8
1244.0
1277.8
1120.4
1159.3
1137.1
827.4

96.6%
97.8%
93.4%
96.6%
96.7%
93.6%
98.1%
97.1%
96.1%
99.3%
99.1%
97.3%
97.3%
97.2%
97.5%
98.6%
97.0%
98.1%
98.4%
97.5%
97.8%
97.0%

Average

4.2
1.8
9.4

112.3
48.9
239.2

15.6%
6.9%
29.5%

950.1
272.8
1302.8

923.6
254.9
1277.8

97.2%
93.4%
99.3%

Minimum
Maximum
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run through 90 feet (27 m) of #4/0 (107 mm2) aluminum
URD cable to the power room. The negative leg is
routed through a 100 mV/100 A shunt for metering, and
then to the Solar Boost 50. The positive input leg runs
through a 60 amp Square D breaker and is terminated
at the SB50. Output from the controller goes to the
positive and negative buses in the Ananda power
center.
The SB50 uses an internal shunt to measure the rate of
controller output charge current. When regulated
current falls below approximately 1.0 amps per 100
amp-hours of battery capacity, the controller goes into
float mode. Most residential battery banks experience
highly variable loads during charging, depending on
what appliances are being operated. The SB50 is
equipped with external battery shunt sense terminals.
These terminals can be wired directly to the main
battery shunt. In this configuration the controller “sees”
the loads and uses net battery current, rather than
controller output current, as a reference point for more
precise regulation.
The Solar Boost 50 is well built and a pleasure to work
with. It has a full enclosure that is conduit ready, with
1/2 inch and 1 inch knockouts. The input and output
terminals and circuit board are solidly mounted. And the
enclosure leaves plenty of room for wire wrestling
during installation.
Solar Boost 50 Performance
We have been testing the Solar Boost 50 since
September of 1999. During this time, we’ve seen
current and power boosts in the range of 5 to 29.5
percent. We measured outside ambient temperature,
solar insolation (with a Li-Cor SB200 pyranometer), PV
array voltage, battery voltage, input current to the Solar
Boost 50, and output current from the Solar Boost 50.
The high operating voltage of the BP-590 modules
provide optimal conditions for the SB50 MPPT. Typical
boost may be slightly lower. The table shows the
measured and derived data.
The Solar Boost 50 works best when the battery
voltage is low and/or the PV modules are cold. Both of
these conditions are more prevalent during the winter,
when we need the solar energy the most. At high
battery voltage, 29.60 VDC, we measured 16.8 percent
current boost. At low battery voltage, 25.45 VDC, we
measured 23.7 percent boost. Power boost during the
entire test varied from a low of 48.9 watts to a high of
239.2 watts. Average power boost was 112.3 watts
during the entire test.
Solar insolation is the instantaneous amount of solar
power striking a surface. The reference standard is 1
KW/m2, which is also called 1 sun. We took data on the
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Solar Boost in a variety of sunlight conditions, including
times with much less than full sun (1 KW/m2). At 0.22
KW/m2, the Solar Boost increased array current by 23.8
percent, from 8.0 amperes to 9.9 amperes. Similar
boosts of 22 to 29.5 percent were seen during solar
isolations of 0.24 KW/m2 to 0.48 KW/m2.
The Solar Boost 50 is a very efficient charge controller.
A clue to this is that it contains no cooling fan and
barely gets warm when processing well over 1 kilowatt
of power. We measured a high efficiency of 99.3
percent and a low efficiency of 93.4 percent, with an
average efficiency of 97.2 percent during our test.
Efficiency in percent is watts out divided by watts in
times 100.
If you have an array with four or more modules, you will
save money by using an MPPT controller. The Solar
Boost 50 is the right choice if your array output is 20
amps or more. The smaller Solar Boost 2000 (Things
that Work! HP73, page 70) is appropriate for smaller
arrays. When doing cost comparisons, bear in mind that
you are buying a quality PWM controller in addition to
the MPPT capability. Direct comparison is not always
easy, since the Solar Boost 50 is cheaper than some
non-MPPT 50–60 amp controllers, and more expensive
than others.
Revolutionary
Every so often a product comes along that significantly
changes the RE industry. The Solar Boost 50 is one of
those products, and RV Power products is in the
process of obtaining a patent on their MPPT
technology. The real world performance of the Solar
Boost 50 is roughly equivalent to having two extra PV
modules on our tracked array. Considering that the cost
of the Solar Boost is less than the cost of a single
module, this controller is not only energy effective, but
also cost effective. If you are not using a Solar Boost 50
MPPT charge controller in your system, you’re wasting
some of your expensive, PV-produced power.
Access
Authors: Richard Perez, Home Power, PO Box 520,
Ashland, OR 97520 • 530-475-3179
Fax: 530-475-0836 • richard.perez@homepower.com
www.homepower.com
Joe Schwartz, Home Power, PO Box 520, Ashland, OR
97520 • 530-475-3179 • Fax: 530-475-0836
joe.schwartz@homepower.com • www.homepower.com
Solar Boost™ 50 PV Charge Controller Manufacturer:
RV Power Products, 1058 Monterey Vista Way,
Encinitas, CA 92024 • 800-493-7877 or 760-944-8882
Fax: 760-944-8882 • info@rvpowerproducts.com
www.rvpowerproducts.com

We Offer a Mountain of ServiceCall Us at 800•671•0169
Proud Partners with

BP SOLAR

Renewable Energy: 100 years ago it looked
like a bright idea. 100 years later it looks brilliant.
While Trojan Battery wasn’t around at the dawn of time (we weren’t founded until 1925) it didn’t take us long to make
a huge contribution: Trojan deep cycle battery technology. It works whenever you need clean, green energy for any
application: Photovoltaic, hydro or wind-generated. Remote sites. Emergency generators. EVs. RVs. And more. We sell
more deep cycle technology than anyone, so we’re able to offer more support than anyone. Why not take advantage of our
nearly 75 years of know how and fast, friendly service? Call us at 800-423-6569. Or fax us at 562-906-4033.
Or better yet, visit us at www.trojanbattery.com. Deep cycle technology doesn’t get any better than this.

“HANZI” Chinese Diesel
Generator-Set
Water Cooled • Electric Start

7.5KW
$2,795
Free Shipping

Turn
Turn Key
Key Complete
Complete •• Industrial
Industrial Quality
Quality ••33 Hours per Gallon Fuel
Free Tool & Overhaul Kit • 230 / 115 Volt, 60 Hz, Single Phase
Guaranteed
Immediate Delivery
Delivery
GuaranteedParts
PartsAvailable
Available• Immediate
Runs
Runs Home,
Home, Small
Small Farm,
Farm, Shops
Shops •/ One Year Warranty

10KW
$3,162

10KW
Computer Controlled
Automatic Start / Stop

Free Shipping

$4,600
20, 24, 30, 40,
& 50 KW to 700 KW
Diesel Generators are available upon request

15KW
$4,950

Call Now to Place Your Order, or For More Information

Newinli International, Inc.

Free Shipping

13445 Yorba Ave., Chino, CA 91710
Toll Free: 1-877-NEWINLI (1-877-639-4654)
Phone: (909) 364-0667 • Fax: (909) 364-0856
Web: www.dieselpowerequipment.com • Email: Newinli@aol.com
Distributors
Distributors Wanted
Wanted
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Authorized Distributor

SUN
FROST

SIEMENS

Cruising
Equipment

No Power? No Problem!
Solar • Microhydro • Wind Power • Water Pumping • Remote Communications
We do it all and we do it right!
There is more to a working renewable energy system than a cheap deal on a pile
of hardware. While other companies may seem to be cheaper, none are better at
building the right, and most cost-effective, RE system for you.
Electron Connection offers: load analysis, site survey, system design, sales,
installation, user training, and tech support long after the warranties expire. We
live on renewable energy, have over 17 years of experience, and have
established over 300 systems. We specialize in NEC® compliant, safe systems
that will make your Electrical Inspector smile!
Complete service including installation: We have done systems from
Ketchikan, Alaska to Baja California. We have a network of qualified, competent
Electron Connection associates across the country. If you need installation or
design assistance we will refer you to one in your area. We do it all and do it right
the first time!
Equipment via mail order: We offer reasonable deals and technical reality
checks. Why settle for a packaged system when you can have yours custom
designed by the experts?
Dealers / Installers: Why talk to a “technician” when you can talk to an
electrician? We spend half our time in the field installing the equipment we sell
you. We KNOW how the systems work and offer technical support, system
design assistance, prompt shipment, fair pricing, and NO BULL. Local Referrals.
Electrical competence is required. Write today for your dealer application.

Electron Connection
PO Box 203,
Hornbrook, CA 96044 USA
Voice • Fax: 530-475-3401
E-mail:
econnect@snowcrest.net
Web Page:
www.electronconnection.com
CA Electrical Lic #613554

1-800-945-7587

• Photovoltaics —Siemens - BP -Solarex
• High-Quality Batteries —Trojan - GNB
• Power Inverters — Trace - Exeltech
• Instrumentation — Cruising - Fluke - Wavetek
• Charge Controls — Heliotrope - Trace
• Trackers & PV Mounts — WattSun Zomeworks - Direct Power
• Microhydro Electric Powerplants — ES&D Harris Hydro - Lil Otto Hydroworks!
• Wind Generators — World Power Tech Southwest Windpower
• Pumps — Dankoff Solar - Solarjack - SHURflo
• Water Heaters — Myson – Aquastar
• Efficient Lighting — Phillips - Osram - S&H
• Safety Gear — APT - Heinemann - Cutler &
Hammer - Square D Products
• Radiotelephones
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hydrogen gas firsthand. Stories circulate of sparks
created while working on battery banks that ignited
hydrogen gas and blew the sides right out of one or
more batteries, disgorging acid everywhere.
The Problem
Sealed batteries minimize both electrolyte leaking and
gassing while batteries are under charge. But these
batteries are two to three times more expensive per
watt-hour stored than flooded lead-acid cells. They also
require more accurate control of battery voltage, since
they will not tolerate high voltage levels. The majority of
RE systems use flooded lead-acid cells, which are
subject to gassing.

Tested by Home Power

Zephyr
Industries’
Power Vent
Tested by Joe Schwartz

©2000 Joe Schwartz

nyone who has worked
around batteries knows
the potential dangers of
the technology. RE system
installers grumble after a heavy
morning of hoisting batteries full
of lead and sulfuric acid. A few
days later, just as the back’s
finally feeling up to snuff
again, your new pair of work
pants or yet another T-shirt
begins to rot away.
Another chunk of your
shrinking wardrobe
succumbs to sulfuric acid.

A

Danger!
Contact with battery acid should be taken
very seriously, and minimized with gloves
and eye protection. But the more serious
danger posed by batteries is found in the
hydrogen gas they produce while
charging. Hydrogen is the lightest
element in the universe, virtually
impossible to contain, and to top it
off, it has seriously explosive
tendencies.
Hydrogen gas poses an explosive threat at
concentrations as low as 4 percent. Some
people have been unlucky enough—or
careless enough—to witness the hazard of
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When using flooded cells, the best approach to keeping
hydrogen gas at a safe level is to employ an active
ventilation system. The Power Vent, manufactured by
Zephyr Industries, uses a DC fan and standard 2 or 3
inch schedule 40 PVC pipe to draw hydrogen
gas out of the battery box and route it
outdoors. A typical Power Vent installation
uses one of the auxiliary relays in the Trace
SW series inverters, or a voltage controlled
switch, to operate the fan automatically
based on battery voltage. The Power Vent
is a low-cost and effective means of
ventilating your battery containment and
reducing the occurrence of high
concentrations of hydrogen gas.
Keep the Cold Air Out!
The Power Vent also provides a
solution to a very basic problem with
battery containments. For optimum
performance, we want to keep leadacid batteries as close to 78°F (25°C)
as possible. So battery containments
should be well insulated. But we run
into a catch-22, because we also want
to vent the battery box to the outside to
reduce the concentration of hydrogen
gas.
When we add a vent, we’ve put a big hole
in our well-insulated battery box. Because
of indoor and outdoor temperature
differentials, cold air is often drawn through
standard exhaust vents and right into the
battery box. As cold air settles to the bottom
of the box, it displaces the warmer indoor air
and can actually create a backdraft that
pushes hydrogen gas into the power room.
Zephyr Industries, out of Salida, Colorado, is a
small company that specializes in RE system
design and installation. They began manufacturing

Things that Work!

the Power Vent in 1996 in response to customer
concerns of cold air infiltration into their battery
containments.
The Power Vent uses a simple, gravity-operated
backdraft damper to minimize cold air flow into the
battery containment. When the fan is running, the
damper is pushed open and air transfer occurs. When
the fan is not running, the damper returns to a closed
position. For the backdraft damper to operate correctly,
the Power Vent must be mounted vertically and rightside up as indicated on the unit’s casing.
The Power Vent
Zephyr Industries Power Vent is available in 12, 24, and
48 VDC models. The casings for 12 and 24 VDC Power
Vents are made from 3 by 2 inch PVC bell reducers,
and accept 2 inch PVC for both intake and exhaust.
Because the 48 VDC model moves a higher volume of
air than the lower voltage units, its casing has a 3 inch
output diameter.
The 12 and 24 VDC vents draw a maximum of 3 watts
and move an air volume of 6 cubic feet per minute
(cfm). The list price on the 12 and 24 VDC Power Vent
is US$79. The 48 VDC model draws a maximum of 6
watts and moves an air volume of 8 cfm. The 48 VDC
model has two, stacked 24 VDC fans wired in series,
and retails at US$104. The Power Vent has a two year
warranty.
The fans used in the Power Vent are brushless and do
not create sparks that could ignite the hydrogen gas.
The fans have a design life rating of 50,000 hours. Do
the math—that works out to a life span of over
seventeen years. This assumes that the fan operates
for an average of eight hours a day, while the batteries
are charging.

on battery voltage. A 1 amp fuse should be installed in
the positive leg of the fan wiring. This will protect the
fan, the inverter’s relay, and the wiring in the event of a
short in the fan/relay circuit.
Safety Is Worth It
The use of a Power Vent and active ventilation of
battery containments makes sense, plain and simple.
When you consider the hardware cost of your RE
system, a Zephyr Industries Power Vent amounts to an
extremely small percentage of the total system cost. It’s
a small price to pay for the safety it provides.
Access
Author: Joe Schwartz, Home Power, PO Box 520,
Ashland, OR 97520 • 530-475-3179
Fax: 530-475-0836 • joe.schwartz@homepower.com
www.homepower.com
Power Vent Manufacturer: Zephyr Industries, Inc., PO
Box 52, Salida, CO 81201 • 719-530-0718
Fax: 719-539-7052 • mail@zephyrvent.com
www.zephyrvent.com
Trace Engineering, Inc., 5916 195th NE, Arlington, WA
98223 • 360-435-8826 • Fax: 360-435-2229
inverters@traceengineering.com
www.traceengineering.com
Solar Converters Inc., C1-199 Victoria Rd. S, Guelph,
ON N1E 6T9 Canada • 519-824-5272
Fax: 519-823-0325 • info@solarconverters.com
www.solarconverters.com

Automatic Control of the Power Vent
The Power Vent can be controlled by the auxiliary
signal relays in the Trace SW-series inverters. And
because of its very low power draw, it can actually be
switched directly via the relay too. (Many loads that are
controlled by these relays require a second, highcurrent auxiliary relay to handle the actual load current.
The relay in the Trace simply handles the control signal
current for the larger relay.) This relay setup enables
the fan to be turned on or off automatically, based on
battery voltage. When the batteries reach a voltage
where gassing occurs, the fan is turned on.
If your RE system doesn’t include a Trace SW series
inverter, the Power Vent can still be easily automated
using a voltage-controlled switch manufactured by
Solar Converters Inc. This switch is rated for 30 amps
at 12 to 60 VDC, and will control fan operation based
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BACKWOODS SOLAR ELECTRIC SYSTEMS
For an Earth Restored and a World at Peace
Independent Electric Power Systems for the Remote Home — Solar Electric, Wind, Hydro
We are a family business, living with our products for over 20 years, and offer the knowledge to help you set up
your off-grid home energy system. Free Consultation. Questions are personally answered.
Our catalog includes a planning guide to help you
understand how to put your energy system
together—its applications and sizing. We offer
lower than usual prices on Solarex and
Siemens PV modules, Kohler generators,
Trace and Statpower inverters.
We carry Sun Frost, Nova Kool,
and ConServ freezers, specialized
appliances and lighting, and a range
of meters and controls: Heliotrope,
SCI, Pulse, and TriMetric.

Our $3 Catalog/planning guide
is FREE to Home Power readers.

Most items in stock for immediate shipment. We accept VISA, MasterCard, American Express, and Discover

Steve & Elizabeth Willey • 1395-HP Rolling Thunder Ridge • Sandpoint, Idaho 83864
Phone: (208) 263-4290 • Fax: (208) 265-4788 • E-mail: info@backwoodssolar.com • Web: www.backwoodssolar.com

You have invested in an alternative energy generating system.
Make sure your battery is not your weakest link. Insist on
North America’s best deep-cycle battery... Rolls.
• Dual-container construction eliminates potential leaks, stray
current, and decreases maintenance
• Unsurpassed cycling due to the most dense active material in
the industry
• Modular construction for easier installation
• Average life expectancy is 15 years - Warranted for 10 years
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Second
Annual

Renewable Energy Fair

July 29-30, 2000
Grant County Fairgrounds, John Day, OR
More than 30
workshops
Free with fair entry:
• Solar Electricity
• Solar Cooking
• Wind Power
Generation
• Hot Water Systems
• Electric Vehicles
• Power Storage &
Controls
• Solar Camping
• Biodiesel
• Solar Water Pumping
• Oregon Tax Incentives
• Energy Efficient Design

Over 50
Exhibit Booths
Displaying and selling
solar, wind, and water
power products, selfreliance supplies, books
and magazines, solar
cookers, heating, solar
gadgets and information
about energy efficiency.
Keynote Speakers
John Perlin, Author of
From Space to Earth, the
Story of Solar Electricity
Randy Udall,
Director of CORE
(Community Office for
Resource Efficiency)
Aspen, Colorado

Pre-fair
Solar Installation
Workshop!
Help install a permanent
grid-intertied PV system
at the fairgrounds
Fair Hours
Saturday, July 29
9AM–7PM
Sunday, July 30
9AM–5PM
Accommodations
Call the Grant County
Chamber of Commerce
at 800-769-5664

Your Energy Fair
for the Northwest
and Inland West

for more information contact: SolWest/EORenew, PO Box 485, Canyon City, OR 97820
541-575-3633 • solwest@eoni.com • www.eoni.com/~solwest

John Day, a sunny little town
in the Blue Mountains

Vanner
four color on negatives
7.125 wide
4.5 high
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Home Power’s

Business
“The man who on his trade relies
Must either bust or advertise.”
Sir Thomas Lipton — 1870

Display Advertising

International Home Power Subscriptions

Advertising Rates per Consecutive Insertion
Single
Insertion

Three
Six
Ad Area
Insertions Insertions sq. in.

Full Page

$1,500

$1,350

$1,275

64.1

Half Page

$840

$756

$714

32.1

Third Page

$600

$540

$510

21.4

Quarter Page

$471

$424

$401

16.0

Sixth Page

$334

$300

$284

10.7

Eighth Page

$268

$241

$227

8.0

Twelfth Page

$188

$169

$159

5.3

Four process color (CMYK) in any sized
advertisement is a flat rate of $185 per insertion.
For inserts, and current subscriber/circulation
demographics, please call us.
Home Power is published bi-monthly. The ad
deadline for the Aug / Sept 2000 issue (HP78) is 14
June 2000. Call 530-475-3179 for further details.

Due to the high cost of international mailing, we
charge more for Home Power international
subscriptions.
1 YEAR (6 issues) INTERNATIONAL RATES:
All payments in U.S. currency ONLY!
Canada:
Mexico:
Western Hemisphere:
Europe:
Asia and Africa:
Pacific Rim:

Air — $36
Air — $38
Air — $40
Air — $53
Air — $64
Air — $64

Surface — $30
Surface — $30
Surface — $30
Surface — $30
Surface — $30
Surface — $30

Surface shipment may take up to three months. All
international issues are shipped in mailing
envelopes. International subs are best paid for by
either VISA, MasterCard, or funds from a U.S. bank.
International orders:

Call: 541-512-0201
Fax: 541-512-0343

Back Issues of Home Power magazine

MicroAds
MicroAd rates are 10¢ per character. Characters
include letters, numbers, spaces, and punctuation
marks. $15 minimum per MicroAd insertion. Send a
check with your ad. We do not bill MicroAds.
Home Power magazine for Resale
Quantities of Home Power magazine are available
for resale by distributors, newsstands, bookstores,
energy businesses, and others. Please call, email, or
write for rates and shipment specifics.
First Class Home Power Subscription
Get 6 issues of Home Power magazine via First
Class U.S. Domestic Mail for $36. Many of you have
asked for faster delivery, so here it is: First Class
Home Power. All First Class issues shipped in an
envelope. We start your subscription immediately
with the current issue.

Back issues through #20 are $3.25 each ($4.25
each outside USA) while they last. Sorry, no more
issues #1–12, 14, 15, 16, 25, 35, 36, 38, 40, 41, 57,
59–61, 63–67. Back issues of #21–45 are $4.75
each ($6 each outside USA). Back issues
#46–current are $5.75 each ($7.25 outside USA).
Back issues are shipped First Class mail. See the ad
index for current Home Power back issue specials.
Issues #1–42, 43–60, & 61–70 on CD-ROM for $29
each (US$32 outside USA) Win/Mac/Unix.
Second Class Home Power Subscription
Get 6 issues of Home Power via Second Class U.S.
Domestic Mail for $22.50. Second Class can be
forwarded for one issue (2 months), so let us know
immediately if you move! We start your sub with the
next scheduled issue, so please allow ten weeks for
your first copy to arrive.

ACCESS ➠ Home Power, PO Box 520, Ashland, OR 97520 USA
800-707-6585 or 541-512-0201 Subscriptions and Back Issues
530-475-3179 Advertising and Editorial • www.homepower.com
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Over 100
exhibit booths
displaying and selling renewable energy
equipment, sustainable
living supplies, earth
friendly products, books,
videos, and more.

June 16-21, 2000
Madison, Wisconsin
Presented by the
American Solar Energy Society
American Institute of Architects
Committee on the Environment
American Society of Mechanical
Engineers Solar Energy Division

Hosted by the
Midwest Renewable Energy Association

For information contact:
American Solar Energy Society
2400 Central Avenue, Suite G-1
Boulder, CO 80301
303-443-3130
e-mail: ases@ases.org
web site: www.ases.org

One
Location
Two
Events

Offering more than 100
workshops on:
• Solar Electricity • Wind Electricity
• Solar Cooking • Sustainable Living
• Solar Hot Water Systems • Masonry
Stoves • Organic Gardening • Straw Bale
Construction • Alternative Transportation
• Batteries and Inverters

Working Renewable Energy Systems on Site
Open to the Public
Friday, June 16
Saturday, June 17
Sunday, June 18

9 AM – 7 PM
9 AM – 7 PM
9 AM – 5 PM

Activities and entertainment for the whole family.

11th Annual

Midwest Renewable Energy Fair
June 16-18, 2000
Dane County Expo Center Madison, WI
For information contact:
Midwest Renewable Energy Association, 7558 Deer Road, Custer, WI 54423
715-592-6595, E-mail: mreainfo@wi-net.com, web site: www.the-mrea.org

June
Coming Soon! 16-18,
2000
Dane
County
Expo
Center,
Madison,
Wisconsin

A Story with a
BRIGHT FUTURE !
If the sky
is falling...
make electricity

Over 100
Workshops
solar electric
systems

Starring:
Solar Power
Wind Power
Hydro Power
and
and other
other clean
clean
energy
energy sources
sources
working
working together
together
to
to Save
Save the
the Planet
Planet !!

straw bale
construction
organic gardening
solar space
heating
solar hot water
wind electric
systems
masonry stoves
solar cooking
garden seed saving
wind water
pumping
eco-villages

Presented by
The Midwest
Renewable
Energy
Association

recycling
simple living
fuels &
transportation
alternative housing

Rated

responsible
investments

RE

Renewable Energy
& Sustainable Living Fair
AKA MREF

150 Exhibit Booths
Site Tours
Family Activities
Food &
Entertainment

More Information:
Midwest Renewable Energy Association, 7558 Deer Road, Custer, WI 54423
phone: 715-592-6595 • fax: 715-592-6596 • e-mail: mreainfo@wi-net.com • www.the-mrea.org

Homebrew

Lead-Acid
Battery
Desulfator
Alastair Couper

is an energy-wasting tactic. It ultimately results in clean
battery plates, but at a steep price, especially if the
energy must come from a generator.

Homebrew

©2000 Alastair Couper

t was twenty years ago that I left my
on-grid home, and my job as an
electronics engineer, to begin life on
an alternative energy oriented organic
farm. In the intervening years, I have
installed, maintained, and experimented
with numerous RE systems in my area.
What I have come to understand from
this experience is that off-grid life tends
to become very much focused on the
battery bank and its fate.

I

All power sources and loads breathe through this
crucial pathway. Batteries are heavy, toxic, inefficient,
and—to the amazement of many—electrically very
fragile. Weak or failing batteries are a very likely cause
of breakdown, especially in smaller solar-electric
systems.
Most newcomers to renewable energy are quite familiar
with using water tanks or gas tanks, and naturally use
this familiarity in trying to understand their battery
banks. Everyone knows that a bigger water tank is
better than a small one. Unfortunately, batteries are not
like tanks, and the result is trouble.
It is definitely not true that a big battery bank is
necessarily better than a small one. An oversized
battery bank can be almost impossible to charge
properly. Without a minimum daily exercise regimen, it
can become the equivalent of a couch potato. The main
culprit is sulfation, which is a gradual crystallization of
the battery’s plate material, rendering it electrically
inactive.
Some Theory
Past issues of Home Power (see Access) have gone
into the details of keeping lead-acid batteries healthy,
so I will only touch on the main points here. The usual
practice in maintaining a battery in good condition is to
apply a periodic equalization charge over and above
what would be a normal full charge. Unfortunately, this
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I initially went to the Internet to find any available
information on the problem of sulfation. The search
engines turned up several commercial sites that give
useful details on the fine points of battery charging and
equalization. A second resource is the IBM patent
server (www.patents.ibm.com). I found relevant patents
there, using keywords like “desulfate” and “rejuvenate.”
What this wealth of data shows is that there are
numerous strategies for charging and electrically
desulfating batteries. Most of them were designed or
developed in the last twenty years or so. Considering
that lead-acid batteries have been around for more than
a century, this is a relatively new innovation. Virtually all
of the devices and patents I found have in common the
use of some form of pulsing charge current. This is in
contrast to the constant or slowly varying currents
generated by sources like solar-electric panels.
I distilled and simplified these various techniques, and
came up with a basic circuit that will keep small to
medium sized batteries in desulfated condition. It can
even be used to bring old, sulfated units back into
service. Use of the circuit has dramatically reduced the
need for equalization charges in my own home system.
Resonant Frequency
The technique used in this circuit relies on a little known
aspect of lead-acid batteries. They possess what is
called a “resonant frequency,” at a surprisingly high
frequency. The frequency is dependent on various
physical details of the battery’s construction, but it is on
the order of 2 to 6 megahertz, which is in the low
ranges of the shortwave radio bands.
Figure 1: 12 Volt Battery Desulfator

Homebrew

Figure 2: 24 Volt Battery Desulfator

When Q1 is in the non-conducting state, current is
drawn from the battery through L2 so that capacitor C4
can be charged slowly. Then Q1 is turned on for a brief
50 microseconds, causing the charge stored in C4 to
start flowing through L1.
When Q1 is turned off again, the stored inductive
energy in L1 has to continue to flow somewhere, so it
pulses back into the battery through diode D1. This
current pulse can get as high as 6 amps. The use of an
inductor to supply this pulse is what makes it possible
to restore badly sulfated batteries with a high internal
resistance. The peak voltage drop across the battery
can initially be as high as 50 volts. With continued
treatment, this peak voltage will decrease as the
battery’s internal resistance gradually declines.

This resonance is just like that of a stringed musical
instrument, where a pluck of the string creates a
vibration of a specific tone. In the case of the battery,
sulfur ions dissolved in the electrolyte take the place of
the string. A sufficiently energetic electrical “pluck,” or
pulse, will cause a similar vibration of these ions, back
and forth throughout the electrolyte.
When this vibrational state is
occurring, there are uncountable
collisions between the ions in the
electrolyte and the battery plates,
as the back and forth vibration
continues. It is this rhythmic beating
of the plates which causes the
breakup of the crystalline deposits,
slowly but surely, for as long as the
electrical pulsations are applied.
It is not unlike sandblasting a rough
surface, but on a micro-physical
level. This is an advantage of
electrical methods over the use of
chemicals like EDTA. Rather than
dissolving the sulfate deposit and
allowing it to settle on the bottom of
each cell, as with EDTA, the pulse
technique returns the sulfate back
into solution again.
Circuit Details
The circuit is in essence a very
widely used form of switching DCto-DC convertor, which can take a
DC voltage and step it up to a
higher level. Figure 1 shows the
version which is specifically for 12
volt systems. The basic pulse rate
is set by the venerable 555 timer
chip, U1, which switches the
MOSFET Q1 at a 1 kHz rate.

Figure 2 shows the version for use in 24 volt systems.
Its only additional feature is the use of a 79L12 voltage
regulator (component U2, Digi-Key part number
NJM79L12A-nd) to convert the 555’s input voltage
down to 12 volts. Also L3 (Digi-Key part number
DN4518-nd) is increased in value over L1 in the 12 volt
unit, to compensate for the higher terminal voltage.

Lead-Acid Battery Desulfator Parts List
Item

Q1
U1
U2**
D1
C1
C2
C3
C4*
C5**
C6**
R1
R2
R3*
R4
R5**
L1*
L2
L3**

Component

Description

IRF9Z34
LM555CN
79L12
GI826CT
30 µF, 16 V
0.022 µF
0.047 µF
100 µF, 16 V
10 µF, 35 V
100 µF, 35 V
470 kΩ
22 kΩ
330 Ω
330 Ω
1 kΩ
220 µH (nominal)
1000 µH
330 µH
Case
Clip leads
Board material

P channel MOSFET
Timer IC
12 V regulator
Fast recovery diode, >6 A, 100 V
Electrolytic
Disk ceramic
Disk ceramic
Electrolytic, low impedance type
Electrolytic
Electrolytic
1/4 W
1/4 W
1/4 W
1/4 W
1/4 W
Ferrite inductor, 6+ A peak
Ferrite choke, 100 mA
Ferrite inductor, 6+ A peak
Aluminum project box
Alligator type, insulated (RS)
0.1" spaced copper pads

* For 12 V unit only.
** For 24 V unit only.

Cost (US$)

1.82
0.42
0.36
0.77
0.23
0.38
0.54
0.44
0.23
0.49
0.15
0.15
0.15
0.15
0.15
2.08
3.12
2.08
5.44
1.00
3.00

Total for 12 V Unit

$19.84

Total for 24 V Unit

$20.48
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If an oscilloscope is available, it is easy to observe the
ringing wave form across the battery terminals. It is
likely that more than one frequency will be apparent,
due to all the wiring and other details of the setup. It
should be possible to see a small spark jump from the
leads of the pulse generator as it is connected, a result
of the high peak voltage available (keep this in mind if
your batteries are not well ventilated). Depending on
the case, and the type of inductors used for L1 and L2,
a faint audio tone can also be heard when the circuit is
operating. Digi-Key part number DN4516-nd will work
for L1, and DN7437-nd will work for L2.
There is no reverse polarity protection in this circuit, so
make sure that the leads are clearly marked. A mistake
will result in damaged components. Also, it is not a
good idea to expose the 12 volt circuit to more than 16
volts at the terminals.
See the parts table for a detailed component list. But
don’t get too attached to using exactly these
components, or to buying new stuff. The homebrew
ethic is based on an ability to make do, come up with
alternatives, and recycle. My first trial units had quite a
bit that was clipped out of old junk circuit boards.
Usage
It should be emphasized that pulsing energy to and
from the battery happens at less than 100 percent
efficiency. This circuit draws about 40 mA from the
battery while in operation (less than 1 amp-hour per
day), so some additional charging source is needed.
For reconditioning a sulfated battery, I simply clip the
circuit across the battery terminals in parallel with a 30
watt solar panel.
In my initial testing, it took a month to partially reclaim a
pair of golf cart batteries that had been allowed to sit,
discharged, for almost a year. They had such a high
internal resistance that a very small current would take
the terminal voltage over 16 volts.
For use in a functioning power system, you can clip the
circuit across the main battery terminals, using as short
a lead length as possible. When external equipment,
such as an inverter, is connected across a battery bank,
then additional low impedance paths are formed. The
desulfator’s current pulses will happily flow down these
paths as well, and it serves no purpose for the pulses to
flow into the inverter.
I had initially thought that this shunting, or dilution, of
the current pulses away from the battery would be a
problem. This has not proven to be the case, however,
because the impedance of typical inverters at
frequencies above 1 megahertz is not very low. (Note:
impedance is just a fancy word for resistance, taking
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into account the circuit’s behavior at different
frequencies.)
One way to keep the external equipment from shunting
away the current pulse would be to take some ferrite
toroid cores and slip them over the battery leads as
they leave the bank. This will increase the high
frequency impedance without affecting the DC
performance of the circuitry.
The circuit as shown, with its approximately 6 amp peak
capacity, is probably strong enough to maintain a bank
of several hundred amp-hours. If you want to use the
circuit with larger banks, it will be necessary to select
D1, L1, and L2 for higher current capacity. You will also
need to vary the pulse width from the 555 accordingly,
so that Q1 is allowed to stay on for a longer period of
each cycle. If you want to power the circuit from an
auxiliary voltage source, so that the battery being
treated remains trickle charged, simply remove R3 and
place 12 volts across C1.
It’s best to construct the unit in a shielded case.
Otherwise it is likely to generate a fair bit of radio
interference. The use of the shortest possible lead
length is also a good idea. All the components are
available from any general electronics distributor. Radio
Shack is as good a place as any for getting the case,
clip leads, circuit board, and other components.
Does It Work?
If badly sulfated batteries are treated, it is convenient to
use a trickle charger of one or two amps. In this case,
the simplest way to see that the circuit is having an
effect is to note that the terminal voltage actually drops
each day as the batteries slowly charge. This is a result
of the internal resistance of the cells decreasing as the
plates become slowly cleared of the sulfate, and more
useful plate area comes in contact with the electrolyte.
Also, the specific gravity of the cells begins to rise
slowly, evidence that the sulfate is going back into
solution.
To further check the progress, you could do a discharge
test, using a known load, to determine the useful
capacity. This would involve measuring the length of
time taken by the load to drop the battery voltage from
a high level to a low level. If you repeat this test, a
gradual lengthening of this interval should be noted.
In one system I worked with, at first the batteries would
not power even a small load. After treatment, they were
able to run loads in the neighborhood of 5–10 amps for
a few hours. This is far from “like new” condition, but it
was sufficient for them to be returned to use in the small
PV system they were taken from. I expect that further
treatment would have helped. It seems that the process

Homebrew

is inherently slow. Lead sulfate is just not very willing to
return into solution.
Healthy Batteries
I have used this circuit in my main system for over a
year, and have not seen the need to equalize in that
time (I do not own a generator). All of the cells’
electrolyte levels remain in step with each other, and
there has been no problem with starting big loads—a
sure sign of battery health. Patience is required in
reclaiming weak and tired batteries, and no amount of
desulfating will help a battery with a shorted cell, or one
that has lost plate material through excessive use.
The device is especially useful for automotive batteries
that sit for long periods. If you use a generator for
equalization, this technique is a must. When you live
off-grid, silence is golden.
Access
Author: Alastair Couper, Kaupo, Maui, HI 96713
kalepa@shaka.com
Suppliers:
Digi-Key, PO Box 677, Thief River Falls,
MN 56701-0677 • 800-DIGIKEY or 218-681-6674
Fax: 218-681-3380 • sales@digikey.com
www.digikey.com

Mouser Electronics, 11433 Woodside Ave., Santee, CA
92071 • 800-346-6873 or 619-449-2300
Fax: 619-562-8796 • sales@mouser.com
www.mouser.com
Radio Shack, 100 Throckmorton St., Fort Worth, TX
96102 • 800-843-7422 • 817-415-3011
Fax: 817-415-3240 • support@tandy.com
www.radioshack.com
Web sites of interest:
www.batterybes.com • www.innovativeenergy.com
Home Power articles:
Batteries: How to Keep Them Alive for Years and
Years…, by Windy Dankoff, HP69, page 46.
Batteries: What We Know About Them; How to Use
Them, by John Wiles, HP58, page 66.
Preliminary Notes from the EDTA Trenches, by Stan
Krute, HP 21, page 36.
New Life for Sulphated Lead-Acid Cells, by Richard
Perez, HP20, page 23.
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Maximum Flexibility
Water Pumping
Solar powered
12v motor
Hand pumps below 400 feet
Distributor opportunities available

Powered
Around
the World...

12v/60W
pumps
240' deep
with one
solar panel

...by
The World’s Leading
Solar Controller

w t!
e
N uc
d
o
Pr
Shipping May 1st!
4-KS-25PS
1900AH (100 hour rate)
15 3/4 (L) X 10 5/8 (W) X 24 3/4 (H)
315 lbs (wet), 220 lbs (dry)
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100%
CNC
Machined

Call 501-839-4017

Phone: 215-321-4457 • Fax: 215-321-4458
Website: www.morningstarcorp.com
1098 Washington Crossing Rd., Washington Crossing, PA 18977 USA

LOOKING FOR
2000 AH?

Fits inside
with your
submersible
(or stand alone)

www.solar4power.com

INTRODUCING...
THE NEW 4-KS-25PS
• New Generation Dual-Container
Modular Design
• 3300 Cycles to 50%DOD.
• Fewer or No Parallel Strings
• Fewer Cells
• Less Maintenance
Surrette Battery
• Elimination of Stray Current
Company, Ltd.
• Greater Charging Efficiency
• Available Wet
or Dry Charged
• 10 Year Warranty

1-800-681-9914
sales@rollsbattery.com Battery Engineering
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Solar Energy
International
Photovoltaics
Wind Power
Microhydro Power
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Solar Home Design
Natural House
Building
Straw Bale
Construction
Solar Cooking
RE for the
Developing World
Successful Solar
Businesses

Upcoming Workshops
in Carbondale, Colorado
PV Design & Installation
May 30–June 9
Advanced Photovoltaics
June 12–16
RE for the Developing World
June 26–30
Women’s PV Retreat
July 10–15
Micro-Hydro Power
July 17–21
Wind Power
July 24–August 4
Successful Solar Businesses
August 5–6

in Madison, Wisconsin
Women’s PV Design

June 12–16

Hands-On Education • Sustainable Development
voice: (970) 963-8855 • fax: (970) 963-8866
e-mail: sei@solarenergy.org • web: www.solarenergy.org
P.O. Box 715, Carbondale, Colorado, USA 81623

GUERRILLA SOLAR:
the unauthorized placement
of renewable energy
on a utility grid.

PROFILE: 0010
DATE: May, 2000
LOCATION: Northern Hemisphere
INSTALLER NAME: Classified
OWNER NAME: Classified
INTERTIED UTILITY: Classified
SYSTEM SIZE: 800 watts of PV
INTERFACE DEVICE: Trace SW4024
PERCENT OF ANNUAL LOAD: 3%
TIME IN SERVICE: 15 months
This system consists of approximately 800 peak watts of PV on a fixed pole mount.
Eight Trojan L-16 batteries connected in series/parallel yield a storage capacity of
700 AH at 24 VDC. Battery charge is regulated by a Heliotrope CC-120 charge controller
in the event of utility failure. A Trace SW4024 inverter is used to supply dedicated
circuits in both the house and garage. AC inputs to the SW4024 consist of both a 30
amp utility source and a small 3 KW diesel generator.
Our location and weather patterns are far from ideal for solar insolation in the
winter. During the summer months, we would normally run our dedicated circuits
directly from the PV system with the utility serving as backup. This usually worked
OK, but did require periodic recharge from the utility. As our children grew older,
their power thirst increased substantially. This caused more frequent need for utility
intervention.
The decision to intertie made total sense in our case. We had spoken with our local
utility several years ago about interconnecting, and got the usual packet of legal
documents, disconnect requirements, and red tape. After carefully examining the safety
features of the Trace inverter, I was confident of its ability to safely intertie with
the utility. After all, the only difference between intertie or not is the simple push
of a button. If the inverter could not accomplish this safely, it would not have
received its listing from the testing laboratory. So push the SELL button we did!
When in the sell mode, the inverter maintains the battery setpoint voltage by dumping
excess power to the utility. The Heliotrope CC-120 voltage setpoint is
set slightly higher than the sell value in the
inverter. This allows the CC-120 to regulate
battery voltage in the event of utility failure or
when operating in the stand-alone mode.
We now have the best of both worlds. Our ten year
old battery bank is now always full, ready to supply
our needs during a utility outage. No longer cycling
the batteries will add several years to their
remaining life span. With our configuration, all
available PV power is first used to supply our loads.
Any remaining energy is fed to the utility. No more
wasted KWHs during those rare sunny winter days!
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ARROW
Slow Speed Engine Generators

THE
ULTIMATE
OFF-GRID
GENERATOR

MEMBER

Continuous Duty – Natural Gas, LPG or Diesel
Quiet, Slow Speed, Single Cylinder Operation
Long Life, Low Maintenance, Super Parts Service
Unbeatable Fuel Economy, Low Emissions
Made with pride in Tulsa, Oklahoma
Distributed by:

E-MultiSource, Inc

P.O. Box 1030, Carnation, Washington 98014-1030
425-333-5411 • FAX 425-333-5414 • e-multisource.com
Manufacturers of Winterglow™ and Com-Serv™ package
battery/inverter systems and custom battery banks.
We use Trace and Statpower true sine wave inverters.
Dealer inquiries welcome
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Electric
Vehicle Cost
Comparison—
Does an EV
Make $ense
For You?
David Brandt

©2000 David Brandt

’m a mechanical engineer living in
Claremore, Oklahoma. I’ve been
interested in renewable energy and
electric vehicles for some time now. I’ve
not yet taken the plunge, but when the
price of gas recently started rising, I
decided to see if an electric vehicle (EV)
would make good sense for me.

I

My 1986 Chrysler LeBaron coupe got about 30 mpg
when I bought it, but over the years, normal wear has
taken its toll. It now gets between 21 and 25 mpg,
averaging about 22.5. This is still pretty good
(especially compared to most newer cars), but for a
daily commute of 32 miles (51 km) each way, the gas
bills really start to add up.
A new or do-it-yourself (DIY) conversion EV was
attractive to me for the commute, because of the low
operating cost. Of course, I also had the option of
keeping the LeBaron or getting a new car that got better
gas mileage. I used a spreadsheet to analyze the
finances for each option. The spreadsheet is not
intended to account for every possible contingency—it’s
just for ballpark comparisons of different options. This
article describes the spreadsheet, and what went into
making it. The spreadsheet is available for download at
the Home Power Web site. Once you download it, you
can plug in your own numbers and see the results.
Subjective Considerations
There is a lot to consider when making this kind of
decision, and not everything can be turned into a
number to put into a spreadsheet. The importance of
each detail depends on the individual and his or her
situation.
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It gets really hot in Oklahoma in the summer. 110°F
(43°C) was the high last year, with many weeks
consistently above 100°F (38°C). You can imagine what
cars feel like after sitting in the sun all day, even with
the windows down (I’m so grateful I have cloth seats…).
For me, this means air conditioning would be highly
desirable. It might not be so desirable if you lived in,
say, Minnesota or Michigan.
Most new gas-powered cars with acceptable mileage
will be along the lines of a Ford Aspire or a Geo Metro. I
just don’t feel too safe in those tiny boxes, especially
with all the behemoth trucks and SUVs on the road
around here nowadays. I would rather keep my existing
mileage and have a little protection than get 30 mpg
and be a bump in the road to some careless Ford
Excursion driver.
As you probably know, EVs do not directly produce
emissions (one of the main arguments for their use).
The indirect emissions produced by the power plant
that makes the electricity to charge your EV are
generally cleaner, and are produced in less volume
than what a standard car would generate.
But I needed to answer some questions before
switching to an EV. Would an EV go 32 miles (51 km) at
highway speeds and still have the range to make it
back at the end of the day? If not, would I be able to
plug it in at work to recharge before going home?
All of these factors (and many others) have different
weights for different people, and can be considered
after calculating the dollar amounts. In other words, If
you know that an EV will cost US$1,000 more (or less)
over a ten year life, then you are in a better position to
make your decision.
Spreadsheet Layout
I set up an Excel spreadsheet to analyze four options.
•
•
•
•

Buy a new electric car
Perform a DIY conversion to make an electric car
Buy a new standard car
Keep my existing standard car

I wrote my spreadsheet in Microsoft Excel because it’s
what I am most familiar with. Excel is an application that
makes repetitive calculations, graphing, and analysis of
any kind of numbers really easy. “What-if” studies can
be performed just by changing one number to see how
it affects the others. If the results are not what you
need, it only takes a couple of seconds to change the
number back.
Excel is available for both IBM and Mac, and typically
costs about US$200 by itself. This varies widely, as it
can be purchased in several versions, and packaged
with several other groups of programs, most notably
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Microsoft’s “Office” package. Older versions may cost
less. Personally, the best spreadsheet deal I have
found is Microsoft’s “Worksuite” package for US$99. It
includes full versions of Word, Money, several other
programs, and Works. Works includes a spreadsheet
that is just as capable as Excel, although it does not
have all the features.
Items in blue text on the spreadsheet must be entered
by the user. The computer calculates the other
numbers. The annual operating costs for each vehicle
option, assuming all of them are used in the same
manner, are calculated.
In my case, my usage is 32 miles (51 km), twice a day,
each weekday, for a total of 320 miles (515 km) per
week. The operating costs include insurance, fuel (or
electricity), and miscellaneous maintenance.
Registration, inspection, etc. may be included by adding
them to the maintenance or insurance costs, but since
they will be pretty much the same for all the options, I
didn’t put them in explicitly. The initial costs, salvage
value, and any intermittent costs, such as replacing a
battery pack every few years, are taken into account in
the spreadsheet.
Standard engineering economics factors are used to
calculate the equivalent cost for each option, as if you
were to spend all of it today (the “present worth,” or in
our case, the “present cost”). These factors correct for
inflation.
Please note that I did not consider getting a loan in any
of these options. To account for a loan, you could put
the down payment under “initial cost,” and include your
payments (already corrected for loan interest) under
either the insurance or maintenance categories. You
would then have to make sure the life you use for
comparison purposes is as long as the loan. You would
also have to assume the same loan terms for each
option that you want to consider a loan for.
Inputs
For the EVs, user input includes recurring maintenance
costs, insurance, and battery pack size (to calculate
recharge cost). Recharge costs are calculated
assuming a 90 percent conversion efficiency, and that
80 percent of the battery pack capacity needs to be
replenished.
For the standard cars, user input includes mileage,
insurance, and recurring maintenance costs. In
addition, my car burns some oil, so in the “Keep
Existing Standard Auto” category, I added the cost of oil
and oil consumption per week as inputs. Just out of
curiosity, I increased oil consumption to a significant
amount to see what would happen. Interestingly, it
barely made a difference in the annual operating cost.

Theoretically, it costs more per year to maintain a car
for every year you keep it. This being the case, I added
a “maintenance gradient” factor to the “Keep Existing
Standard Auto” category as an input. The gradient
factor is the estimated amount the maintenance cost
will increase each year. For example, if my regular
recurring maintenance cost is $100, and the gradient is
$100 per year, then what I am saying is that my
maintenance costs for the first year will be $100, for the
second year they will be $200, for the third year they
will be $300, and so on.
Other user inputs are the life span for comparison
purposes, estimated annual inflation rate, the cost to
replace a battery pack, and the number of years
between battery pack replacements. Incidentally, the
spreadsheet assumes that replacing a battery pack will
cost the same for either a purchased or DIY conversion
EV. It also assumes that the battery life will be the same
for either. The comparison life is the amount of time you
expect to keep using the vehicle. For an apples-toapples comparison, all of the four options are assumed
to last this long.
Integrating the battery pack replacement costs is tricky.
I first calculate the number of times they will have to be
replaced over the comparison life of the vehicle. Now,
here’s how the human brain differs from Excel: if I have
a four year battery pack life, and am comparing costs
over ten years, I intuitively know that I will have to
include the replacement costs at four years and eight
years.
Excel, on the other hand, has no way to put this
calculation into a formula (none that I know of, anyway).
I “hard-wired” the calculations into the cost formulas
using a string of nested if-then-else statements. The
only real disadvantage to this method is that it requires
typing a very long formula into each cell. To keep the
formulas short, and limit the comparison to a realistic
time frame, I only allowed for a maximum of four battery
pack replacements over the comparison life. I have
read estimates of battery pack life that range between
three and ten years, so this should be adequate.
The only limitation, besides the number of battery pack
replacements mentioned above, is that the time
intervals must be entered in whole numbers of years.
For example, you cannot compare over a life of 5.67
years, or replace batteries every 4.33 years. You would
get a number, but it would be meaningless.
Outputs
After entering all the values in blue, look at the
“Calculated Comparison of Present Cost” row to see
how you will fare financially with each option. It is a
snap to run what-if studies by varying prices, interest
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Spreadsheet Fields Explained
User Inputs
• Initial cost: What you initially pay for the vehicle. For the
DIY conversion, this cost is for all the pieces. No labor is
included in my example, but if you know how much it is,
you can add it to the initial cost.
• Salvage value: The amount you think you can sell the
vehicle for at the end of the time period you are
comparing.
• Insurance for six months: Cost of six months of car
insurance for the vehicle.
• Battery pack voltage: Traction battery pack voltage. This
is used to calculate the cost to recharge the EV. Keep in
mind that different voltages give different range and
speed characteristics, too.
• Battery pack amp-hours: Amp-hour capacity of the
battery pack. Again, this is used in calculating the cost to
recharge the EV.
• Miscellaneous maintenance per year: Miscellaneous
maintenance costs for one year (shocks, belts, etc.). This
tends to be higher with older vehicles.
• Mileage: The gas mileage you are getting or expect to
get.
• Oil price per quart: The price of oil per quart.
• Oil consumption: Quarts of oil consumed per week.
• Maintenance gradient per year: The amount you expect
maintenance costs to increase each year.
• Annual rate of inflation, i : The estimated annual rate of
inflation in percent.
• Comparison life, n : The number of years that all the cars
in the comparison are assumed to last.
• Battery replacement interval, n2 : The number of years
between battery pack replacements.
• Usage: The number of miles you expect to use the
vehicle per week.
• Gas cost per gallon: Cost for a gallon of gas.

• Cost to replace battery pack: Replacement cost for the
EV battery pack.
Calculated Values
• Recharge KWH (90% efficiency, 80% DOD): The number
of kilowatt-hours to recharge the EV, assuming that there
is a 90 percent transfer efficiency between the meter and
the EV, and that the batteries are 80 percent drained
(depth of discharge) when they are recharged.
• Cost per full recharge: The cost to recharge the EV, given
the cost per kilowatt-hour entered by the user, and the
number of kilowatt-hours calculated by the spreadsheet.
• Operating cost per week: This adds up gas (or electricity)
costs, miscellaneous maintenance, insurance, etc. This is
how much it costs to operate the vehicle every week.
• Operating cost per year: Operating cost per week,
multiplied by 52.
• Gallons per week: How many gallons of gas the car uses
each week based on the mileage input by the user.
• Gas cost per week: How much you will spend on gas
each week.
• p/a factor (at i and n): What payment today is the same
as an annual payment over n years at i percent interest
(or inflation) rate?
• p/f factor (at i and n): What payment today is the same as
a payment n years in the future at i percent interest (or
inflation) rate?
• p/g factor (at i and n): What payment today is the same
as an annual payment that increases by g dollars every
year, at i percent interest (or inflation) rate? The p/g factor
is used with the p/a factor. p/g only considers the
increasing amount. The initial annual amount is
considered by the p/a factor.
• End-of-year convention: Assumes all payments take
place at the end of the year in which they occur. This
convention is commonly used for economic analyses,
and is necessary to use the factors described.

• Electricity cost per KWH: Cost per kilowatt-hour for
electricity.

rates, life spans, etc. You can also input zero costs for
items. For example, if you have an RE system that will
provide power for your nightly recharges, you could set
the electricity cost to zero. If your car doesn’t burn oil,
set the oil consumption rate to zero. If you don’t have
insurance, well, we won’t go there….
You are probably wondering how I fared. After entering
approximate values for items in my area, the results
were as follows.
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New Electric
DIY Electric Conversion
New Standard
Keep Existing Standard

US$20,702.14
US$16,902.17
US$28,156.87
US$18,522.92

As you can see, a DIY EV conversion has a cost
advantage of about US$1,500. This comparison was
made assuming an inflation (interest) rate of 3.5
percent, a comparison life of ten years, and a gas cost
of US$1.50 per gallon. The difference drops rapidly
when you lower the price of gas. When I lowered the

GoPower

Standard vs. Electric Car Comparison
User Input

Initial cost
Salvage value
Insurance for six months
Battery pack voltage
Battery pack amp-hours
Miscellaneous maintenance per year
Mileage
Oil price per quart
Oil consumption (quarts per week)
Maintenance gradient per year

Buy New
Electric Auto

DIY Electric
Conversion

Buy New
Standard Auto

$15,000.00
$0.00
$275.00
$200.00
30
-

Keep Existing
Standard Auto

$11,000.00
$3,000.00
$275.00
144
120
$100.00
-

$7,500.00
$2,250.00
$200.00
144
120
$150.00
-

-

15.36
$1.54
$20.18
$1,049.36
-

15.36
$1.54
$18.26
$949.36
-

$30.42
$1,582.00
10.67
$16.00

$32.69
$1,700.13
13.62
$20.43

-$20,702.14

-$16,902.17

-$28,156.87

-$18,522.92

$0.00
$200.00
$225.00
23.5
$1.00
0.25
$125.00

Calculated Based On User Input

Recharge KWH (90% efficiency, 80% DOD)
Cost per full recharge
Operating cost per week
Operating cost per year
Gallons per week
Gas cost per week
Calculated Comparison of Present Cost 1
User Input Constants

Annual rate of inflation (i %)
Comparison life (n years) 2
Battery replacement interval (n2 years) 2
Usage (miles per week)
Gas cost per gallon
Electricity cost per KWH
Cost to replace battery pack
# of battery replacements over comparison life

Amount

-

Factors

3.5
10
5
320
$1.50
$0.10
$2,000.00
2

p/a at i and n 3
p/f at i and n 4
p/g at i and n 5
p/f at i and n2 3

-

Present Worth

8.316605323
0.708918814
35.06906244
0.841973167

Assumptions:
The end-of-year convention is adhered to.
Salvage values are actual values received at sale.
Batteries are drained 80% of capacity each usage.

1

Each option is reduced to a present cost; the least is the best. Some items cannot be included due to their subjective nature,
such as the need for extra range, extra speed, air conditioning, etc.
2 Warning: time periods n and n must be in whole numbers.
2
3 Present worth of annual payment a paid every year over n or n years at i interest rate.
2
4 Present worth of f paid n years in the future at i interest rate. Future worth f, or the value at some future time, corrected for interest
or inflation over a time period.
5 Present worth of a payment that increases at a given rate over n years at i interest rate. All amounts in US$.

gas price to the current price in my area of US$1.40 per
gallon, the difference dropped to US$1,000.
This is where the subjective points come in. A cost
advantage of US$1,500 over a ten-year life span for me
does not outweigh the advantages of my present car.
These include having air conditioning (which has
already been converted to non-ozone-depleting
refrigerant, by the way), and having the increased
range and speed of the standard auto. At least for now,
I will keep the LeBaron. If I had less driving to do, and
didn’t need air conditioning, I would probably opt to do
the conversion. Besides, it sounds like fun.
Drive Conservatively
Incidentally, I have managed to increase the mileage of

the LeBaron to over 25 mpg through simple
conservation measures. First of all, regular, careful
maintenance keeps emissions down and mileage up.
Next, I keep the tires inflated towards the high end of
their recommended range (it is stamped on the tire). I
discovered that one tire had a very slow leak that lost
about 5 psi per month. Little things like that rob
mileage, and change handling characteristics.
Most highway speed limits around here are 65 or 70
mph (105 or 113 kph). I drive 55 to 60 (89–97 kph), and
avoid jackrabbit starts. Cars use more gas for less
motion when you accelerate hard. The last measure
may sound weird—and to be honest I have no idea why
it works—but I fill up when the tank is about half full. I
had always heard that cars got better mileage while the
Home Power #77 • June / July 2000
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tank was closer to full, and I decided to try it out. It
seems to be true.
Old Car vs. New Car
Interestingly, although car salesmen would lead you to
believe otherwise, a new standard auto is by far the
most expensive option. I assumed a zero maintenance
gradient, 30 mpg, and an initial cost of only US$15,000.
Actually, given today’s car market, even a good car one
or two years old would cost in excess of US$20,000.
And 30 mpg is a high mark for newer cars, because of
the demand for larger, more powerful engines.
And remember, this spreadsheet does not consider
loan interest! Pull up a loan calculator on the internet
(try the one at www.excite.com/autos by clicking on
“calculate a car loan”), and you can see just how much
interest you wind up paying. In addition, insurance rates
are considerably higher for newer cars around here. All
these costs really add up. I conclude that there is no
mechanical or financial reason to replace a car unless it
would cost more to repair than to replace.
Use the Tools
It’s easy to see that there are a lot of things to be
considered when comparing vehicles, electric or
otherwise. Other factors include individual situation,
location, and driving habits, in addition to these financial
considerations. I hope that this spreadsheet and the
various experiences discussed in this article will provide
you with some tools to help you make a more informed
decision.
Access
Author: David Brandt, 17791 S. 4210 Rd., Claremore,
OK 74017 • 918-342-1252 • davidbr13@hotmail.com
Microsoft, One Microsoft Way, Redmond, WA
98052-6399 • 800-426-9400 or 425-882-8080
Fax: 425-936-7329 • www.microsoft.com • Excel

NO

HASSLE WIND POWER
Rugged 18" blade Ampair 100 produces
up to 100 Watts continuously, 24 Hours
per day, at wind speeds from
8 to 100+ mph. No brakes or
furling needed...guaranteed at
any windspeed! Veteran of 3 years
continuous Antarctic service.
Roof mount is OK; pole mount
is better. Put it up, hook it
up to the batteries and forget it!

References:
Mechanical Engineering Reference Manual, 10th ed.,
1998, Michael Lindeburg, P.E., ISBN 1-888577-13-4,
US$89.95, Professional Publications, Inc.,1250 Fifth
Ave., Belmont, CA 94002 • 800-426-1178 or
650-593-9119 • Fax: 650-592-4519
marketing@ppi2pass.com • www.ppi2pass.com
Machinery’s Handbook, 26th ed., 2000, ISBN
0-8311-2625-6, US$85, Industrial Press, Inc., 200
Madison Ave., New York, NY 10016 • 888-528-7852 or
212-889-6330 • Fax: 212-545-8320
induspress@aol.com • www.industrialpress.com • Also
available on CD-ROM, ISBN 0-8311-2600-0, US$90.
The Home Power Web site (www.homepower.com) has
links to some great Web sites about EVs, such as
Electro Automotive, the Electric Auto Association, and
Jerry Halstead’s Web chronicle of an EV conversion.

Photons In, Photons Out
Solar Rechargeable Lamp

•
• Antique
Antique Brass
Brass
•
• Bright
Bright White
White LEDs
LEDs
•
• NiMH
NiMH Batteries
Batteries
•
• 90
90 Day
Day Warranty
Warranty

PO
PO Box
Box 409,
409,
Fennville,
Fennville, MI
MI 49408
49408

Fax:
Fax: 616-236-6186
616-236-6186
email:
email: sales@photonlamp.com
sales@photonlamp.com

NO-HASSLE WATER POWER
If you have a reasonably fast running stream or tide
nearby and 12” of water clear, Aquair UW Submersible
Generator can produce 60 to 100 Watts continuously, up
to 2.4 KWH per day. NO TURBINES, NO
DAMS, NO PIPES! Water speed 5
mph (brisk walk) = 60W. 8 mph
(slow jog) = 100W. Timber, rock, or
natural venturi increases output.
12 or 24 VDC

425 Fairfield Ave., Stamford, CT 06902
(203) 961-8133 • FAX (203) 961-0382
e-mail: jackrabbitenergy@worldnet.att.net
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See our exhibit
MREF / ASES
June 16–21

Backwards to the Future, Ltd.

Jack Rabbit Energy Systems
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See web page
for details:
www.photonlamp.com

I n s t i t u t e I n c.
We’ve been installing
photovoltaic, hydroelectric, and wind
energy systems from
the mountains to the
coast since 1992. We
can put in a reliable,
professional-quality
system to meet your
needs and fit your
lifestyle.
Chris & Lyn Carter
PO Box 14,
Saxapahaw, NC 27340
Ph: 336.376.9292
Fx: 336.376.1809
Email: solarvil@netpath.net
Web: solarvillage.com
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Have fun and learn about
the latest and cleanest
ways to design, build and
power our homes, farms,
ranches and businesses,
and to feed our families.
Come see the only
exposition of renewable
energy, green building
and organic/sustainable
gardening and farming
businesses, organizations
and agencies in Texas.

3-DAY FAIR

SEPT 29 – OCT 1, 2000

FREDERICKSBURG - TEXAS

SOLAR
WIND
BIOMASS
GEOTHERMAL
HYDRO

green living and sustainability fair

GREEN &
SUSTAINABLE
BUILDING

Commercial Exhibits, Educational Displays,
Demonstrations, Workshops, Tours, Fun, Food, Games,
Prizes, Competitions, Awards, Music & Dancing

ORGANIC &
SUSTAINABLE
GARDENING
AND FARMING
EDUCATION
PRODUCTS &
SERVICES

— PLUS —

Enjoy the unique town of Fredericksburg and the beautiful Texas
Hill Country, close to Austin and San Antonio. Lots of shops and
museums, restaurants and quaint inns, wineries, music and Texas
German culture, Enchanted Rock and the LBJ Ranch & National Park.

www.RenewableEnergyRoundup.com
Building Independence, Security, and a Cleaner Environment...
ORGANIZED BY

Texas Renewable Energy Industries Association and the Texas Solar Energy Society
Russel E. Smith
phone: (512) 345-5446
e-mail: R1346@aol.com

P.O. Box 9507
Austin, Texas 78766-9507

Jane Pulaski
phone: (512) 926-8472
e-mail: jpulaski@flash.net

Specializing in

COMPLETE
systems design

®

Solar Electric, Heating,
Water, & Appliances
Including complete CAD
design services

We can supply everything you need to be off-grid...
inverters to modules to batteries, including your kitchen stove.

Shorter
Lead
Times!

All the best brands...
TRACE • KYOCERA
APT • BUDERUS
THERMOMAX
WATTSUN
SOLARJACK • IBE
PEERLESS-PREMIER

Free Catalo
Power Read g to Home
ers in USA

Need a High Efficiency Refrigerator
for a Harsh Climate?
P.O. Box 1101, Arcata, CA 95518-1101
Phone: 707-822-9095 • Fax: 707-822-6213 • www.sunfrost.com

P.O. Box 340, 262 Badger Road
Ennis, MT 59729

MEMBER

Ph 406-682-5646 • Fx 406-682-5644

Renewable Energy & Sustainable Living Workshops
Spring Workshop Schedule

Green Building
Technology

PV Installation for Tradespeople, Madison, WI . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .June 10–14
PV for Women (co-sponsored by SEI), Madison, WI . . . . . . . . . . . .June 12–16
Straw Bale Construction, Amherst, WI . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .August 11–13
Straw Bale Construction, Amherst, WI . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .August 18–20

s space
Watch thi
rkshops
o
w
g
n
i
m
pco
!
for more u
t the year
throughou
Solar
Hot Water

Photovoltaics, Wind, Hydro

Call or write for more information and course descriptions.
Midwest Renewable Energy Association, 7558 Deer Rd., Custer, WI 54423
phone (715) 592-6595 • fax (715) 592-6596 • mreainfo@wi-net.com • www.the-mrea.org
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Putting the
Fuel into
Fuel Cells
Shari Prange

©2000 Shari Prange

uddenly, fuel cell cars are
replacing electric cars in the
public mind as the “cars of the
future.” Of course, in reality, fuel cell
cars are electric cars. They use the
same type of electric motor to drive the
wheels. The only difference is the
source of the electricity. Instead of
batteries, they use fuel cells.

S

Both batteries and fuel cells are boxes in which a
chemical reaction creates electricity. Batteries are
energy storage devices, and are recharged by plugging
them into a source of electricity, through a charger. By
contrast, fuel cells are energy conversion devices. They
are not “recharged.” Instead, they must have a fuel tank
to supply them with fuel. This fuel is then converted to
electricity. Let’s look at the pros and cons of fuel cell
systems.
Shades of Gray
First, we need to recognize that the fuel cell itself is only
part of the fuel cell system. Even though all fuel cells
use hydrogen, there are many ways of producing the
hydrogen and getting it to the fuel cell. Usually this
involves processing some type of fuel through a
“reformer” to extract hydrogen from it.
Each method has advantages and disadvantages,
depending on which factors you examine. To determine
the true value, you have to look at the complete fuel
picture, “from well to wheel.” While the fuel cells
themselves are “zero emission” devices, the processes
that deliver the fuel to the fuel cell usually are not.
Dr. Sitaram Ramaswamy is associate director of the
Fuel Cell Vehicle Modeling Program at the Institute of
Transportation Studies, University of California, Davis.
According to Dr. Ramaswamy, it is nearly impossible to
get clear numerical comparisons between the different
systems, because the results depend strongly on
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assumptions and projections. There is very little hard
data about how these systems will actually perform in
ordinary mass-market cars.
We can’t possibly cover all of the issues in this article.
But we can look at some general characteristics of each
hydrogen source. Some systems might be practical for
industrial or fleet vehicles, but not for private cars. We’ll
focus primarily on issues as they might apply to
ordinary people in daily driving.
Water
In many ways, water is the ideal source for hydrogen.
It’s clean, safe, and abundant. The problem is
extracting the hydrogen from it. This is done through
electrolysis, which is essentially the opposite of the
process inside the fuel cell. In electrolysis, energy is
applied to water to separate the hydrogen and oxygen.
In a fuel cell, hydrogen is combined with oxygen,
producing energy and water.
The cycle is not self-perpetuating, however, since there
are losses in both processes. At present, electrolysis is
too costly in terms of energy and money for this to be a
practical source of hydrogen.
This leads to another issue. In order to evaluate the full
environmental effect of electrolysis, you need to look at
the source of the energy for the process. For it to be a
truly clean process, it must be powered by clean
energy, such as solar, hydro, or wind power.
A recent development may offer another way to extract
hydrogen. Experiments have been done using algae to
separate hydrogen from water. This is accomplished
through alternately feeding the algae heavily, and then
starving it. Right now the process is nothing more than
an interesting laboratory experiment, but it might prove
to be a viable technology (or, more accurately,
biotechnology) at some point in the future.
In any case, the process of extracting hydrogen from
water is not something that can be done onboard the
vehicle. You won’t be filling your car’s tank with water.
Instead, it will be done at a stationary facility. The car
will then carry hydrogen in tanks to feed the fuel cells.
The necessary oxygen may be extracted from the air, or
stored in onboard tanks.
Onboard Hydrogen
Hydrogen is normally a gas, which can be stored in a
pressurized tank. But this is not a convenient way to
carry it on a vehicle. There is too little fuel density in a
gaseous fuel to provide any reasonable amount of
range before the vehicle needs to be refueled.
Liquid hydrogen can squeeze almost a thousand times
the density into the same volume as gaseous hydrogen.
However, it needs to be kept at -418°F (-250°C) to keep
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Single-Cylinder Internal Combustion Engine
Spark plug
Valve
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mixture in

Exhaust out
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Single-Cell Hydrogen Fuel Cell Engine
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(proton exchange
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Exhaust out
H2O only

Fuel to
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Waste heat
(125°C)
water cooled

Piston
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Fuel flow
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H2 only

Air in

To transmission

Electric motor

Rotary mechanical output: 20% power efficiency

Rotary mechanical output: 45% power efficiency

it in liquid form. This requires a cooling apparatus and
an insulated tank. These things add bulk, weight, and
energy demands to the vehicle.

temperature of 482°F (250°C) and it produces a fairly
hydrogen-rich (70% concentration) output.

Hydrogen fuel also requires an entirely different fueling
station infrastructure than the existing gas station
network. According to the March, 2000 issue of
Automotive Industries, “Experts estimate that it will take
thirty to fifty years to build the necessary infrastructure
to support hydrogen stations.” While this sounds like an
extreme position, it is true that establishing corner
hydrogen filling stations would be a massive
undertaking.
Compressed Natural Gas
Compressed natural gas (CNG) is a possible fuel
source for fuel cells, but probably in an indirect fashion.
It is not favored as an onboard fuel, because the overall
vehicle efficiency is too low. Short range has also been
a drawback for combustion-engine vehicles using CNG.
That’s why these vehicles are usually in fleets,
“tethered” to their home base for refueling. If you’re
going to carry a gaseous fuel onboard, it would make
more sense to carry hydrogen gas.
CNG is likely to be used in stationary reforming
facilities. In fact, steam reformation of CNG is the
cheapest way to produce hydrogen. The advantages of
this process are that it can be done at the relatively low

The fuel processor, however, requires energy to
maintain its operating temperature. It also requires a
carbon monoxide (CO) clean-up section. The overall
well-to-wheel efficiency and environmental impact of
the process must take into account energy used or
emissions produced “upstream” of the reformer to
provide the CNG.
Gasoline
Most of the current development in the area of
hydrogen fuel for fuel cell vehicles is focused on fuel
processors using either methanol or gasoline as source
fuels. The main advantage to gasoline is that we are
already familiar with it, and have a vast infrastructure
set up to handle it. Using it to power a fuel cell will yield
about twice the miles per gallon of simply burning it in
an internal combustion engine. Emissions are greatly
reduced, though not eliminated.
Obvious disadvantages are that it is non-renewable,
and can be used as a political weapon by countries
supplying it, so it doesn’t address the issue of energy
security. And, of course, gasoline still entails all of the
“upstream” pollution caused by the extraction and
refining of petroleum. But there are other disadvantages
that are specific to its use in fuel cells.
Home Power #77 • June / July 2000
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“Low” temperature reforming of gasoline is not possible
at this time. Instead, it is reformed through a process
called partial oxidation (POX), which typically occurs at
temperatures around 1,500 to 1,800°F (815–982°C).
Unlike CNG steam reformation, POX supplies its own
heat, but the CO cleanup is an even bigger problem
than it is with CNG. The concentration of hydrogen in
the output is also lower, around 50 percent.
The fuel cell needs very pure hydrogen to work
properly. Some contaminants merely lower the fuel
cell’s efficiency. Others actively poison the fuel cell. The
gasoline we are all accustomed to using has many
additives and impurities in it. Some are there to meet
octane requirements, and some are there, ironically, to
make it burn cleaner. There is also organic sulfur
contamination. All of these are undesirable for a fuel
cell.

Converting our energy industry to clean and renewable
sources is, unfortunately, a long slow process.
Diesel and Ethanol
These are two fuels that are not considered viable for
fuel cells. Diesel fuel is heavy, and reforming it is costly,
due to the necessary clean-up of sulfur and aromatics.
It is easier and cheaper to reform gasoline.
Likewise, ethanol is more difficult and costly to reform
than methanol. Also, the overall energy efficiencies of
raising the crops and producing ethanol from them are
not good.
Longevity
Maintenance and longevity are also important issues.
The Department of Energy goal for fuel reformers is a
50,000 mile (80,000 km) life span. No one is certain
that that goal can be met.

Producing cleaner gasoline at the refinery involves
costly changes in equipment. On the other hand,
cleaning up the gasoline onboard the vehicle adds the
cost, weight, and volume of the cleanup equipment.
There are also questions about the long-term reliability
of this arrangement.

This also depends on the type and quality of fuel that is
being used. The more impurities there are in the fuel,
the more stress on the reformers and fuel cells.
Contamination will reduce the effectiveness of the
system, and, as it accumulates over time, will
eventually cause it to fail.

Methanol
The other current favorite hydrogen source is methanol.
Since it is a liquid at normal temperatures, the existing
gasoline infrastructure could be easily modified to
handle methanol. Methanol is a good candidate for
onboard reforming. It is a “low” temperature process
(540°F; 282°C), and is more efficient than gasoline
reforming. Methanol fuel cell vehicles are virtually
emission-free. While they do produce CO2, it is much
less than is produced by today’s conventional vehicles.

In large, stationary reformers, extra capacity can be
built in to compensate for losses of function due to
contamination, or “poisoning.” However, in an onboard
vehicle system, weight, volume, and cost are critical. It
may not be practical or cost-effective to build this kind
of extra capacity into a vehicle.

There are some potential safety issues with methanol. It
is toxic, odorless, colorless, tasteless, and burns with a
low-visibility flame. The difficulty of detecting it would
require special care in handling. And again, carrying the
reformer onboard the vehicle adds cost, weight, and
volume.
Vehicle fuel systems would also need to be redesigned,
since methanol will corrode the types of fuel lines and
seals normally used for gasoline. This is one of many
reasons that converting an existing car to run on fuel
cells would be more complicated than making a batterytype electric conversion out of the vehicle. It’s not as
easy as dropping some fuel cells into the trunk, and
filling the fuel tank with methanol instead of gasoline.
Methanol can be produced renewably, from organic
waste or timber residues. However, in the near term,
the reality is that it is likely to be derived from natural
gas, primarily for economic reasons. There is already a
partial infrastructure in place for this process.
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Not Quite Ready
The fuel cell vehicle still needs several years of
development before it’s ready to park in your garage.
Neil Ressler, technology chief at Ford Motor Company,
said, “Effective reformers exist only in the laboratory.
Also, current fuel-cell designs do not work well in subfreezing temperatures.”
General estimates are that some fuel cell vehicles will
begin to appear on the market in limited numbers by
about 2004. The first ones will probably be methanol
reformer vehicles, or onboard hydrogen vehicles, with
gasoline reformers following a few years later as more
complex technological problems are solved. As with the
first battery-powered cars, these may be targeted for
fleets, with vehicles for the general public lagging
several years behind them.
Ballard Power Systems, Inc., of Canada, is one of the
leaders in developing fuel cells for the automotive
industry. They are working with both Ford and
DaimlerChrysler. Paul Lancaster of Ballard believes that
fuel cell systems will be cost competitive with
conventional internal combustion systems when vehicle
volume reaches 250,000 to 300,000 per year.

GoPower

A Pregnant Pause
The automotive fuel cell, like most promising new
technologies, captures the imagination at the moment
of conception. Many technologies, however, don’t
survive. The ones that do must still go through a
gestation period that may take several years. Even after
they have left the womb of the laboratory and entered
the marketplace, there will be years of growing pains
before the technology is “mature.”

Experience the Simple Elegance of

Solar Power

Right now, the fuel cell car is starting to kick. We will
simply have to be patient and wait for delivery.
Access
Author: Shari Prange, Electro Automotive, PO Box
1113-HP, Felton, CA 95018-1113 • 831-429-1989
Fax: 831-429-1907 • shari.prange@homepower.com
www.electroauto.com
UC Davis Institute of Transportation Studies, University
of California at Davis, Davis, CA 95616 • 530-752-6548
Fax: 530-752-6572 • its@engr.ucdavis.edu
www.engr.ucdavis.edu/~its
Ballard Power Systems, 9000 Glenlyon Parkway,
Burnaby, BC V5J 5J9 Canada • 604-454-0900
Fax: 604-412-4700 • investors@ballard.com
www.ballard.com
Fuel Cells 2000 Online Fuel Cells Information Center
http://216.51.18.233/index_e.html

We do turnkey systems for homes or resorts
& grid-intertie for net metering in the Rocky Mountain Region.
•
•
•
•
•

Consulting
Design
Site Review
Installation
Service

Solar Plexus, 130 W. Front St., Missoula, MT
(406) 721-1130 • solplex@montana.com

Think outside the box!
Charge batteries faster & with half the fuel

GennyDeeCee

with
the 12, 24, or now 48 volt D.C. generator
* Commercial-rated OHV Honda
engines to 13 HP, w/ low oil
shutdown.
* Control box has ammeter,
maintenance meter (measures
RPM & elapsed time) fuse,
timer, and output control.
* Designed to bulk, equalize or
float any size battery used in
renewable energy systems
* Automatic shut-down
* Heavy duty construction and
powder coated for durability
* Options: LPG (propane),
electric start, remote muffler
adapter, 3.4 Gal. gas tank,
pulley/belt guard

DEALER INQUIRIES
INVITED
Powered by

E N G I N E S
Authorized O.E.M

see TtW!:
HP68, pg78

information:
Feather River Solar Electric
5575 Genesee Rd.
Taylorsville, CA 95983
Toll Free 888-840-0788
web: www.gennydeecee.com
email: info@gennydeecee.com
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Home Power
PO Box 520, Ashland, OR 97520
Phone: 541-512-0201
Web: www.homepower.com

SunWorld, the official magazine of the
International Solar Energy Society says,
“Together these CDs offer the largest collection
of useful and practical information on achieving
energy independence ever available.”

For credit card orders call Home Power at 800-707-6585

Specializing in Solar Electric Power Systems Worldwide!
Photovoltaic (PV) Panels
BP 275 (75 Watt)
BP 585 (85 Watt laser-grooved)

Retail
$499
$650

Sale Price
$369
$415

10+ panels BP 75W @ $360 each, 20+ panels BP 75W @ $350 each
Free Shipping on 10 panels 48 States / Free Shipping 20 panels 50 States

Astro 120 Watt Solar Panels

$849

$560

Free Shipping on 20+ Astro 120 W

Call for Two Seas Universal PV Mounting Structures
Southwest Windpower Wind Generators
AIR 403, 12 & 24V Land (400 W)
AIR 403, 12 & 24V Marine (400 W)

Retail
$595
$845

Sale Price
$529
$749

Regulators/Controllers
Trace C 40 (40 amp 12-24-48 VDC)
Trace TC-60 (60 amp 12-24-48 VDC)

Retail
$195
$329

Sale Price
$149
$229

Inverters

Retail
$2580
$3405
$990

Sale Price
$1945
$2335
$725

Trace SW 2512 (sine)
Trace SW 4024 (sine)
Trace DR 1512 (mod sine)

Prices do not include shipping or sales tax if applicable.

Phone: 702-914-8031, FAX 702-914-8032
TOLL FREE USA 1(888) SOLAR4U (765-2748)
Email: rvsolar4u@aol.com • Web Site: www. rvsolar4u.com
We accept Visa, MasterCard, American Express, Discover, and Electronic Checks
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The Book on

Solar
Cookers
RENEWABLE ENERGY SYSTEMS FOR PUBLIC EDUCATION

Back by Popular
Demand

• Demonstration and display systems for education and training
• Hands-on workshops and curriculum
• Custom system design, consultation, and implementation

A second edition,
fully updated
and revised.
•
•
•
•

Includes:
A history as well as a who’s who in the
solar-cooking movement
Guidelines for designing your own cooker
Plans for building the SunStar cooker
with salvaged and inexpensive materials
Tips and tricks for cooking with the sun
With 200 Photographs & Diagrams

$15

Outside USA add
$5 for air shipping

The “Education Station”
mobile RE demonstration

EARTHSENSE is focused
on the education of the
public through hands-on
demonstration and interaction. Schools, events and
other organizations can
benefit from our full line of
RE products and services
designed to be educational,
functional and fun!

EARTHSENSE
P.O. Box 301
Carbondale, CO 81623
Phone (970) 928-9272 • Fax (970) 928-9696
email: sunsense@sopris.net • www.earthsense.com
The Educational Division of SUNSENSE

Call Home Power Publishing

800-707-6585
Outside USA 541-512-0201

Solar Energy International and Home Power present

Successful Solar
Businesses
A special, two-day workshop on how to start and
operate a successful renewable energy business.

Taught by Richard and Karen Perez, editors / publishers of Home Power magazine.
Topics will include:
☛ How to Start a Small Business
☛ Renewable Energy Career Choices
☛ Managing a Small Business
☛ Managing Employees
☛ Marketing Renewable Energy
☛ Legal & Tax Issues
☛ Using Computers in a Small Business
☛ Product Sales & Services

Installing dealers will receive specific
strategies on how to build their existing
businesses. Would-be entrepreneurs will get
a jump-start from the "lessons learned" by
those who have "been there and done that."
Gain instant contacts with major solar energy
companies right at the workshop!

August 5–6, 2000
Carbondale, CO
tuition $200
Advance registration required

Solar Energy International, PO Box 715, Carbondale, CO 81623
970-963-8855 • sei@solarenergy.org • richard.perez@homepower.com
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100% Cotton
Good Shirts!

Sizes:
S, M, L, XL, XXL

$15.00

International
orders
add $5 for
air shipping

H

P

OME

R

Full Color
on Natural Shirt

OWE

To Order Call: 800-707-6585
(541-512-0201 Outside USA)

Or see our web site:
www.homepower.com

On Black: $15, or Camo: $18
International orders
or
add $5 for air shipping
Call, see our web site,
site or send check
c
or money order
800-707-6585 (541-512-0201 Outside USA)

Or send check or money order to:
Home Power Magazine
PO Box 520, Ashland, OR 97520

www.homepower.com
Home Power, PO Box 520, Ashland, OR 97520

Available Now! Only $25 (outside USA add $10 for air-mail shipping)

THE NEW
ELECTRIC VEHICLES
A Clean & Quiet Revolution
by Michael Hackleman

Journey into the world of conversions,
scratchbuilts, human-electrics, solar cars,
electrathon racers, planes & boats—all powered
with electricity.
272 pages of EV technology, 465 photographs
(over half in color), and detail on 65 vehicles.
Includes 115 technical design and construction
sidebars.

To order Call: 800-707-6585

Outside USA call 541-512-0201 • Fax: 541-512-0343
or write to:
Home Power Publishing
PO Box 275 • Ashland OR 97520

“It’s
Electric !”
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RENEWABLE ENERGY
with the EXPERTS
An Instructional Video Series
on the Basics of Residential Renewable Energy

$39.95

Residential Solar Electricity
with Johnny Weiss, 48 min.
each
Johnny Weiss is one of the founders
and teachers at Solar Energy
International, in Carbondale, CO.

“I consider (the PowerPulse® devices) to be
standard equipment for a lead-acid battery system…”
Richard Perez, Home Power magazine

!
vention
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Eight

Extend the
life of your
batteries!

Residential Wind Power
with Mick Sagrillo, 63 min.
Mick Sagrillo has installed and
repaired over 1,000 wind turbines.
Residential Microhydro Power
with Don Harris, 44 min. Don Harris
has designed and manufactured over
1,000 microhydro power plants.

12 Volt
95*

$69.
Review
ed in H
P56

Batteries with Richard Perez, Editor
in Chief and founder of Home Power magazine.

Solar Water Pumping with Windy Dankoff, 59 min. Windy
Dankoff has been designing and installing solar-powered water
pumping systems for 15 years.
Add $5.00 shipping for international orders

Home Power, Inc., PO Box 275, Ashland, OR 97520
toll free in USA: 800-707-6585 • 541-512-0201
Fax: 541-512-0343
Web: www.homepower.com

24 Volt
95*

$119.

Accept no substitutes; the cost effective
PowerPulse® units are patented, approved by
the U.S. Military, and have a 10-year limited warranty.
*Manufacturer’s suggested retail price. Other voltage units available.
■

Free delivery to 50 States. ■ Major credit cards OK.
■ Bulk/Dealer inquiries invited.

Abraham Solar Equipment
800-222-7242
124 Creekside Place

■

■

970-731-4675

Pagosa Springs, CO 81147

©1999 Abraham Solar Equipment. All rights reserved.

THE POWER BROKERS!TM

SOLAR ON SALE
Trace Engineering’s # 1 Dealer !

At Solar On Sale our one and only goal is to put alternative energy products
in the hands of the masses, where they belong, for the lowest prices possible !
Prosine 1000 Inverter $599.00
Solar Boost 2000 $199.00
Photowatt 100 Watt PV $375.00
Vector 600 Watt Inverter $99.00
Photowatt 75 Watt PV $295.00
Photowatt 39 Watt PV $148.00
Trojan L-16 Batteries $149.00

Air 403 Wind Generator 459.00
Kyocera KC120 $539.00
Photowatt 49 Watt PV $195.00
Trojan L-16 HC Batteries $169.00
BP 585 Laser Grooved PV $415.00
BP 75 Watt PV $349.00
Hanzi 7.5KW Diesel Gen $2195.00

Trace prices so low that we can’t even quote them here !

Sales & Repair
Toll Free 1-888-64-SOLAR (647-6527)
http://www.solaronsale.com
19059 Valley Blvd Suite 219 Bloomington California 92316-2219
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“I would like to convert my gas car to electric, but I
don’t know if I can do the job. What resources do I
need?”
This is one of the questions that comes up often in
conversations at shows, over the phone, or by email. In
answering this question, I am not going to get into what
kind of car to convert, what parts are needed, or what
batteries to use. All of these topics have been covered
in earlier issues of Home Power. Instead, I am going to
discuss the work space required, the tools necessary to
do the work, and the knowledge and experience
needed.
Work Space
The work space issue is more complicated than you
might think. While giving a class on conversions, I once
said that to do a conversion you need at least a two-car
garage that you can tie up for the duration of the
conversion process. A hand went up in the back of the
room, and a student asked, “What’s a two-car garage?”
I had forgotten that I was in an area where most people
live in apartments or condos.

necessary. The most important thing about the work
space is that it is available for the full time necessary to
finish the conversion. I work out of a one-car stall. I
have occasionally had to strike the set in the middle of
the conversion process and push a car out because I
needed the space for a class or for some other reason.
Doing this is extra work and very disruptive.
One of our customers was faced with the no-workspace-at-home problem. He rented a stall in a repair
shop near his job to build his conversion. He worked on
it during his lunch break and after work. Since the shop
specialized in his make of car, he had access to special
tools and advice. He could also pay the shop to do
some of the work that he could not do or didn’t want to
do. The work space issue is a big one, but with a lot of
determination and an equal amount of ingenuity, it can
be solved.
Tools
The number and kinds of tools needed to do a
conversion fall somewhere between the collection
found in your kitchen junk drawer and the full set of
hand tools and numerous special tools found in a
professional mechanic’s toolbox. If you are an
automotive hobbyist or do your own repairs and
maintenance, you probably have most of what you will
need already.
Floor Tools
During the conversion process, the car spends a lot of
time in the air with the wheels off. To get it there, you
need a floor jack. By this I mean a fairly small wheeled
jack like those used by mechanics to lift one corner or
end of a car. It rolls around on steel wheels, and should
have the capacity to lift 2 1/2 tons (2,280 kg) or more, at

The minimum amount of space needed is enough room
to house the car being converted with all its doors wide
open. To that, add enough room for a six foot (1.8 m)
long workbench. This amount of space will give you
access to all parts of the car, and a
Mike Brown, using the right tool for the job.
flat area other than the floor to work
on.
You should also have enough room
to store the parts related to the gas
or diesel engine you are removing
until the conversion is up and
running. This space does not have
to be in the same place as the car
and workbench, just close enough
to be convenient. The reason for not
disposing of these parts as soon as
they come off the car is that they are
potential sources of brackets and
hardware for the conversion.
Needless to say, your work and
storage spaces should be secure
and weather-tight, and the work
space should be heated if
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least 20 inches (50 cm). Even a small, light conversion
will probably weigh 1 1/2 tons (1,370 kg) by the time
you get the batteries in it. Something like a Chevy S10
pickup will weigh more. You want your lifting device to
have more capacity than you need. “Just enough” isn’t
enough to be safe.
Once you have the car in the air, you need jack stands
to keep it there. (Note: Never work under a car that is
only supported by a jack!) These stands should have at
least 3 to 6 tons capacity, be made of heavy steel plate,
and have a minimum full height of 24 inches (60 cm).
Buy your own jack and stands. Considering the amount
of time you will be using them for the conversion,
buying them is more cost effective than renting. Also,
you should have a set in case you need to do any
service or troubleshooting later that requires lifting the
car.
Another floor tool needed is a comfort item: a creeper to
lie on while working under the car. Concrete floors are
cold, and crawling around under a car on your back
gets old fast. Buy this tool also.
The last floor tool you will need is an engine hoist to lift
the old gas or diesel engine out of the car and install
the electric motor. Since it is only used twice in the
conversion process, and the times it is used can be
planned and prepared for in advance, this tool can be
rented when it is actually needed. Unless, of course,
you have a neighbor or friend who already has one. Be
sure to get the chain or equalizer bar that attaches the
engine or motor to the hoist.
Use the right tool for the job, especially a job this
serious. I strongly recommend against lifting the engine
out of a car using a garage rafter, tree branch, or the
kids’ swing set. They weren’t made for the job, and you
could get hurt.

just seem to live in the bottom of the toolbox. A basic
combination end wrench set in metric or inch sizes,
whichever fits your make of car, is a good place to start.
A 3/8 inch drive socket set with a ratchet and two or
three different length extensions is also a necessity.
Another essential tool for electric vehicle work is an
auto-ranging digital multimeter. An assortment of
straight and crosspoint screwdrivers, wire cutters, wire
strippers, a good ball peen hammer, a 24 inch pry bar, a
hacksaw, a full drill bit index from 1/16 to 1/2 inch by
1/32 inch steps, a torque wrench, a pop rivet tool,
measuring devices, straight edges, and large and small
squares is a good start. This list could go on for quite a
while. See our manual, Convert It, for a detailed list.
Paper Goods
Besides our step-by-step manual, there are two other
books you will need for a successful conversion project.
The first is the factory service manual for the car you
are converting. This is the manual that the mechanics in
the dealerships use. It has the correct ways to perform
operations, such as where to put your jack stands to not
damage the car, and how to remove the engine. It is
also the source of tightening torque values, wear limits
on parts, and most important of all, wiring diagrams for
the car’s 12 volt electrical system.
If the factory manual is not available or too expensive
(the Porsche 914 manual is three volumes and costs
over US$300), look for manuals put out by either the
Haynes Publishing Group or Robert Bentley Publishers.
These can be found at auto parts stores that cater to
the local repair shops. Local bookstores might be able
to order them for you. If local sources fail and you are
online, give Amazon.com a try. They list quite a few
Bentley manuals and could possibly special order the
Haynes manual you need, since they carry some
Haynes motorcycle manuals.

Power Tools
An electric drill with a 3/8 inch (9 mm) capacity chuck is
essential, and you should own one already. A 1/2 inch
(13 mm) capacity drill might see limited use, and could
be rented or borrowed from someone you know who
has a serious tool habit. The same rent-or-borrow plan
applies to a metal cutting saw like a jigsaw or
Milwaukee Sawzall used for cutting holes in the chassis
for battery racks. A 4 inch hand grinder is very handy for
clearancing and finishing operations. You might want to
own one of these, since they have a lot of house and
yard uses. (“Clearancing” is a technical term. It means
“beat or grind on it until it fits.”)

The other book you need is a project notebook. This
book can be a spiral notebook, three-ring binder, blank
bound book, or any other format you are comfortable
with. It is where you note changes made in the car as
the conversion progresses, make drawings of the parts
you have to fabricate, draw wiring diagrams of the
interface between the EV control system and the car’s
original 12 volt system, and draw the high voltage, high
current cable layout. Do this in a regular, organized,
and legible manner. Then you will be writing the factory
manual for your conversion—for you or someone else
to use at a later date.

Hand Tools
It’s hard to say just what hand tools you will need.
There are some that get constant use, and some that

Knowledge & Experience
It is difficult to say how much knowledge and what kind
of experience is necessary to do a conversion. We
have had people ranging from professional mechanics
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to a high school student and his mother build
successful conversions.
The type of conversion being built has an effect on the
knowledge and experience needed. A bolt-in custom kit
with detailed instructions requires only the ability to
read and follow directions. If you are doing a conversion
that needs design and fabrication of key components
such as motor mounts, battery boxes and racks, and
other component mounts, the amount of knowledge
and experience required goes up.
Here’s what has worked for me. When I find myself
beyond my level of expertise, I try to learn as much as I
can about the process and materials involved, so I am
at least familiar with the terms used. Then I take my
problems or project to an expert in the field, and get him
or her involved. It may be necessary to pay for this
initial consultation. If it is, pay cheerfully. Somewhere
down the line, he or she paid for that knowledge with
money, time, or sweat.
This person can help you design your needed part so it
is strong enough to do the job, doesn’t impose any
weight penalty on the EV, and can be made easily to
save fabrication costs. A word of warning: pick your
expert with care. For example, since you are dealing
with a car, picking a welder who works on race cars
would be a better choice than a welder who builds
gates, railings, or other architectural parts.
For the electrical part of the conversion, finding
someone to help might be a little more difficult. If there
is a local chapter of the Electric Auto Association or
another electric car club, find out when its meetings are
and attend one. This is one of the best sources of
conversion information available because some of the
members have “been there and done that” already.
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Check with your local high school or junior college and
see if they have done a conversion as a class project.
The project may be finished, but the knowledge is still
there. Your EV component suppliers should have given
you at least basic component instructions and hook-up
diagrams. If you have the Convert It manual, look at the
chapter devoted to wiring both the high and low voltage
systems.
The knowledge is out there if you look for it. When you
find your experts, respect their knowledge. Be careful
not to take up any more time than you need to, and pay
them what they ask. And if they’ve gone out of their way
to be helpful, a bag of chocolate chip cookies or donuts
is almost always appreciated.
If the question we have been discussing here is one
you have been asking, and I didn’t quite answer it all
the way, feel free to contact me by phone, mail, or
email. I’ll see if I can help you find the answers you
need.
Access
Mike Brown, Electro Automotive, PO Box 1113-HP,
Felton, CA 95018-1113 • 831-429-1989
Fax: 831-429-1907 • mike.brown@homepower.com
www.electroauto.com
Convert It: A Step-By-Step Manual For Converting An
Internal Combustion Vehicle To Electric Power, written
and published by Mike Brown and Shari Prange, is
available from Electro Automotive for US$30 postpaid in
the U.S. & Canada, and US$35 postpaid elsewhere. A
full description of the book can be found at
www.electroauto.com/info.html
Electric Auto Association, PO Box 6661, Concord, CA
94524-1661 • 510-814-1864 • www.eaaev.org

STABER OFFERS YOU THE MOST EFFICIENT
WASHER AVAILABLE – www.staber.com

Shown with front panel removed.

• The Staber System 2000 is the only top loading tumble action washer
made in the U.S., using just 135 watt-hours per load
• Uses 67% less water (great for wells & septic sytems)
• Uses 50% less energy because of heating less hot water
• Does not void warranty by using modified sine wave inverters
• Saves 75% of detergent costs
• Can pay for itself within two years
• Patented tub design forces water through clothes to clean better
• Total front access for easy maintenance
• No transmission or agitator (more gentle on clothes)
ry
lutiona
o
v
e
R
• Extracts more water for less drying time
“A
Wash”
• Durable stainless steel inner and outer tubs
Way to
• Larger capacity due to more usable tub volume
• Awarded ‘Best of What’s New’ by Popular Science and named as a ‘Best
Buy’ in Consumers Digest
For more information:
1-800-848-6200
Staber Industries
4800 Homer Ohio Lane, Groveport, OH 43125
www.staber.com

Things that Work!

The Symbol for Energy Efficiency

Remember the first time you realized
the potential of inverter/chargers

The Largest Inverter/Charger Supplier in the World.

511 N.E. 15th Street, Miami, Florida, USA 33132 / Tel: (305) 536-9917 / Fax (305) 371-2353
e-mail: sunelec@ic2000.com / web: www.sunelec.com
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NEW! Multi-Channel
Power Meter
The One Meter Solution for Your Energy System
• 3 independent AC power channels, 2 independent DC power
channels
• Power channel data can be displayed independently, added,
subtracted, divided (efficiency), combined (2 or 3 phase); user
selectable
• All channels provide watts, kW-hr, volts, amps, VA, VARs, power
factor, amp-hour, more
• All channels either net or one way
• PC interface, any platform with RS-232 interface capability
(19,200 bps)
• Easy to install current sensors, meter can be AC or DC powered
• Logging and other special features are available
• Future upgrades will include modem, internet connectivity,
Easy upgrade capability
Call for availability and pricing!

Things that Work!
Model 4-1850
Home Power #67
Available Models: Single Channel
Model 4-1850: Watts, kW-hrs, User Cost, & Average Monthly Cost.
Model 20-1850 and 20-1850CI: Watts, kW-hrs, User Cost, Average Monthly Cost,
Amps, Volts, Power Factor, Vars, V-A, & Peak Watts.
Model 21-1850CI: Data logging unit with Model 20 capability plus on board
memory to accumulate data over prolonged periods for download to computer.
Price: 4-1850 = $149.95, 20-1850 = $249.95, 20-1850CI = $299.95,
21-1850CI = $349.95, Multi-channel: Call
Price includes domestic shipping and handling. Maine residents add 5.5% sales tax. CI =
Computer Interfacing: includes RS-232 interface, cable & software.

• Measures overall power consumption and cost of operation.
• Use to measure 117 VAC circuit loads up to 1850 watts and determine sizing
requirements for backup power supplies and circuit protection.
• Current Transducers now available! Ratings from 5 to 100 amps.
• Brand Electronics ships customized units on a routine basis.
We welcome an opportunity to discuss your power measurement
applications; AC or DC; any voltage, current, or plug configuration.

BRAND DIGITAL POWER METERS
Brand Electronics
1-888-433-6600
Call today! To order, call toll free 24 hrs.

ORDERS
ONLY

http://www.brandelectronics.com

421 Hilton Rd., Whitefield, ME 04353
For information only, call 207-549-3401 • Fax 207-549-4568
email: info@brandelectronics.com

Wind & Sun

Serving customers around the world for over 20 years
Partial list of manufacturers
Astropower - Unisolar - Kyocera - Solarjack & Sunrise submersible pumps - Thin-Lite - Concorde AGM batteries - Siemens - Two Seas Mounts - Solarex
Crown batteries - Rolls-Surrette batteries - Trace - Statpower - Morningstar - BP Solar - Shurflo pumps - Exeltech - TriMetric - Zomeworks
Southwest Windpower - Solar Converters Inc. - Heliotrope - Delta Lightning arrestors - Dankoff solar pumps - Invertrix – and many others.

Check our new online webstore at www.solar-electric.com for these and many other specials.
Siemens SP75 - 75 watts, 25 year warranty: $365 each for box of 2 or more
Kyocera KC120 - 120 watts, 20 year warranty: $579 each
Unisolar US64 - 64 watt thin film triple junction: $289 each
Trace SW4024 or SW4048 4kw sine wave inverter: $2350

Trace DR3624 3600 watt modified sine wave inverter: $1139
Trace DR2424 or DR2412 2400 watt modified sine wave inverter: $995
Kyocera KC80, 80watt, 20 year warranty, $379
BP Solar BP75, 75 watt, 20 year warranty, $369

All trace SW power panel systems on sale – up to 30% off!
Prices do not include shipping. We accept all major credit cards. All items may be ordered any time, any day from our online store.

Get our set of 3 - Catalog, Solar Design Guide, and Solar Water Pumping Guide for only $7.50 postpaid.
See our online catalog and complete guides to solar at www.windsun.com
www.solar-electric.com (online store)

Northern Arizona Wind & Sun, Inc.
Phoenix, AZ
888 881-6464 - Fax: 623 872-9215
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2725 E Lakin Dr., Flagstaff, AZ 86004
800 383-0195 - 520 526-8017 - Fax: 520 527-0729

LAKE MICHIGAN
WIND & SUN, ltd.

LM W

&S

1015 County Rd. U
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235
920-743-0456
fax: 920-743-0466
LMWandS@itol.com
www.windandsun.com

WIND TURBINES
SOLAR SYSTEMS
WIND / PV HYBRIDS
TILT-UP-TOWERS
TOWER TOP ADAPTERS
BLADES
WIND MONITORING
SYSTEM DESIGN
CONSULTING
SERVICE
INSTALLATION
Funded in part by

OUR 20TH YEAR OF PROVIDING RELIABLE, ENVIRONMENTALLY
SOUND, RENEWABLE ENERGY SYSTEMS WORLDWIDE,
FOR UTILITY INTERTIE AND REMOTE LOCATIONS.

Our website has free information on "Using a battery
monitor to help maintain your battery system, conserve
energy and troubleshoot problems." The TriMetric TM-2020
For beginning or intermediate level, our website
explains the basics of "volts", "amps", and "amp-hours"
for people who are new to electricity. We have
information on maintaining your batteries and hints on
minimizing your generator usage. The website also
describes how the TriMetric measures the energy
content of your batteries. We list complete TriMetric
instructions, information on shunts, and troubleshooting meter installation problems. Some files are in
"Adobe Acrobat" format. Or mail us $1 for postage
and we'll send it to you the old fashioned way!

BOGART ENGINEERING
19020 Two Bar Road, Boulder Creek, CA 95006

(831) 338-0616
www.bogartengineering.com

Measures: battery volts, amps, % full (based on
amp-hours), battery lifetime total amp-hours,
highest and lowest battery voltage, days since
fully charged, and days since equalized. Mounts
in standard "double gang" box (optional).
Under $200 including shunt.
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Word Power

Different conductors (materials which contain easilymoved electrons) have different levels of resistance.
Aluminum has about 1.6 times the resistance of copper.
It’s cheaper than copper, but when we use it, we have
to use a larger wire to carry the same amount of energy
(at a given voltage) without increasing the losses. Steel
has about 9 times the resistance of copper, so we don’t
see it being used as an electrical conductor. And
nichrome, an alloy of nickel, iron, and chromium, has
about 60 times the resistance of copper. It is used for
heating elements because, while it does let electrons
flow, its high resistance results in lots of heat.

Renewable Energy Terms
Ohm—Unit of Electrical
Resistance
Ian Woofenden

©2000 Ian Woofenden

Derivation: Named for Georg Simon Ohm, 19th century
German physicist and mathematician. Ohm made key
discoveries about the nature of electrical resistance.
Picture some kids sliding down a playground slide. If we
cover the slide with a thin coat of vegetable oil, the kids
will slide down it pretty quickly. But if we cover it with
molasses (in January), their ride will slow down
considerably. Throw sand on the molasses, and the
sliding party will come to a grinding halt.
We usually don’t see kids’ slides covered with oil,
molasses, or sand. They are generally made with slick
plastic or metal surfaces so kids will slip down them
easily. Similarly, we don’t see electrical conductors
made out of wood or rubber. Instead, they are copper
and aluminum. This is because wood and rubber have
a very high resistance to electron flow, while aluminum
and copper have a relatively low resistance to electron
flow.
The ohm is the unit that quantifies this resistance. Its
symbol is the Greek letter Omega—Ω. Technically, 1
ohm is the resistance in a material in which an electrical
potential (“pressure”) of 1 volt causes 1 ampere to flow.
Electrical resistance acts like friction to the flow of
electrons through a material.
Well, just as our kids want a fast ride down the slide, we
want our electrons to flow quickly and easily to our
appliances. High resistance on the slide raises the
tempers of the kids. High resistance in a wire raises the
temperature—we lose energy as heat. If there is too
much electron flow for the size of the wire, there may
be enough heat to melt the insulation on the wire and
start a fire.
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Materials with very high resistances are called
“insulators.” Things like rubber, glass, and mica have
more than a million times the resistance of a good
conductor. We use this property of these materials to
keep the electron flow where we want it—in the wires.
The size of conductors is also important in
understanding resistance. Just as a big pipe has far
less fluid friction than a small pipe, a larger wire resists
the flow of electrons less than a small wire. A #14
(2 mm 2 ) copper wire, common in 120 VAC house
wiring, has 2.57 ohms of resistance per 1,000 feet at
70°F. A #4/0 (107 mm2) copper wire, commonly used for
battery interconnects, has only 0.05 ohms of resistance
per 1,000 feet at 70°F. Sizing for minimal losses in your
wiring just makes good sense.
While you won’t run into ohms very often in your
everyday RE life, it’s crucial that the designers of your
system, and the designers of the products in your
system, understand the need for low resistance.
Renewable energy is precious, so it makes no sense to
waste it heating up undersized wires. Investing in the
right type and size of wire will keep those electrons
sliding along to your appliances.
Access
Author: Ian Woofenden, PO Box 1001, Anacortes, WA
98221 • Fax: 360-293-7034
ian.woofenden@homepower.com

CHEAPESTSOLAR
.COM

Contact us
for volume discounts

SunLine Solar

Starting at

$39.95

Phone 1-800-886-4762 • Fax 717-351-0383
Module mount

Holes for
struts adjustable
for height

We manufacture
stainless steel
PV mounts

Holes for
struts adjustable
for height

Roof or wall
mount

Visit our web site:
www.sunlinesolar.com

Splicer connects
brackets to make
4-panel mounts.

4052 Ridge Road
Gordonville, PA 17529

RENEWABLE ENERGY SOLUTIONS!
WIND POWER
PHOTOVOLTAIC
MICROHYDRO

HUMAN POWER
GENERATOR

CHANGE THE WORLD
Affordable On-Grid Solar Electricity

• ASE module with integrated 250-watt
Advanced Energy utility-tie inverter
• Simple installation - no dc wiring,
just connect to your load center
• Affordable - start with one, expand
in the future without rewiring
• PC monitoring card option
• UL listed,American made
With our partner, Advanced Energy Systems, we offer you the
tools to change the world, wherever you live, on-grid or off.Visit
us at www.solarvt.com or www.advancedenergy.com

SOLAR WORKS, INC.

WINDSTREAM POWER SYSTEMS INC.

64 Main Street, Montpelier, VT 05602
Tel: (802) 223-7804 Fax: (802) 223-8980

PO Box 1604 HP, Burlington, VT 05402 Tel 802-658-0075 Fax 802-658-1098
info@windstreampower.com • www.windstreampower.com

Independent Power Systems Throughout the World – Our 25th Year

Do You Need Batteries?...
RAE Storage Battery Company
Since 1943... Quality & Service
Surrette Solar 1, 400 Series, Type CH 375 - L16
•
•
•
•

33.3% More Life Cycles
Greater Reserve Capacity
Expected Life of 10 Years
Warranty 2 Years Unconditional
3 Years Prorated
• Available Wet & Dry Charged
• Engineered under careful guidelines
by Dave Surrette - Family owned
business Est. 1935

If you need Competitive Pricing
& Prompt Delivery call: 860-828-6007
Fax 860-828-4540
51 Deming Rd., POB 8005,
Berlin, CT 06037
Northwest Energy Storage is now wholesaling all Surrette
Batteries west of the Mississippi. Call 800-718-8816
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Power
Politics

But once the Yucca Mountain site was chosen, Nevada
did not roll over. Nevadans, the Nevada state
government, regional and national groups located in
Nevada, and U.S. Senators and Representatives from
Nevada all have proven to be worthy opponents of the
dump siting. They have good reasons for their fight,
with sound science to back them up.

Nuclear
Junkets
Michael Welch

©2000 Michael Welch

ucca Mountain, Nevada is still the
only site being considered as a
repository for the high level
nuclear waste from U.S. nuclear
reactors. This fact is a testament to the
power that the nuclear industry
continues to wield over politicians and
bureaucrats.

Y

Nevada Is Not a Wasteland
Most everyone will agree that there is no good solution
to the problem of nuclear waste. But is Yucca Mountain
the place to put it? Nevada was chosen as the
repository site for more than 77,000 tons of the nation’s
most radioactive waste for several reasons. Chief
among them is that the state is often thought of as a
sparse expanse of emptiness. Last fall when we drove
through hundreds of miles of its desert while coming
back from the Southwest Renewable Energy Fair, it
began to feel that way even to us.
But a commonly spied bumper sticker points out the
reality of the situation—“Nevada Is Not a Wasteland.”
As with other hot and dry climates, Nevada deserts are
teeming with wildlife and specialized plant life. Quick
research of these unique biosystems will verify to
anyone interested that the Nevada deserts are not
“nothing.” They are radically more sensitive to intrusion
than climes that are more lush. Aerial photos of deserts
still show vehicle corridors that are left from horse and
wagon days. Living in the desert is not for me (I live in
an area of Redwood-populated rainforest), but to many,
Nevada’s arid climate is just their cup of tea.
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One key reason that Nevada’s site has not been
removed from consideration is political. Congress,
presidential administrations, and agency bureaucrats
thought that Nevada would not be able to muster
enough political strength to fight having the dump
foisted upon them.
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No Place for Long-Term Storage
Not only is the dump and its nuclear waste trucking
unpalatable to Nevadans, it also does not meet the
environmental standards that a long-term nuclear waste
facility should have. It is going to leak, and it is a
seismically active site. Those are facts, proven by
extensive studies done by the very agencies that are
preparing the site for receiving nuclear waste. The plan
is to put barrels of nuclear waste into huge tunnels that
have been bored deep into Yucca Mountain’s rock core.
It is known that no container can last even close to the
amount of time that the nuclear waste will last. Once
the containers have become breached, the radioactive
gases (primarily carbon-14) from them will permeate
the tunnels and end up in the environment.
Yucca Mountain contains a massive array of faults and
fissures in its rock base. Water percolating into and
through the repository tunnels will speed up the
container failures, and also carry the radioactivity
downward, eventually contaminating the water table.
According to the Nuclear Information Resource Service
(NIRS), this fast flow pathway was discovered because
of fallout from the very industries that created the waste
that would be sent to the site. Traces of chlorine-36
were found by DOE researchers deep in Yucca
Mountain at the level where the waste would be
dumped.
This radionuclide is not found at these concentrations in
nature. There is only one bulk source of chlorine-36:
atmospheric nuclear weapons tests conducted in the
Pacific. Salt in the seawater was activated, forming the
radioactive chlorine isotope. This “fell out” all over the
northern hemisphere; it is not unique to Yucca
Mountain. But its presence at repository depth proves
that water has traveled there within the past 50 years.
These problems would have permanently sidelined
Yucca Mountain as a repository had the original EPA
standards been adhered to. But Congress ordered that
the Yucca Mountain facility be exempt from radioactive

Power Politics

gas leakage standards in 1991, after it became clear
that the existing standards would stop the siting.
The DOE’s own data shows that water and whatever it
contains migrates quickly through the rock via those
fissures. In 1998, more than 200 environmental and
public interest organizations sent a petition to the
Secretary of Energy. They asked him to disqualify
Yucca Mountain as a nuclear waste dump, since it
clearly will fail to meet site suitability guidelines, and will
not isolate nuclear waste. Instead of acting on this
petition, the DOE is trying to change the guidelines so
that the repository licensing can move forward.
Finally, the explosive news: crystals have been
discovered in Yucca Mountain that could only have
been formed in the presence of hot water. This is
further evidence of geothermal activity in Yucca
Mountain, and yet another reason to axe the idea. If hot
water migrates into the repository tunnels, it will
speed the decay of the waste
containers, and could
create

clouds of
radioactive steam. It
could even create an explosion, either
from the expanding steam, a chemical interaction, or a
nuclear chain reaction.
Proponents of the Yucca Mountain repository have
been working hard toward its opening since before it
became the only site to be considered, in 1987. A
project that only benefits a specific industry does not
move forward without massive corporate influence. The
proponents are almost all in the nuclear power and
weapons industries. They want to turn the waste from
their mostly privately-owned reactors over to publiclyowned facilities. Then they will no longer have to be
concerned with the liabilities of that waste.
Junkets
I often decry the amount of influence non-renewable
industries have over decision-makers who are
supposed to be responsible to the public. I often talk
about campaign contributions and lobbying efforts by

these cash-rich corporations. There is yet a third form of
backdoor politics that gives corporations a huge amount
of influence over legislators—junkets. These are trips
that are paid for by the companies and the industry
associations that represent them.
Here’s how it works. Politicians and their key staff are
offered all-expenses-paid “fact-finding” trips. It is
against the law for politicians to receive gifts of
vacations and travel from outside of government. But
trips to make speeches, attend conferences, and take
site tours are allowed, even though they are paid for by
special interests.
When politicians accept these junkets, they are taking
legal bribes. Additionally, the companies and industry
associations that pay for the trips get
the private ear of key

politicians. They also
have further opportunities to make their
cases, do more lobbying, and discuss the benefits and
amounts of future campaign contributions. And I
suppose that some of them might actually “fact-find”
while on these junkets.
There are three key Congress members being watched
as staunch proponents of the Nevada nuclear waste
repository. They are Senators Frank Murkowski (R-AK)
and Larry Craig (R-ID), and Representative Joe Barton
(R-TX). Murkowski is the Senate Energy Committee
chairman, Craig is a member of that committee, and
Barton is chairman of the House Commerce
Subcommittee on Energy. All of these are very powerful
positions that deal with DOE matters.
According to a recent article by Benjamin Grove of the
Las Vegas Sun, these three politicians and their staff
have gone on 77 paid junkets for the nuclear power
industry since 1996, totaling more than US$200,000 in
paid expenses. The Sun found that these trips varied
from low budget overnight trips to an approximately
US$15,000 trip for Murkowski and his wife to visit
Avignon, France for a week.
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Nuclear junket recipients counter that they need
firsthand exposure to sites and the industry because
the information is so technical in nature and sitespecific. They say there is nothing quite like a site visit
to get the full understanding of what is going on. They
claim that the perks included with these trips (like golf
games, five-star hotels, and lavish restaurants) are
minor compared to the rest of the junket cost, and only
offer them a little added enjoyment which is necessary
when dealing with intense, technical issues. They say
they aren’t really swayed by such gifts, and that no
extra influence is attained.
I say bull. If industries weren’t getting what they want
out of these trips, they wouldn’t be spending corporate
money on them. Many Congressmembers like and
expect these perks, and actively seek them out. Maybe
some day soon, this kind of corporate influence will be
outlawed, or our fledgling RE industry will come of age
and be able to exert its own cash influence. I’d rather
the former than the latter, because energy isn’t the only
area where we are losing our democratic process.
Meanwhile, Put Your Finger In the Dike
Many activists believe that the Yucca Mountain facility
will never be licensed. Count me among the hopeful,
but I have nagging fears of what the industry and their
paid politicians will be able to pull off. The draft
environmental impact statement (DEIS) for the Yucca
Mountain project will be subject to a series of public
hearings starting in September (see Access).
Nevadans are gearing up an educational effort for this
summer that will help prepare their communities for
dealing with the DEIS. Then groups like Reno’s Citizen
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Late Breaking News
As we went to press, President Clinton vetoed the
legislation that would have allowed thousands of tons of
radioactive waste to be shipped to Yucca Mountain
(See Power Politics, HP71 & 74). Dump proponents are
trying to gather enough votes to override the veto,
starting with the Senate. So once again it has become
important to call your Senators to let them know your
feelings about this important issue.
Access
Author: Michael Welch, c/o Redwood Alliance,
PO Box 293, Arcata, CA 95518 • 707-822-7884
michael.welch@homepower.com
www.igc.org/redwood
Citizen Alert, PO Box 5339, Reno, NV 89513
775-827-4200 • Fax: 775-827-4299
citizenalert@earthlink.net • www.igc.org/citizenalert
Benjamin Grove, c/o Las Vegas Sun, 800 S. Valley
View, Las Vegas, NV 89107 • Sun: 702-385-3111
Grove: 202-628-3100 x 269 • grove@lasvegassun.com
www.lasvegassun.com
Nuclear Information and Resource Service (NIRS),
1424 16th St. NW #404, Washington, DC 20036
202-328-0002 • Fax: 202-462-2183 • nirsnet@nirs.org
www.nirs.org
Yucca Mountain Draft Environmental Impact Statement
www.ymp.gov/deis.htm
Schedule for Yucca Mountain DEIS Public Hearings
www.ymp.gov/timeline/eis/hearings.htm

®

Some folks might think, “Hey, what’s the big deal—at
least taxpayers aren’t paying for the junkets.” True, we
might not being picking up the tab, but believe me, we
pay for it big time—in loss of citizen access to our
representatives. The same easy access that the nuke
and fossil-fuel industries have to government is keeping
the cash-poor RE industry at its too-slow rate of growth
and acceptance. The democratic process suffers as a
result.

Alert will take their educational show on the road for the
rest of the nation. Support these folks (yeah, send them
some bucks) and be sure to catch their show when it is
near you. If we all act together, we can stop Yucca
Mountain licensing in spite of industry influence.

EPOWER

In 1997, special-interest groups paid about US$6.3
million on travel for Congressmembers and their staff.
Murkowski’s office was the #2 recipient with almost
US$82,000, about 25 percent of which was paid for by
the nuclear industry. Craig was #4 with almost
US$43,000, 30 percent coming from the nuke industry.
According to the article, in 1997 the Nuclear Energy
Institute (NEI, the leading nuke industry lobbyist) paid
for 98 junkets. In 1999, NEI spent US$1.6 million on
lobbying both Republicans and Democrats. That can
buy some real power.

Charger / Booster
Prices
start at

$599.95

EPOWER
1346 W– 400S, Albion, IN 46701
Phone 219-636-2099
www.epowerchargerboosters.com

• 12V–50, 100, 200 Amp
• 24V–25, 50, 100 Amp
• 38–64 lbs.
• Overload Protection
• Regulated Output
• Safety On/Off Switch
• Extended run LP option
available–some models
• OHV engine option
available–some models
• We also make a high
quality OHV, all copper
winding, brushless,
3KW AC generator,
120V or 120/240V

STRENGTHEN

Your Weakest Link
It is often thought that batteries are the weakest
component in a home power system. Our experts
are changing that way of thinking. IES’s proven
DeSulfator® sulfation removal systems are
extending the life of lead acid batteries worldwide.

Get the most out of your investment. . .

INSIST ON THE ORIGINAL.

Office (520) 636-1001
Fax (520) 636-1664
P.O. Box 365, 2655 N. Hwy 89
Chino Valley AZ 86323

INNOVATIVE ENERGY SYSTEMS, INC.
9351-J Philadelphia Rd., P.O. Box 70060, Balto., MD 21237
www.innovativeenergy.com
410.686.3120 • FAX 410.686.4271

MEMBER

HITNEY SOLAR PRODUCTS, INC.
Harmony with Nature

SUSTAINABLE LIVING WORKSHOPS

Promoting Sustainable Living through
Inspirational Environmental Education
• Beginning & Advanced Photovoltaics
• Passive Solar & Ecological Design
• Sustainable Wastewater Design
• Straw Bale Construction
• Solar Hot Water
• Intentional Community
• Timber Framing Workshop

Mention Code 999B for a 10% discount
Contact us for a free brochure of classes

Real Goods Institute for Solar Living
P. O. Box 836, Hopland CA 95449
707.744.2017 isl@rgisl.org www.solarliving.org
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NO SLICK SALESMAN NO HASSLES NO FINE PRINT NO BULL

DISCOUNT SOLAR
“Our Name Means a Great Deal!”

100% Money Back Guarantee
We Install and Service What We Sell
Thousands of Satisfied Customers
Since 1992
Western Arizona’s Largest Solar Dealer
Do It Yourselfers Welcome
RV and Cabin Systems are Our Speciality
Call (520) 927-4551
or visit Discount Solar Online at
www.DiscountSolar.com

ELECTRIC VEHICLE
COMPONENTS, CONVERSION KITS, PUBLICATIONS, VIDEOS,
AND ENGINEERING DESIGN SERVICES FOR THE EV
HOBBYIST AND MANUFACTURER...All components selected
with safety and reliability foremost in mind....We stock and sell the
largest variety of the very best:
♦ ADVANCED DC Motors in 9 variations from 2 HP to 28.5 HP
♦ CURTIS-PMC Controllers, Throttle Potboxes, Footpedals
♦ ALBRIGHT ENG. Main & Reverse Contactors in 6 models
♦ GENERAL ELECTRIC & HEINEMANN Circuit Breakers
♦ BUSSMAN Safety Fuses from 200 to 800 amps
♦ DC-DC Converters from 48 to 200 V input
♦ K & W ENG. & BYCAN Battery Chargers from 48 to 144 V
♦ Full line of CURTIS, WESTBERG, & KTA Meters & Gauges
♦ DELTEC Meter Shunts from 50 to 1000 A
♦ EVCC Adapter Plates, Couplings, Clamps, & Brackets
♦ PRESTOFLEX Welding Cable, MAGNA Lugs, Assy. Tools
♦ CONVERSION KITS for vehicles from 300 to 5000 lbs.
♦ Complete ELECTRATHON Drive & Instrumentation Pkg.
♦ 4 Complete GO KART kits...for up to 90 mph..

COMPONENTS & PUBLICATIONS CATALOG........$5.00
Electric Vehicle components and systems since 1984

944 West 21st Street – Upland, CA 91784 USA
Tel: (909) 949-7914 – FAX: (909) 949-7916
Web: www.kta-ev.com

AUTOMAGIC BATTERY WATERING
WHY YOU SHOULD BUY AN
RCH, DC POWERED VARI-FAN
Our Customers Say it Best......
I’m doing all I can to ‘push’ the RCH fan. I love mine!
Here in the office, it’s mounted right above the chairs where
my missionary clients sit. It runs on 12 volts. The DC to DC
converter makes a big difference! Quite often, the client’s
reaction has been “Wow that feels wonderful and I can’t
even hear it!” Purposefully, I have two other brand-X DC
fans operating. Their operation drives home the message real
quick on how quiet the RCH FAN operates! It’s a wonderful
combination: quiet operation at less cost. It’s the only fan
I’ll sell to my clients. If they want less quality, they have to
buy it somewhere else. The workmanship of the RCH FAN
is something to be proud of! Thanks for quality!
Les Eldeen, Sunbeam Solutions, Tucson, Arizona
Solar Ministry to Third World Countries

www.fanworks.com
e-mail: info@fanworks.com
RCH Fan Works
2173 Rocky Creek Rd.
Colville, WA, USA 99114
Phone (509) 685-0535
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WE MAKE WATER FROM YOUR GAS
Hydrogen and oxygen battery gas catalytically recombined into pure
water and returned to each battery cell. Keeps battery topped off for
extended periods of time and reduces maintenance costs. Explosive
hydrogen gas is virtually eliminated from the battery area. Corrosive
spray and fumes are contained and washed back into each battery cell.
Electrolyte kept strong longer, extending the useful power and life of the
battery. HYDROCAP Vents simply replace the battery’s caps. Battery
maintenance is greatly reduced. Write or call for more information.

Things that Work!

305-696-2504
975 NW 95 St.
Miami, FL 33150

SW
PV

SUMMER SPECIALS
★ MOUNTING HARDWARE FOR
MOST PV MODULES

★ BATTERY ENCLOSURES IN
ALUMINUM, FIBERGLASS, &
STEEL

★ SOLAREX 65 & 80 W MODULES
“MEET OR BEAT” GUARANTEE

Zomeworks

★ ALL TRACE PRODUCTS

b/w on negative

★ COMPLETE HOME POWER KITS
& WATER PUMPING SYSTEMS

3.4 wide
4.5 high

★ WATER MAX PUMPS
EXCLUSIVE DISTRIBUTOR

Southwest PV Systems
& Supply Inc.
212 E. Main St., Tomball, Texas 77375
ph: 281-351-0031
fax: 281-351-8356

email: swpv@southwestpv.com
orderline: 1-800-899-SWPV

“WHERE SERVICE & VALUE
HAVE NO COMPETITION”

You can turn water into juice
using the

STREAM ENGINE

•Operates at heads of 10 feet & up
•Adjustable for maximum power
•Multiple output voltages
•Output over 1KW
•Easy installation
Epoxy Encapsulated Alternator
Waterproof, Water Cooled,
Neodymium Permanent
Magnets, Brushless,
Reconnectable Windings
Precision Cast Bronze
Turgo Wheel
High Efficiency, High Capacity
Also Available:
Hydro components including
turgo & pelton runners, system
design, and tech support

$1695

“This is a very cool machine. It represents a major breakthrough
in microhydro design.” –Bob-O Schultze, Home Power #67

Energy Systems & Design
P.O. Box 4557, Sussex, NB, E4E 5L7, Canada
Tel: (506) 433-3151 • Fax: (506) 433-6151
website: www.microhydropower.com
email: hydropow@nbnet.nb.ca

Things that Work!
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technology choice for the solar collectors. However,
when the economics are based on life cycle cost, there
will be an overall economic savings with solar hot water
compared to not using solar. The failure here is that the
economic system and current building practices do not
reward good design and life cycle costing. But this is
only part of the story.

Don Loweburg

©2000 Don Loweburg

Solar Thermal—
Another Look
olar water heating is underutilized.
Many remember the horror stories
about systems installed in the mid
1970s and early ‘80s during the tax
credit era. There were problems. Some
were because of poor design and
installation, while others were due to
premature failure brought on by a lack
of regular maintenance. With the end of
tax credits, many companies went out of
business, and their customers were left
unsupported.

S

Another setback was the fact that energy prices did not
escalate as some had anticipated. So, should we
conclude that solar thermal is a bad deal—a failed
technology? On the contrary, solar water heating should
be one of the first options implemented globally in the
shift from carbon polluting energy sources to renewable
energy sources. Why isn’t this happening?
High Cost?
Some argue that a major problem with solar water
heating is the high cost of the technology compared to
its economic payback. The payback economics are
variable. Factors involve backup choice (electric,
natural gas, etc.), geographic location, the amount of
hot water produced per day, and the particular
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There is another, institutional problem. In this country, a
great deal of attention and discussion is focused on
electrical energy generation. Electricity deregulation,
distributed generation, restructuring, and renewable
electric generation have captured the attention of
progressive policy planners. Though meager, we are
seeing some incentives for renewable electrical energy
generation—wind, PV, and biomass, for example. Yet
many of these programs offer nothing for solar thermal!
BTUs Are Energy
This ignore-ance is based on a prevailing institutional
view that solar thermal is a load reduction/load
management technology. This is incorrect. Solar
thermal collectors are a generation technology. The
confusion is based on the fact that they produce BTUs
(British thermal units—heat) rather than moving
electrons. Policy designers seem to miss what any first
semester physics student knows. Energy is energy,
whether in the form of BTUs (heat) or moving electrons
(electricity). All forms of non-polluting energy generation
should be equally rewarded.
The fundamental value of renewables is that they
capture available energy without any emissions.
Carbon energy resources used to heat water will emit
tons of CO 2 over the life of the system. These
emissions are presently not accounted for
economically. But the cost is very real. CO2 is pollution.
Shouldn’t polluters pay to mitigate the damage they
produce?
Those who argue against CO2 pollution regulation are
no different than folks who argue that they should be
allowed to throw garbage in the alley or along the
roadside. Most of us would have big problems with the
latter. If non-polluting technologies like solar water
heating were rewarded for avoided environmental
damage, there would be a lot more solar water heaters
out there.
We Have the Data
The Inventory of U.S. Greenhouse Gas Emissions and
Sinks: 1990-1997 is published by the EPA, and is
available to the public. (“Sinks” are green growing
things, everything from trees to algae, which take CO2
out of the atmosphere and “fix” it back to a usable
energy source.) This compilation is a rich source of

Independent Power Providers

data presented from different perspectives. Here are
some of the key findings:
• The largest source of CO2 and of overall greenhouse
gas pollution in the United States is fossil fuel
combustion (81% and increasing).
• The overall effects of carbon combustion are
becoming very clear. From 1750 to the present time,
global CO2 levels in the atmosphere have risen 28
percent.

Ray’s site does not have an institutional or bureaucratic
affiliation. Ray has a point of view, but invites people to
visit the numerous links and resources and make up
their own minds. There are many links, including those
listing appliance efficiency. Visitors looking for PV links
may be disappointed, since the site’s emphasis is on
efficiency. I don’t have a problem with this. Efficiency
and renewable generation are complementary solutions
to global carbon pollution.

• Two major human activities in the United States are
responsible for over half of the total carbon pollution.
Transportation activities account for 30 percent of
CO 2 pollution, and utility electric generation
contributes 36 percent.

California PV Rebate
The California PV rebate program has paid over
US$3,000,000 to California homeowners and
businesses. In the process, the program has
encouraged the installation of over 255 PV systems,
with a total electrical output of over 1.5 megawatts. The
California Energy Commission manages the Emerging
Renewables Trust Fund, which has enough funding
available for several years.

The utility component bears special attention. Though
utilities produce 36 percent of the pollution, they only
produce 28 percent of the national energy. This
apparent incongruity occurs because utilities rely on
coal, the most polluting source of energy (next to
nuclear), for over half of their total energy requirements.
Because utility power is the source of a
disproportionate share of CO2 pollution, replacing utility
generation with non-polluting renewable generation
should be a priority.

In addition to putting PV on rooftops and reducing
carbon pollution, the program’s goal is to improve the
quality of installed systems. Several program
requirements achieve this. System output in AC watts is
rewarded, rather than the inflated DC module output
watts (measured at an unrealistic 70°F). Also,
components and installation must be warranted for five
years. Though modules generally have no problems
qualifying, inverters—which typically have only a two
year warranty—don’t yet make the grade.

• As a consequence of the greenhouse effect, the
average global temperature has increased about one
degree Fahrenheit.

Electrical Efficiency Must Improve
Renewable energy generation is only part of the big
picture. Just as important as non-polluting generation
technologies are the ways that energy is used (and
wasted). Efficiency improvements in motors,
compressors, and lighting have been available for many
years. Using off-the-shelf technology, residential energy
use per capita in the United States could be reduced 50
percent by relying on efficiency improvements.
I base this conclusion on my twenty years of living offgrid. Our home and business operate on about 9 KWH
per day, and we enjoy a very comfortable lifestyle. The
point is not that everyone should live off-grid, but rather
that the off-grid experience has provided a laboratory to
demonstrate and prove what is possible using readily
available energy efficiency measures.
For More Information
Ray Darby is an energy professional and activist in
California. We met at a meeting in Sacramento,
California a few months ago. Our conversation touched
on many of the points above, and he mentioned that he
maintains a personal Web site. I’ve visited the site, and
I think it should get a plug (www.theenergyguy.com).

This creates a dilemma for system installers who are
either providing extended warranties out of their own
pockets, or charging the customer for factory extended
warranties and pushing up the price of the system. It is
time inverter manufacturers stepped up and offered a
standard five year warranty. The first to do so will
certainly get my business. Finally, installed system
quality is maintained by a local inspection requirement
and by the commission’s own quality assurance
program, which spot checks installed systems
randomly.
Buying & Selling PV
Responsible dealer-installers have been searching for
ways to serve new customers while competing with the
direct sales “big box” type outlets. Installing dealers
know the value of what they offer, but often the potential
customer may not be very well informed. An installer
may get calls for a price quote on a system, but the
potential customer does not know what is needed. In
essence, the caller is asking for a parts list (de facto
design) with pricing. Sometimes a potential customer
calls with a price on an inverter and panels, wanting a
better price. During the conversation, it becomes
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evident that the caller thinks these components are all
that is needed for a solar-electric system.
Most often the callers are not fully informed of the
complexities of an installed PV system. Maybe they are
new readers of Home Power, and haven’t had time to
digest the wealth of good design and technical
information available. But they have scanned the many
ads for RE gear and systems. Having some “best”
pricing in hand from one of the low-ball parts marts, the
shopper calls around.
Often the discount outlets offer free design, unlimited
customer support and wiring diagrams, all included at
no extra cost. When such a potential customer talks to
a full service dealer, there is often a breakdown. The
breakdown must be understood from the perspective of
the customer.
The customer may not fully know the difference
between boxes of components drop shipped on their
doorstep and a well-designed and complete PV system.
Remember, those whose mission it is to push product
will emphasize how easy and simple it is to set up a
solar-electric system. The customer may not be aware
of the difference between a real custom design and a
boilerplate diagram that anyone with a computer or
copy machine can crank out.
Potential customers can’t value what they don’t know.
Those of us with a knowledge base of installed
systems, and the expertise that comes with that
experience, need to kindly communicate these facts.
Most people are intelligent enough to know that you get
what you pay for.
The Devil in the Details
Distributed generation (DG) in its broadest scope
includes almost all non-centrally located generation.
The degree of distribution can be quite variable. A PV
panel on an off-grid yurt and a gasoline generator in the
back of a pickup truck both qualify as DG. A wind farm
may be quite large compared to the needs of a home or
business, but can still be considered small (distributed)
from the point of view of central utility generation.
Another significant variable in DG is fuel type. Though a
gas-fired micro turbine may represent a significant
improvement in efficiency and pollution when compared
to central utility generation that uses coal as fuel, a gasfired turbine still produces significant pollution when
compared to renewable DG. All DG is not equal.
Last year the California Public Utilities Commission
(CPUC) began hearings on DG. The proceeding titled
Order Instituting Rulemaking (OIR) 99-10-025 is
intended to provide input to the commission so that they
can address the special issues relevant to DG.
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Participants in this process include a wide variety of
principals. These include utilities, independent
generators, energy marketers, large commercial and
industrial users, consumer advocates, environmental
groups, and equipment manufacturers. Missing to date
from this list are participants from the PV industry!
The Photovoltaic Distributed Power Coalition has been
formed so that the interests of the PV community are
incorporated into any rules and procedures the
commission may create regarding DG. The coalition
includes manufacturers, distributors, IPP, and CAL
SEIA. The purpose of the coalition is to present before
the CPUC these key attributes and needs of distributed
photovoltaic generation:
• Remove onerous interconnection policies;
• Eliminate standby charges for PV systems;
• Extend the PV net metering law to larger commercial
and industrial photovoltaic installations;
• Capture the economic benefits that distributed PV
installations provide to the utility distribution,
transmission, and power management systems;
• Curb business practices that enable utilities to
discourage the deployment of distributed PV power;
• Remove or avoid regulatory practices that create
barriers to the deployment of distributed power, such
as exit fees, anti-bypass contracts, stranded cost
charges, and various tariff restrictions.
Participating in these proceedings is costly. The
coalition has retained representation by a person who
not only understands the regulatory process from the
inside, but is also conversant with PV and DG. To help
us support this effort, IPP is asking for immediate
donations. Members who have not paid dues lately,
please do so—and kick in a little extra. Non-members
who have a commitment to PV and understand what’s
at stake and the potential benefits, please support this
project. Any amount is welcome, but please send
something that is commensurate with your commitment
to PV and your pocketbook. If you have reservations,
please be willing to stretch a bit from your present
position.
This OIR proceeding is important not only in California.
If a favorable regulatory context is created in California,
it will have influence in other states. If you think that offgrid PV is the only cost-effective application worthy of
support, consider the cost reductions in PV taking place
with grid penetration. Certainly everyone benefits.
There are no “proper” applications for PV. We want to
see it everywhere. Please make your checks payable to
IPP, with the memo “OIR.”

Vermont Solar Engineering
800.286.1252 - fax 802.863.7908

Not your big-box Solar Mart

Access
Author: Don Loweburg, IPP, PO Box
231, North Fork, CA 93643
559-877-7080 • Fax: 559-877-2980
don.loweburg@homepower.com
www.homepower.com/ipp
National Service Center for
Environmental Publications
(NSCEP), 11305 Reed Hartman
Hwy., Cincinnati, OH 45241
800-490-9198 or 513-489-8190
Fax: 513-489-8695
ncepimal@one.net
www.epa.gov/globalwarming/emissi
ons/national
Download EPA greenhouse gas
inventory
The Energy Guy, a sustainable
energy resource site
Comments@TheEnergyGuy.com
www.TheEnergyGuy.com
Sandy Miller, Emerging Renewables
Buydown, California Energy
Commission, 1516 9th St., MS 45,
Sacramento, CA 95814
916-653-2834
Fax: 916-653-2543
smiller@energy.state.ca.us
www.energy.ca.gov/greengrid/index.
htm
Buydown Information:
800-555-7794, or for weekly funding
update call 800-900-3594

Introducing...

We pride ourselves on being a
hands-on dealer/installer, offering
designs and components fieldproven in our several hundred installations.
We didn’t arrive on the scene yesterday, and
won’t disappear after the sale, either. So if
you’re looking for support from an active
field installer instead of an order desk sales
rep, please give a call.
The ChargeboostTM Transformer
squeezes up to the maximum current
from a modified sine wave inverter’s
battery charger. If your inverter’s
charger & generator are not
performing well together, you’ll be
impressed with the results. $139
3 KW Auto-toroidTM
Transformer, A high efficiency,
UL listed, lightweight 120/240
volt step-up toroidal unit.
Includes 20a, dp output circuit
breaker. Factory wound for
Vt. Solar. $299

ONLY
$

799
(15 cu. ft.)

Height 34”, Width 36”, Depth 23 5/8”, Weight 168 Lbs
Features - 5 gas burners, one central with double flame
12,000 BTU Giant oven (5 cu. ft) + 11,000 BTU gas grill/broiler
Rotiserrie - Removable tempered glass lid - auto ingnition on hob
Thermostat - Springlock - Safety/Quality tested by CE/TUV

11 Refrigerators Models
Priced from $399

Surrette KS21 2v, 1000 ahr battery
Designed for maximum cycles and
infrequent watering. Expected to last
15+ years in service, this battery has
a 10 year warranty (3 years unconditional, 7 years pro-rated), and
is among the toughest, longest
lasting lead acid you’ll find anywhere.
12 vdc 1000 ahr string (6 cells) . . . . . . . . $1,259
24 vdc 1000 ahr string (12 cells) . . . . . . . $2,496
CH375-L16
...Other
6v, 375 ahr,
Surrette
Batteries 5 year warranty.
$ 189

T12-250
12v, 225 ahr, 7 year warranty.
$ 239

Trojan T-105
6v, 220 ahr
$69

Model 2020 Bogart
TriMetric meter
a customer favorite –
only $169 including shunt
and shipping !!

California Public Utilities
Commission, 505 Van Ness Ave.,
San Francisco, CA 94102
415-703-2160
Fax: 415-703-1758
abr@cpuc.ca.gov
www.cpuc.ca.gov/dg-r9910025
Order Instituting Rulemaking (OIR),
making new rules for DG

Servel Propane Fridge
This 8.0 cu. Ft. propane unit is both
attractive and efficient. Features
include reversible doors and a
battery operated cabinet light. It
consumes 1.1 lbs. of propane per
day, and no venting is required.
White or almond. $1049

Solar Modules
(15 cu. ft)

Siemens SP75 75 watt (17v@4.4a ) . . . . . $ 399
Siemens SR100 100 watt (17v@5.9a ) . . . $ 495
AstroPower AP1106 110 watt (16.7v@6.6a). . $ 529
Protect your
Investment !!

Delta Lightning Arrestors
LA 302 R (ac protection) . . . $ 29
LA 302 DC (dc protection) . $ 39

** SHIPPING EXTRA except where indicated
Worlds largest & coldest CGA
AGA approved refrigerator

Tel: (858) 587-9766 • Fax: (858) 587-9865
e-mail: sales@explorerfridges.com
www.explorerfridges.com
7010 Carroll Rd., San Diego, CA 92121

Vermont Solar Engineering
PO Box 697
Burlington, Vt. 05402
Hands-on dealer / designer / installer
of the best in renewables since 1991
Call or visit our web site for on-line
ordering and special offers.

www.vtsolar.com
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SUNAMP POWER CO.
WE ARE
SELLING THE SUN!
15 YEARS OF QUALITY SERVICE & PRODUCTS
CATALOGS
AND
DESIGN
AVAILABLE

SYSTEMS
HOME ELECTRIC
WATER PUMPING
DC LIGHTING
WHITE LEDs
EVAP COOLING
PURE WATER

SOLAR
MODULES
WIND
GENERATORS
AND MORE

7850 E. Evans Rd, S-104
Scottsdale, AZ 85260

800-677-6527
www.sunamp.com
E-MAIL US AT:
sunamp@sunamp.com

3312 STANFORD NE, ALBUQUERQUE, NM 87107

$469.

3S30 Three Stage PWM Charge Controller
Full featured 3 stage
30 amp PWM Charge
Controller for best
battery performance
and longevity.
Complete digital
metering. Oversized
#6 wire connectors.
New DSC circuitry for cool efficient operation. Safe for
all batteries. Available in 12 and 24 volt models. Easy
installation. Available world wide.

B. Z. Products, Inc.
7614 Marion Ct., St. Louis, MO 63143, USA
tel: 314-644-2490, fax: 314-644-6121
email: bzp@inlink.com

Phoenix Composting Toilet System
Odorless • Waterless • Large Capacity
Low Energy Requirements • Owner-Friendly
Advanced Composting Systems
195 Meadows RD
Whitefish, MT 59937
Voice: 406-862-3854
Fax: 406-862-3855
phoenix@compostingtoilet.com
www.compostingtoilet.com
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Sunergy Systems, LTD
Box 70, Cremona AB T0M 0R0
Voice/fax: 403-637-3973
sunergy@telusplanet.net
In British Columbia:
Voice: 250-751-0053
Fax: 250-751-0063
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Now! RParts carries
Planet DC refrigerators
and freezers. We have
everything to meet all your
refrigeration needs at RPrices.
Guaranteed lowest.

Call 800-720-3907 for a brochure

RPARTS
REFRIGERATION PARTS SOLUTION

P.O. BOX 5633 BERKELEY, CA 94705-0633
(800) 720-3907 (510) 436-3962 FAX (510) 533-5605
rparts@rparts.com www.rparts.com

Solar Pathfinder
The Best Tool For Solar Site Analysis
✷
✷
✷
✷

Easy to Use
Fast & Accurate
Diagrams from 0–66° N & 0–49° S
Pathfinder with metal case & tripod
$210, Handheld $135 (+ shipping)

Your Source for
Non-electric Appliances
Danby

Aqua Star Peerless-Premier

®

“Good things come in small packages”

3680 Hwy 438, Dept HP
Pleasantville, TN 37147
Phone & Fax 931-593-3552
Propane
Refrigerator

DPR2260W 125B LP/NG

SOLAR COOLING

$995.00

WITH

Energy Outfitters Ltd.

ULTRA LOW ENERGY – 25 TO 80 WATTS!
The most efficient coolers on the planet.
12 & 24 Volt DC Evaporative Coolers
For Your Home or Vehicle (KAR KOOL)
Call SOUTHWEST SOLAR
(520) 885-7925 Tuscon, Arizona, USA
southwest-solar.com

Plus Motor Freight

P.O. Box 1888
136 S. Redwood Hwy.
Cave Junction, OR 97523
Order Line: 800 GO SOLAR
(800-467-6527)
Fax: 888 597-5357
E-mail:sales@energyoutfitters.com

Models: NG/LP
• 38B
$375
• 125B
$628
125BS (solar)
$685
125X (elect. ign.)
$730
• 170LP/NG
$995
• Power Vents
125 Series
$295
170 Series
$379
• Call for complete model
availability

SDK240 LP/NG
Models:
• 24” Range GCK100
$415
w/elec.ign. SCK100
$455
• 30” Range GFK1000 $398
w/elect. ign. SFK1000
$438
SFK240
$497
sealed top SDK110
$465
Pictured SDK240
$513
• 36” Range GLK100
$495
w/elect. ign. SLK100
$542
5 burner SLK249
$698
6 burner SRK24R
$733
• Call for complete catalog and
availability

On the WEB at www.energyoutfitters.com
SAVE THE EARTH
...every time
you dial the
phone.
Founded and run by
environmental groups,
the only long distance
company to give 100%
of its profits to non-profit
environmental campaigns.

1-888-EARTH-TONES
(1-888-327-8486)
www.earth-tones.com

100% of Our Profits

Since 1993

SolarRoofs.com
Complete Solar Water Heaters starting at $895!

FIREBALL
2001
PV Options
Color Options
Patented Design
Dealer Inquiries
Welcome
Check out these Architecturally Attractive,
Very Easy to Install, & Affordable Systems!

We are Web based: www.solarroofs.com
SolarRoofs.com, Carmichael, CA • (916) 481-7200
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Code Corner

Where To
Use Which
Conductor
John Wiles
Sponsored by the Photovoltaic Systems Assistance Center, Sandia National
Laboratories

here are always questions about
exactly which cable types can be
used in each of the various
locations in a PV system. This Code
Corner will build on the information
presented in my last column, and look at
each part of a PV system with respect to
the types of cables that might be
allowed under the National Electrical
Code (NEC).

T

PV Module Interconnections
Let’s start at the PV module, where the electrical
energy originates. PV modules get hot when they
operate. Module junction box temperatures above 70°C
(158°F) have been measured. The modules are also in
exposed outdoor locations. Junction boxes have been
found filled with water, even days after the last rain.
With these things in mind, you can see why the NEC
requires PV wiring to be rated for use in wet and high
temperature environments. In fact, the code requires
any wiring that will be exposed, or installed in conduit in
exposed or underground locations to be wet rated.
The NEC permits module wiring to consist of singleconductor exposed cables between the module junction
boxes and any array-mounted combiner/overcurrent
box or array-mounted disconnect box. This allowance
for exposed single-conductor PV module wiring is one
of the very few places in the code where such wiring is
allowed. In fact, local codes—particularly codes
involving commercial and not residential installations—
may prohibit such exposed conductors.
One of the best conductor types that meets the
temperature and moisture requirements for this
exposed PV module wiring is type USE-2. See Code
Corner, HP76, for a description of this and other cables.
Type USE cable is only rated for 75°C (167°F), and is
not suitable for this application unless installed in areas
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where ambient temperatures stay below about 30°C
(86°F). Type SE cable may also be used when it has an
insulation rated for 90°C (194°F). Note that some types
of SE cable have only 75°C (167°F) insulation—the
rating will be marked on the cable. Although the code
mentions type UF cable, this cable generally has only a
60°C (140°F) or 75°C (167°F) rating, which is not
adequate for most module wiring.
The NEC also generally allows any other wiring method
covered in the code to be used for module wiring. For
example, type TC cable as a single-conductor exposed
cable or as a two-conductor jacketed cable may be
used when marked sunlight resistant. Other types of
conductors may also be used if installed in conduit for
physical and ultraviolet (UV) protection. Commonly
available conductor types that can be installed in
conduit and that are suitable for module wiring are
THWN-2, THW-2, RHW-2, and XHHW-2.
Some of these cables may have additional markings
such as the dual-marked THWN-2/THHN and USE2/RHW-2. In these cases, the cable takes on the
properties of each type, and the most strenuous rating
can be used. Cables that do not have any of the
markings listed in the previous paragraph should not be
used. For example, a common type THHN conductor
with no other type markings is not suitable for use in
conduit for PV module wiring.
Note: A conductor marked with only type USE or USE-2
may not be installed in conduit inside buildings because
it does not have the necessary flame retardant. In many
cases, these USE-2 cables are also dual marked with
type RHW-2, and type USE cable is accompanied by
the RHW type marking. These dual-marked cables are
suitable for use as exposed single-conductor cables
and as cables inside conduits in buildings.
Wiring In Conduit
If conduit is used for module wiring, it should be
electrical conduit. Such conduit comes in several rigid,
flexible, metallic, and nonmetallic styles. Each style has
matching fittings and/or cements that must be used.
Plumbing PVC conduit is not allowed, nor is plumbing
PVC cement to be used to cement electrical
nonmetallic conduit.
Standard galvanized plumbing pipe and pipe fittings
should not be substituted for rigid electrical conduit and
electrical conduit fittings even though they are the same
size. Threads and manufacturing methods are different
for each. When using flexible nonmetallic conduit, the
three-piece compression fittings should be used instead
of the one-piece fittings. The one-piece fittings are only
listed for 60°C (140°F) and there have been reports of
them coming loose in PV installations.

Code Corner

Wiring Between PV Array & PV Disconnect
The wiring from the PV combiner/overcurrent box to the
PV disconnect and charge controller located some
distance away should use one of the other wiring
methods allowed by the code for all electrical systems
(not the exposed single-conductor cables allowed by
Article 690). Conductors exposed to outdoor
environments must either be in conduit or of a cable
type listed for outdoor environments (such as type UF).
Outdoor wiring systems include conductors installed in
conduits as described above, sheathed (jacketed) multiconductor tray cable (when installed in cable trays or
other approved raceways), and sheathed
multiconductor UF cable (where the 60°C (140°F)
temperature limitations can be met).
Several less commonly used and available cable types
described in the NEC may also be used in some
situations, but they usually are more difficult to obtain
and install. These include armored cable, electrical
nonmetallic tubing, metal clad cable, and others.
When the wiring is run through indoor areas, several
wiring methods may be used. Conductors in conduit are
also appropriate in this area. In this case, the conduits
are not exposed to wet, outdoor conditions and there
are more conductor types allowed. In addition to the
conductor types mentioned above, the following types
are allowed in conduit: THHN, THWN, THW, THH,
RHH, TW, XHHW, and XHH. Some of these conductors
and type NM, nonmetallic sheathed cable, have only
60°C (140°C) temperature rating, which would preclude
their use in hot attics. Type UF sheathed cables may
also be used indoors. Each of these wiring methods
has specific installation requirements detailed in the
NEC.
Power Center/Battery/Inverter Wiring
Wiring between the battery and the inverter, power
center, and charge controller is usually heavier than
other wiring in the system. To meet NEC requirements,
this wiring usually consists of single conductors
installed in conduit for physical protection. In some
cases, large-gauge type NM sheathed cable may be
used where it has the physical protection required by
the NEC.
The normal stranding for conductors in the #1/0 to #4/0
(53–107 mm2) size range is seven to thirteen strands
per conductor. This stranding makes for a pretty stiff
conductor. However, all listed electrical equipment has
sufficient wire bending room to deal with this cable, and
commercial and industrial electricians routinely handle
these and larger sized conductors without problems. PV
installers who prefer not to deal with these stiff
conductors may purchase flexible conductors at an
added cost from PV and electrical equipment

distributors. Types RHW and THW are usually available
in high-stranded flexible versions.
Equipment-Grounding Conductors
Conductors used for equipment grounding may be bare
(without insulation) or have green-colored insulation. If
insulated conductors are used, the type of conductor
must comply with the guidelines discussed above.
Uninsulated conductors used as equipment-grounding
conductors have no temperature or moisture limitations;
however, they must be installed so that they meet code
requirements for such conductors. Generally, these
conductors must be run with the circuit conductors, and
will therefore be run in conduit or manufactured as one
of the conductors in a sheathed cable.
Summary
The PV designer/installer has a wide variety of
conductors and wiring methods to choose from. Each
method has advantages and restrictions. A thorough
knowledge of the requirements in the National
Electrical Code will provide insights that will enable
safe, cost-effective PV systems to be installed.
If you have questions about the NEC or the
implementation of PV systems following the
requirements of the NEC, feel free to call, fax, email, or
write me. Sandia National Laboratories sponsors my
activities in this area as a support function to the PV
industry. This work was supported by the United States
Department of Energy under Contract DE-AC0494AL8500. Sandia is a multi-program laboratory
operated by Sandia Corporation, a Lockheed Martin
Company, for the United States Department of Energy.
Access
Author: John C. Wiles, Southwest Technology
Development Institute, New Mexico State University,
Box 30,001/ MSC 3 SOLAR, Las Cruces, NM 88003
505-646-6105 • Fax: 505-646-3841 • jwiles@nmsu.edu
www.nmsu.edu/~tdi
Sponsor: Sandia National Laboratories, Ward Bower,
Department 6218, PO Box 5800 MS 0753,
Albuquerque, NM 87185-0753 • 505-844-5206
Fax: 505-844-6541 • wibower@sandia.gov
www.sandia.gov/pv
National Electrical Code® and NEC® are registered
trademarks of the National Fire Protection Association.
The 1999 NEC and the NEC Handbook are available
from the NFPA, 11 Tracy Dr., Avon, MA 02322
800-344-3555 or 508-895-8300 • Fax: 800-593-6372 or
508-895-8301 • custserv@nfpa.org • www.nfpa.org
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NEW ENGLAND
SOLAR ELECTRIC, INC.
3 South Worthington Road, PO Box 435
Worthington, MA 01098
1-800-914-4131
This is the most popular book for PV remote
homes. It is written and published by
New England Solar Electric Inc.
“Best all around book on wiring your PV
system.”
Real Goods Sourcebook

“Our favorite book for Do-It-Yourselfers.”
Windy Dankoff, Dankoff Solar Products

$16.95 plus $3 PPS

“This should become the bible for alternative
(includes our $3 catalog) energy users.”
Ken Cox, Trace Inverters

Send $3 for our 80 page catalog and product guide
Servel/Dometic Gas Refrigerators. Trace Inverters. Trojan Batteries.
Siemens & Solarex PV modules, Osram Bulbs. Thinlite Fixtures
Aquastar Hot Water Heaters. AIR 403 Wind Generators

Best book, most user friendly catalog,
& best kits in the business.

CHEAPESTSOLAR
.COM
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Ttheiredcountry,
of city living, retired to
or just searching
for a better way of life . . .
thousands of eager readers are
moving in the right direction—
BACKHOME. It’s the magazine of
sustainable, self-reliant living,
each issue jam-packed with
information chosen to guide
you toward a more satisfying,
more productive life on your own terms.

Take control of your life and try BACKHOME—

we’re sure you won’t be disappointed.
Each issue is filled with detailed articles on:
• Owner-built and mortgage-free homes
• Alternative and renewable energy
• Small and rare-breed livestock for food & profit
• Successful home business
• Do-it-Yourself auto and workshop projects
• Alternative and home education
One year/six issues $18.97.
Two years $34.97. Sample issue $4.00
For information contact BACK HOME Magazine,
www.BackHomeMagazine.com
P.O. Box 70-HP , Hendersonville, NC 28793, or call

800-992-2546

www.electroauto.com

MINI
12/8

MINI
12/8
CA Lic. #661052

Our 17th Year Offgrid!
We provide excellent service
and technical support.
Residential Power • Water Systems • Communications
Wind • PV • Hydro • Custom Design • Installation • Mail Order
All Major Brands

SunFrost

SIEMENS

Low Cost. High Performance 8 amp PWM Charge Controllers.
Ideal for RV’s, marine, commercial applications.
For all battery types & chemistries.
Five year warranty
Available world wide

B. Z. Products, Inc.

California Rebates!

7614 Marion Ct., St. Louis, MO 63143, USA
tel: 314-644-2490, fax: 314-644-6121
email: bzp@inlink.com

e-mail: ofln@aol.com
http://www.psnw.com/~ofln
located in the central Sierra, near Yosemite

MEMBER

P.O. Box 231
North Fork, CA
93643

G
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T
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Pony Enterprises
Offering affordable custom services
to small businesses for single projects
or recurring needs.
Design & Production Services Include:
• Mechanical Design
• CAD Drafting
• Machining & Prototyping
• DC Wiring
• Short Run Assembly & Production
Documentation & Marketing Services Include:
• Technical Writing
• Article Writing
• Web Site Design & Maintenance
We provide “a little extra horsepower”
to take your project to completion.
Pony Enterprises
POB 1113, Felton, CA 95018
phone: 831-429-1994 • email: electro@cruzio.com
web site: www.cruzio.com/~ponyent/

AC/DC Inverters, Solar Electric Modules

1-888-SOLARNOW
Toll Free

HORIZON INDUSTRIES
We Sell The Best
& Service The Rest
Mention This Ad & Receive A Free 100 Page Catalog

2120 W Mission Rd (# L), Escondido, CA 92029

(760) 480-0403
www.horizonsolar.com

Water Pumps, DC Lights, DC Appliances

Batteries, Charge Controllers

OFFLINE

DC/Propane Refrig, Track Rack

(559) 877-7080

CC Expedition
The World’s Brightest
LED Flashlight

$5995
Batteries &
Shipping Incl.

Features:
• 7 SuperBright White LEDs • Waterproof/Shockproof
• Full Brightness for Over
• Unbreakable LED Bulbs
40 Hours on 3 ‘C’ Cell
Last for Thousands of Hours
Alkaline Batteries
• Durable “Twist On/Twist Off”
Switch

r
Call fo
E
E
R
F
g
Catalo

Made In USA

800-522-8863 • ccrane.com
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Home & Heart

Home
&
Heart
A

The oven box is made of 3/8 inch plywood covered with
marine canvas. The material is used for many marine
applications, and is UV and water resistant. With 1 1/2
inches of oven-type insulation, there is no danger of
outgassing. The interior of the cooker is sheathed in
sheet metal painted with high temperature flat black
paint.

Kathleen Jarschke-Schultze
©2000 Kathleen Jarschke-Schultze

t the end of last summer, I was
introduced to a new production
model solar cooker. It is made to
cook efficiently in the summer, and also
in the winter, when the sun is lower in
our sky.
The Sunlight Cooker
The Sunlight Cooker came to me in a custom-made
corrugated cardboard shipping box. It was well
protected from dings and dents. The boxed unit was
light enough that I had no problem carrying it.
There are three different models of the Sunlight Cooker.
The Small is 16 by 13 by 13 inches, with the inside area
10.5 by 9.5 by 4.5 inches deep, sloping to 9.5 inches in
back. It costs US$239. The Medium is 19 by 15 by 16
inches, with the inside area 15 by 12.5 by 4.5 inches
deep, sloping to 11.5 inches in back. It costs US$279.
The Large is 24 by 18 by 20 inches, with the inside area
19.5 by 17 by 4.5 inches deep, sloping to 13.5 inches in
back. Its price is US$349. I have the Medium model.
The cooker is a multiple-reflector style. This style is
sometimes called the 30°/60° cooker. It was patented
and popularized by solar pioneer Dan Halacy in the
1970s. The makers of the Sunlight Cooker worked with
the Halacys many years ago. This cooker is made so
that two different sides can become the bottom of the
cooker, resulting in a choice of two different glass
angles, 30 or 60 degrees. This allows the cooker to
focus when the sun is either high or low in the sky.
The polished aluminum reflectors fold out easily and set
up quickly. It takes me less than one minute to unfold
and position the cooker for use. There are four main
reflectors (top, bottom, right, and left). The right and left
reflectors each have two additional wedge-shaped,
piano-hinged reflectors attached to their sides. These
slip into slots on the main reflectors, and are secured
with Velcro tape on the non-reflective side. When folded
for moving or storage, the hook-and-loop tape secures
the reflectors closed on the unit. There is also a sturdy
handle on the shortest side for easy carrying.
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The wood-framed, glazed door is plate glass with a
secure leather tab for a handle. If the inside paint is
scratched or rubbed off, it is easily repainted. Since the
door glazing is plate glass, it is also easily replaced if
damaged.
There is an ingenious focusing target drawn on the
outside of the cooking box. It corresponds with a small
hole cut into one reflector. When the sunlight comes
through the hole and hits the direct center of the target,
the cooker is in perfect focus.
Performance
I’ve used the Sunlight Cooker in winter and in summer,
and I’m excited by its performance. It is sturdy and
stable in a wind. This is an important point for me, since
we live in a canyon with a mountain at one end and a
lake at the other. The cooler upper air and warmer
lower air act like a thermal flywheel. In short, the
canyon is usually windy. Winter also brings shorter
daylight hours in our canyon. I was able to utilize the
30°/60° feature of the cooker to my great satisfaction.
I have cooked the usual array of chickens, roasts,
casseroles, and breads. I’ve found the Sunlight Cooker
Kathleen’s medium sized Sunlight Cooker.

Home & Heart

to be efficient, effective, and easy to use. No matter
what the ambient temperature, if it’s sunny, the Sunlight
Cooker cooks. It takes about twenty minutes to preheat
the cooker to 350°F. The temperature goes down some
when I put the food in, but it rises again as it cooks.

these heat-proof glass measuring bowls. There are
several brands available. Heat-proof glass measuring
cups and bowls are sold all over. It is a common retail
item in any cookware store and in a lot of other nonspecialty stores.

In the winter, I did tend the cooker more carefully. I
refocused the cooker about every hour, being careful to
set it up so that the sun was always moving into focus,
therefore getting hotter, not leaving full focus and
getting cooler. We did not have much snow this year, so
I never did cook in the snow.

Another type of glass solar cookware I have been using
for years is Visionware. So I knew about the
effectiveness of cooking in glass, tinted or clear.
Visionware has the added attraction of having lids. I
have used the amber and cranberry Visionware with
equal success.

This is a really swell solar cooker. It is easy to use and
store, portable for long or short distances, and big
enough to cook a family’s meals. I really enjoy using the
Sunlight Cooker. It is very well made and will last a long
time. I feel it is well worth the price. The manufacturer
has a great Web site with more pictures, and other
products and background.

Just Solar Cook It!
Solar cooking season is here. Get out and do it!
Experiment with recipes and cookware. Make your
family a solar-cooked meal. It will turn out delicious
more often than not. You’ll be surprised at how easy it
is.

Accidental Cookware
Quite by accident I discovered some unique and
effective solar cookware. My friend Lynne had given me
a two quart heat-proof glass measuring bowl. It
immediately became my favorite bowl. I use it for
everything. It’s big, it pours, it microwaves, it’s easy to
clean, it has a handle—I love it.
I could probably get rid of half of my mixing bowls now
because I never use them. This would please Bob-O.
He says I have way too much cooking equipment. I
argue that these things are my tools. You have to have
the right tool for the right job. I don’t go through his tool
box (heaven forbid!) and tell him he should get rid of
two of the four 1/2 inch box-end wrenches he has. I
haven’t let any bowls go yet—I might need them.
April Fool’s day was sunny and clear—perfect
conditions to roast a whole chicken in the Sunlight
Cooker. I had mixed up a marinade of sesame oil,
White Zinfandel wine, Bragg Liquid Amino, black
pepper, and garlic. I had the chicken and marinade in
the two quart measuring bowl. When I wanted to pour
the marinade over the chicken, all I had to do was hold
the chicken in the bowl with a wooden spoon, pour the
marinade into a small canning jar, and repour the
marinade over the chicken. Short and sweet.

Access
Author: Kathleen Jarschke-Schultze is building more
hives for her friends, the bees, at her home in
Northernmost California, c/o Home Power, PO Box 520,
Ashland, OR 97520
kathleen.jarschke-schultze@homepower.com
The Sunlight Cooker, Solar-Ovens.com, PO Box 3223,
Flagstaff, AZ 86003 • 520-773-0344
chuck@solar-ovens.com • www.solar-ovens.com

Lake Superior Renewable Energy
A.D. & P.C. Jasmin, Proprietors – A. Durst, Associate
Wind Generators • Towers • Batteries
Charge Controllers • Inverters • Backup Generators
Battery Chargers • Site Evaluation
Complete Systems Troubleshooting and Repair Service
Surplus Military & Computer Grade Electronics
We also do: Custom Computer Building / Upgrading / Networking
Custom and Classic Motorcycle Electrical System Rewiring

819 Maple Grove Rd., Duluth, MN 55811
(218) 722-6749
e-mail: slakjaw@aol.com • web: http://members.tripod.com/~LSRE

I was then struck by a scathingly brilliant idea. If I
covered the top of the measuring bowl with microwaveproof plastic wrap, I could just roast the chicken in the
bowl! By using the same method I used to marinade, I
could easily baste the cooking chicken. Voila! Victory!
Success!
Now I can mix and bake in the same bowl. I need
another two-quart model, and a one-quart model of
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Book Review

Systems has proven to be one of the leaders in pushing
and pulling non-polluting energy technologies toward
the mainstream. Tom Koppel’s new book tells the
engaging, sometimes turbulent story of how Ballard
attained that front-runner status.
From Batteries to Fuel Cells
Ballard started out working on advanced lithium
batteries. But they soon changed their focus to
hydrogen fuel cells, particularly for transportation
applications, and that’s where they’ve made their mark.
A fuel cell works much like a battery. But rather than
charging and discharging its electrolyte, it produces
constant electrical output as hydrogen and air are
continuously supplied. The only emissions are pure
water. While there are many kinds of fuel cells, Ballard’s
technology of choice is the proton exchange membrane
(PEM) fuel cell. Its compact size, low operating
temperature, and quick startup make it the best choice
for automotive and many other applications.
Koppel does give some background on the technical
aspects of PEM fuel cells, but this isn’t a nuts and bolts
book. It’s more of a biography, partially of company
founder Geoffrey Ballard. But more broadly, it’s the tale,
both inspiring and cautionary, of how a small, focused
business got quite big, making some people rich along
the way, but also losing some of that visionary focus.

By Tom Koppel
Reviewed by Richard Engel
©2000 Richard Engel

or supporters of renewable energy
who want to see sustainable
technologies enter the
mainstream, the past couple of decades
have been a roller coaster of hopes and
frustrations. Tax credits come and go,
stock values for RE companies rise and
fall, and government and industry
continue to struggle over target dates
for zero-emission vehicles to arrive in
showrooms.

F

Only in recent years have we begun to see what looks
like a steady, long-term climb out of the fossil fuel
sinkhole up toward higher ground, where everyone will
have access to affordable renewables. Ballard Power
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There was a point in Ballard’s growth when Geoffrey
Ballard and his team realized that they couldn’t
compete directly with Detroit to bring the world the
technology that may someday soon replace the internal
combustion engine. Their solution was to seek a
partnership. So they explored this possibility with
several auto manufacturers in Detroit and overseas.
They ended up linking with DaimlerChrysler, which now
owns a large portion of Ballard.
Bumpy Roads
As a fan of “small is beautiful” precepts, I found one of
the central messages of this book a bit hard to swallow:
that a small company’s inevitable reward for excellence
is to become huge. The author concedes that Ballard’s
rapid growth (their stock value increased tenfold in
three years) has made the company somewhat
bureaucratic and inefficient. But perhaps this is a built-in
tradeoff that comes with bringing green products to the
mass marketplace.
Ballard’s road to success was bumpy at times, as the
company grew from its start in a “fleabag Arizona motel”
to multibillion-dollar status. Koppel doesn’t gloss over
the personality conflicts and internecine struggles that
were part of this evolution. I would have liked less
emphasis on this side of the company story, though. It
became a little tiresome to read about company leaders

Book Review

getting along like “two scorpions in a bottle” when I
could have been learning more about what was going
on in the lab or out on the test track.

Etobicoke, ON M9W 1L1 Canada • 800-567-4797 or
416-236-4433 • Fax: 416-236-4448
pfurlong@wiley.com • www.wiley.com

Good Ideas Succeed
The greatest strength of Powering the Future lies in its
clear, optimistic tone. This book should make inspiring
bedtime reading for small-time entrepreneurs who need
affirmation that good ideas can
succeed in today’s often irrational
business environment. Likewise, I
hope this book is finding its way to
the nightstands of Fortune 500
Features
CEOs, who might direct some of
their corporate muscle toward
integrating those same good ideas
into their existing product lines.

Reviewed by:
Richard Engel, Schatz Energy Research Center,
Arcata, CA 95521 • 707-826-4345 • Fax: 707-826-4347
rae7001@humboldt.edu • www.humboldt.edu/~serc

If you pick up this book, stick with it
to the end. I found the last two
chapters to be the most interesting.
They provide a thought-provoking
discussion of how the fuel cell
might ultimately fit into our energy
future. There’s also a balanced
look at the various options for fuels
we might use to run PEM fuel cells,
including gaseous hydrogen, liquid
hydrogen, and methanol. I came to
this book hoping to learn more
about technical and energy policy
issues related to fuel cells. I found
what I was looking for in these
closing pages.
Access
Powering The Future: The Ballard
Fuel Cell and the Race to Change
the World, Tom Koppel, US$27.95;
Cdn$34.95, ISBN 0-471-64421-8,
1999, John Wiley and Sons
Canada, Ltd., 22 Worcester Rd.,

★ Performance ★ Quality ★ 6 Year Warranty

Invertrix®.. Bringing you inverter/charger technology
light years ahead of the competition!
• 2000 and 2500 Watt Models
• 100 Amp 3 Stage Smart Charger
• All Features are User Programmable/Selectable
• LCD Remote Panel comes standard and displays:
AC RMS Amps/Volts/Frequency
DC Amps/Volts/Battery Gauge
Status Messages
23 lines of User Programming data

UL/CSA LISTED

• 36 FET's Provide Unmatched..
Surge Rating
Conversion efficiency
Power Factor Handling

•
•
•
•

Lowest idle current
Equalize Charging
Stainless Hardware
Powder Coat Paint

•
•
•
•

9901367

Marine Grade Circuit Breakers
Toll Free Tech Support
6 Year Limited Warranty
Made in USA
The optional GC-1 GenSet
Controller provides fully automatic power management by
automatically starting and
stopping your generator when
your battery(s) are discharged
and recharged to user selectable levels.

The optional TS-1 Battery Temperature
Sensor extends battery life by allowing
you to program separate high and low
temperature charging parameters.
Shopping? Please visit invertrix.com or call
800 536-4900 for a color brochure to learn
why Invertrix is the best choice for your new
yacht, coach or off grid home!

Distributor, Dealer and OEM inquiries are invited.
Toll Free: 800-536-4900 Web: invertrix.com
Phone: 805-642-7184 email: info@invertrix.com
2259 Portola Rd., Ventura, CA 93003
Invertrix is a registered trademark of Invertrix, Inc.

Invertrix, Inc. is a subsidiary of Connect Systems, Inc.
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Center, Susan Schleith • 321-638-1017
www.fsec.ucf.edu

INTERNATIONAL
Free instructions, photos, drawings, specs to
build solar cookers and water systems with
local materials purchased with local
currency. SUNSTOVE • www.sungravity.com
CANADA
Oct. 15–18, ‘00: International EV
Symposium, Contact: EVS-17,
650-365-2802 • Fax: 650-365-2687
ElectricEVent17@aol.com
Alberta Sustainable House: Open 3rd & 4th
Saturdays, 1–4 PM, free. Cold-climate
features/products re: health, environment,
conservation, AE, recycling, low energy, selfsufficiency, appropriate technology, &
autonomous & sustainable housing, 9211
Scurfield Dr. NW, Calgary, AB T3L 1V9
Canada • 403-239-1882 • Fax: 403-547-2671
jdo@ucalgary.ca • www.ucalgary.ca/~jdo
The Institute for Bioregional Studies
demonstrates & teaches ecologicallyoriented, scientific, social, & technological
achievements. IBS, 393 University Ave.,
Charlottetown, PEI C1A 4N4 Canada
902-892-9578
Vancouver Electric Vehicle Association, call
for meetings: PO Box 3456, 349 West
Georgia, Vancouver, BC, V6B 3Y4 Canada
604-878-9500 • info@veva.bc.ca
www.veva.bc.ca
NICARAGUA
Special short course on solar energy in
Nicaragua. An opportunity to offer your
hands, heart, and a unique gift: electricity!
Nicaragua, Aug. 1–11, 2000 (repeated Jan.
‘01). Introduction to PV for developing
countries, course offers lectures, field
experience, and tourism. In English by Dr.
Richard Komp and Professor Susan Kinne.
$750 plus airfare. Contact Barbara Atkinson,
lightstream@igc.org • 215-942-0184
NATIONAL U.S.
The National Environmental Trust’s “Pollution
Solutions Tour.” Latest RE technologies
including fuel cells, wind generators, solar
water heaters, PV panels, efficient
appliances, & alternative vehicles. 43 cities,
16 states. Remaining schedule: Minnesota:
June 5, Duluth; June 7, Minneapolis; June 9,
Rochester. South Dakota: June 12, Sioux
Falls. Nebraska: June 14, Omaha/Council
Bluffs. Iowa: June 16, Des Moines; June 19,
Cedar Rapids. Illinois: June 21, Rock
Island/Davenport. 888-887-8234
www.hotearth.org
American Wind Energy Association. Info
about U.S. wind energy industry,
membership, small turbine use, & more:
www.awea.org
State financial & regulatory incentives for RE
(reports). North Carolina Solar Center, Box
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7401 NCSU, Raleigh, NC 27695
919-515-3480 • Fax: 919-515-5778
www.ncsc.ncsu.edu/dsire.htm
Energy Efficiency & Renewable Energy
Clearinghouse (EREC): Insulation Basics
(FS142), New Earth-Sheltered Houses
(FS120), PV: Basic Design Principles &
Components (FS231), Cooling Your Home
Naturally (FS186), Automatic &
Programmable Thermostats (FS215), &
Small Wind Energy Systems for the
Homeowner (FS135). EREC, PO Box 3048,
Merrifield, VA 22116 • 800-363-3732
TTY: 800-273-2957 • energyinfo@delphi.com
www.eren.doe.gov
Energy Efficiency & Renewable Energy
Network (EREN), links to government &
private internet sites & offers “Ask an Energy
Expert” online questions to specialists:
www.eren.doe.gov • 800-363-3732
Green Power Web site: includes
deregulation, “green” electricity, technology,
marketing, standards, environmental claims,
& national and state policies. Global
Environmental Options (GEO) & CREST:
www.green-power.com
National Wind Technology Center, Golden,
CO. Assisting wind turbine designers &
manufacturers with development & fine
tuning: 303-384-6900 • Fax: 303-384-6901
Tesla Engine Builders Assoc.: Info &
networking. Send SASE to TEBA, 5464 N
Port Washington Rd. #293, Milwaukee, WI
53217 • teba@execpc.com
www.execpc.com/~teba
Sandia’s Web site, Stand-Alone Photovoltaic
Systems: A Handbook of Recommended
Design Practices, Working Safely with PV, &
balance-of-system technical briefs, info on
battery & inverter testing: www.sandia.gov/pv
Solar Energy & Systems, Internet college
course. Fundamentals of small RE. Weekly
assignments reviewing texts, videos, WWW
pages, & email Q&A. Mojave Community
College • 800-678-3992
lizcaw@et.mohave.cc.az.us
http://solarnmc.mohave.cc.az.us
Federal Trade Commission free pamphlets:
Buying An Energy-Smart Appliance,
EnergyGuide to Major Home Appliances, &
EnergyGuide to Home Heating & Cooling.
EnergyGuide, FTC, Rm 130, 6th St. &
Pennsylvania Ave. NW, Washington, DC
20580 • 202-326-2222 • TTY: 202-9326-2502
www.ftc.gov
Solar curriculum for upper elementary &
intermediate grades—Free! Six week science
curriculum or individual sessions. Over 30
classroom presentations & demos using free
or low-cost materials. Florida Solar Energy
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ALABAMA
The Self-Reliance Institute of NE Alabama
seeks others interested in RE, earthsheltered construction, & other self-reliant
topics. SINA, 6585 Co Rd. 22, Centre, AL
35960 • cevans9@tds.com
ARIZONA
Living With the Sun lecture series by AZ
Solar Energy Association. Topic: How to save
money & the environment. Includes history &
current overview of concepts, design,
applications, & technologies on solar
heating/cooling, architecture, landscaping,
PV, & cooking. 7 to 9 PM. First Wed. of every
month at Glendale Foothills Branch Library &
third Tuesday of every month at Scottsdale
Redevelopment & Urban Design Studio. Info:
Jim Miller, 480-592-5416
Kyocera Solar Seminars. Advanced: June
13–15, Aug. 15–17. Technical training by
professionals & our senior engineers. Basic:
July 18–20. Includes overview on PV
modules, controllers, batteries, inverters, &
system sizing. Solar Water Pumping: Sept.
19–21. Taught by a solar water delivery
professional with 15 years experience,
includes overview systems & products with
hands-on training. Contact Kyocera Solar,
Inc. Training Dept • 800-544-6466 ext. 7148
Fax: 480-443-4562
seminars@kyocerasolar.com
www.kyocerasolar.com
Tax credits for solar in AZ. A technician
certified by the AZ Department of Commerce
must be on the job site. ARI SEIA,
602-258-3422
CALIFORNIA
Campus Center for Appropriate Technology,
Humboldt State University, Arcata. Ongoing
workshops & presentations on alternative,
renewable, & sustainable living. CCAT, HSU,
Arcata, CA 95521 • 707-826-3551
ccat@axe.humboldt.edu
www.humboldt.edu/~ccat
Energy Efficiency Building Standards for CA.
Download or hard copy. CA Energy
Commission, 800-772-3300
www.energy.ca.gov/title24
Efficiency & Sustainability, ACEEE summer
study, Asilomar, CA. Building technologies for
professionals. Contact ACEEE, PO Box
7588, Newark, DE 19714 • 302-292-3966
Fax: 302-292-3965 • rlunetta@erols.com
Workshops through Oct., RE, strawbale,
ecological design, and sustainable living.
Real Goods, Hopland, CA. Institute for Solar
Living, PO Box 836, Hopland, CA 95449
707-744-2017 • isl@rgisl.org
www.solarliving.org
Aug. 26–27: SolFest 2000. Fifth Annual
SolFest by Institute for Solar Living, Real
Goods, Hopland, CA. Speakers,
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entertainment, over 40 educational
workshops, exhibitors, tours, children’s
activities, & more. PO Box 836, Hopland, CA
95449 • 707-744-2017 • isl@rgisl.org
www.solarliving.org
COLORADO
Sept. 2–4, ‘00: Crestone Energy Fair, 11th
Annual, Crestone, CO, in the park. EV rally,
RE workshops, solar stage, & RE tours.
Contact Box 222, Crestone, CO 81131
719-256-4838
July 3–7, ‘00: Youth Renewable Energy
Camp, Carbondale, CO. For indigenous &
low income youth, on the wonders of solar,
wind, & water power, during SEI’s annual 4th
of July Solar Potluck & Exhibition, & SEI
Alumni Reunion. Become a mentor & youth
camp supporter! Or just join us for some
good fun! Contact: SEI, PO Box 715,
Carbondale, CO 81623 • 970-963-8855
Fax: 970-963-8866 • sei@solarenergy.org
www.solarenergy.org
Solar Energy International, hands-on
workshops. 1 & 2 week sessions: PV Design
& Installation, Advanced PV, Wind Power,
Microhydro, Solar Cooking, Environmental
Building Technologies, Solar Home Design,
& Straw Bale Construction. Experienced
instructors & industry reps. For ownerbuilders, industry technicians, business
owners, career seekers, & international
development workers. $500/week. SEI, PO
Box 715, Carbondale, CO 81623
970-963-8855 • Fax: 970-963-8866
sei@solarenergy.org • www.solarenergy.org
Aug. 5-6, ‘00: Successful Solar Businesses,
Carbondale. Richard & Karen Perez show
how to make your RE business succeed by
drawing upon their vast business
experience. Cost $200, advance registration
required, limited space. Contact: SEI, PO
Box 715, Carbondale, CO 81623
970-963-8855 • Fax: 970-963-8866
sei@solarenergy.org • www.solarenergy.org
IOWA
Aug. 5, ‘00: 9th Iowa Renewable Energy
Expo, Wartburg College, Waverly, IA. Tours
of Waverly Light & Power wind, hydro, &
fossil fuel facilities. Vendor displays,
Electrathon car demo, workshops on active
& passive solar, PV, wind. Hands-on classes
wiring & raising a wind generator tower & PV
systems. Contact: IRENEW, PO Box 355,
Muscatine, IA 52761 • 319-288-2552
irenew@irenew.org
IRENEW PV Solar Traveler Trailer visits:
June 3–4 Linn County Environmental Fair;
June 16–21 MREA, Wisconsin; Aug. 5
IRENEW Energy Expo, Wartburg College,
Waverly, Iowa; mid Aug. for 12 days
powering sound stage at the Iowa State Fair,
Des Moines, Iowa. Contact: IRENEW, PO
Box 355, Muscatine, IA 52761
319-288-2552 • irenew@irenew.org

Iowa Renewable Energy Association (IREA)
meets 2nd Sat every month at 9 AM,
Prariewoods, Cedar Rapids. All welcome.
Call for schedule changes. I-Renew,
PO Box 466, North Liberty, IA 52317
319-875-8772 • irenew@irenew.org
www.irenew.org
KENTUCKY
Appalachia-Science in the Public Interest.
Projects & demos in gardening, solar,
sustainable forestry, & more. ASPI, 50 Lair
St., Mt Vernon, KY 40456 • 606-256-0077
aspi@kih.net • www.kih.net/aspi
MASSACHUSETTS
Greenfield Energy Park needs help
preserving Greenfield’s historic past, using
today’s energy & ideas, creating a
sustainable future. Greenfield Energy Park,
NESEA, 50 Miles St., Greenfield, MA 01301
413-774-6051 • Fax: 413-774-6053
MICHIGAN
August 4–6, ‘00. Sixth Annual Renewable
Energy Fair, Lansing, by Great Lakes
Renewable Energy Assoc. Keynote by Peter
Dreyfuss, head of the Million Solar Roofs
Program. Renewable industry & teacher
education seminars on Friday, AE &
sustainable development workshops,
displays, demonstrations, & children’s area.
Free. Info: 616-887-0233 • glrea@aol.com
http://ermisweb.cis.state.mi.us/GLREA/
Tillers International, classes in draft animal
power, small farming, blacksmithing, &
woodworking. 5239 S 24th St., Kalamazoo,
MI 49002 • 616-344-3233
Fax: 616-344-3238 • TillersOx@aol.com
www.wmich.edu/tillers
MONTANA
Sage Mountain Center, seminars &
workshops, one day, inexpensive sustainable
home building, straw bale const., log
furniture, cordwood const., solar electricity,
more. SMC, 79 Sage Mountain Trail,
Whitehall, MT 59759
Phone/Fax: 406-494-9875
cborton@sagemountain.org
NEVADA
July 23–28, ‘00, GlobeEx 2000, Riviera Hotel
Conference Center in Las Vegas. Includes
the Intersociety Energy Conversion
Engineering Conference and the NAPM/NPI
Purchasing Green Energy Workshop for
State & Local Government. Info: GlobeEx
2000, 2330 Paseo Del Prado #C101, Las
Vegas, NV 89102 • 702-317-0777
Fax: 702-257-7999 • sulrich@ntsdev.com
NEW MEXICO
Profit From The Sun workshops, Moriarty,
NM. RE, energy conservation, sustainable
living, & energy independence. PFS,
505-281-1300 days • 505-832-1575 eves &
weekends • proffit@flash.net
www.proffitfromthesun.com

NEW YORK
Oct 15–19, ‘00. Bioenergy 2000: Moving
Technology into the Marketplace, the 9th
biennial Bioenergy Conference: NRBF
202-624-8464 • nrbp@sso.org
NORTH CAROLINA
How To Get Your Solar-Powered Home:
Seminars 1st Sat. each month. Solar Village
Institute, PO Box 14, Saxapahaw, NC 27340
336-376-9530 • Fax: 336-376-1809
solarvil@netpath.net
OHIO
RE classes, 2nd Sat. each month, 10 AM to 2
PM. Tech info, system design, NEC
compliance, efficient appliances. In advance:
$70, $90 w/spouse. Also hands-on straw bale
post & beam building. Solar Creations, 2189
SR 511 S., Perrysville, OH 44864
419-368-4252 • www.bright.net/~solarcre
OREGON
July 25–28, ‘00: Grid Intertie System
Installation, a pre-SolWest fair workshop in
John Day, OR, by Richard Perez and Joe
Schwartz. Classroom sessions and hands-on
system installation on the fairgrounds. Tuition
$275. EORenew, PO Box 485, Canyon City,
OR 97820 • 541-575-3633
solwest@highdesertnet.com
www.eoni.com/~solwest
July 29–30, ‘00: SolWest Renewable Energy
Fair, Grant County Fairgrounds, John Day,
OR. Over 50 vendors, 30 free workshops, &
a silent auction including a 10 KW Jacobs
wind generator, complete with tower &
intertie inverter. EORenew, PO Box 485,
Canyon City, OR 97820 • 541-575-3633
solwest@highdesertnet.com
www.eoni.com/~solwest
July 31, ‘00: Utility-Interconnected Wind
Generation for Home & Ranch, a postSolWest Fair workshop in John Day, OR, by
Joseph Singleton of Palouse Wind & Water.
A one-day workshop on assessing & utilizing
your site’s wind potential. Tuition $45.
EORenew, PO Box 485, Canyon City, OR
97820 • 541-575-3633
solwest@highdesertnet.com
www.eoni.com/~solwest
Aprovecho Research Center, non-profit edu.
org., two 10 week internships. Summer, Fall.
Appropriate tech, sustainable forestry &
organic gardening. Aprovecho Research
Center, 80574 Hazelton Rd., Cottage Grove,
OR 97424 • 541-942-8198 • apro@efn.org
www.efn.org/~apro
PENNSYLVANIA
Aug 21–23, ‘00. Energy 2000 Energy
Efficiency Workshop and Exposition:
Pittsburgh, PA. Energy managers
conference. By the DOE’s FEMA Program,
Dept. of Defense, & the General Services
Admin. Contact: Florida Solar Energy Center,
1679 Clearlake Rd., Cocoa, FL 32922
800-395-8574 • joann@fsec.ucf.edu
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TENNESSEE
Kids To The Country; a nature study program
for at-risk urban Tennessee children.
Sponsorships & volunteers welcome.
Contact: 51 The Farm, Summertown, TN
38483 • 931-964-4391 • Fax: 931-964-4394
ktcfarm@usit.net
TEXAS
Sep 29–Oct 1, ‘00: Renewable Energy
Roundup, Fredericksburg. RE exhibits,
demonstrations, workshops, tours. TX RE
Industries Assoc. & Texas Solar Energy
Society, 512-345-5446 • R1346@aol.com
www.renewableenergyroundup.com
The Houston Renewable Energy Group
hosts regular meetings on the last Sunday of
odd-numbered months at the TSU
Engineering Building at 2 PM. HREG, PO
Box 580469, Houston, TX 77258
hreg@egroups.com • jferrill@ev1.net
mike.ewert@att.net
www.egroups.com/group/hreg/info.html
www.txses.org/hreg/HREGhome.htm

The El Paso Solar Energy Association
bilingual Web page. Info in Spanish on
energy & energy saving. www.epsea.org

half price. MREA, PO Box 249, Amherst, WI
54406 • 715-824-5166 • Fax: 715-824-5399
mreainfo@wi-net.com

WASHINGTON STATE
October, 2000: Solar Energy International
workshops in the San Juan Islands.
Microhydro Power, Oct. 13–15 ($250);
Photovoltaic Design & Installation, Oct.
16–21 ($500); Wind Power with Mick Sagrillo,
Oct. 23–28 ($500); Renewable Energy for the
Northwest, Oct 29 ($75). Contact: SEI, PO
Box 715, Carbondale, CO 81623
970-963-8855 • Fax: 970-963-8866
sei@solarenergy.org • www.solarenergy.org
Local contact:
ian.woofenden@homepower.com

June 16–21, ’00: ASES, Solar2000—Solar
Powers Life, Share the Energy conference.
June 16–18, ‘00: Midwest Renewable Energy
Fair. Both events together in Madison, WI.
See MREF/ASES ad.

WISCONSIN
Midwest Renewable Energy Association
(MREA) Workshops. See ad. Call for cost,
locations, instructors, & further workshop
descriptions. MREA membership &
participation: all welcome. Significant others

June 12–16, ’00: Women’sPhotovoltaic
Design workshop, Madison, $450. Learn
system sizing, site analysis, hardware
specification, & component selection.
Supportive women’s environment. Cosponsored by MREA. Contact: SEI, PO Box
715, Carbondale, CO 81623 • 970-963-8855
Fax: 970-963-8866 • sei@solarenergy.org
www.solarenergy.org

Harris Hydroelectric
Hydro-Power for Home Use
Works with heads as low as 10 feet • Price starts at $750
New Features:
17 bucket reshaped Pelton wheel
Powder coated castings
More efficient stator in high output models

632 Swanton Road
Davenport, CA 95017
831-425-7652
"The best Alternator-based MicroHydro generator I've ever seen."
Bob-O Schultze, Hydroelectric Editor, Home Power Magazine

Need a renewable energy
quick-start for the ole’ brain?
Home Power Quick-Start Subscription Special
our last six available issues, plus a one year surface
subscription...all for $45 inside USA
(Call for International Rates)

Home Power Magazine
P.O. Box 520, Ashland OR 97520 USA

800-707-6585 in USA, or 541-512-0201
VISA or MC
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THREE SMALL BUSINESSES
WITH BIG HEARTS
Support your local solar, wind and hydro electric
dealer & installer in your area.
★ THE SOLAR GUYS ★
1-800-614-1484 • www.solarguys.com
NC and bordering states
★ ECO-DEPOT ★
1-800-YY-GREEN (99-47336) • www.ecodepot.com
CO and bordering states
★ MERIDIAN ENERGY SYSTEMS ★
1-512-477-3050 • www.meridiansolar.com
TX and bordering states
Charge Controller
Low-Voltage Disconnect
Circuit Board
PV

12 V

Load

On / Off

As featured in Home Power #60 and #63
Blank PC board $25 • 8 Amp kit $50 • Postage included to US addresses
Send check or money order to:

CirKits-hp, P.O. Box 3500, Boulder, CO 80307-3500
www.cirkits.com/solar • solar@cirkits.com

Adopt a Library!
When Karen and I were living with kerosene lamps, we went to our local
public library to find out if there was a better way to light up our nights.
We found nothing about small scale renewable energy.
One of the first things we did when we started publishing this magazine
twelve years ago was to give a subscription to our local public library.
You may want to do the same for your local public library.We’ll split the
cost (50/50) of the sub with you if you do.You pay $11.25 and Home
Power will pay the rest. If your public library is outside of the USA, then
we’ll split the sub to your location so call for rates.
Please check with your public library before sending them a sub. Some
rural libraries may not have space, so check with your librarian before
adopting your local public library. Sorry, but libraries which restrict access
are not eligible for this Adopt a Library deal—the library must give free
public access. — Richard Perez
To Adopt a Library write or call

Home Power®
PO Box 520,Ashland, OR 97520 USA
1-800-707-6585 or 541-512-0201 or FAX 541-512-0343
hp@homepower.com • www.homepower.com
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The Wizard Speaks

the Wizard
speaks…
More
Reflections

Technology
Technology is the practical use of the results of science.
It is most responsible for the state of our present day
civilization. Whereas science is mostly neutral,
technology can be either positive or negative in its
effects. The best use of technology is to improve the
quality of life, not to increase the quantity of things.

Physics
Physics uses mathematics as a tool. Mathematics
provides an efficient description of the physicist’s model
of reality. If the model is well-constructed, the
mathematics will provide correct predictions for physical
systems. The model need not provide a one-to-one
correspondence with reality. It need not say anything
about causality. The model needs only to give correct
predictions about physical phenomena. It only needs to
work.
Vacuum Resistance
If the vacuum energy field exists, it probably exerts a
type of drag force on matter. This drag force could be
manifested in several ways. The first is the
phenomenon of inertia. The second might be the
relativistic effects related to velocity. Finally, this drag
force could be responsible for all or part of perceived
red shifts.

Waking
the Northland to
Renewable Energy &
Sustainable Living!

Bringing the finest in technology, equipment, and
knowledge to the northern midwest

GREAT NORTHERN SOLAR
Route 1 Box 71, Port Wing, WI 54865

WE WROTE THE BOOK ON
ELECTRIC CAR CONVERSIONS
CONVERT IT How-To Manual
by Michael Brown with Shari Prange
Expanded & Updated 3rd Edition
$30.00 tax & postage included
“We built Mr. Brown’s car,
and we won.” Bruce Burk,

.com
troauto
c
e
l
e
.
w
ww

St. Johnsbury Academy,
1991 American Tour de Sol
Open Class Winner.

ELECTRO AUTOMOTIVE
POB 1113-HP, FELTON, CA 95018
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(715) 774-3374

Writing for Home Power

Writing for
Home Power
Magazine

your sentences short and simple. We get over three
times more articles submitted than we can print. The
most useful, specific, and organized get published first.

ome Power is a user’s technical
journal. We specialize in handson, practical information about
small-scale renewable energy systems.
We try to present technical material in
an easy to understand and easy to use
format. Here are some guidelines for
getting your RE experiences printed in
Home Power.

Line Art
We can work from your camera-ready art, scan your art
into our computers, or redraw your art in our computer.
We often redraw art from the author’s rough sketches. If
you wish to submit a computer file of a schematic or
other line art, please call or email us first.

H

Informational Content
Please include all the details! Be specific! We are more
interested in specific information than in general
information. Write from your direct experience—Home
Power is hands-on! Articles must be detailed enough so
that our readers can actually use the information.
Article Style and Length
Home Power articles can be between 350 and 5,000
words. Length depends on what you have to say. Say it
in as few words as possible. We prefer simple
declarative sentences which are short (less than fifteen
words) and to the point. We like the generous use of
subheadings to organize the information. We highly
recommend writing from within an outline. Check out
articles printed in Home Power. After you’ve studied a
few, you will get the feeling of our style. System articles
must contain a schematic drawing showing all wiring, a
load table, and a cost table. Please send a double
spaced, typewritten, or printed copy if possible. If not,
please print.
Written Release
If you are writing about someone else’s system or
project, we require a written release from the owner or
other principal before we can consider printing the
article. This will help us respect the privacy rights of
individuals.
Editing
We reserve the right to edit all articles for accuracy,
length, content, and basic English. We will try to do the
minimum editing possible. You can help by keeping

Photographs
We can work from any photographic print, slide, or
negative. We prefer 4 by 6 inch color prints with no
fingerprints or scratches. Do not write on the back of
your photographs. Please provide a caption and photo
credit for each photo.

Got a Computer?
Send us the text for your article on 3.5 inch computer
floppy diskette, either Mac or IBM format. We can also
read ZIP disks (either Mac or IBM), Magneto-Optical
disks (128 MB, 230 MB, 1.2 GB, and 1.3 GB, all Mac
only), and CD-ROMs. This saves time and reduces
typos. Please also send a hard copy printout of your
article. Save all word processor files in “TEXT” or
“ASCII TEXT” format. This means removing all word
processor formatting and graphics. Use your “Save As
Text” option from within your word processor. Please
don’t just rename the file as “text” because it will still
include unreadable (at least to us) word processor
formatting.
You can send your article via Internet to
richard.perez@homepower.com as an attached ASCII
TEXT file. If you are sending graphics, or articles with
embedded graphics, then use this email address:
ben.root@homepower.com
It is wise to telephone or email ahead of electronic file
submission. This is particularly true concerning graphics
files. There are many, many, many ducks and they all
need to be in a row....
Got any questions? Give us a call Monday through
Friday from 9–5 Pacific Time and ask. This saves
everyone’s time.
Access
Richard Perez, Home Power, PO Box 520, Ashland, OR
97520 USA • 530-475-3179
Fax: 530-475-0836 (24 hours a day)
richard.perez@homepower.com
www.homepower.com
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Back Issues
of Home Power !

Check out our Web site www.homepower.com ...
It contains an index of all articles back to issue #1.

You can buy back issues individually:
• $3.25 each for 17 through 20
• $4.75 each for 21 through 45 (except for 25, 35, 36, 38, 40, 41)
• $5.75 each for 46 through 72 (except for 59–61, 63–67)
- OR Deal #1: All available back issues for $100
Deal #2: 6 or more issues (of 21 through 73) for $4.00 each (sent bound printed matter).
for U.S. ZIP codes only, see page 81 for international back issues.

Check with your local library—through interlibrary loan you can get back issues.
The Jackson County Library in Oregon and the Alfred Mann Library at Cornell University have all issues.
Or, get the CD-ROMs—Solar2 (HP1–HP42), Solar3 (HP43–HP60) and Solar4 (HP61–HP70).

Home Power, PO Box 520, Ashland, OR 97520 • 800-707-6585 • 541-512-0201

Amazon

Power Company

Solar Hydrogen
Chronicles
Edited by Walt Pyle • First Edition 1998
A collection of articles from Home Power Magazine
on Hydrogen Technology for small-scale systems

Photovoltaic Systems
for Home, Water pumping, & RVs
System Design, Sales,
& Installation
Donna Fischer
Amazon Power Company
RR 1, Box 1, Embudo, NM 87531

505-579-4089
Colorado Electrical Contractor Lic # 025230
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Hydrogen Production
Hydrogen Purification
Hydrogen Storage
Utilization for Cooking, Heating,
& Electricity Generation
118 pages of useful information
Extensively Illustrated • $25 + $3 S/H = $28

H-Ion Solar Inc.
6095 Monterey Avenue
Richmond, CA 94805 USA
phone: 510-237-7877 • fax: 510-232-5251
email: hionsolar@aol.com
website: www.hionsolar.com
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Mea Culpa
Dear Mr. Perez, My
husband and I live in a country town
in Maine. Not too many people here use
renewable energy, but it is on the increase. I’m
sure you know how expensive these solar and
windpower systems are. My husband is disabled. I work,
and we have two children, so money is carefully spent in my
home.
We bought and installed our system last spring, and prior to
purchasing it we subscribed to Home Power and read every
article in each magazine. When the subscription ran out, we
began to purchase it at the local store because my husband
didn’t want to wait for delivery. We started our system with
eight L-16 deep-cycle batteries, and it wasn’t long before we
realized that it wasn’t enough.
We purchased eight more batteries last month and that’s
where the problem began. We asked the company to send us
a wiring diagram. We received a diagram for a 24 V system in
four rows of four batteries. Ours is set up in two rows of eight.
My husband, being anxious to hook them up, could not figure
out how to wire our batteries by looking at this diagram. He
mentioned it to my seventeen year old son, who is quite
technical and said, “Dad, that’s easy. Do it like this.”
As my son was drawing a diagram for my husband, my
husband pulled out your Oct/Nov magazine and found the
diagram on page 10 (check it out please). He then looked at
my son’s diagram and said, “Ryan, your diagram doesn’t look
anything like this one in the magazine.” And my son told him
that the diagram in the magazine was wrong, a typo. Not
believing that your magazine would print a mistake, and not
thinking my son would know more than your magazine, my
husband proceeded to wire the batteries as they are on page
10.
Needless to say, Mr. Perez, my son was right and your
diagram is wrong; the boards in our inverter blew due to
reverse polarity. It also blew a little Trace meter that reads
voltage, battery life, etc. My point is, please check that article.
The cost to repair this equipment is setting us back by three
months, and if your people don’t catch mistakes like this,
you’re going to have a lot of people very upset with your
magazine.
I wish you would email me back an explanation and offer to
pay the damage to us, though as big companies go, I’m sure
you won’t do that. We’ll probably still buy your magazine, but
you’d better believe we’ll think long and hard, check and

double check other resources before we venture into any
other projects that could be costly. Thank you for letting me
bend your ear. I felt I needed to write to someone important
who knew a lot about renewable energy. Sue Whitehouse
Hello Sue, You are correct. The system block diagram in
HP73, page 10 shows a battery wired for 48 volts, not 24
volts. This is an error, and it did make it past all our proofing
processes. I have sent your email message to all of our
editors and proofreaders as an incentive to be more careful in
the future. I also missed this mistake. I will make no excuses
to you because there really aren’t any.
It is always a good idea to double check the math and wiring
hook-ups when venturing into unknown territory. Even if you
know what you are doing, it’s a good idea to use a volt meter
to verify battery pack (or PV array) voltage before hooking it
up to sensitive equipment.
I am dreadfully sorry that you used this diagram to rewire your
system and that it resulted in damage. While we strive for
clarity and accuracy, we can assume no responsibility or
liability for the use of our information. While you may think that
we are a “big company,” we are really just a collection of RE
users like you. I can understand how dreadful this is for you.
My apologies. Richard Perez
Iowa High School Electrathon Team
Dear Home Power crew, Since last August, I have been
helping the Muscatine High School Electrathon Team. These
students are building an electric race car from the ground up
in less than six months. For many of them, this will be a
quantum leap from the computer to using a wrench.
To help these forward-thinking young people, I have been
sharing all the wonderful HP EV and battery articles. This has
motivated me to start reading HP starting at volume 1—what
an awesome experience! I have over twenty years in this field,
and I am constantly finding things I had forgotten or
overlooked. HP is definitely not a “read once” endeavor.
I have been searching the Web for information at the same
time. HP’s information beats the Web hands down, every
time. It has been absolutely amazing how just as the students
get to a point that they need more information, HP comes out
with an article on that exact subject. I only hope all the other
Electrathon teams have access to your magazine. Hmmm, on
second thought, maybe not! We would like to win, and HP is
making that possible…
If you would like to view the Muscatine High School
Electrathon Team’s Web site, which was developed by team
member Dan Gruemmer, go to http://cpeconline.com/ecar.
You will find links to other Iowa Electrathon team Web pages
there. I know you will be impressed by the impact we are all
having on the next generation. Environmentally yours, John
R. Root, Muscatine, Iowa
Microhydro and Fish
Dear HP, First off, I’m an ardent fan of your magazine. I know
Home Power is driven by a desire to do the right thing
environmentally, so I hope that my comments aren’t taken in a
negative way. HP76 carried a couple of excellent microhydro
stories. That’s what concerns me.
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Recently, a series of Endangered Species Act listings has
forced everyone in the Pacific Northwest region to begin
dealing with failing salmon runs. We can no longer pretend
that there isn’t a problem. Those of you living outside the
region may not appreciate the magnitude of the situation.
These listings are the first to directly affect large metropolitan
regions, such as Seattle. Salmon recovery is a very, very big
deal up here.
There’s a photo on page 64 of HP76 showing a small dam
that was constructed to provide an intake. I don’t know
anything about this site. Perhaps it can be proven that there
are no fish in this waterway. Perhaps there are larger barriers
downstream, or that culvert just upstream was perched,
cutting off passage. All I can say for sure is that this intake
structure is big enough to impede fish passage. If there are
listed fish in this waterway, the act of constructing any such
impediment constitutes a “take.” What’s a “take”? Basically,
it’s anything that harms a listed species in any way, and it’s
illegal under the ESA. Aside from the physical barrier, there’s
another issue. Perhaps a more knowledgeable reader could
comment on this, but I’m pretty sure that the diversion of
water from the streambed without a water right could qualify
as a take no matter how it was accomplished.
As I said, perhaps in this situation no fish will be affected. But
how many other microhydro structures already exist or will be
built in critical salmonid habitat? People trying to do the right
thing may very well be hurting salmon runs and breaking the
law in doing so. Bill & Patti Barmettler, Chehalis, Washington
bpbar@juno.com
Dear Bill & Patti, We all share concerns over the effects of
dams. While your specific concern is for salmonid-breeding
watercourses, the truth is that there are many species, both
fauna and flora, that can be affected by water diversion of any
kind. Fortunately, it’s less of a problem than you think. Most
(but not all) microhydro systems go in on small creeks that
have no resident fish population. Even so, a user or system
designer must be careful to leave enough water in the stream
course for frogs, bugs, trees, etc.
Since most of these systems dump the water right back into
the stream after spinning the runner, the main concern is
providing adequate bypass water along the length of the
pipeline. With a year-round hydro, the crucial times are
summer and fall, since water flows are usually less then.
During winter and spring, there is almost never a problem in
fishless creeks—lots of water for everybody.
A creek with a year-round fish population is a different story.
Intakes need to be constructed with adequate screening and
bypass for fish. I can’t think of a state without laws governing
this. Your state of Washington has very stringent
requirements. So much so that I’ve had many customers in
Washington just give up on the whole idea of even a very
small diversion in a fish-bearing creek. Your DNR does not
encourage diversions of any kind in a waterway with any fish
in it, salmonid or not.
While your worst fears are valid concerns, they do seem to
somewhat exceed your knowledge of either good microhydro
design or the water needs of salmon. I haven’t seen the creek
on page 64 of HP76, but judging by the water level and the
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water stain in that culvert, I’m pretty sure that no salmon is
going to try to spawn in that small a waterway. Any that did
would be quickly picked off by predators. Also, salmon can
jump incredible natural obstacles. The tiny little dam in this
system would present no difficulty, all other things considered.
Bob-O Schultze, Electron Connection
econnect@snowcrest.net
Hi Patti & Bill, I too, share your concerns. Damming a creek or
river is a big deal. Fortunately, not many home-scale
microhydro systems use dams, nor do many suck fishbearing creeks dry. Home Power magazine will begin asking
for fish and fish habitat mitigation info from every microhydro
system article we print. But we have decided that the problem
is not big enough with home-scale microhydro systems to
demand it as a requirement for publication. Like the potential
for wind genny bird strikes, we leave it up to the conscience of
the system owner to do the right thing. Michael Welch
Hi Patti & Bill, I coordinated the workshop in question, and
want to respond to your good letter. We definitely asked the
fish question before we got involved in this installation. The
owner assured us that there are no fish in this stream. And
even if he was not correct in this, the dam he designed and
we built created no more drop than the culvert already had.
On top of that, immediately above the culvert, there are three
overshot wheels that would certainly stop fish.
That said, I think we could have done better with the design.
We were also assured that the stream did not have much silt,
but in my last visit to the site, I saw that one side of the
dammed area was full of sand and rock. I think a better intake
structure at this site could have been built with a screened
box directly under the culvert, instead of using a dam.
Michrohydro is a small niche market, and each stream and
system is different, so we are often pioneering when we do a
system. I would love to have someone with a lot of experience
write us an article on microhydro intakes. There are ways to
take a small percentage of a stream’s water without disturbing
the bulk of the natural flow, and without impeding fish. Your
letter is a good reminder to consider all the effects of our RE
systems, and I thank you for it. Ian Woofenden
One Dam On Its Way
Please give us some guidance. We are going to install a
hydroelectric system at our homestead in the SW Virginia
mountains. We have a flow range of 115 to 200+ cfm. We will
build a six foot high dam with floodwaters flowing over a rockcovered portion of an adjacent field that slopes toward the
creek. The opposite bank faces a granite rock cliff. Since the
pressure pipe run only needs to be about 40 feet long to avoid
all floodwaters, we plan to use all the flow and build a small
fish race for our minnow-sized trout. Thus, I believe we could
use two fixed-blade propeller turbines, one at 70 percent flow
and one at 30 percent flow.
Being a retired construction management mechanical
engineer, I’m confident about doing the site work. What I need
from you is a list of propeller and crossflow turbine
manufacturers and suppliers of batteries, inverters,
generators, and electronic governors. Please also
recommend some in-depth books on the subject. Chester
Kalinoski, Roanoke, Virginia
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Hello Chester. What a timely letter, considering the previous
one. We don’t have lists for the type of turbines you are
looking for, but for the balance-of-system equipment you can
contact many of our advertisers. Many of them are quite
knowledgeable about microhydro, and can probably help you
there as well. Also, check the Home Power InBiz online
database on our Web site, with a search for hydro.
While it sounds like you plan to mitigate the fish problem, I
strongly suggest you consult a local fish biologist and a
stream bank restoration specialist. Maybe you have done so
already, but the plans for taking the entire stream flow and
letting flood releases flow over a field and the bank of the
stream are fraught with danger. Decisions in these areas are
often best left to those with lots of experience.
And, don’t forget to take plenty of pictures to document your
new system and its construction. Projects like this make great
write-ups for Home Power. Michael Welch
Hello Chester, It sounds as though you have an interesting
site with good potential, and your background lends itself to
the work ahead. Your plans to construct a six foot high dam
will require permission from the local fisheries folks and other
state agencies. As long as you don’t interconnect with the
grid, the Federal Power Act of 1934 shouldn’t apply. I don’t
think you need to notify the feds.
A few hints on dam design for microhydro: It often pays to
include a “draw down gate” in the dam design. This lets you
drain the pond and remove accumulated silt and gravel from
behind the dam (with state draw down permits). It also helps
with dam inspection and maintenance. I would also include
the turbine intakes, control gates, and trash racks in the dam
itself. You will probably place the intakes at the end of the dam
opposite the cliff face, depending on bedrock. It is a good idea
to position the intakes 90 degrees to the stream flow just
upstream of the dam.
A floating timber can be placed across the front of the intakes
to skim the surface and guide floating trash toward the
spillway. Some folks use a notch in the top of the dam about 2
feet wide and 4 inches deep at the downstream end of the
skimmer. This carries trash over the dam and also helps to
insure some downstream flow below the dam.
When designing your turbine intakes at the dam, be certain to
select the area of the rack below the surface to maintain a
max velocity of 1/2 foot per second. Assume that the vertical
bar rack will block about half of the area when you do the
computations. Also plan to submerge your penstock’s
(pipeline) intakes at least 2 feet in order to avoid vortices.
These could suck air into the system. I would recommend at
least a 10 inch PVC penstock on each unit.
Regarding equipment: Your plan to use two units that split the
flow 1/3 and 2/3 is good conventional practice on larger sites
where it is important to optimize annual output. Depending on
your expected loads, I would recommend a simpler approach.
Two smaller units totaling about 70 percent of maximum flow
should be sufficient. 115 cfm on 6 feet of head will develop
around 600 watts of power with my 8 inch Francis turbine.
This is enough power when combined with the correct battery
bank and inverters to run a home quite comfortably. A second
unit could be added to use winter and spring flows if more

power is needed or if you plan to handle some minor heating
loads. You may want to size the first unit smaller to match
extremely low flows.
I would contact the local office of the USGS and do some
research on potential flow at your site. Concentrate on the
lowest flows in late summer and fall. Size your smaller unit to
accommodate these numbers, and then go larger with the
second unit. Always consider leaving some in-stream flow
below the dam to support aquatic life. I’m sure that the state
can help you with this. Your fish ladder designs will also have
to be approved.
From what I read in your letter, I feel that your site is best
suited to either a prop or Francis-type reaction turbine.
Regarding possible turbine suppliers: Peter Ruyter
(turbin@cargo-kraft.se) manufactures small prop turbines in
Sweden. The company name is Cargo-Craft. You can contact
him by email. I am going to introduce my small scroll case
Francis units at the Midwest Renewable Energy Fair in
Wisconsin this June. My “Neptune” design matches your site
requirements well. Combined with the special brushless
alternator I supply, and all-stainless construction, it should
give many years of trouble-free service. Please feel free to
contact me. Best Regards, Ron MacLeod, C. MacLeod & Co.,
2131 Harmonyville Rd., Pottstown, PA 19465 • 610-469-1858
Fax: 610-469-1859 • microhydro@dplus.net.
Code Gestapo
Richard, I would like to address all the supposedly technical
people trying to restrict the natural advancement of the
renewable energy industry in the USA. Also all those people
at Sandia and other institutions and government-funded
autocratic and bureaucratic agencies acting for the supposed
good of us “little people.” In a word—give me a break!
In a something like a mix of “The Emperor’s New Clothes”
and a sad version of “I’ll do what’s best for you even if you
won’t,” it seems that everyone wants to control us. Now that
RE is becoming big business, everyone wants to regulate,
control, and manipulate it in every way possible. Where were
these people back in 1990 when you could not even find one
piece of equipment to UL label? Most of those systems,
though upgraded, still operate very well without the blessing
of the local black-booted government lackey.
Right now, a person can go anywhere, put a battery bank,
some solar panels, and an inverter in their $100,000
motorhome and cruise the country, free from inspection and
government intrusion. Put the same thing in your home, and
in most areas, watch the code people come out of the
woodwork.
Plus it suddenly costs about 50 percent more. If you are
hooking up to the utility in any way (though I don’t know why
anyone would want to do so), it gets even uglier. If we think
we will get a cleaner utility by connecting a few homes to a
grid that serves so many varied interests, we are kidding
ourselves. Public utilities, just like most government agencies,
do not exist for our benefit, but for the benefit of the agency
itself. If you don’t think so, try to shut one down.
Yes, there are legitimate issues such as battery location,
inverter disconnects, even grounding, but most of this is really
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covered in nearly every way in the original NEC code book. I
have a version from 1984, and from a common sense
standpoint, it’s all there. I think people should know that
though personal residences and commercial property are
covered by the NEC, utilities themselves are exempt from the
code, along with all government properties, national parks,
some municipal facilities, etc.
I am not attacking the individual code person or utility worker.
These are good people, working every day and giving, in
most cases, their best effort with malice toward none.
However, the entities that employ them always tend to be
autocratic and bureaucratic in the way they handle our
interests.
The main elusive component left out is the ability to talk to
someone on a common sense basis. Many times you get
either doctrine and dogma or an “I’m smarter than you are”
reaction. It seems to me that if RE manufacturers were left to
their own devices, given a specific set of specifications to
adhere to, and left to regulate and police their own industry
based on feedback from the field, we would have a very
viable and safe industry without all the needless red tape,
contrary and contradictory rules, etc. It’s my opinion that what
we are doing as a grassroots movement means more than a
bunch of rules, some bureaucrat’s career, or the remote
possibility of some badly installed systems.
Here are but a few examples of how real-world facts collide
with code-based thinking:
Fact: Nearly all diesel truck systems are 24 VDC start, so they
have batteries that operate at 12 VDC and 24 VDC. Trucks
then have multiple alternators or circuits that charge batteries,
sometimes rated in hundreds of amps. Why are these
systems not considered dangerous? No one has ever been
electrocuted by a truck starting system, even though it is not
grounded. Yet in a home with a small 12 or 24 VDC PV
system, the resulting voltage from the 24 VDC array is
considered lethal by some. Rule #1 in life: If it doesn’t meet
the common sense test, it is probably bunk!
Fact: All the concern over grid-tied inverters centers on one
pivotal point—that islanding will cause severe problems and
potentially kill utility workers. I worked for a municipal utility in
1987 and 1988, and as part of my job, I was required to
attend lineman schools in case I was needed to fill in during
an emergency, which I did several times. What you learn
about working with high voltage after two intense week-long
schools is this:
1) Never assume any line is dead.
2) Never assume your buddy checked it and it’s dead.
3) Disconnect all possible power feed sources before working.
So, unless something has radically changed, why the hubbub
over this? Anyway, a single or even multiple inverter set could
never stay on line in sell-back mode past a couple of cycles or
1/60th of a second. For one thing, the load would be so
enormous that the inverters would trip off line on overcurrent.
Second, if other inverters were connected to the same line, all
would be fried as soon as one inverter stack, unsynchronized
without the utility signal, began to feed another inverter.
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Without the utility frequency and phase angle reference, they
would all be different. Try it yourself if you have some time
and about $6,000 to waste. It would be like closing
unparalleled AC generators onto a single line source or
feeding the output of one inverter to another. Without the grid,
nothing can go anywhere.
Fact: Common sense says that what works well in one case
should work well in another. Take welding cable for battery
connections. Ever try to use building cable to connect your
batteries? In an effort to keep with the code, I did. What a
pain. Ever wonder why welding cable is what it is? Most arc
welders are DC and range from 50 to 200 volts and can be 25
to several hundred amps.
Welding cable is also used in locomotives, which by the way
are also mainly DC-powered, motor-driven units where the
smoke comes only from the onboard diesel generator. These
cables are made flexible for one main reason according to
ASTM and IEEE standards. DC induces voltage and creates
a magnetic effect. When large currents are passed thru DC
cables, they must be able to flex. Indeed, they do move with
the current flow. Test it yourself. The same must apply to the
DC sources feeding batteries.
Regardless of the code, sunlight is not the prevalent factor in
determining what cable should be used to connect modules;
flexibility should have priority. Common sense should
determine what battery cables and PV cables are used, not
code. Why can’t the rest of the rules used in electrical
installations be more common-sense based? Though
electricity is somewhat complex in nature, the basic rules for
its use are really very simple.
For many of us, the RE power system becomes an almost
organic part of our homes and our lives. People build their
own homes every day, in many different parts of the country,
under widely varied rules and codes, and with different ideals
and goals. Why should some person tell them how to live,
how to think, etc.?
This to me is at the heart of the dispute—free thinking as
opposed to regimentation and restriction. It is probably too
late to stop these people. They have an agenda to
supposedly mainstream RE and apparently this means
adopting the same old worn out tactics of regulation and
intimidation. My only hope is that the majority of people
considering the alternative energy lifestyle do so in a way that
limits the effect and interaction of the establishment. It really is
an us vs. them issue, after all. Bill von Brethorst
brethors@3rivers.net
Hi Bill, and thanks for your letter on this contentious topic.
Here’s my view: There are two ways for people to operate with
each other—cooperatively and coercively. Codes, rules, and
regulations are all in the coercive category—in the end they
have guns behind them to force you.
I believe in a cooperative society. We should only bring out the
guns as a last resort. But many people are not willing to trust
their fellow human beings, and others will not take
responsibility for their actions. So most social systems these
days are pretty far along the continuum from cooperation to
totalitarian control.
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I think we are much farther along that continuum than we
need to be. I have nothing against standards. I can choose to
use FedEx to ship overnight packages (for instance) because
I respect the standards they hold up. But when we have a
single standard imposed from the top, it’s way too easy to end
up with a huge bureaucracy and a lot of nonsense. It also
stifles innovation, and technological and social improvement.
If all codes relating to RE today were fully enforced on the
pioneers of this movement 20+ years ago (or even now…),
we wouldn’t have much of a movement.
To me, renewable energy is common sense and liberating.
You don’t have to be a tree hugger or an electronics nerd to
see that the sun shines, the wind blows, and the water flows,
and it just makes sense to capture that energy. This
technology frees people to make choices about their own
energy generation and use. I find the whole code system to
be very antithetical to the essence of RE. The politics
surrounding it also makes me ill. I’m glad you and others are
actively fighting for more common sense. Ian Woofenden
Doesn’t Hate Utilities, But…
I appreciated the story of HP’s start. Wow! You guys really did
what the rest of us said we would do before we sold out and
became the “establishment.” Won’t mention any names
(me!)… Now, we are planning and saving to do the RE
country homestead in comfort as retirees (how tough is
that?!).
I think the article mix is fine; don’t change a thing. I love
guerrilla solar! My brother is a utility engineer and nuke
proponent, and I mail these to him. I don’t hate the utilities—
they brought us this far. Now they need to change, and only
the marketplace (us) can make it happen. Deregulation is the
first step even if it means interim bullshit like selling pollution
rights, etc. I still drive a car, so I live in a glass house. Gordon
Trump, gtrump3@redrose.net
RE Conflict of Interest?
For the past five years I’ve been doing one small project a
year. I’m finding that any technical support that may be
offered is laced with conflict of interest. This conflict comes
from engineers (?) who make their living by selling you lots of
equipment, and are not inclined to deal with shoestring
homeowners like me. We ask too many questions, take up
too much time, and buy too little.
I am on grid, and will continue to stay on. I am finding that I
can greatly reduce my monthly bills as long as I do not intertie
with the grid. I have a 30-tube Thermomax hot water heating
system, two solar panels mounted with a Wattsun tracker, two
sets of wheelchair batteries, a 600 watt Exeltech inverter, a
wood-pellet fireplace, and radiant floor heating. I hope to
obtain an Air 403 (industrial 3-wired) wind generator within the
next few months.
I am currently paying about $25 dollars a month from spring
through fall to run my home. The city has come to my door
three times in the last four years, because the utility company
has notified them of the continuing drops in consumption.
I went completely off of natural gas about five years ago (I live
in a city in a gas-producing province). You should have been
here for the fun. There was shutting off of meters, cutting of

pipes, refusal to disconnect, threats of property destruction to
get their underground pipes back, and ultimately vandalism
(by them). I’ve learned that it is sometimes better not to ask
permission, but to say “oops” for what is now done. It works!
I’d like to thank you for publishing Home Power magazine. I
couldn’t have done it without you. Name withheld to protect
the innocent, Alberta, Canada
Hello friend. What a great story! You are in the trenches doing
it, and enjoying it in spite of the utility’s interference. More
power to you.
It sounds like you’ve had some bad experience with people
trying to sell you RE equipment. It is time for you to change
dealers. Not all of them have just the sell in mind. Many
dealers got into the field because they felt it was the right
thing to do, and those are the ones who are usually willing to
go out of their way to help, not just sell. Search around, and
be sure to ask the question, “What can you do to help me with
my projects?” Once you get the answer you are looking for,
give that dealer your business. Michael Welch
Homebrew Parts Availability
Thanks for your invitation to write to you and ask for what I
need. I read your articles for the small systems and their
application. I can neither afford nor many times justify large
expensive systems. Our small daily sunlight here on the East
Coast allows me to use rudimentary, stand-alone systems that
I can easily afford and maintain.
I love your homebrew articles, and actually wish you would
include more than one article per issue on lower-priced
systems. If I had a gripe it would be that these systems use
electronic components that I simply can’t find! I’m not an
electronics expert, as so many of your readers seem to be. I
wonder if it would be possible for you to evaluate the
components as to their availability, and suggest replacement
parts that may be easier to obtain before you print these
homebrew articles!
Try spending more article time evaluating the smaller stuff,
suggest questions that I may be too stupid to ask for myself,
so if I purchase the next best thing, I’m not getting burned
because I didn’t know what I should be looking for. Thanks for
a good wintertime read. Forrest C. Hanes, Auburn, New York
Hello, Forrest. We are always looking for good homebrews to
publish in Home Power. The truth is that great homebrews are
quite rare. In homebrews that I originate, I try to keep to a
Radio Shack parts set. This is not because Radio Shack has
the best or the cheapest parts, and they certainly don’t send
us bucks for recommending them. I try to use Radio Shack
parts because everyone out there has easy access to them.
In some cases, the needed parts are too esoteric for Radio
Shack to stock. If this is the case, I fall back on other
suppliers, mainly Digi-Key, which has most everything
imaginable. Heads-up, homebrewers! If your design uses
parts made of unobtanium, then your design cannot be
constructed by others. Keep it simple and keep it standard.
Just lately, RE has gone mainstream. So we have a plethora
of larger, more expensive systems. This doesn’t mean that
everyone needs a $20K system to meet their needs, just that
some folks do. One of the greatest beauties of RE is that you
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don’t have to buy any more than you really need. Readers,
please keep sending us articles about smaller systems. Home
Power is about home power. We don’t care how much you
spent on your system; if it works and meets your needs, then
it is suitable for publication in these pages. Richard Perez
Big Isn’t Better
Dear Home Power people, I’ve been on board reading your
magazine from its inception, and can’t help but feel how
important and influential it has been in encouraging the
growth of independent renewable energy systems. HP75
contains articles representative of philosophies espousing
ideals at both ends of the spectrum—the best and worst on
the consumptive scale.
I was particularly impressed with Melanie Chacon’s “vision,”
indomitable spirit, and inspiring determination and
capabilities—worthy of much praise! Also, the
Surber/Corrigan “Small and Simple (Cabin) in the North
Woods!” The “worst end” of the consumptive scale was
eloquently epitomized by the “Barton Motor Coach.” Gross!
Gag me with a 200 amp fuse! Whatever happened to
Schumacher’s espousal of “Small Is Beautiful?” I find it
disheartening to see the preponderance of articles suffering
from “affluenza.”
Aside from this critique, I find more positive articles and
information to look forward to each new issue, for which
please find enclosed remittance for my subscription renewal.
Sincerely, Radken, Shelburne Point, Vermont
Hi Radken, and thanks for your letter. We try to keep a
balance between the low-budget systems and the megasystems. While our hearts are with you and folks who can
squeeze an amp-hour out of a turnip, we also want to see RE
go mainstream. While some of the big systems seem wasteful
and inappropriate, they do show what can be done. But we
still do prefer to see systems of all sizes show concern with
efficiency, not just volume.
Keep telling us what you want, but remember that we have a
wide readership and we are trying to appeal to a wide variety
of RE interests. I suspect that the readers who enjoy the large
system articles could write us letters complaining about the
funky hippie systems that we have been known to cover. The
bottom line is that we can’t please every reader with every
article, which is why we publish a variety. We also urge you
and others to submit articles on small, efficient RE systems.
Ian Woofenden
Another Wind Genny In a Tree
How’s it going, Home Power? I just got my last issue. I could
not believe the turbine in the tree. I thought I was the first. I
put my Air 403 up in July, as you can see by my picture. I
thought you would enjoy seeing it.
I told a few people at the Midwest Renewable Energy Fair
and they all said, “How?” I strapped the 20 foot pole to the
tree using cable scraps from the local utility company. I used a
hatchet and topped the tree to prevent wind resistance. There
is a building below it. Jason Busch, Land o’ Lakes, Wisconsin
Hi Jason, Well, our first wind generator tree tower has been in
operation for 17 years now, and we were certainly not the first
either. As a tree trimmer and a wind maniac, I find wind
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machines and trees to be a wonderful, if unconventional,
marriage. Richard has urged me to write an article on the
subject, and I will probably do that one of these days.
I do have some concerns from your letter, and it’s these
concerns that especially make me want to do a
comprehensive article. I think tree towers are very much a
fringe thing and not for the average (whatever that means) RE
system owner. And I think when you go out on the edge, you
have a responsibility to do it in a relatively sensible way.
Please take my comments as constructive criticism, and as
words of warning to others.
First of all, I find tree topping to be a questionable practice in
most situations. While I’m not a fundamentalist about topping,
I think many concerns of the anti-topping crowd are right on. I
won’t delve into it here, but I will say that though I topped our
first tree-tower tree, the trees I’ve used and picked for our
second and third tree towers will not need to be topped. I’m
also concerned that you did the topping job with a hatchet. In
order to be an effective and long-term tree tower, you want to
keep the tree healthy and alive. I’d recommend that you go
back up with a sharp saw and make a clean, sloping cut that

Letters

can drain and heal well. This cut should be just above a
healthy branch or branches. Also, some species take topping
much better than others. I hope you consulted with a local
arborist before you picked your tree.

pressured to discontinue the reports. I found out that the
results from the Solfest Shootout in June ‘98 became hard to
get and the gentleman who conducted the tests had his hand
smacked!

My second concern is in your description of attaching the
mast to the tree. You say you “strapped” it on. Anything that
goes all the way around a tree will tend to girdle and kill that
portion of the tree. I recommend through-bolting your mast as
the least damaging way to attach it to the tree.

On another note, I would suggest that a report on the solar
power system for the Olympic Stadiums in Sydney might be
of interest to readers although not exactly “home power,” I
admit.

My third concern is that I don’t see any guy wires or ropes on
your tree tower. Perhaps they don’t show up in your photo.
While you may well get away with this for a shorter or longer
time with such a small machine, I think it’s a questionable
practice. Trees au natural, without masts and wind turbines in
them, often blow over or lose their tops. You’ve added a lever
and a resistance up there, and have your investment in the
machine and installation to think about. There’s also the issue
of gyroscopic forces to consider, especially with larger
machines. I recommend guying tree towers.
Well, as you can see, this is a subject that interests me. I’ll cut
this off now, but I hope we can jaw about it more at MREF in
June. And to all you tree tower owners or heirs, I’d like to hear
about your experiences, and see your photos. They just might
show up in HP one of these days. Ian Woofenden, PO Box
1001, Anacortes, WA 98221
ian.woofenden@homepower.com
Component Sources
Hi Folks, I noticed in HP76 that someone is looking for a 115
V KWH meter. I got a used one a couple of years ago from
Herbach and Rademan (800-848-8001; www.herbach.com). It
was very reasonable (~$30.00 + box to fit for $10) and in very
good condition, and I am using it now. Unfortunately, I don’t
see the 115 V KWH meters available in their current catalog.
However they still do have a 3-wire 240 V model. It seems to
me that this should work fine with the 115 V load connected to
one leg and the neutral. Perhaps you folks at HP would like to
get one and check it out to see if it would work OK. I have
mine set up with a plug and outlet box so I can just plug it in
and plug an appliance in to it so I can check out the
cumulative energy used.
While I’m at it, I want to mention C&H Sales (800-325-9465;
www.candhsales.com). They are a source of both heavy duty
rheostats (potentiometers/variable resistors; 25/50 watts and
up to 5 A), and very high power resistors for use with power
diverters (some can handle up to 170 amps!). I got a couple of
these for some friends. They are ribbon type, edge-wound
elements on ceramic cores, and very impressive; 750 to
6,000 watts dissipation. You need to call them before
ordering, since their selection varies. Jonny Klein, K7JK
Thanks for the good ideas and leads, Jonny. I’ve done
business with C&H Sales many times over the years. Good
folks! Richard Perez
Democracy Rack
Hullo Richard, Just a note to ask if there is to be a further
report from the Democracy Rack. I am very interested, as
many readers will be, in the ongoing performance of the
various solar panels. I trust Home Power has not been

I am looking seriously at a project to generate power from the
controlled burning of automobile tyres. This has been done on
a large scale, but we would look to test a small unit requiring
about 300 tyres each day. This would address an ecological
disaster and be a unit run by unskilled labour in the poorer
areas. Anything along those lines that you may know of?
I am nearly finishing a project involving automatically
retractable guyless wind masts. We have them working
manually and will complete the automation in a few months.
The client is sensitive about publicity, but the project will
eventually be publicized.
I never got to find out if Trace inverters could be connected in
a ring configuration for power sharing between separate
battery banks. No one has been able to tell me—maybe no
one has tried it? Richard, many thanks for your efforts with
Home Power. Carl Emerson, Auckland, New Zealand
Hello Carl, We are planning more testing of the PVs on the
Democracy Rack, but we haven’t gotten around to it yet. I
suspect we’ll do another round of testing this fall. We’re
stretched pretty thin this summer with energy fairs and new
construction here at FMI, in addition to magazine production.
We’ve had no negative responses from the PV industry about
our testing, and I don’t expect any. We ran our test procedure
by every PV maker before we ever began testing.
The auto tire thing sounds interesting. Sorry, but I know
nothing about this. Air pollution may be a problem.
I don’t think that anyone has tried the “ring configuration”
using Trace inverters. Sounds interesting. Please keep me
posted on what you discover. Richard Perez
Richard’s suspicions about the burning of tires is right on. This
is not much different for the environment than burning fossil
fuels. Significant scrubbing of the stack exhaust is required.
Lots of airborne particulates are involved in this process. CO2
is spewed into the environment, no matter how much
scrubbing is done.
Citizens in California communities that have a tire burning
plant nearby are very displeased with the air pollution from
the plant’s operation. Just this last winter, a lightning strike hit
a pile of tires at the plant, causing a fire that was nearly
impossible to put out, and burned huge amounts of tires—
without the pollution mitigation that a plant has.
Burning tires is a bad idea. Auto tires are 100 percent
recyclable. The only reason good recycling technologies have
not been fully implemented is because the industry is balking.
It is cheaper for them to manufacture new tires with new raw
materials. Some communities have used old tires as road
base, with mixed results. Michael Welch
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Even our friends and family, who had seen our place “in
action,” seemed to think either that we were “exotic” or
“eccentric.” And they don’t have any interest in going
electrically independent themselves. While they marvel that
our energy costs are only about $350/year (LPG), economics
(too high payback costs) is the pat answer to the bulk of their
objections. Also, they see an RE system as limiting their
lifestyles. I have come to realize that there are other reasons
that we who live on RE may not have insight into.
RE is mainly DIY. The bulk of folks who live this way are more
rural in location (and attitude?) and their systems reflect an
appreciation of “basics,” hands-on, and bare bones
economics. These are not people who accept perpetual
payments as a given in life. Pay as you go is more their
preference. Also being “on site” rather than working away
from home allows options for interacting with daily chores
rather than needing to seek help for chore relief.
Those who work away from home have different needs, which
impact an electrical system more by requiring higher usage at
less replenishable times. I can and do wash clothes during
daylight hours and use a clothesline to dry them. Someone
who works away from home may need to wash in the evening
hours and use a (gas) dryer to get this job done quickly.
Likewise with other chores—vacuuming, microwave to
defrost, ironing clothes, etc.
So an RE system needs to be able to be as “powerful” and
available as a utility for these folks to accept it. This means
$$$, to say the least. And this doesn’t even scratch the
surface of the “status” or “convenience” issues. Sun Frosts
don’t have built-in ice makers or a water-on-door option, so
keeping an energy hog sounds reasonable to those who
accept these items as “normal” (we use ice so seldom it
becomes stale!).
Add to this the DC vs AC issue, and again the options
decrease. Sure you can find a 12 VDC blender, but the hefty
price quickly outweighs the usefulness, and alternative
options are used, or switching to AC becomes cost effective.
We have had this issue hit home big time with us since we put
our “solar” home up for sale. People just don’t want to think
about electricity. It seems that paying a bill is easier than
thinking, and electricity basically scares people when they do
have to think about it!
So we have had to look long and hard at our efficient little
system. We have already doubled it—twelve 60 W panels and
1,400 AH batteries. Going all AC is the next effort for us. I will
miss the non-hum of DC fluorescent ballasts, running my
laptop with a direct connection, and the simplicity of the
system needed to run the 12 VDC Sun Frost. I won’t miss the
inverter sounds (in the house), and needing to remember
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which circuit is DC and which AC, or the keeping track of how
many items are in use at a particular time (gentle on
system/amperage limits). Besides, we have earned the
privilege of a few comforts, and taking it a bit easier on our
“aging” selves too. Bill kids that we could burn 55 gallon
drums of crude in our yard and still be “greener” overall than
the “greens” of the city!
Bottom line? Do what is best for you and your situation.
Leading by example is as honorable a statement as one can
manage. Congrats on a beautiful lifestyle, Catherine, one that
others may never know because they won’t give it to
themselves. Katcha Sanderson • sandkats@excite.com (see
the Sandersons’ system article in HP61.)

The sun is the emissary of the Great Spirit,
without which all life on Earth would perish.
These are words of wisdom from a good friend by the
name of Bob Larson. He was the owner of Sunlight
Works out of Sedona, Arizona. Bob has left us. He
passed away on Tuesday April 11th at his home in the
sun.
Bob was a solar pioneer. His love of the sun and the
power that it gives us was an inspiration to all who knew
him. His radiant smile broadcast happiness and love. It
sent out the message that he loved what he was doing.
With his wife Heather, he championed solar energy in
the schools of Arizona, and in Africa and Latin America
as well. He was a teacher, a mentor, a provider to his
family—a good man. We will miss his presence, and
especially that smile.
Bob’s work was mostly in the passive technologies of
solar—hot water, solar cooking, and passive solar
design. This is appropriate to his own passive style. The
bottom line for him was sharing, not the dollar sign.
Smile on, Bob.
Your friends from SEI, Sunsense, Arizona Energy Office,
and all the recipients of that smile.

Photo courtesy of Valley Journal and Carol Craven

Keep It Simple
Dear Home Power crew, I read with interest the letter from
Catherine Stanley in HP76, page 146. We too have what
most consider to be a small and mainly DC system, which
works fine and meets all of our needs. We greatly understand
her interest and viewpoint. In fact we also often wonder why
folks can’t scale down and go “independent.” Lazy?
Unknowledgeable? Misinformed? Why, why, why?

Ozonal Notes

Richard Perez
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degradation is really not happening as quickly as PV
makers thought it might. According to a report from
Sandia National Laboratories, the most common failure
is an open circuit condition in the module
(www.sandia.gov/pv/hot/qrtrep.htm).

Check Your
PVs Before
Their Warranty
Expires

Simple Tests
It is virtually impossible to locate a single failed module
in a large array. Even if you keep a sharp eye on the
output current of the array, temperature can cause large
swings in output current. I watch the meters like a
hawk, and I didn’t notice that one array was short a
module and another was short two modules. In cases
where a failed module is in series with other modules,
the failed module renders the whole series string
inoperative. All of our failed modules were wired up in
parallel (12 volt operation).

e recently installed a 24 volt
system here at Funky
Mountain Institute. While doing
this, we rewired many of our older 12
volt modules to function in the new 24
volt system. See the article on page 30
of this issue for the details. While
rewiring the PVs, it struck me that this
was an excellent time to test each
module.

So the lesson to be learned here is to perform a couple
of simple tests on your PV modules as they reach the
end of their warranty. We returned the defective
modules to their manufacturers. All three of the
manufacturers honored their warranties, and the failed
PV modules were cheerfully and quickly replaced with
brand new PVs. Joe found all the other modules up to
spec in their Voc and Isc measurements.

W

After all, the modules were not wired to any array, and
about to be rewired into a new array. At first, Joe
Schwartz groaned—I was making more work for him to
do, and we would probably gain nothing from his extra
work. As it turned out, Joe was wrong—we did find
problems.
We discovered three modules (out of twenty tested)
that were not putting out any power at all. One of these
modules was nine years old and the other two were
almost ten years old. We bought these modules back in
the days when ten years was a standard warranty
period for a PV module. If we had not tested these PVs,
we might not have discovered their failure before their
warranty period expired.
We assume that these PVs died because a series cell
connection failed. The culprit is probably thermal
cycling. Daily expansion and contraction can cause a
series intercell connection to fatigue and break. We
actually have no real proof of this; it’s just our best
guess. Somewhere in the current path from cell to cell,
or cell to j-box, there’s a failure, and the module goes
open circuit. It seems that gradual long-term power

The test procedure is very simple. All it requires is a 12
volt PV module to test, full strength sunshine, and a
digital multimeter (DMM). In order to perform these
tests, the PV module must be disconnected from all
other modules, and from batteries and loads. Once the
PV is disconnected, face it towards the sun. Then you’ll
be ready to make the two vital measurements that will
indicate its state of health.
The first measurement is open circuit voltage (Voc).
The second measurement is short circuit current (Isc).
Both Voc and Isc ratings are printed on the back of
almost every PV module. If your PVs don’t have them,
consult the documentation that came with the PV, or
contact its manufacturer.
Open Circuit Voltage
Select volts mode on the DMM, and attach the test
leads to the positive and negative output terminals of
the PV module. Since the PV module is disconnected
from any load, what is measured is the PV’s open
circuit voltage. This voltage should be between 13.5
and 20+ volts DC depending on module type, module
temperature, and solar insolation. If you measure less
than 13.5 volts, the PV module has problems and
needs to be returned to its manufacturer. In our case,
all three failed modules showed zero volts during this
test.
Short Circuit Current
Set the DMM up to measure current in the amperes
Home Power #77 • June / July 2000
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range. Most DMMs these days will be able to measure
up to ten amperes of current. Most PV modules will
deliver no more than seven amperes, so the DMM can
easily measure this without being damaged.
Attach one of the DMM’s probes to the negative output
terminal of the PV module, and the other probe to the
PV’s positive output terminal. You are essentially short
circuiting the PV module through the DMM. The
measured short circuit current of the module should be
close to the rated short circuit current. If short circuit
output current is lower than the rated value by more
than fifteen percent, you have a warranty claim and the
module should be returned to its manufacturer. In our
case, the failed PVs showed zero current when short
circuited through the DMM.
Simple Tests, Big Rewards
Both the Voc and Isc tests can be performed in less
than a minute once the module is disconnected. All
modules should have this test done a year before their
warranty expires, or even more often. This test is simple
and could yield the reward of a brand new module if the
old one has failed. Do be sure to save all the sales
receipts for all the equipment in your RE system. You’ll
need them if you ever have to make a warranty claim.
Successful Solar Businesses
Karen and I are teaching the Successful Solar
Businesses workshop once again this year at Solar
Energy International (SEI) in Colorado. This is a
special, two-day workshop on how to start and operate
a successful renewable energy business. This will be
the sixth time we’ve done this workshop, and the results
have been fantastic. About 20 percent of the people
who attend establish RE businesses within a year, and
most of these businesses prosper over time.
Folks who are considering renewable energy as a
career will find out what their options are. Anyone
considering becoming an installing dealer of renewable
energy systems will find invaluable information on not
only how to get started, but also how to succeed. Those
who are already installing dealers will receive specific
strategies on how to build their existing businesses. We
will cover a short history of the RE industry, choosing a
business structure, marketing in all fashions/modes,
managing a small business, managing employees,
taxes, and more.
A special feature of this workshop is that attendees will
make contacts with major solar energy companies right
at the workshop. As of this writing, three major PV
manufacturers, who are also system integrators, are
sending representatives. These reps will explain what
their companies can do for you as a renewable energy
business person.
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This is a golden opportunity for anyone who wishes to
enter the renewable energy industry at any level. For
startup installing dealers, the opportunity is not golden,
but platinum. One of the most critical decisions
installing dealers make is who their hardware suppliers
will be. This workshop will help you make those
essential business contacts and decisions.
Karen and I teach these workshops because we’ve
seen RE businesses fail over the years. In most cases,
these businesses went under not because the person
didn’t know RE technology, but because the person
didn’t know small business. Karen and I draw from our
experiences. I spent over ten years as an installing
dealer of RE systems. We started and still operate
Home Power. Karen, in her position as Home Power’s
advertising director, speaks with hundreds of RE
business people monthly, and has for over ten years
now. My outline from last year’s workshop is available
for download from HP’s Web page. Check it out for a
taste of what we covered last time. The information we
present at this workshop is drawn from the hard-won
experiences of our work in the industry. If you want a
career in RE, don’t miss it.
Workshop dates are August 5 and 6, 2000 at Solar
Energy International in Carbondale, Colorado. The
tuition is US$200. Advanced registration is required and
space is limited, so reserve early. This workshop is
preceded by SEI’s Microhydro workshop, and the Wind
Power workshop taught by Mick Sagrillo. It is followed
by the Photovoltaic Design & Installation and Advanced
PV workshops. If you’re just getting started on the road
to a job or business in the renewable energy field, you
should consider taking the whole series of SEI
renewable energy workshops.
Access
Author: Richard Perez, Home Power, PO Box 520,
Ashland, OR 97520 • 530-475-3179
Fax: 530-475-0836 • richard.perez@homepower.com
www.homepower.com
Solar Energy International, PO Box 715, Carbondale,
CO 81623 • 970-963-8855 • Fax: 970-863-8866
sei@solarenergy.org • www.solarenergy.org
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Email Conversation on iMac Startup Problems
Richard, Greetings from Alaska—cold and clear, sub-zero
at night, solar power heaven. The PV panels really bust
their butts to pump out power this time of year. But a
curious situation has turned up and I’d appreciate your
opinions.
I have a new iMac DV Special as the heart of my new
computer system. Hoping to feed only the finest quality
power to this and the peripherals, I bought an Exeltech
250 W sine wave inverter from Steve Willey at Backwoods
Solar. It runs assorted loads just fine. Here are typical
peak/running loads in watts, taken by my Brand digital
power meter: Blender, 187/143; 3/8 drill, 166/166; Weller
soldering gun (low), 194/125.
But the Exeltech inverter will not start the iMac, which is
rated at only 125 watts maximum! The iMac starts and
seems to run fine on my trusty old Trace 1512. Its power
readings on the 1512 are 148 watts start, 89 boot, and 80
run; PF 0.69—well within the tested capacity of the
Exeltech. Any ideas about this problem? Regards, Ed
LaChapelle • Edlach@aol.com
Hello Ed. I can only guess that the startup surge of the
iMac is beyond what the Exeltech can deliver. Try using the
Fluke 87 in 1 ms record mode to measure the starting
surge. I’ll bet it’s over 500 watts. I’m not sure what time
factor is involved in measuring surge on the Brand, but I’ll
bet it’s longer than 1 ms. Also remember to factor in power
factor! Try the next bigger sized Exeltech. Richard
Ed replies: That was a shrewd guess, Richard. Adjusted
for PF, the 1 ms power pulse was 560 watts. With the
Exeltech 250 having only a 300 watt surge capacity, it’s no
wonder it didn’t work. The 100 ms average surge was 300
watts. Thanks for the tip on the Fluke 87. I had forgotten
about that feature for capturing peaks.
I’m trading the 250 in to Steve on a 600 watt Exeltech. The
latter has 1,100 watts surge, so it should carry the startup.
I also discovered that the iMac when off has a phantom
draw of 0.32 amps with a PF of 0.02. This works out to
about 1 watt, which is what the Brand meter reports.
Apparently there is a highly reactive beast lurking in the
heart of the iMac. Pushing that start button is about like
creeping into his den and goosing a sleeping grizzly bear.
Thanks for taking the time to advise me on this problem. I
hope the findings will be useful to others led astray by that
125 watts max label on the iMac. Do all computers have
these millisecond surges, or is it just a Mac problem? My
cool best wishes to all at FMI—cool from here because
we’re still going below zero every night. Ed

Richard again: The surge culprit is the CRT. The high
voltage power supply that supplies the anodes of the CRT
has a huge in-rush current at startup. And since it is
capacitors that are charging up to high voltages, the power
factor is miserable. While the iMac is a great little machine
for not much money, its power supply is obviously the bare
minimum necessary to operate the computer.
I have a new CRT monitor here (24 inch Sony) that uses a
step start relay and resistor circuit to minimize the startup
surge. If it didn’t have that step start circuit, it would not be
able to start on a normal 15 amp, 120 VAC household
circuit—it would trip the breaker. The actual computer logic
and hard drive really have small startup surges. It’s the
CRT that’s the problem.
We’ve been comparing data from a Brand meter and the
Fluke 43. The Brand does a great job on power factor, but
fails to capture fast surges that either the Fluke 87 or Fluke
43 will capture. Thanks for the info about the iMac being a
phantom load. Richard
Ed again: I figured the grizzly bear must have his den in
the CRT; microelectronics just don’t suck power like that.
Sounds like a stepwise charge-up would help a lot.
Apple makes a big deal about how the iMac is silent
because it has no fan. Maybe the bare-bones nature of the
CRT supply has a rationale besides price in keeping down
heat generation. But the land is full of fan-free 27 inch TVs
that don’t blow 15 amp circuits, so stepwise startup circuits
must come off somebody’s production line by the millions.
The Exeltech 600 watt sine wave inverter has just arrived
and starts up the iMac with no trouble at all. Ed
Richard again: Apple is deep into the bean counter routine.
Adding a few parts that cost the factory maybe $10 will
lead to a retail price that is some $50 higher. iMacs are
designed to be as inexpensive as possible. We have three
of them in our new office and they work just fine and are
very inexpensive. Glad to hear that your problem is solved,
Ed. Richard Perez
Need More Acid?
Richard, Through the normal course of a flooded lead-acid
battery’s life, it is discharged, recharged, and overcharged
via equalization. Some of the process causes the battery
to gas, releasing hydrogen, oxygen, and some of the
sulfuric acid. Based on the assumed loss of acid over a
period of time, how can I determine if my acid-to-water
ratio is still good? John Manus • j_manus@hotmail.com
Hello John, When the battery gases, only water is
converted into hydrogen and oxygen gas; the sulfuric acid
in the electrolyte remains unchanged. You can determine
the acid concentration by fully recharging the battery and
measuring the specific gravity of each cell with a
hydrometer. Specific gravity should be about 1.260, which
is about a 25 percent solution of H2SO4 in water.
You should never have to add more acid to a battery over
its lifetime; you should only have to add distilled water to
replace the water lost to gassing. Richard Perez
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Use ‘Em or Lose ‘Em
Hi Richard, We use an RE system that consists of twelve
75 W PV panels, twelve L-16 batteries wired for 24 V, and
a Trace SW4024 inverter. We also use a 6.3 KW generator
for backup during the dark months. We power several
loads. The large ones include a 1/2 hp 240 VAC
submersible water pump (inverter to step-up transformer)
that feeds a 2,000 gallon gravity flow holding tank, front
loading washer, occasional hair dryer, toaster, microwave,
power tools, vacuum cleaner, and hot plate.
During sunny weather, the batteries reach full charge daily,
and we use an electric hot plate for some of our cooking.
This unit uses about 700 watts. We are thinking about
using a larger one (1,500 W or so) that would be more
useful for cooking larger dishes.
Are there any drawbacks to using batteries to power a
resistance load for up to an hour or so? Your answer and
comments will be appreciated. Thanks, Scott Vasak, Butte
Falls, Oregon • svasak@ccountry.net
Hello Scott, Aw Reet! Solar-electric cooking! We do the
same here, only we heat water for dishes and the like. We
use a 2.5 gallon point-of-use electric water heater (1,350
watts). As long as the batteries get fully recharged the next
day, you do them no harm with a little electric cooking after
sundown.
The batteries are there to serve you. While it is true that
the less you use them the longer they will last, they still
have a finite lifetime even if you never use them. What
really counts in battery longevity is fully recharging them
on a regular basis. If your system is fully recharging the
battery three or four times a week, you are in fat city, and a
little electric cooking will do them no harm. Richard Perez
Buzzzzzzz
Dear Home Power, Thank you for the work you put into
your magazine. I enjoy reading it very much. If you could
please answer my question, I would greatly appreciate it.
We have a Trace SW4048 inverter and it interferes with
the short wave and AM radio frequencies on our radio. It
sort of sounds like the slight buzzing sound the inverter
makes when it is running, only loud—it blocks everything
else out. I have read books on radios and tried to figure it
out, but nothing seems to work. Do you have a solution?
Thank you, Joe Hahler, Ocheyedan, Iowa
More SW Buzzzzzz
Dear Richard, I have a question I hope you can answer. I
have a small house that I power with a Trace SW4024 sine
wave inverter. Besides the lights, my main load is my
stereo and TV setup. I also have a turntable and separate
phone stage. As you know, a turntable operates at very
low voltages and noise is easily picked up. While the
sound is pretty good due to the quality of the components,
I’ve been looking to improve the sound by adding a
balanced power supply. There is a company in Selma,
Oregon called Equi-tech that builds a product they claim
works very well with grid supplied power.
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My question is, would this treatment work the same with
my Trace inverter, or would my money be better spent
buying a more audio-friendly inverter like a Statpower or
Exeltech? Keep up the good work, Bob Buckner, West LA,
California
Hello Joe and Bob, Radio frequency interference (RFI) is a
tough problem to lick, and all inverters—without
exception—have this problem. There are two basic ways
that RFI travels: through the wires supplying power to the
radio/stereo, and/or as radiated RF energy through space.
Use a portable AM radio as a detector to sniff out what
mode your RFI is using.
The first and most obvious solution to your problem is to
use a DC (battery-powered) radio/stereo and switch off the
inverter while listening to it. Not a very good solution, since
you probably want the inverter operating for other
appliances, and may even be powering that radio/stereo
from the inverter. I’ve tried all manner of filters that are
supposed to “clean up” the incoming power to RFI
sensitive electronics. While some diminish the RFI, none
has ever completely eliminated it. When it comes to RFI
“hitchhiking” on the power lines, the purer the sine wave,
the less the RFI. Both Exeltech and Statpower sine wave
inverters produce purer sine wave power than the Trace
SW series.
The second solution is to put some space between the
radio (and its antenna) and the inverter. Radiated RFI
follows the same inverse square law as all RF energy. The
intensity of the RF field is inversely proportional to the
square of the distance between the source (the inverter)
and the receiver (your radio). So put as much space as
possible between the radio and the inverter, and most
especially the radio’s antenna. Even a few feet can make a
big difference, especially in the antenna. You can diminish
the amount of RFI that the inverter is emitting by making a
tightly twisted pair out of the heavy cables that supply DC
power to the inverter. In my experience, these input cables
are the major source of radiated, inverter-produced RFI.
Reducing RFI requires diligence and experimentation.
Keep trying the solutions I mention here until the RFI is
reduced to a tolerable level. Richard Perez
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Home Power MicroAds
Rates: 10¢ per CHARACTER, including spaces and punctuation.
$15 minimum per insertion. Please send a check with your ad.
Your cancelled check is your receipt.
Help us prevent fraud! Home Power MicroAds from individuals must
supply serial number(s) for equipment being sold. Businesses must
supply a published phone number(s) and a physical address. If at all
possible, please pay for your ad via personal or business check, or
credit card.
While Home Power is doing everything we can to prevent fraud, we
can assume no responsibility for items being sold.

PURE CASTILE & VEGETARIAN SOAPS. Handmade in an
AE environment. We also have hard to find natural bath &
body care products. FREE catalog: SIMMONS
HANDCRAFTS 42295 AE, Hwy 36, Bridgeville, CA 95526
HYDROELECTRIC SYSTEMS: Pelton and Crossflow
designs, either complete turbines or complete systems.
Assistance in site evaluation and equipment selection. Sizes
from 100 watts to 5 megawatts. Manufacturing home and
commercial size turbines since 1976. Send for a free
brochure. Canyon Industries Inc., P.O. Box 574 HP, Deming,
WA 98244, 360-592-5552.
XXXXXXXXX USED SOLAR MODULES XXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXXXXXX 64 Watts $319 XXXXXXXXXXXXX
Used MSX60s $295, BZ 8 amp pwm controller $49, Ex 2KW
inverter SB, 110 amp charger New $850, 3000+ watt resistors
$35, new 75 Watt modules $375. Buy, sell New/Used, Trace,
NiCds, refrigerator. Try to match anyone’s prices. Call or send
S.A.S.E. to Craig Eversole, 10192 Choiceana, Hesperia CA
92345 for free flyer. M/C VISA Discover 760-949-0505
The big-box Solar Mart may talk a good game from behind
the order desk, but are they actually out there doin’ it?
VERMONT SOLAR ENGINEERING takes pride in being a
reality-based dealer/designer/installer. We know the products
because we work with them every day—PV, hydro, wind &
domestic hot water, from components to complete systems.
So reject the romantic salesspeak offered by the volume
dealers and give us a call. Thanks! 800-286-1252, 802-8631202, 863-7908(fax). PO Box 697, Burlington, VT 05402. Our
Website contains our installation portfolio and attractive sale
pricing—www.vtsolar.com-Visa/MC
I AM A SOLAR WHOLESALER looking for retailers to carry
my solar electronic and hobby goods. Phone # (916) 4864373. Please leave message.
RADIO/TELEPHONES FOR Remote Home or Business:
Commercial quality, up to 20+ mi, Best Prices. (208-263-9755
PST) Send $1 cash: KRES, Box 215-HP, Kootenai, ID 83840
START YOUR OWN TECHNICAL VENTURE! Don
Lancaster’s newly updated INCREDIBLE SECRET MONEY
MACHINE II tells how. We now have autographed copies of
the Guru’s underground classic for $18.50, Synergetics Press,
Box 809-HP, Thatcher, AZ 85552. (520) 428-4073, VISA/MC.
7.5 KW JACOBS WIND Gen. with 80’ free standing tower,
Ananda controller, cable, $5,000 O.B.O. (503) 681-3427/9850113

EARTH-SHELTERED HOMES This definitive manual by
noted authority Loren Impson features detailed building
instructions for the amazingly affordable and practical FerroCement Dome Home. Only $15 from Sun Life, 71 Holistic
Hollow, Mount Ida AR 71957 www.sun4life.com
INTERESTED IN INTENTIONAL COMMUNITY?
Communities magazine offers complete, updated listings of
intentional communities not found in the Communities
Directory. Practical information about forming/joining
community — alternative buildings & structures; getting off the
grid, legal, financial & land options. Plus Eco-villages,
Cohousing, decision-making, conflict resolution, successful
communities, children in community, research findings on
community living. Quarterly. $18/yr, $5/sample. 138-HP Twin
Oaks Rd, Louisa, VA 23093. (540) 894-5798.
YOUR ALASKAN SOLAR EXPERTS! Complete source for
Alaskan alternative power. ABS Alaskan, 2130 Van Horn
Road. Fairbanks, AK 99701 907/452-2002, AK 800/478-7145
OVER 23 YEARS IN SOLAR Business. Talmage Solar
Engineering, Inc. has served customers from the islands off
the coast of Maine to Honduras. We take time to figure out the
exact needs of each customer, design and engineer systems
that will work and give the best possible price on equipment.
Give us a chance to show that our experience will help you
build a solar power system that will work. We are always here
to give backup support. 18 Stone Rd. Kennebunkport, ME
04046 207-967-5945 E-mail tse@talmagesolar.com website
www.talmagesolar.com
FOR SALE: Photocopied reprints of Home Power issues 1–10
available. All proceeds will be donated to IRENEW. Call 815469-5334 or email Jeff_Green@msn.com. Sold only in sets of
1 thru 10 for US$30 which includes shipping in most cases.
VERY LOW PRICES Solar Electric & Thermal Equip. PanelsInverters, Charge regulators, wind generators-pumps-controls
Please Call (888) 817-1737 or write to 6 Cresta Cir. #7, San
Rafael, CA 94903
EDTA RESTORES SULFATED Batteries. EDTA tetrasodium
salt, info, catalog, $12/lb plus $3.50 ship & handle. Trailhead
Supply 325 E. 1165 N. Orem, UT 84057, (801) 225-3931 or
(801) 226-6630 email: trailheadsupply@webtv.net
http://www.webspawner.com/users/trailheadsupply
STEAM ENGINE KIT, all materials with machining drawings
or fully assembled. Power small boat, generator, or
machinery. Information; $1.00 stamp to Pearl Engine Co, RR1
Box 45H Sutton VT 05867 • 802-467-3205
http://homepages.together.net/~pearleng
FREE PROPERTY LIST for mountain land, some with creek
or river frontage in beautiful Scott Valley, Northern California
just 15 minutes west of Yreka off I-5. 5 to 320 acre parcels,
perfect area for retirement or country lifestyle. Call Scott
Valley Real Estate (530) 468-2252, www.svre.com
QUIRKS WIND GEN, 2kW, 3kW in 30mph, 110VDC 10’8” dia
prop, complete, 10ft. tower, control pnl, inst.manual, drawings,
as-new cond.,in orig. crates. Rugged heavy-duty unit good for
heating and lights. $2500 David 801-768-8597,801-5696630,801-599-2944.
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VERMONT PV DEALER. David Palumbo/Independent Power
& Light has been installing off-grid systems, and helping do-ityourselfers (who buy their equipment from him) with free
professional design advice for over 10 yrs. Trojan and
Surrette batteries. FREE with battery purchase IP&L deep
cycle battery instructions. Trace, Solarex, Siemens, and BP at
fair prices. Large supply of wire and cable. Beware of “fast
buck artist,” slick talking, “lowest price anywhere” mail order
companies who don’t take the time to find out what you really
need and can’t spend the time on personal support and
service. Buy from an honest dealer who knows the products
and cares about your success in using them. David’s
installations are innovative, simple to live with, and
successful. And our long following of do-it-yourself customers
always come back for more because they can rely on getting
straight talk, no BS, and the best service possible. “David is
one of the original RE pioneers... he knows how to really
squeeze all the energy out of a KWH!” Richard Perez (HP60).
I P & L, 462 Solar Way Drive, Hyde Park, Vermont 05655.
Call David Palumbo 802-888-7194. Email:
indeppower@aol.com. Web site: INDEPENDENTPOWER.COM. No catalog requests please. Please call for
appointment before visiting.
WANTED: The Midwest Renewable Energy Association is in
need of two wind generator towers. We’d like Rohn SSV
towers, one at 90’ to 100’, and the other at 110’ to 120’.
Donations always accepted. Please call Mick at 920-8377523 or Katy at 715-592-6595.

MONTANA..PROPERTY WANTED, large, up in the
mountains, remote but accessible, alternative power O.K.,
Frank Wheaton PO Box EX29198 George Town, Exuma,
Bahamas or call 242 336 2775
PROPERTY CARETAKERS/Housesitters enjoy rentfree
living, worldwide 700+ opportunities available! The Caretakers
Gazette (480) 488-1970. www.caretaker.org
AE DEALERS LIVING WITH systems they sell. Experienced
design, supply & installation PV, Wind & Heating. SASK Solar
Box 444 Air Ronge, S0J 3G0 Canada Ph/Fax 306-425-3930
SUNFROST 19 cu. ft. Refrigerator Freezer. Like New. Used
only 6 mo. Works Great. ph. 970-560-1116 Lewis, Colo
THE ULTIMATE BED Put a dresser under any bed. Try the
World’s best adjustable mattress.Ships UPS. 30-day in-home
trial. 509-997-7703
SAVE GAS, TIME AND MONEY! Organic items - food,
landscaping, more! furniture, wool mattress pads, colloidal
silver. shop online http://www.14ushop.com
SOLAR PANEL SALE OF THE MILLENNIUM! Kyocera
KC120 only $538.99 Brand New with 25 year warranty. No
Gimmicks! Call Toll Free 1-877-246-8217 Visa/MC
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ Trace SW 4024 $2,199 $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$
PS 2524 & 2512 $1,499, DR 3624 $1,089, DR 2424 & 2412
$899, DR 1512 $699, www.NationalDiscountSolar.com 877222-4990 (toll free)

COMPUTER NERD WANTED: Work/study trade opportunity,
6–12 months “Hands-On” workshop attendance in exchange
for “net savvy” multi-media skills in IBM PC environment.
Solar Energy International, 970-963-8855
sei@solarenergy.org (For SEI info see HP ad)

NEW MEXICO HOMESTEAD SITES Private. Legal. Tillable
farm soil. Pure abundant water 200ft. Quiet. Minimal
restrictions. Prime Solar/Wind. Roads in. Deming 15 miles.
Easy RV access. Build adobe, straw bale, papercrete etc.
$600 & up. Believe it (505) 536-3813 dennis@gilanet.com

Prescott - AZ - Attractive (5’6”), slim, healthy, Solar Lady
looking for a soul mate (ages 45-55) to share a Purpose that
God has for us. As a steward, I promote solar energy; living it
& through business. Love writing/producing music in my
studio. Background in nursing; now into alternative medicine
& living the good life of gr.house gardening, cooking, dancing,
painting, pottery, stain glass, ham radio, flying, electric cars
etc! I like to be feminine and be a helpmate to a man I can
look up to. If you are warm, caring, affectionate and like doing
honey do’s now and then plus having a full life of fun, travel,
adventure, and a man of God, please write! Compassion &
sincerity a plus. Flexible in relocation/changes
harmony@mwaz.com

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ Air 403 $455 $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$
PC 500 $1299, C40 $143, PP-SW4024/S $3,299, PPSW4024/D $5999, DC250 $229,
www.NationalDiscountSolar.com 877-222-4990 (toll free)

INTERNS WANTED at SOLAR ENERGY INTERNATIONAL!
Work/study trade opportunities, 6–12 months “Hands-On”
workshop attendance in exchange for multi-faceted office
work, beginning ASAP. SEI, Carbondale, CO.
sei@solarenergy.org • (970) 963-8855 (For SEI info see HP
ad)

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ Photowatt 100 watt $369 $$$$$$$$$$$$$$
BP 75 watt $345, Siemens SP75 $359, SR100 $489, BP 85
watt $419, US-64 $299, Surrette L16 $199.
www.NationalDiscountSolar.com 877-222-4990 (toll free)

BATTERIES: TROJAN L-16 & Hup Solar One. High quality,
low prices, delivered anywhere. MAPLE STATE BATTERY
(802)467-3662 Jesus said “I am the way, the truth, and the
life...” John 14:6
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WANTED—Goldline GL-30 with interlock feature for a G1-1.
Also need a 2 volt round Bell cell KS-20472 please call Marc
Whiting 660-429-6338, or mwhiting@iland.net
SOLAR ELECTRIC Business for sale Owner illness requires
sale of non region specific solar electric business Could be
run from anywhere Details Box 587 Roundup, MT 59072
Trace Invertor DR 3624-never used. $1200 obo Bill 850-8416869

Y2K SPECIALS: Now offering the worlds Lowest prices Save
5%-50% off marked down prices. From solar modules to
inverters to accessories on all top name brands such as
Trace, Heart Interface, UniSolar, Siemens, Statpower,
Kyocera and Whisper to name a few. Call toll free 877-2468217 M/C Visa. Visit our website
http://www.solartech2000.com

MicroAds

Nature lovers - it doesn’t get much better than this! Modern 4
bedroom solar/gen home on private 4.5 acres in central
Vermont; located on well-maintained dead-end dirt road, 1.5
miles to paved road; 35 minutes south of Montpelier. Open
floor plan, large windows, southern exposure. 1300 square
feet + with full basement, rustic guest cabin, wood shed.
Within walking distance to miles of ski trails and hiking areas.
Call 802-883-5514 or 883-9307.
DIESEL/BIODIESEL Generators 4.5–7 KW w/Yanmar
engines durable water-cooled (cogeneration) safe and very
economical Easy manual/elec start. Stationary/portable $1650
& up (814) 724-7736
JACOBS wind turbines from 2 to 20 kW, completely rebuilt.
Repair and rebuild services, Replacement parts, governors
and blades. Also parts and blades for other wind turbines.
Abundant Renewable Energy, 22700 NE Mountain Top Rd.,
Newburg, OR 97132 Phone (503) 538-8292. Email
rwpreus@yahoo.com
SOLAR COLLECTOR Positioning Software. Displays
incidence angles and shading of proposed buildings.
www.VisualSolar.com
WINCHARGER Generator brushes and parts. 32 and 12 volt
machines. Mountain Pass Wind Co., since 1981. Steve Hicks,
(406) 547-2266, steveahicks@yahoo.com
SEATTLE—AREA: Off-grid solar cedar home on 31 acres,
privacy and mountain views. Visit at
www.halcyon.com/alancrab/re.htm (alancrab@halcyon.com or
POB 314, Arlington, WA 98223
USED JACOBS 20kw wind generator Model 29–20, Low
usage, well maintained, 80’ free standing tower, all associated
equipment, $10,000 or b.o. (763) 428-1313
Photovoltaics 1400 polycrystaline 10cm square cells for sale.
No connectors. App. 1.4W/cell; 3A@0.47V. $1.25 each plus
shipping, less in quantity. $6.00 for two samples, shipped
priority mail. Send check or cashier check to: Ed Brown, 7489
N Fork Smith River Rd, Reedsport, OR 97467.
eucommia@transport.com
ELECTRIC POWER YOUR BICYCLE. Henthorn
Regenerative Electric Auto. Simple Homemade Hydrogen.
Plans catalog $1. DWFrench, POB 2010(AEHP), Sparks, NV
89432
FOR SALE—Self Feathering Hub and three blades from
Jacob’s model 18 wind machine. $1300.00 Delivered. Nice
condition. Call 1-517-595-6483 for pix.
WANTED: A JOB in renewable energy. I have recently
completed a 4 yr. degree in Appropriate Technology from
Appalachian State University in Boone, NC. Please rescue
me from conventional home building! References and resume
available. Jay Wilson 828-963-2601.
BAY AREA SOLAR Electric. Turn your meter backwards!
California rebates still available. We install grid-tied PV
systems that reduce your monthly utility bill and give you
back-up during outages. Acme Electric, 2215 Grant St,
Berkeley CA 94703. (510) 644-2367

Heavy duty 100’ Rohn Wind Gen. Self Standing Tower never
assembled $2000., Used 15-watt Propane Gen. on trailer runs $1750. 530 459-0766
20 ACRES IN HUMBOLDT CO., CALIF. 12 miles from Arcata.
1900 sq. ft. 4/2 custom cedar home, sunny SW exposure,
very private with redwood forest and year-round creek. Solar
hot H2O, ram pump, wood-fired hot tub. Ming Tree Realty
707-839-1521 Sylvia Garlick.
9.5 ACRES 25 SCENIC minutes from Santa Fe, New Mexico.
1700 square foot cabin, well, propane, small P.V.; excellent
P.V. and passive solar site; 1/4 mile from national forest.
Peaceful and beautiful. 480.731.3625.
TWO NEW TIROLIA Model 20TH Casanova cooking, heating
& hot water wood/coal stoves, with two new Vaugh 115 gal.
Solar Hot water Tanks sold as a set. 208-354-8661
I AM A CONTRACTOR doing work for American Tower Corp.,
and live off the grid in SW Wyoming. My neighbors and I
pulled all the C&D batteries & chargers out of the old MCI
sites in Wyoming last fall, and now I have to dispose of all the
batteries in the sites in Colorado & Kansas, later on in the
year Texas, Utah, & Nevada. There is (1) 1100 AH 24v bank,
and (1) 2200 AH in each site, and the terminals have (1) or (2)
24v 3300 AH bank(s). The batteries have worked well for us,
and there are enough sites out there to take care of a
thousand RE homes. It is just a lot of grunt work - whoever
wants batteries will have to show up with a trailer or truck big
enough to haul them home, and the muscles to do it!
rspain@allwest.net
SAVE $$$ - BY PRIVATE OWNER. All new/unused system
components still in the original boxes/crate: TRACE (PPSW4024/D) DUAL POWER PANEL (24V, 8kW, sinewave,
120/240, w/2ea PPO-C40 chargers, 1ea PPO-C40 DVM, 10’
battery cables, both 2/0 & 4/0) $6795 ($8087 retail); 12ea BP
75W SOLAR PANELS (BP275) $4240 ($5940 retail); 1ea
TRACE INVERTER DR3624 (24V, 3600W, mod-sine) $1095
($1395 retail); 2ea POLYPHASER LIGHTNING
PROCTECTORS IS-35VDC $297 ($450 retail).
daryl@corptravelmgt.com or 704-853-3880. Charlotte, NC
area
BUILD YOUR PHOTOVOLTAIC panels for as low as a $1.00
per watt for cells. We @ The solar cell company buy and sell
new solar cells @ low prices.We also carry small panels, thin
film modules, staber washers, compact fluorescent lights,
L.E.D. flashlights and light bars.Check out our low prices on
our WEB site @ www.solarcell.net or e-mail us @
highgfm@mint.net The solar cell co. p.o.box 275 Lincoln,
Maine 04457
STEAM ENGINE + Boiler driving 500W 12V alternator.
Complete “Little Donkey” system purchased from
www.sensiblesteam.com (great info there). Never used, still in
original box! $3465 (the sold-out price - 10%) OBO.
tmasters@plix.com 509-738-4636.
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The Home Power Index: Issues 71 through 76
Listed alphabetically by subject: first number is the issue, second number is the page.
Alternative Fuels (see “Hydrogen” &
“Transportation”)
Appliances (also see “Lighting”)
air conditioning and PV, Ozonal Notes, 73-136
Ecofan, thermoelectric wood stove fan, Home &
Heart, 76-134
energy efficiency, cut your utility bills, 71-84
Peltier junction air conditioning, Q&A, 73-139
simple solar batch water heater, 76-36
Staber washer and Frigidaire dryer, Home &
Heart, 75-134
Architecture
E Build Library CD-ROM, green building
technologies, 72-126
The $50 & Up Underground House Book, Book
Review, 74-134
The Rammed Earth House, Book Review,
73-122
Kyocera’s PV-powered energy-efficient building,
75-44
Batteries
battery connector sizing, Q&A, 75-155
battery defined, Word Power, 73-100
battery electrolyte stratification, equalization
voltage for Trace C40, Q&A, 74-155
battery sizing, time-of-day aspect, skimming
effect, Q&A, 73-139
big used batteries, Q&A, 72-140
Concorde SunXtender AGM sealed batteries,
TtW!, 75-88
EV battery comparison, GoPower, 72-92
new battery technologies for EVs, GoPower,
75-100
Surrette 6-CS-25PS batteries, TtW!, 75-84
Book Reviews (also see “Media Reviews”)
From Space to Earth, history of PV, 75-136
The $50 & Up Underground House Book, 74-134
The Death of Ben Linder, RE enthusiast and
Contra soldiers, 76-136
The Rammed Earth House, 73-122
Charge Controllers (see “Regulators”)
Code Corner
add your input to the 2002 NEC, 75-128
grounding PV arrays far away from balance of
system, 74-128
grounding PV systems, 72-112
NEC summary for PV, installation checklist,
system users manual, 71-130
PV grounding for single dwellings, how you can
affect the NEC, 73-114
wire ratings and what they mean, 76-128
Education (also see “Energy Fairs”)
battery defined, Word Power, 73-100
biodiesel, step by step, 72-84
charge controller basics, 72-68
Education Station, RE demo on wheels, 72-42
energy efficiency, cut your utility bills, 71-84
fuel cells, basics, current technology, 72-20
high school class builds PV demo cart, 74-24
insiders discuss Y2K, advice from RE dealers
and distributors, 71-70
interties explained, utility interactive inverter
safety, 71-58
inverter defined and described, Word Power,
74-116
laser-grooved PV modules, 73-58
Mali solar cooker project update, 73-48
Midwest Renewable Energy Fair ‘99, 72-50
MREA gets new home and demo facilty, 74-44
PicoTurbine, small wind genny demo,
Homebrew, 71-102
P-N junction explained, Word Power, 76-116
PV cell defined, Word Power, 75-114
SEI microhydro-power workshop, Washington
state, 76-64
SEI workshop, PV and wind system upgrade,
Colorado, 71-24
SolWest Renewable Energy Fair ‘99, 73-74
Southwest Renewable Energy Fair ‘99, 74-66
Southwest Windpower factory tour, 74-74
steam power, what it takes, 72-60
Stirling engine, small and simple, Homebrew,
76-88
Take Your Bedroom Off the Grid workshop, with
Redwood Alliance and SEI, 73-38
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temporary PV system powering the Protecting
Mother Earth Conference, 75-60
Voltsrabbit conversion at SolWest ‘99, GoPower,
73-94
watt defined, Word Power, 71-114
watt-hour defined, Word Power, 72-98
wind genny design, Hugh Piggott interview, 74-94
Efficiency
energy efficiency, cut your utility bills, 71-84
power consumption monitor using a multimeter,
Homebrew, 71-98
Electric Vehicles
EV battery comparison, GoPower, 72-92
batteries, cost, care, and feeding, GoPower,
74-104
electric bike, Homebrew, 73-64
EV suspension, EV Tech Talk, 73-102
fabricating motor mounts, EV Tech Talk, 71-116
fuel cell future for EVs, GoPower, 76-104
hybrid electric/gasoline vehicle myths debunked,
EV Tech Talk, 74-112
integrating traction battery and low voltage
accessory battery, EV Tech Talk, 76-110
motor to transmission adaptors, EV Tech Talk,
72-100
new battery technologies, GoPower, 75-100
PV-charged EV, 12 KW grid-intertie, Systems
article, 72-10
rehabilitating old EVs, EV Tech Talk, 75-108
solar boats from Finland, 74-60
tires for EVs, GoPower, 71-90
Voltsrabbit conversion at SolWest ‘99, GoPower,
73-94
Electricity (definitions, see “Word Power”)
Emergency Preparedness
insiders discuss Y2K, advice from RE dealers
and distributors, 71-70
water purification, solar cooking, Home & Heart,
71-136
Y2K outlook, humor, 71-78
Energy Fairs
Midwest Renewable Energy Fair ‘99, 72-50
season of energy fairs begins, From Us to You,
71-6
SolWest Renewable Energy Fair ‘99, 73-74
Southwest Renewable Energy Fair ‘99, 74-66
EV Tech Talk
designing and building a motor to transmission
adaptor, 72-100
EV suspension, 73-102
fabricating motor mounts, 71-116
hybrid electric/gasoline vehicle myths debunked,
74-112
integrating traction battery and low voltage
accessory battery, 76-110
rehabilitating old EVs, 75-108
From Us to You
Bill Haveland, hydro evangelist, passes on, 72-8
Grand Canyon renews our perspectives, 74-6
season of energy fairs begins, 71-6
solar harvests, for power and for garden, 73-6
taking RE on-grid, 76-6
thinking outside the box, putting wind gennies in
trees, 75-6
Fuel Cells
fuel cell future for EVs, GoPower, 76-104
status of technology for home power, 72-20
Wizard Speaks, 76-142
GoPower
batteries, cost, care, and feeding, 74-104
biodiesel-powered VW Vanagon, SlugBus, 76-56
biodiesel, step by step, 72-84
electric bike, Homebrew, 73-64
EV battery comparison, 72-92
fuel cell future for EVs, 76-104
new battery technologies for EVs, 75-100
solar boats from Finland, 74-60
tires for EVs, 71-90
Voltsrabbit conversion at SolWest ’99, 73-94
Guerrilla Solar
0004, PV and wind, 71-48
0005, PV, 71-56
0006, PV and wind, 73-84
0007, PV, 74-85
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0008, PV with MicroSine, 75-74
0009, PV, 76-84
interties explained, utility interactive inverter
safety, 71-58
Manifesto, GS statement of purpose, 72-77
utility worker safety and GS, Ozonal Notes,
71-151
Home & Heart
bee wrangling, 72-123
bee wrangling, part two, 73-120
Ecofan, thermo-electric wood stove fan, 76-134
solar cookbook, solar cooking, bees, water
purification, 71-136
Staber washer and Frigidaire dryer, 75-134
vermiculture (worm raising), 74-132
Homebrew
electric bike, 73-64
LED light projects, 71-110
PicoTurbine, small wind genny demo, 71-102
power consumption monitor using a multimeter,
71-98
pulse width modulator, dimmer or speed control,
75-116
ram pump from plumbing parts, 76-42
simple LED lights, 73-88 (correction, Q&A,
75-155)
simple solar batch water heater, 76-36
solar hot air collector, 72-34
Stirling engine, small and simple, 76-88
Y2K disco ball, 74-88
Hydro
Canadian high-head microhydro system, 76-8
Himalayan hydronic heating using hydro, 75-68
induction motors for small-scale hydro in Costa
Rica, 71-36
SEI microhydro-power workshop, 76-64
self-cleaning intake screens, 71-64
Watermotor for woodworking in Bolivia, 71-50
Hydrogen
fuel cells, status of technology for home power,
72-20
Independent Power Providers
corporate acquisition, 71-126
cut-rate equipment, RE world-wide, 73-110
distributed generation, 72-108
distributed generation, 76-124
IEEE 929 and intertied systems, 74-122
more IEEE 929, international guerrilla solar, PV
markets, 75-122
Index
issues 1 through 64, 65-113
issues 65 through 70, 71-157
Instrumentation
data logging your PV input with a PC, 74-52
Hobo data logger for computer monitoring of
system loads, 76-96
power consumption monitor using a multimeter,
71-98
International
Bolivia, Watermotor for woodworking, 71-50
Cambodia, Samaki village gets PV lighting,
71-16
Canada, high-head microhydro system, 76-8
Costa Rica, induction motors for small-scale
hydro, 71-36
Finland, solar boats, 74-60
Himalaya, hydronic heating using hydro, 75-68
Japan, Kyocera’s PV-powered energy-efficient
building, 75-44
Kenya, bush camp, PV power for training, 75-34
Mali, solar cooker project update, 73-48
Nicaragua, Agua Zarca medical clinic electrified
with PV, 74-34
Papua New Guinea, PV for Kerina Evangelist’s
College, 76-74
South Africa, African Windpower’s 3.6 m wind
turbine with PV, 76-52
Inverters
Exeltech XP1100, Things that Work!, 75-76
inverter defined and described, Word Power,
74-116
mod sine circuit for battery charging, Q&A,
74-155
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mod sine inverter homebrewing, Millard system
update, 73-28
NEC summary, installation checklist and manual,
Code Corner, 71-130
utility interactive inverter safety, interties
explained, 71-58
utility intertie system renovations, different
inverters, Systems article, 73-8
Lighting
Cambodia, Samaki village gets PV lighting,
71-16
Energy efficiency, cut your utility bills, 71-84
LED light projects, Homebrew, 71-110
simple LED lights article clarification, Q&A,
75-155
simple LED lights, Homebrew, 73-88
Media Review (also see “Book Reviews”)
E Build Library CD-ROM, green building
technologies, 72-126
Meters (see “Instrumentation”)
National Electric Code (see “Code Corner”)
Ozonal Notes
fairs, travel, guerrilla solar, HP’s new RE system,
Wrench email list, net metering, 74-151
global warming, net metering in OR, solar air
conditioning, 73-136
guerrilla solar, energy fairs, net metering,
industry growth, 71-151
history of Home Power magazine, 75-152
HP crew biographies and photos, 76-152
retirement, net metering, ASES, MREF, guerrilla
solar, 72-138
Photovoltaics
big PV system on motorhome, Systems article,
75-52
Block Island community RE with wind, Systems
article, 74-8
Cambodia, Samaki village gets PV lighting,
71-16
Caveney solar-powered treehouse, Systems
article, 73-54
Chacon PV and wind system, blind
installer/owner, 75-26
community wind power with PV, Iowa, 73-18
Dankoff PV system for home and pumping,
76-26
EN-R-PAK 200 portable PV system, TtW!, 72-74
From Space to Earth, history of PV, Book
Review, 75-136
grounding arrays far away from balance of
system, Code Corner, 74-128
grounding PV systems, Code Corner, 72-112
Guerrilla Solar 0004, PV and wind, 71-48
Guerrilla Solar 0005, PV, 71-56
Guerrilla Solar 0006, PV and wind, 73-84
Guerrilla Solar 0007, PV, 74-85
Guerrilla Solar 0008, PV with MicroSine, 75-74
Guerrilla Solar 0009, PV, 76-84
high school class builds PV demo cart, 74-24
Kenyan bush camp, PV power for training, 75-34
laser-grooved PV modules, 73-58
Millard system update, PV and wind, 73-28
mobile PV trailer powers moveable home,
SolarWagon, 71-8
NEC summary, installation checklist and manual,
Code Corner, 71-130
Nicaragua, Agua Zarca medical clinic electrified
with PV, 74-34
Papua New Guinea, PV for Kerina Evangelist’s
College, 76-74
P-N junction explained, Word Power, 76-116
PV cell defined, Word Power, 75-114
PV grounding for single dwellings, how you can
affect the NEC, 73-114
SEI workshop, PV and wind system upgrade,
Colorado, 71-24
small North Woods cabin, DC-only system,
75-18
solar-charged EV, 12 KW grid-intertie, Systems
article, 72-10
solar position calculations, Q&A, 74-155
South African PV and wind hybrid system, 76-52
Take Your Bedroom Off the Grid workshop, with
Redwood Alliance and SEI, Systems article,
73-38

Witt, utility intertie system renovations, different
inverters, Systems article, 73-8
Power Politics
energy dollars opinion poll, 72-104
failed dereg in CA, learning from mistakes,
73-106
Million Solar Roofs revisited, 76-118
nuclear menace around the world, 74-118
nuclear waste disposal, 71-122
World Trade Organization riots in Seattle, 75-94
Pumps
Dankoff PV system for home and pumping, 76-26
ram pump from plumbing parts, Homebrew,
76-42
simple AC surface pump, 72-54
Recreational Vehicles
big PV system on motorhome, Systems article,
75-52
solar boats from Finland, 74-60
Regulators
charge controller basics, 72-68
controllers for multiple sources, controllers
without batteries, Q&A, 72-140
NEC summary, installation checklist and manual,
Code Corner, 71-130
RV Power Products Solar Boost 2000 maximum
power point tracking charge controller, TtW!,
73-70
Solar Cooking
Mali, solar cooker project update, 73-48
solar cooker focusing, solar cookbook, Home &
Heart, 71-136
Solar Water Heating
simple solar batch water heater, 76-36
Space Heating
hydronic heating using hydro, Himalaya, 75-68
radiant-heated floor using a Jacobs wind genny,
Systems article, 75-8
solar hot air collector, Homebrew, 72-34
Steam
what it takes to do steam power, 72-60
Systems
Canadian high-head microhydro system, 76-8
Hydro, induction motors, Costa Rica, 71-36
Hydro, Washington state, SEI microhydro-power
workshop, 76-64
PV and wind system, Chacon, blind
installer/owner, 75-26
PV and wind system upgrade, SEI workshop,
Colorado, 71-24
PV, big system on motorhome, Systems article,
75-52
PV, Block Island community RE system, with
wind, 74-8
PV, Cambodia, Samaki village gets PV lighting,
71-16
PV, Caveney solar-powered treehouse, Systems
article, 73-54
PV, Dankoff PV system for home and pumping,
76-26
PV, Education Station, RE demo on wheels,
72-42
PV, Guerrilla Solar 0004, with wind, 71-48
PV, Guerrilla Solar 0005, 71-56
PV, Guerrilla Solar 0006, with wind, 73-84
PV, Guerrilla Solar 0007, 74-85
PV, Guerrilla Solar 0008, with MicroSine, 75-74
PV, Guerrilla Solar 0009, 76-84
PV, high school class builds demo cart, 74-24
PV, Kenyan bush camp PV power for training,
75-34
PV, mobile power trailer powers moveable home,
SolarWagon, 71-8
PV and wind, Millard system update, 73-28
PV, Nicaraguan medical clinic electrified, 74-34
PV, Papua New Guinea, Kerina Evangelist’s
College system, 76-74
PV, Pease 12 KW grid-intertie plus PV-charged
EV, 72-10
PV, South African PV and wind hybrid system,
76-52
PV, small North Woods cabin, DC-only system,
75-18
PV, Witt, utility intertie system renovations,
different inverters, 73-8

sizing, comparing specs, Q&A, 71-153
Take Your Bedroom Off the Grid workshop, with
Redwood Alliance and SEI, 73-38
temporary PV system, powering the Protecting
Mother Earth Conference, 75-60
Wind, African Windpower’s 3.6 m wind turbine
with PV, 76-52
Wind, Block Island community RE system, with
PV, 74-8
Wind, Guerrilla Solar 0004, with PV, 71-48
Wind, Guerrilla Solar 0006, with PV, 73-84
Wind, McCorkendale Jacobs wind genny, radiant
heated floor, Systems article, 75-8
Wind, neighborhood system with PV, Iowa, 73-18
Terminology (see “Word Power”)
Things that Work!
Concorde SunXtender AGM sealed batteries,
75-88
EN-R-PAK 200 portable PV system, 72-74
Exeltech XP1100 inverter, 75-76
RV Power Products Solar Boost maximum power
point tracking charge controller, 73-70
Surrette 6-CS-25PS battery, 75-84
Transportation (see “Electric Vehicles,”
“GoPower,” & “EV Tech Talk”)
Utilities (also see “Power Politics,” “Guerrilla
Solar,” & “Independent Power Providers”)
Block Island community RE, wind and PV,
Systems article, 74-8
distributed generation, IPP, 72-108
distributed generation, IPP, 76-124
failed dereg in CA, learning from mistakes,
Power Politics, 73-106
IEEE 929 and intertied systems, IPP, 74-122
interties explained, utility interactive inverter
safety, 71-58
Rhode Island deregulation jump-starts RE, 74-20
Water (see “Pumps,” “Hydro,” & “Emergency
Preparedness”)
Wind Power
African Windpower’s 3.6 m wind turbine with PV,
76-52
Block Island community RE, wind and PV,
Systems article, 74-8
Chacon PV and wind system, blind
installer/owner, 75-26
Guerrilla Solar 0004, with PV, 71-48
Guerrilla Solar 0006, with PV, 73-84
Induction generators, Q&A, 73-139
Hugh Piggott interview on wind genny design,
74-94
McCorkendale Jacobs wind genny, radiant
heated floor, Systems article, 75-8
neighborhood system with PV, Systems article,
73-18
PicoTurbine, small wind genny demo,
Homebrew, 71-102
SEI workshop, PV and wind system upgrade,
Colorado, 71-24
Southwest Windpower factory tour, 74-74
Wizard Speaks
energy in free space, 71-143
environmental problems and solutions, 75-142
fuel cells, 76-142
global warming, 74-140
resource depletion, cause and effect, 72-130
time, space, and other axes, 73-127
Word Power
battery defined, 73-100
inverter defined and described, 74-116
P-N junction explained, 76-116
PV cell defined, 75-114
watt defined, 71-114
watt-hour defined, 72-98
Wrench Realities
dummy loads, diverting excess power, 72-118
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I now use, or plan to use in the future, the following renewable energy equipment (check all that apply):
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FUTURE

❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
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❏
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❏
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❏
❏

Photovoltaic modules
Wind generator
Hydroelectric generator
Battery charger
Instrumentation
Batteries
Inverter
Controls
PV tracker
Engine/generator
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FUTURE

❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
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❏
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BACKWOODS SOLAR ELECTRIC SYSTEMS
FREE 178 PAGE CATALOG/PLANNING GUIDE
This booklet has 178 pages of products,
prices, and helpful information on the
planning of your independent power system
and help with your product selection.
Education, energy conservation, and owner
participation are the keys to affordable solar
electricity.
Since our business and home are two miles
from powerlines, most of the equipment we
sell is used here every day. We are a family
business and we personally answer calls and
letters for the individual owner-builder. Call to
ask for a catalog, or mail the post card below.
BACKWOODS SOLAR ELECTRIC SYSTEMS
1395 ROLLING THUNDER RIDGE
SANDPOINT, IDAHO 83864
Steve and Elizabeth Willey
(208) 263-4290, 8 AM to 5 PM Pacific time.
FAX (208) 265-4788
E-Mail: info@backwoodssolar.com
Website: www.backwoodssolar.com

BACKWOODS SOLAR ELECTRIC SYSTEMS
FREE 2000 CATALOG/PLANNING GUIDE
Mail this card to receive our free catalog & newsletters for a year.
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❂ Kohler cast iron, 1800 rpm, propane fuel Generators
❂ Engine-Alternator 50 amp DC Battery Charger Kit
❂ Harris Hydropower, Whisper and Bergey Windmills
❂ Compact Fluorescent and Quartz DC Lighting
❂ Servel Gas Refrigerator RGE 400 — $1230 includes shipping
❂ Sun Frost solar-electric Refrigerators & Conserv Freezers
❂ NovaKool small DC Refrigerators & Freezers
❂ DC and solar powered water pumps
❂ Sun-Mar Compost Toilets — $940
❂ Aquastar & Paloma Tankless Instant Water Heaters
❂ Wood Fired Hot Tub Heaters
❂ Propane Room Heaters, vented, wall mounted — $395–$650
❂ Gate Opener, solar powered, radio controlled — $495
❂ Pulse, Heliotrope, and Trace Power Centers
❂ Digital multi-test meter, to 10 amp
❂ Books and videos on solar and hydro
❂ We accept VISA, MasterCard, American Express, & Discover
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